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Abstract 
How does the self relate to the body? Bodily self-consciousness, i.e. the sense of being 
a subject bound to a body, involves a first-person perspective (1PP), i.e. the sense of 
being directed at the world. Prior research suggests that bodily self-consciousness 
depends on brain mechanisms integrating multisensory bodily signals. However, the 
specific multisensory mechanisms of 1PP are poorly understood. Here, I defend the 
thesis that the vestibular system, i.e. the sensory system encoding rotational and linear 
accelerations of the head, contributes to 1PP and related multisensory processing in the 
brain. The first part of my thesis presents experimental evidence showing that 1PP was 
influenced by multisensory conflict about the direction of gravity and the location of 
the body. 1PP depended on integrated visual-vestibular signals and was functionally 
distinct from another aspect of bodily self-consciousness: self-identification, i.e. the 
feeling that a particular body is ‘mine’. The second part of my thesis presents the 
electrical neural correlates by which vestibular stimulation affected somatosensory and 
visual cortical processing. Passive whole-body yaw rotation naturally and selectively 
stimulated the vestibular system while the evoked responses to somatosensory or 
visual stimuli were recorded by electroencephalography. Electrical neuroimaging 
analysis showed temporal-specific vestibular effects on somatosensory and visual 
evoked potentials, localized by source estimations to distinct regions of the 
somatosensory, visual, and vestibular cortical networks. Collectively, the results from 
my thesis suggest that the vestibular system contributes to 1PP and multisensory 
cortical processing and imply that the vestibular system should not be neglected when 
studying higher brain function and neurobiological mechanisms of consciousness. 
 
 
Keywords: Self-consciousness; multisensory integration; first-person perspective; 
full-body illusion; vestibular system; semicircular canals; gravity; EEG; virtual reality; 
neuroscience robotics 
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Zusammenfassung 
Was ist das Verhältnis zwischen dem Selbst und dem Körper? Körperliches 
Selbstbewusstsein ist die Erfahrung ein Subjekt zu sein, das an den Körper gebunden 
ist und die umliegende Welt von einer Ersten-Person Perspektive (1PP) wahrnimmt. 
Frühere Studien weisen darauf hin, dass das körperliche Selbstbewusstsein von 
neuronalen Mechanismen abhängig ist, die multisensorische körperliche 
Reizinformationen integrieren. Allerdings sind die spezifischen multisensorischen 
Mechanismen der 1PP bislang unbekannt. Hier verteidige ich die These, dass das 
Vestibuläre System, d.h. das sensorische System das Dreh- und lineare 
Beschleunigungen des Kopfes wahrnimmt, zu 1PP und zugehörigen multisensorischen 
Funktionen beiträgt. Der erste Teil meiner Dissertation präsentiert experimentelle 
Daten, die zeigen, dass 1PP von multisensorischem Sinnreizkonflikt bezüglich der 
Richtung der Schwerkraft und der Position des Körpers im Raum beeinflusst wurde. 
1PP war abhängig von integrierten visuell-vestibulären Signalen und war funktional 
verschieden von einem anderen Aspekt des körperlichen Selbstbewusstseins: 
Selbstidentifikation, der Erfahrung, dass ein bestimmter Körper ‚mein’ ist. Der zweite 
Teil meiner Dissertation präsentiert die elektrischen neuronalen Korrelate, die 
vestibulären Effekten auf somatosensorische und visuelle kortikale Verarbeitung 
zugrunde liegen. Mit passiven Rotationen des Körpers stimulierten wir auf natürliche 
und selektive Weise das Vestibuläre System unserer Probanden und nutzten 
Elektroenzephalografie um die Effekte dieser vestibulären Stimulation auf 
somatosensorisch- und visuell-evozierte Potentiale zu messen. Unsere Analysen 
ergaben zeitlich-spezifische vestibuläre Effekte auf somatosensorische und visuelle 
evozierten Potentiale, die mittels neuronaler Quellenanalyse in verschiedenen 
Regionen des somatosensorischen, visuellen, und vestibulären kortikalen Systems 
lokalisiert wurden. Insgesamt unterstützen die Ergebnisse meiner Dissertation die Idee, 
dass das Vestibuläre System zu 1PP und multisensorischer kortikaler Verarbeitung 
beiträgt und dass das Vestibuläre System nicht ignoriert werden sollte, wenn man 
höhere Hirnfunktionen und die neurobiologischen Mechanismen von Bewusstsein 
untersucht. 
 
 
Schlüsselbegriffe: Ich-Bewusstsein; Intersensorische Integration; Erste Person-
Perspektive; Ganzkörper-Illusion; Vestibuläres System; Vestibuläre Bogengänge; 
Gravitation; EEG; Virtuelle Realität; Neurowissenschaft-Robotik 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
How does the self relate to the body? This question has fascinated humankind for 
centuries and continues puzzling scholars at present. Why do we experience the body, 
a physical object as any other object in the world, as the seat of our private experiences 
(Husserl, 1950)? How does this self-experience relate consciousness more generally 
and how does it emerge from neurobiological processes? How can we assign self-
consciousness to virtual substitutes, robotic extensions, or prosthetic replacements of 
body parts and the entire body? In this thesis, I will argue that these questions can be 
approached by a cognitive neuroscience program that relates subjective first-person 
descriptions of phenomenal experience to third-person quantification of behavior and 
neurobiological processes.  
 
Over the last decades, clinical, experimental and neuroimaging research following this 
approach showed that bodily self-consciousness (BSC), i.e. the experience of being a 
subject in a body (Blanke, 2012), depends on the non-conceptual and pre-reflective 
integration of multisensory signals from the body (see Blanke, 2012, and Ehrsson, 
2012, for reviews). This was shown for the processing of visual, tactile, 
proprioceptive, and interoceptive signals, which collectively affected BSC in terms of 
self-identification, i.e. the experience that ‘I’ own and belong to a body, and self-
location, i.e. the experience where ‘I’ am located in space.  
 
Given these encouraging previous results, the question arises whether BSC also 
depends on sensory information of the vestibular system (see Lenggenhager & Lopez, 
2015; Lopez, Halje, & Blanke, 2008; Pfeiffer, Serino, & Blanke, 2014, for reviews). 
The vestibular system encodes the rotational and linear accelerations of the head in 
three-dimensional space and thus directly informs the brain about the movements and 
the orientation of the body relative to the external space. Therefore, vestibular 
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processing might provide important information contributing to BSC in terms of first-
person perspective (1PP), i.e. the centeredness of subjective experience and the 
directedness at the world. 
 
The reason why we know much less about vestibular contributions to BSC, and higher 
brain functions, might be methodological difficulties of naturally stimulating the 
vestibular system and concurrently recording brain data non-invasively in humans 
(Lopez, Blanke, & Mast, 2012; Sinha et al., 2008). Accordingly, also the mechanisms 
of vestibular cortical processing, in particular with respect to multisensory processing, 
are largely unexplored. 
 
Given this general background from the fields of consciousness studies and the 
neuroimaging of vestibular processing, my thesis has the general goal to answer the 
following central questions:  
 
• How does vestibular information contribute to multisensory mechanisms of BSC, 
and 1PP in particular?  
• Which spatio-temporal brain dynamics underlie vestibular contributions to 
multisensory processing in the visual and somatosensory system in humans? 
 
1.2 State of the art 
BSC arguably is the most fundamental aspect of conscious experiences as a subject 
(Blanke, 2012). The goal of the first part of my thesis is to extend knowledge about the 
functional multisensory mechanisms of BSC with a particular focus on 1PP. In the 
following, I will review important theoretical frameworks upon which BSC is based 
including the specific working model of my thesis, then previous work of the 
experimental study of BSC and 1PP in healthy subjects will be summarized, upon 
which the open questions motivating my thesis research and the predicted outcomes 
will be formulated. 
Introduction 
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1.2.1 Consciousness, self and body: Theoretical frameworks 
Consciousness has fascinated humankind and scholars for many centuries (Adam & 
Tannery, 1964; James, 1890; Kant, 1924). It is often described as private, unified, 
phenomenal experience, or awareness, of some external object or inner event. Day-to-
day we witness consciousness disappearing when falling asleep and seamlessly re-
appearing when waking up. In clinical practice diagnosis of the state of a patient’s 
consciousness is often vital, e.g. discriminating between vegetative and minimally 
conscious states in coma or evaluating the effects of anesthetic drug administration. 
More than a century after the first experimental studies on consciousness were 
conducted (James, 1890) we still lack a unifying theory of consciousness and its 
neurobiological mechanisms. What exactly is consciousness? Why are we conscious? 
How does conscious experience emerge from neural processes? These questions, and 
in particular the latter, are considered by some authors too hard to be studied 
scientifically (Chalmers, 1996). Yet, others are much more optimistic and have 
embarked on an interdisciplinary endeavor to build an evidence-based neurobiological 
theory of consciousness (Crick & Koch, 1990).  
 
The paper by Crick and Koch (Crick & Koch, 1990) introduced the idea of neural 
correlates of consciousness. Since then, numerous evidence-based models have been 
proposed (for a recent collection of ideas see http://open-mind.net/papers). Some 
accounts tend to explain consciousness by general information processing in the brain. 
For instance, the global workspace theory (Baars, 1988) proposes that consciousness is 
based on globally available information in the brain that is available to attention, 
memory, and language. The attention schema theory (Graziano & Kastner, 2011b) 
proposes that conscious experience is a representational model (i.e. a schema) about 
the state of attention (i.e. a information-handling process of the brain). Other models 
more strongly emphasize the role of integration. For instance, the binding-by-
coherence hypothesis (Crick & Koch, 1990; Engel, Fries, Konig, Brecht, & Singer, 
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1999) proposes that consciousness is based on the binding of different representational 
features of a perceptual object (e.g. the smell, color, and shape of a rose), arguably 
instantiated by the rhythmic firing of neuronal populations encoding these distinct 
features. The integrated information theory (Tononi, 2008, 2012) proposes that 
consciousness depends on a system’s ability to integrate information (i.e. being able to 
discriminate between a large number of different states), which includes added 
information beyond the sum of informational content of the system’s parts. 
 
These models about consciousness in general have been complemented by the notion 
that consciousness is experience made by a subject, i.e. a phenomenal self (Heidegger, 
1962; Metzinger, 2003). Thus, to be able to explain consciousness, some argue, one 
should start with explaining what a phenomenal self is. The knowledge we have about 
our ‘own’ self spans across various layers, such as ecological, interpersonal, extended, 
conceptual, and private levels of description (Neisser, 1988). However, folk 
psychological intuitions about the self being a soul or spirit or miniature person in the 
theater of the head are passionately rejected by contemporary consciousness 
researchers (Dennett, 1991). Instead, it is commonly accepted that ‘the self’, as being a 
unit or entity that experiences something does not exist. Rather, it seems more 
plausible that selfhood, i.e. the sense of being a phenomenal self, is an information-
integration based representational model in the brain about the organisms wherein it is 
located (i.e. self-model theory; Metzinger, 2003). This self-model is thought to have 
itself proven useful in evolution by assigning a sense of spatial unity, and of temporal 
constancy, to an organism that undergoes constant changes (Metzinger, 2003).  
 
These information-integration based models, however, do not answer the question how 
self-consciousness relates to the brain. While we usually experience the self attached 
to the body, a physical object as any other object in the world (Husserl, 1950), brain 
damage can induce spatial dissociations between the experienced self and the physical 
body (Blanke, 2012; Blanke, Landis, Spinelli, & Seeck, 2004; Blanke & Mohr, 2005). 
Thus, another line of research has focused on the question what brain mechanisms 
might bind self-consciousness to the body and give rise to BSC, i.e. the non-
Introduction 
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conceptual and pre-reflective experience of being a subject inside a body. (Blanke & 
Metzinger, 2009; de Vignemont, 2011; Gallagher, 2005; Jeannerod, 2003). In 
particular, it is thought that BSC consists of self-identification (i.e. the experience that 
‘I’ own a particular body), self-location (i.e. the experience where ‘I’ am in space), 
and 1PP (i.e. the centeredness of experience and directedness at the world)—three 
fundamental aspects of a minimal sense of phenomenal selfhood (Blanke & 
Metzinger, 2009; Metzinger, 2009, 2013). 
 
My thesis uses BSC as conceptual framework, and follows previous clinical, 
neuroimaging and experimental results suggesting that BSC is based on the integration 
of multisensory bodily signals in the brain (Blanke, 2012). In particular, I will use the 
autoscopic phenomena model (Figure 1), that was initially based on observations in 
different types of neurological patients with autoscopy (i.e. patients see a hallucinated 
double in external space), he-autoscopy (i.e. patients experience occasional 
 
Figure 1 Autoscopic phenomena model, proposing a gradual increase of disembodiment 
of self-identification, self-location, and 1PP due to increasing strength of vestibular 
dysfunction, causing disintegration of multisensory signals between (peri-)personal and 
extrapersonal space, and due to disintegration of multisensory signals in (peri-)personal 
space (images are modified from Blanke et al., 2004, and Blanke & Metzinger, 2009). 
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disembodiment, and bilocation, of self-identification, self-location and 1PP with 
respect to the hallucinated double), and out-of-body experiences (OBEs; i.e. patients 
experience complete disembodiment of self-identification, self-location, and 1PP 
anchored to the extrapersonal location of the hallucinated double; for review see 
Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke & Mohr, 2005). The central assumption of this model is 
that these distinct altered states of BSC depend on different degrees of disintegration 
of multisensory bodily signals within personal and peripersonal space (i.e. in particular 
of visual, proprioceptive, and somatosensory signals) and of disintegration of 
multisensory signals between personal and extrapersonal space (i.e. in particular visual 
and vestibular signals; Blanke, 2012; Lopez et al., 2008; Pfeiffer et al., 2014). 
 
1.2.2 Cognitive neuroscience of bodily self-consciousness 
The experimental study of BSC in healthy subjects has largely been based on the use 
of bodily illusions to study how conflicting multisensory signals affect perceptual 
processes—an approach initially introduced by James (James, 1890). 
 
The rubber hand illusion (RHI) paradigm has been very influential (Botvinick & 
Cohen, 1998). The RHI is induced by showing to the participant a fake or virtual hand 
at a location within peripersonal space that differs from the location of the 
participant’s unseen hand. Synchronous stroking of the fake/virtual hand seen by the 
participant and simultaneous (unseen) stroking of the participant’s hand with paint 
brushes induces the strong feeling that touch is felt where the stroking is seen (referral 
of touch) and the feeling of ownership for the rubber hand, when compared to a 
control condition using asynchronous stroking by temporal delays or stroking of 
different parts of the hand (Figure 2; Ehrsson, Spence, & Passingham, 2004; Rohde, 
Di Luca, & Ernst, 2011; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). This illusion is constrained by 
several parameters, such as the maximum distance of 25 cm between the rubber hand 
and participant’s hand (Samad, Chung, & Shams, 2015), the necessary correspondence 
between the locations and directions of the applied visual and tactile stroking (Tsakiris 
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& Haggard, 2005), a hand-like visual appearance of the rubber hand (Tsakiris & 
Haggard, 2005), and stroking duration of more than 10 sec (Rohde et al., 2011; Samad 
et al., 2015; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). Psychometric analysis of subjective ratings of 
the RHI showed that the illusion is characterized by the different types of feelings, 
including feeling of embodiment of the rubber hand, the loss of the own hand, 
movement, affect, and deafference (Longo, Schuur, Kammers, Tsakiris, & Haggard, 
2008).  
 
Objective measures of the illusion include proporiceptive drift (i.e. own-hand location 
judgments that systematically are biased in the direction of the rubber hand; Botvinick 
& Cohen, 1998), skin conductance responses to threat of the rubber hand (Ehrsson, 
Wiech, Weiskopf, Dolan, & Passingham, 2007), temperature cooling of the 
participant’s hand (Moseley et al., 2008). Neuroimaging experiments using functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) show that RHI experience correlates with brain 
activity in the insula cortex, premotor cortex, extrastriate body area, and the cingulate 
cortex (Ehrsson et al., 2004; Limanowski, Lutti, & Blankenburg, 2014; Tsakiris, 
Hesse, Boy, Haggard, & Fink, 2007; for review see Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015). 
 
Some authors argue that the RHI is already a useful model for BSC, because the sense 
of self might be composed of an aggregation of body part representations (Ehrsson, 
2012). There has been an alternative argument that the RHI does not allow 
manipulating more global representations of the self, especially concerning the global 
 
Figure 2 RHI experimental setup and experienced own-hand location (in yellow) during 
synchronous (left side) and asynchronous (right side) visuo-tactile stroking conditions 
(Botvinick, 2004). 
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self-identification, self-location and 1PP related to the whole body (Lenggenhager, 
Tadi, Metzinger, & Blanke, 2007). Accordingly, to address these global aspects of 
BSC different full-body illusion (FBI) paradigms were developed (Ionta et al., 2011; 
Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Petkova & Ehrsson, 2008; Slater, Spanlang, Sanchez-
Vives, & Blanke, 2010).  
 
One type of FBI consists of visually presenting a virtual or fake body in extrapersonal 
space and of applying visuo-tactile synchronous or asynchronous stroking to the back 
of the seen fake/virtual body and to the participants back (unseen by the participant, 
Figure 3a; Lenggenhager et al., 2007). After visuo-tactile stroking of about 30-120 
sec, the experienced self-location is measured by blindfolded walking (Aspell, 
Lavanchy, Lenggenhager, & Blanke, 2010; Aspell, Lenggenhager, & Blanke, 2009; 
Lenggenhager, Halje, & Blanke, 2011), mental imagery measuring spatial elevation 
and distance from the ground (Ionta et al., 2011) and questionnaire ratings about 
illusion experience can be administered showing, similar to the RHI, referral of touch 
ratings and self-identification with a whole body (Aspell et al., 2009; Ionta et al., 
2011; Lenggenhager, Mouthon, & Blanke, 2009; Lenggenhager et al., 2007). Many 
studies using the FBI have shown that multisensory processing is not limited to visual-
tactile signals, but that the FBI depends on proprioceptive, cardiac, respiratory, and 
vestibular signals (Adler, Herbelin, Similowski, & Blanke, 2014; Aspell et al., 2013; 
Ionta et al., 2011; Palluel, Aspell, & Blanke, 2011). The FBI was induced in different 
postures (i.e. standing, supine and prone; Ionta et al., 2011; Lenggenhager et al., 2009; 
Lenggenhager et al., 2007) showing it can be reliably induced independent of a 
specific body orientation (Figure 3). Neuroimaging studies of the FBI show 
involvement of alpha oscillations in the premotor cortex, and processing in bilateral 
temporo-parietal cortex (Ionta et al., 2011; Lenggenhager et al., 2011). Other versions 
of the FBI (e.g. body swap illusion; Petkova & Ehrsson, 2008) in which no spatial 
conflict between the location of the seen virtual body and participants body was 
presented, showed fMRI activation in the ventral and dorsal premotor cortex and the 
intraparietal sulcus (Gentile, Bjornsdotter, Petkova, Abdulkarim, & Ehrsson, 2015; 
Petkova, Bjornsdotter, et al., 2011), which are thought to encode self-identification for 
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the body within peripersonal space (Serino et al., 2013). Collectively, the experimental 
and neuroimaging results of FBIs showed that also more global aspects of BSC, i.e. 
self-identification and self-location, depend on multisensory cortical processing. 
 
1.2.3 1PP in cognitive neuroscience 
Conscious experience as subject involves, in addition to self-identification and self-
location, also 1PP, i.e. the centeredness of multimodal experience and directedness at 
the world (Blanke, 2012; Blanke & Metzinger, 2009; Metzinger, 2003, 2013; Newen 
& Vogeley, 2003). According to the minimal phenomenal selfhood model, 1PP 
includes a perceptual geometric representation of a central reference point of 
conscious experience (i.e. typically inside the body) and a spatial directedness at the 
world (Blanke & Metzinger, 2009; Metzinger, 2013).  
 
The 1PP, in terms of being a non-conceptual pre-reflective phenomenal experience, 
has received little attention in previous cognitive neuroscience studies. Instead, most 
previous studies used the term ‘1PP’ to refer to visual stimuli showing a visual 
viewpoint centered on the location of the observer, and compared these to third-person 
visual viewpoints centered on the location of another person (David et al., 2006; 
Vogeley & Fink, 2003; Vogeley et al., 2004). Such stimuli were also used to test the 
participant’s ability to perform mental spatial transformations of the visual viewpoint 
to the location of another person and to judge the configuration of the spatial 
 
Figure 3 FBI experimental setups for the (a) standing (Lenggenhager et al., 2007), (b) prone 
(Lenggenhager et al., 2009), and (c) supine body postures (Ionta et al., 2011). 
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environment from this imagined location (Vogeley & Fink, 2003). Such mental 
perspective transformation abilities were related to an individual’s abilities in social 
cognition (Hamilton, Brindley, & Frith, 2009) and autobiographical memory (Freton et 
al., 2013). Although these studies indicated links between mental spatial 
representations and higher-level representations of self and others, they do not address 
the non-conceptual and pre-reflective aspects of BSC, and of 1PP in particular. 
Furthermore, these studies almost exclusively used visual stimuli and did not address 
the multisensory contributions to such self-representations. 
 
It has been proposed that 1PP is world-directed multimodal integrated experience 
centered on the body (Newen & Vogeley, 2003). One might argue that the idea of 
centeredness of experience differs from self-location, i.e. the feeling where the self is 
located in space, because self-location might be spatially expanded to the volume that 
the physical body occupies (i.e. and the space beyond bodily boundaries, see the paper 
I co-authored: ‘Peripersonal space as the space of the bodily self’, Appendix 3). By 
contrast, 1PP might be centered on a spatially unexpanded point within this spatial 
volume of the (experienced) body (Metzinger, 2013; Windt, 2010). The idea of 
centeredness of subjective experience thus relates to the notion of ‘ego-centre’, i.e. a 
single point where the self might be located (Bertossa, Besa, Ferrari, & Ferri, 2008; 
Howard & Templeton, 1966; Mitson, Ono, & Barbeito, 1976). In line with this 
proposal several experimental studies have asked healthy participants to localize the 
experienced ego- or self-center within the body using verbal inquiry or pointing tasks 
(Alsmith & Longo, 2014; Bertossa et al., 2008; Limanowski & Hecht, 2011). The 
results of visual and non-visual variants of pointing showed that healthy individuals 
locate their self inside the head or in the upper torso (Alsmith & Longo, 2014; 
Limanowski & Hecht, 2011). This suggests, that subjectively we do not experience our 
self homogenously distributed across the body (at least as measured by these 
methods), despite the feeling of self-identification with the entire body. These results 
lend support to the proposal that (the centeredness of) 1PP differs from self-
identification—which is will addressed in more detail by the Study 1-3 of my thesis 
(see also General Discussion).  
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Although 1PP is typically experienced anchored to the body, clinical evidence 
suggests that body representations (e.g. the representation of the spatial dimensions 
and location of the body in space; Longo & Haggard, 2010) and 1PP are based on 
different mechanisms. Specifically, in some neurological patients interference or 
damage at the right temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) can induce OBE (Blanke, 
Ortigue, Landis, & Seeck, 2002; De Ridder, Van Laere, Dupont, Menovsky, & Van de 
Heyning, 2007). These patients have the experience that their visuo-spatial 1PP is 
anchored to a position outside of the bodily borders, in elevation, and is directed 
downward at the physical body, thus in a direction opposite to the spatial configuration 
of the body (Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke & Mohr, 2005; Lopez et al., 2008). Some 
patients further experienced distinct locations of the visuo-spatial 1PP and the audio-
spatial 1PP (De Ridder et al., 2007), suggesting that 1PP experience of healthy 
subjects might depend on multisensory mechanisms. OBEs in these neurological 
patients, as well as in neurologically healthy subjects with sleep paralysis (Cheyne & 
Girard, 2009), but also altered 1PP experiences during FBI (Ionta et al., 2011) were 
associated with vestibular sensations, i.e. floating and lightness sensations, suggesting 
the vestibular system contributes to 1PP (Lopez et al., 2008)—however, so far no 
experiment has directly tested the effects of vestibular stimulation on 1PP. 
 
Several studies have spatially separated the visuo-spatial viewpoint from the body to 
study the effects on own-body perception. Stratton (Stratton, 1899) was the first who 
by means of a portable mirror installation presented a disembodied and elevated point 
of view of the body (Figure 4a), that exposed him to a spatial conflict between visual 
signals and somatosensory, proprioceptive, and motor signals from the body for 
several days. He wrote:  
 
“I notice […] this reflected image as my very body itself. […] the touch sensations 
were not referred to any other than their visible locality. [...] I sometimes felt myself 
strangely tall, as if my body had been elongated in to accord somewhat, with the 
apparent distance between the ground and my point of view.” (Stratton, 1899, pp. 495-
Introduction 
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496).  
 
In a different study, Mizumoto and Ishikawa (Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005) installed a 
camera at a fixed location in a room and displayed the camera recording to a head-
mounted display worn by participants who freely walked through the room. The 
participants reported the experience to be located at both the camera location and at 
the position of the seen body (Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005). These experiments 
showed that multisensory and sensory-motor spatial conflicts influence subjective 
own-body perceptions. 
 
Other studies used more objective measures to quantify the effects of multisensory 
spatial conflict between the visual viewpoint and the body (Petkova et al., 2011; Slater 
et al., 2010). In an immersive virtual reality experiment Slater et al. (Slater et al., 
2010) presented participants with a virtual body as seen from an egocentric viewpoint 
(i.e. centered on the virtual body) or from a laterally shifted allocentric viewpoint 
(Figure 4c). Participants’ head movements congruently updated the virtual scenery as 
seen from each viewpoint, thus providing visuo-motor congruency that enhanced the 
level of immersion. Furthermore, participants received visuo-tactile stimulation in 
synchrony or asynchrony. Results showed that self-identification ratings and 
physiological responses (i.e. heart rate deceleration) were higher in egocentric than 
allocentric viewpoint conditions and that in the allocentric viewpoint condition 
stroking additionally modulated these dependent measures of self-identification. In a 
 
Figure 4 Different visuo-spatial viewpoint manipulations affecting self-identification with a 
seen body. (a) Mirror installation setup by (Stratton, 1899), figure from (Blanke, 2012), (b) 
visual stimulus of FBI study by (Petkova, Khoshnevis, & Ehrsson, 2011), (c) visual stimulus 
of virtual reality transfer study by (Slater et al., 2010). 
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different study by Petkova et al. (Petkova et al., 2011) the FBI was induced by 
presenting to participants either an egocentric or allocentric viewpoint of the abdomen 
of a mannequin and additional visuo-tactile stroking (again in synchronous or 
asynchronous fashion; Figure 4b). The authors found that self-identification ratings 
and physiological responses (here: skin conductance response to threat) were generally 
higher for egocentric than allocentric viewpoints, and that stroking modulated the 
responses only in the egocentric viewpoint condition. Slater et al. (Slater et al., 2010) 
and Petkova et al. (Petkova et al., 2011) thus found both that self-identification 
depended on the congruency between the visuo-spatial viewpoint and the physical 
body. 
 
However, currently very little is known about the multisensory spatial mechanisms of 
1PP and their relationship to multisensory (including vestibular) signals. Only a single 
study addressed this question by introducing multisensory spatial conflict about the 
direction of gravity. Ionta et al. (Ionta et al., 2011) induced the FBI in supine 
participants (i.e. veridical gravity acted toward the participants) who viewed a prone 
body as if seen from elevated visuo-spatial viewpoint (i.e. visual gravity acted away 
from the participant; Figure 5). This directional conflict between 
vestibular/somatosensory and visual gravity cues induced in half of the tested 
participants a downward-directed 1PP experience (i.e. down-group, N=11) whereas 
the remaining participants experience an upward-directed 1PP (i.e. up-group, N=11; 
measured by rating the question: ‘Did you have the impression as if for most of the 
time you were looking downward at a virtual body below you or as if you were looking 
upward at a virtual body above you’). These individual differences of 1PP were found 
despite the fact that all subjects experienced the same stimulations (Figure 5). 
Importantly in this study, 1PP experience systematically related to self-location 
changes during the FBI, i.e. down-group participant showed a change in self-location 
(i.e. comparing the synchronous with the asynchronous stroking condition) in 
downward direction, whereas up-group participants showed the opposite pattern 
(Figure 5). Moreover, these individual differences in 1PP and self-location, were 
related to neural activation difference (in fMRI) at the bilateral TPJ—a brain region 
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functionally related to altered 1PP and self-location experience in neurological patients 
with OBE (Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke & Mohr, 2005; Blanke et al., 2002; Ionta et al., 
2011).  
 
1.2.4 Multisensory mechanisms of 1PP: Questions and predictions 
Although previous studies showed that manipulating the visuo-spatial viewpoint can 
affect the experience of the body and the self—mainly with respect to self-
identification (Mizumoto & Ishikawa, 2005; Petkova et al., 2011; Slater et al., 2010; 
Stratton, 1899)—only one study so far has investigated 1PP as dependent variable 
(Ionta et al., 2011). Pursuing the approach pioneered by Ionta et al. (Ionta et al., 2011), 
my thesis aims to extend knowledge about the multisensory mechanisms of the 
subjective 1PP in healthy human subjects. I will address the following questions. 
 
 
Figure 5 Experimental setup and results of FBI study by (Ionta et al., 2011) using visuo-
vestibular and visuo-tactile conflict. The image center shows a participant in supine 
posture views a virtual body on a head-mounted display. Vestibular otolithic signals about 
gravity (g) are in opposite direction with respect to visual gravitational signals (g*)—thus 
in visuo-vestibular conflict. Results showed individual difference in 1PP experience. 
Virtual bodies at the left side of the figure represent subjective experiences made by up-
group participants. These participants experienced an upward 1PP and showed 
congruent upward change in self-location during synchronous (synch) as compared to 
asynchronous (asynch) stroking condition. The opposite pattern was observed for down-
group participants (shown at the right side of the figure; Pfeiffer et al., 2014). 
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1. Question: Can subjective 1PP experience systematically be dissociated from the 
body, and predictably manipulated within subjects?  
Prediction: Based on the observation that in some OBE patients the auditory and 
visual 1PP experiences can be spatially separated (De Ridder et al., 2007), and 
based on the autoscopic phenomena model (Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke & Mohr, 
2005), I hypothesize that 1PP can be manipulated within-subjects by conflict 
between multisensory signals about personal and external space.  
 
2. Question: Which sensory signals are especially relevant to 1PP?  
Prediction: Based on the association of OBE of neurological origin to vestibular 
sensation and cortical vestibular processing, and that experimental changes of 1PP 
during FBI were induced by visuo-vestibular gravity conflict (Blanke, 2012; 
Blanke et al., 2002; Ionta et al., 2011; Lopez et al., 2008), I hypothesize that 
integrated visuo-vestibular cues are particularly relevant to subjective 1PP 
experience. 
 
3. Question: How does subjective 1PP experience relate to other aspects of BSC, 
self-location and self-identification? 
Prediction: Based on the observation that 1PP and self-location systematically co-
varied in the study by Ionta et al. (Ionta et al., 2011) and that distinct neural 
structures encode self-identification and self-location (Blanke, 2012; Pfeiffer, 
2015), I hypothesize that 1PP depends on distinct functional mechanisms than 
self-identification but that 1PP might be functionally associated with self-location. 
 
1.2.5 Brain dynamics of vestibular contributions to multisensory 
processing 
In the second part of my thesis, I shift focus from multisensory-vestibular mechanisms 
of 1PP to the neural correlates of multisensory processing in humans, with particular 
focus on the vestibular system. The vestibular system, the sensory system encoding 
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linear and rotational head acceleration in three-dimensional space, not only contributes 
to reflexive control of gaze and posture. A growing number of behavioral and 
psychophysics studies suggests vestibular contributions to higher brain functions 
related to the perception of the body and self in space. Those include the perception of 
the vertical upright direction (Witkin & Asch, 1948), the localization of objects (or 
multisensory stimuli) and their motion in external space (Karnath, 1994; Lewald & 
Karnath, 2000; Zago & Lacquaniti, 2005), the perception of own-body orientation and 
motion (Clemens, De Vrijer, Selen, Van Gisbergen, & Medendorp, 2011; De 
Saedeleer et al., 2013; Graybiel & Kellogg, 1967; Indovina et al., 2013; MacNeilage, 
Turner, & Angelaki, 2010; Mittelstaedt, 1991; Tiliket, Ventre-Dominey, Vighetto, & 
Grochowicki, 1996), the perception and localization of sensory stimuli on the body 
(Bottini et al., 2005; Bottini et al., 1995; Ferre, Bottini, & Haggard, 2011; Ferre, 
Vagnoni, & Haggard, 2013; Kerkhoff et al., 2011; Lopez, Schreyer, Preuss, & Mast, 
2012; Vallar, Sterzi, Bottini, Cappa, & Rusconi, 1990), pain perception (Ferre, Bottini, 
Iannetti, & Haggard, 2013; McGeoch & Ramachandran, 2008; McGeoch, Williams, 
Lee, & Ramachandran, 2008), and BSC (Lopez, Lenggenhager, & Blanke, 2010; 
Macauda et al., 2014). Commonly, these higher functions depend not only on 
vestibular, but on multisensory signals and their integration. Indeed, this behavioral 
and psychophysics evidence is in accord with results from electrophysiological 
recording in non-human primates that vestibular cortical processing is multisensory 
and distributed in distinct cortical regions (for review see Lopez & Blanke, 2011). 
 
However, due to phylogenetic differences between non-human primates and humans a 
direct translation of neural correlates of vestibular cortical processing from primates to 
humans should be taken with caution. However, identification of neural correlates of 
vestibular cortical processing in the human cortex is hampered by methodological 
limitations and currently available non-invasive human neuroimaging methods and 
artificial vestibular stimulation techniques are known to induce non-vestibular sensory 
co-activation (Lopez, Blanke, et al., 2012). 
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The central aim of the second part of my thesis is to contribute to the field of human 
vestibular cortical neuroimaging of multisensory processes using a novel 
methodological approach that tries to overcome some of the methodological 
limitations of previous work. By combining the use of an angular whole-body motion 
platform to induce selective stimulation of the horizontal semicircular canals, and the 
use of high-density electroencephalography (EEG), we study the contributions of 
such vestibular stimulation to multisensory cortical processing for two important 
sensory modalities: the somatosensory system and the visual system. These two 
systems were chosen based on previous literature, showing that visual and 
somatosensory signals contribute to various higher vestibular functions, and based on 
the results of my studies on 1PP from the first part of this thesis.  
 
In the following, I will give an overview of the peripheral and central vestibular 
mechanisms and summarize previous work about vestibular contributions to 
somatosensory and visual processing, which will be the main focus of the studies of 
the second part of my thesis, and finally state the specific questions of the project and 
predictions. 
 
1.2.6 Peripheral vestibular system 
The peripheral vestibular system consists of sensory organs located in the head in the 
left and right inner ear. Figure 6 shows that in each inner ear there are three 
semicircular canals each filled with endolymph fluid that during head rotation exerts 
inertial forces that bend the cupula, i.e. a conic structure attached to the inner wall of 
the semicircular canal, which innervates hair cells in the cupula that modulate the 
firing rate of vestibular nerve fibers (Fernandez & Goldberg, 1971; Goldberg & 
Fernandez, 1971). The roughly perpendicular arrangement of the three semicircular 
canals in each inner ear and the bilateral arrangement of the semicircular canals thus 
signals rotational accelerations of the head in three-dimensional space, i.e. yaw (by 
horizontal canals), pitch and roll (by different combinations of anterior and posterior 
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canals; Figure 6b). However, the semicircular canals are insensitive to linear head 
motions. A different type of vestibular sense organs, i.e. the otoliths (utricle and 
saccule), code linear accelerations of the head, i.e. gravito-inertial forces from linear 
head motions and the constant linear gravitational force, but that are insensitive to 
rotational head acceleration (Figure 6). Hence, the semicircular canals and the otolith 
organs encode different aspects of head motion in three-dimensional space (Goldberg, 
2012). Commonly, they function as accelerometers, i.e. they are sensitive to changes 
in velocity, but are insensitive to detecting constant-velocity motions (e.g. rotating in a 
desk chair or driving a car straight ahead in a car at constant velocity). It is worth 
noting that at this level of vestibular processing in the periphery, the head motion 
signals are encoded in a direction-specific way. For instance, head rotation in yaw to 
the left side increases the firing rate in the vestibular nerve of the left horizontal 
semicircular canal and decreases the firing rated of the right horizontal semicircular 
canals, while the other canals show minor or no signaling. This peripheral direction-
specificity differs from the right-hemispheric dominance of vestibular cortical 
processing in humans (Dieterich & Brandt, 2015). 
 
 
Figure 6 The human inner ear showing (a) the peripheral vestibular system and (b) 
encoded motions (Pfeiffer et al., 2014). 
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1.2.7 Central vestibular system 
Vestibular information from the semicircular canals and the otolith organs are sent via 
the vestibular nerve to the vestibular nucleus in the brainstem. From there vestibular 
information is sent to the spinal cord for vestibulo-spinal reflexes for postural control, 
to oculo-motor nuclei in the brain stem for reflexive eye movement control and to the 
thalamus from where vestibular signals are further relayed to the cerebellum and the 
cortex (comprehensive reviews can be found in Goldberg, 2012; Lopez & Blanke, 
2011).  
 
The vestibular nucleus is the first synapse of the vestibular pathway and already here 
neural activity does not only depend on the peripheral signals from the vestibular 
sensory organs, but is also modulated by top-down projections from the cortical 
centers involved in visual, proprioceptive and motor processing (Angelaki & Cullen, 
2008; Cullen, 2012; Lopez & Blanke, 2011; MacNeilage et al., 2010), showing that 
indeed the vestibular system is involved in multisensory processing at the subcortical 
level. Subcortical processing involving the vestibular brainstem, thalamus and 
cerebellum is functionally concerned with discriminating head tilt from linear motion 
(Angelaki, Merfeld, & Hess, 2000; Dickman & Angelaki, 2002; Perachio, Bush, & 
Angelaki, 1992), i.e. due to equivalence of linear head acceleration and constant 
gravitational acceleration (Einstein, 1907), and with integrating the sensory inputs 
from the bilateral semicircular canals and otolith organs to determine the direction of 
head motion (Dickman & Angelaki, 2002). 
 
Current knowledge about the functional neuroanatomy of the vestibular cortex (i.e. the 
interconnected cortical network processing vestibular information) is mostly based on 
electrophysiological recordings and anatomical tracer studies in non-human primates 
(Figure 7a; Lopez & Blanke, 2011). These studies identified several distinct cortical 
regions receiving direct thalamo-cortical vestibular input (i.e. inner vestibular circuit) 
including a core input region in the posterior insula (i.e. the parieto-insular 
vestibular cortex, PIVC; Grüsser, Pause, & Schreiter, 1990a, 1990b; Guldin & 
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Grüsser, 1998) and two subregions within the primary somatosensory cortex, i.e. 
Brodmann areas 2v and 3a (Fredrickson, Scheid, Figge, & Kornhuber, 1966; Odkvist, 
Schwarz, Fredrickson, & Hassler, 1974). From the inner vestibular circuit, vestibular 
information is forwarded to temporal (dorsal medial superior temporal region), parietal 
(area 7, ventral intra-parietal region) and frontal (frontal eye field, supplementary eye 
field, area 6) cortical regions (Bremmer, Klam, Duhamel, Ben Hamed, & Graf, 2002; 
Bremmer, Kubischik, Pekel, Lappe, & Hoffmann, 1999; Gu, Angelaki, & Deangelis, 
2008; Guldin, Akbarian, & Grüsser, 1992; Leichnetz, 1989), which are reciprocally 
connected to the inner vestibular circuit (Guldin et al., 1992). Thus, there are 
vestibular projections to all cortical lobes except the occipital lobe (Figure 7a). The 
vestibular cortex differs from any other sensory system in that no primary vestibular 
cortex has been identified, i.e. there is not a single cortical input region of thalamo-
cortical vestibular input that processes exclusively vestibular signals, e.g. as there is 
V1 for the visual system, S1 for the somatosensory system, Heschl’s gyrus for the 
auditory system (Dieterich & Brandt, 2015; Lopez & Blanke, 2011). Moreover, all 
vestibular cortical neurons are bimodal or trimodal and respond, in addition to 
vestibular signals, also to somatosensory (including proprioceptive), visual, auditory 
and motor signals (Bremmer et al., 2002; Grüsser et al., 1990b; Schlack, Sterbing-
D'Angelo, Hartung, Hoffmann, & Bremmer, 2005). Based on these studies in non-
human primates it is now commonly agreed that the vestibular cortex is multisensory 
and distributed. 
 
 
Figure 7 Vestibular cortex in (a) monkeys and (b) humans (Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015).  
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As compared to non-human primates, we know considerably less about the functional 
neuroanatomy of the human vestibular cortex, probably due to methodological 
challenges involved in combined vestibular stimulation and non-invasive 
neuroimaging in humans (Antunes, Glover, Li, Mian, & Day, 2012; Lopez, Blanke, et 
al., 2012; Mian, Li, Antunes, Glover, & Day, 2013; Pfeiffer et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 
2011). However, using artificial vestibular stimulation techniques (e.g. galvanic 
vestibular stimulation, GVS, caloric vestibular stimulation, auditory clicks) that 
allow stimulating the vestibular system in head-restrained environments, such as 
during fMRI, several cortical regions were identified in humans that respond to 
vestibular stimulation (Figure 7b). Indeed there are considerable differences in neural 
activation patterns between different vestibular stimulation methods and procedures 
tested (Lopez, Blanke, et al., 2012), but recent meta-analyses on such fMRI data 
showed a consistent overlap in of activation in the posterior insula regions (Lopez, 
Blanke, et al., 2012), and parietal operculum (i.e. OP2 region; zu Eulenburg, Caspers, 
Roski, & Eickhoff, 2012) that are thought to be the human homologue of the core 
vestibular input region PIVC in monkeys (i.e. for brevity I will refer to this region as 
human PIVC). In addition to the human PIVC, vestibular stimulation also modulated 
activity in the parieto-occipital (Brandt & Dieterich, 1999; Wenzel et al., 1996), post-
central (Bense, Stephan, Yousry, Brandt, & Dieterich, 2001; Fasold et al., 2002), 
frontal, temporal, and cingulate cortical regions (Bottini et al., 1994). Several studies 
also showed activation modulation in the same regions for vestibular and 
somatosensory stimulations, i.e. in the secondary somatosensory cortex, the putamen, 
and the inferior parietal cortex (Bense et al., 2001; Bottini et al., 2005; Bottini et al., 
1994; Fasold et al., 2002) and also between vestibular and visual stimulation, i.e. in the 
posterior insula, and the parieto-ocipital cortex occipital (Brandt & Dieterich, 1999; 
Wenzel et al., 1996). Based on these fMRI studies in humans, it seems that the human 
vestibular cortex shows a similarly distributed and multisensory functional 
neuroantomy as the animal vestibular cortex (Lopez & Blanke, 2011). However, a 
more precise spatio-temporal characterization of vestibular cortical processing in 
humans that cannot be achieved by fMRI, in particular related to natural vestibular 
stimulation, is highly desirable—which will be addressed by Studies 4-5 of my thesis. 
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1.2.8 Vestibular contributions to somatosensory and visual cortical 
processing 
In order to extend knowledge about the spatio-temporal mechanisms of vestibular 
contributions to multisensory cortical processing, my thesis follows the strategy of 
studying vestibular effects on two (comparatively) well-studied sensory systems: the 
somatosensory and the visual system. These sensory systems provide a good test case 
to study the vestibular effects because their neural correlates have been well 
documented in neuroimaging studies, including EEG and evoked potentials (see 
below). Moreover, the visual and somatosensory sensory signals show strong 
functional interactions with the vestibular system, including higher perceptual 
functions, which I will briefly summarize below. 
 
Somatosensory-vestibular interactions have been documented at the neuroanatomical 
and functional level. For instance, the monkey inner circuit of the vestibular cortex 
(i.e. PIVC, and primary somatosensory cortex sub regions area 2v, area 3a) and also 
several regions of the larger vestibular cortical network (i.e. ventral intraparietal 
region) host bimodal somatosensory-vestibular neurons that respond to proprioceptive 
signals from the neck, the limbs, and cutaneous somatosensory signals, as well as to 
rotational and linear vestibular stimulations (Bremmer et al., 2002; Fredrickson et al., 
1966; Grüsser et al., 1990b; Guldin et al., 1992; Odkvist et al., 1974). Moreover, 
vestibular stimulation can ameliorate somatosensory perception deficits in brain-
damaged patients (e.g. hemianaesthesia, i.e. the patient has damage in parietal cortex 
and does not perceive touch to the contralesional side of the body, Bottini et al., 2005; 
Vallar et al., 1990; tactile extinction, i.e. the patient has a parietal lesion and does not 
perceive touch at the contralesional side of the body when at the same time the 
ipilesional side is touched, Kerkhoff et al., 2011). More recently, a series of 
experimental studies in healthy subjects showed that vestibular stimulation can affect 
somatosensory perception, in terms of improving tactile thresholds for touch at the 
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fingertips, and in terms of lowering thermal pain perception (Ferre, Bottini, et al., 
2011; Ferre, Day, Bottini, & Haggard, 2013; Ferre, Kaliuzhna, Herbelin, Haggard, & 
Blanke, 2014; Ferre, Sedda, Gandola, & Bottini, 2011). Other studies show that 
vestibular sensations, such as the feeling of self-motion or body orientation in space, 
can be altered by somatosensory stroking or pressure cues at the participant’s feet 
(Lackner & DiZio, 2005; Lackner & DiZio, 2000). The neural correlates of 
somatosensory-vestibular interactions have been studied in a small number brain 
damaged patients in positron emission tomography and fMRI, showing activations in 
the secondary somatosensory cortex, the insula, and the putamen (Bottini et al., 2005). 
Only one study in healthy human subjects investigated the effects of artificial 
vestibular stimulation on somatosensory cortical processing, using caloric vestibular 
stimulation and median nerve somatosensory evoked potentials in EEG (Ferre, Bottini, 
& Haggard, 2012) and found that in a single electrode the voltage potential at 80 ms 
post-stimulus onset was enhanced following vestibular stimulation. However, the 
spatio-temporal dynamics of such vestibular modulations of somatosensory cortical 
processing remain still elusive.  
 
In addition to the somatosensory system, the visual system also strongly interacts with 
the vestibular system. At the neural level, in monkeys in area middle temporal, medial 
superior temporal, and ventral intraparietal regions there are bi- or trimodal neurons 
that are tuned to the motion direction of visual and vestibular signals (Chen, 
Deangelis, & Angelaki, 2013a, 2013b; Gu et al., 2008; Gu, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 
2007; Rosenberg & Angelaki, 2014). When the body moves, with the eyes open, the 
brain receives optic flow stimuli that are highly informative about self-motion and are 
relevant to maintain the perception of self-motion during constant-velocity movements 
(to which the vestibular system is insensitive). Furthermore such visual-vestibular 
motion signals are used to dissociate self- from object-motion (Fetsch, DeAngelis, & 
Angelaki, 2013). But vestibular-visual interactions are also relevant for the perception 
of the constant direction of gravity, for which there is evidence that the brain hosts 
internal models of gravity that, based on visual and vestibular gravity cues, anticipate 
the effects of gravity on perception and action involving one’s own body and external 
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objects (De Saedeleer et al., 2013; McIntyre, Zago, Berthoz, & Lacquaniti, 2001; 
Sciutti et al., 2012; Zago, McIntyre, Senot, & Lacquaniti, 2008). In humans, visual-
vestibular interactions have been studied in fMRI using optokinetic visual stimuli and 
GVS or caloric vestibular stimulation. In these studies it was found that vestibular 
stimulation activated the posterior insula, the same region was deactivated by some 
visual stimulation patterns, which was interpreted in terms of a reciprocal visual-
vestibular inhibition mechanism in line with a multisensory weighting hypothesis 
(Bense et al., 2001; Brandt, Bartenstein, Janek, & Dieterich, 1998; Brandt et al., 2002; 
Wenzel et al., 1996). However, these results do not correspond to the observation in 
non-human primates that during different visual and vestibular stimulations PIVC 
neuronal firing is not modulated by visual signals but only by vestibular stimulation. It 
is thus unclear whether the results in humans in fMRI for visual-vestibular cortical 
interactions were specific to the neuroimaging method and stimulation protocol used, 
or whether such interactions could be generally found in the human cortex using 
different stimulation methods. 
 
1.2.9 Brain dynamics of vestibular processing: Questions and 
predictions 
Compared to the animal literature, very little is known about the neural correlates of 
vestibular contributions to multisensory cortical processing in humans.  
 
Arguably, the identification of neural correlates of vestibular cortical processing in the 
human cortex is hampered by methodological limitations with currently available non-
invasive human neuroimaging methods and artificial vestibular stimulation techniques 
(Lopez, Blanke, et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2011). Specifically, many studies on the 
human vestibular cortex were conducted using fMRI, which although providing an 
excellent spatial resolution requires subjects to keep a fixed head posture and thus does 
not allow for natural vestibular stimulation (Antunes et al., 2012; Mian et al., 2013; 
Roberts et al., 2011). The static magnetic field of the MR scanner constantly activates 
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the vestibular sensory organs, some authors argue, making it impossible to record non-
vestibular baseline conditions (Roberts et al., 2011). On the other hand, artificial 
vestibular stimulation methods, using thermal irrigation of the ear canals, electrical 
stimulation, or auditory stimuli induce sensory co-activation, make it difficult to apply 
natural, selective, vestibular stimulation with such techniques, and further they often 
unselectively activate simultaneously several of the different vestibular sensory organs 
(otoliths and semicircular canals). 
 
The central aim of the second part of my thesis is to extend knowledge about the 
human vestibular cortex, in particular related to spatio-temporal dynamics of 
multisensory processing, using a novel methodological approach that aims to 
overcome some of the methodological limitations of previous work. By combining the 
use of an angular earth-vertical whole-body rotation platform, i.e. for delivering 
natural selective vestibular stimulation of the horizontal semicircular canals, and 
concurrent recording of high-density EEG, i.e. using electrical neuroimaging analyses 
of global electrical field (and neural source estimation), we study the contributions of 
such vestibular inputs to multisensory cortical processing. 
 
Given this novel methodological approach, the goal of this thesis project is identifying 
the spatio-temporal neural dynamics of vestibular contributions to somatosensory and 
visual cortical processing. My aim is to answer the following questions 
 
1. Question: Does natural selective stimulation of the horizontal semicircular canals 
modulate somatosensory cortical processing? Which are the spatio-temporal 
neural correlates?  
Prediction: Based on the animal literature showing vestibular projections to the 
primary somatosensory cortex (Fredrickson et al., 1966; Guldin et al., 1992; 
Odkvist et al., 1974) we hypothesized that the first cortical response of the median 
nerve somatosensory evoked potential, i.e. as early as 20 ms post-stimulus onset, 
would be modulated by vestibular stimulation. Furthermore, the only EEG study 
in humans on vestibular-somatosensory interactions observed modulation of a 
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later component, i.e. at 80 ms post-stimulus onset, which was hypothesized to 
contribute to higher-tier processing relevant to somatosensation. Here we asked 
whether using our setup a similarly late, i.e. more cognitive, component of the 
somatosensory evoked potentials would be modulated by vestibular stimulation. 
 
2. Question: Can we find evidence for vestibular stimulus intensity-dependent 
modulation of somatosensory cortical processing?  
Prediction: According to the sensory weighting hypothesis (Brandt et al., 1998) 
the contribution of vestibular signals to multisensory processing underlies a 
weighting process. We reasoned, stronger and more intense vestibular inputs 
should induce stronger effects on somatosensory cortical processing, underlining 
their vestibular nature. 
 
3. Question: Does natural selective stimulation of the horizontal semicircular canals 
modulate visual cortical processing? Which are the spatio-temporal neural 
correlates?  
Prediction: Based on the findings of visual inhibition of vestibular cortical 
processing in fMRI (Brandt et al., 1998), but other studies in fMRI not finding the 
result using different visual stimuli (Kovacs, Raabe, & Greenlee, 2008), and 
similarly controversial findings about visual responses in the monkey PIVC (i.e. 
compare Grüsser et al., 1990b, with Chen, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2010), we 
hypothesized if there is a general vestibular-visual inhibition mechanisms, we 
should observe such effect for combined vestibular stimulation and visual evoked 
potentials using static visual pattern changes. 
 
4. Question: Does the vestibular effect on visual cortical processing correspond to 
other markers of vestibular processing identified previously?  
Prediction: Based on the literature that post-rotational vestibular stimulation 
follows an exponential decay (Bertolini et al., 2011; Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971; 
Laurens & Angelaki, 2011), and that such a temporal decay was recently found in 
the EEG alpha band related to vestibular stimulation (Gale, 2015), we 
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hypothesized that vestibular modulations of visual cortical processing, following 
constant-velocity vestibular stimulation protocols, should show a similar 
exponential temporal decay as identified previously. 
 
1.3 Thesis outline 
My thesis is divided into two parts: Functional multisensory mechanisms of 1PP 
(Part A) and Brain dynamics of vestibular contribution to multisensory 
processing (Part B). In Part A, in three studies, we integrated a virtual reality and 
robotics platform with the FBI experimental paradigm to apply well-controlled 
multisensory-vestibular conflicts and to measure these effects on 1PP.  
 
In Study 1, during the FBI, visual-vestibular conflicts about the direction of gravity 
and visuo-tactile conflicts about the location of the body were presented to 
participants. Our results showed that these multisensory conflicts induced individual 
differences in the experienced direction of 1PP and thereby replicated earlier results 
(Ionta et al., 2011). In addition, we showed that self-identification did not depend on 
the experienced direction of 1PP, whereas self-location did. Furthermore, we showed 
that individual differences of 1PP were related to individual differences in visual-
vestibular integration related to subjective visual vertical judgments. We thus 
introduced measurement of 1PP as dependent variable and showed that 1PP depends 
on visual and vestibular graviceptive signals.  
 
In Study 2 we measured the effects of different visuo-spatial viewpoints on 1PP, self-
location, and self-identification. Extending previous results on individual 1PP 
differences (i.e. Study 1, Ionta et al., 2011) we showed here that 1PP can be 
manipulated within-subjects and that such changes depend on visuo-spatial viewpoint 
and visual body information. These results show that visuo-spatial body-related cues 
contribute to 1PP experience.  
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In Study 3 we asked whether in addition to body-related information, also contextual 
visual-vestibular gravity cues contribute to 1PP. Thus, during the FBI we presented 
additional gravity-like dynamic virtual object motion that was congruent or 
incongruent with the direction of veridical gravity. We showed that these visual 
gravity cues strongly influenced 1PP ratings, suggesting that contextual dynamic 
visual cues contributed to the experience of 1PP in space.  
 
Collectively, the studies of Part A showed that subjective 1PP experience is 
malleable and influenced by the integration of multisensory signals, in particular by 
visual, vestibular, and tactile signals about the direction of gravity. These results also 
extend knowledge about the specific contributions of multisensory bodily signals to 
different aspects of BSC, in particular on the relationship of 1PP to self-location and 
self-identification. 
 
In Part B (Brain dynamics of vestibular contribution to multisensory processing, 
Studies 4-5), we aimed to identify the timing and anatomical location of vestibular 
influences on somatosensory and visual cortical processing in humans. Because of a 
low temporal resolution and vestibular stimulus confounds in previous neuroimaging 
methods (i.e. fMRI, positron emission tomography), we here developed a novel 
approach that combined passive whole-body rotation and simultaneous recording of 
high-density EEG in response to somatosensory and visual evoked brain responses.  
 
In Study 4 we measured how vestibular stimulation intensity (i.e. fast versus slow 
rotation) as compared on non-vestibular control differentially affected somatosensory 
evoked potentials. We showed that vestibular stimulation affected somatosensory 
evoked potentials in two distinct time periods (i.e. early at 24-35 ms and late at 97-112 
ms post-stimulus) and that these effects differently depended on stimulus intensity and 
effects on response strength and spatial configuration of the underlying neural 
generators (i.e. in somatosensory cortex and middle temporal cortex). Our results are 
important because they allowed for the first time to dissociate temporally distinct 
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effects of vestibular stimulation on cortical processing, and thereby suggest distinct 
low- and high-level contributions of vestibular signals to somatosensory processing.  
 
In Study 5, we analyzed the effects of vestibular stimulation on visual evoked 
potentials. Vestibular stimulation also modulated the response strength and the spatial 
configuration of the underlying neural generators in two time intervals (i.e. early at 83-
119 ms and late at 178-205 ms post-stimulus). These vestibular effects on visual 
cortical processing were characterized by a shorter temporal decay (time constant of 4-
8 sec) than vestibular-stimulation related reflexive eye movements (time constant = 11 
sec), suggesting distinct contributions of subcortical vestibular processing to low-level 
(i.e. control of eye position) and high-level vestibular functions (i.e. modulation of 
visual cortical processing). Inverse solution located the vestibular effects on visual 
processing to different cortical regions, including a core vestibular cortical input (i.e. 
posterior insula) and posterior visual processing regions.  
 
Together, the studies of Part B of my thesis provide evidence for temporal-specific 
vestibular contributions to somatosensory and visual processing in the human cortex. 
For the first time, to our knowledge, we achieved natural selective vestibular 
stimulation and high-temporal resolution electrical neuroimaging to characterize 
multisensory-vestibular cortical processing in humans.  
 
1.4 Personal contributions 
Papers included in my thesis 
Study 1: Pfeiffer C, Lopez C, Schmutz V, Duenas J, Martuzzi R, Blanke O (2013) 
Multisensory origin of the subjective first-person perspective: Visual, tactile, and 
vestibular mechanisms. PLoS One. 8(4):e61751.  
Personal Contribution: System integration of robotic device and experimental control 
software, experimental design, recording, analysis, writing. 
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Study 2: Pfeiffer C, Schmutz V, Blanke O (2014) Visuospatial viewpoint 
manipulation during full-body illusion modulates subjective first-person perspective. 
Experimental Brain Research. 232(12):4021-4033.  
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, recording, analysis, writing. 
 
Study 3: Pfeiffer C, Grivaz P, Serino A, Herbelin B, Blanke O (in preparation) Visual 
gravity contribution to subjective first-person perspective.  
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, analysis, writing. 
 
Study 4: Pfeiffer C, Van Elk M, Bernasconi F, Blanke O (under review) Distinct early 
and late effects of vestibular stimulation on somatosensory cortical processing. Under 
review at the Journal of Neurophysiology.  
Personal Contribution: System integration of motion platform and electrical 
stimulator and EEG system, experimental design, recording, analysis, writing. 
 
Study 5: Pfeiffer C, Lopez C, Blanke O (in preparation) Spatio-temporal dynamics of 
vestibular contributions to visual cortical processing.  
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, recording, analysis, writing. 
 
Papers in the Appendix 
Appendix 1: Romano D, Pfeiffer C, Maravita A, Blanke O. (2014) Illusory self-
identification with an avatar reduces arousal responses to painful stimuli. Behavioural 
Brain Research. 261:275-281. 
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, writing. 
 
Appendix 2: Salomon R, Lim M, Pfeiffer C, Gassert R, and Blanke O. (2013) Full 
body illusion is associated with widespread skin temperature reduction. Frontiers in 
Behavioral Neuroscience. 7:65.  
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, writing. 
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Peripersonal space as the space of the bodily self. Under review at Cognition.  
Personal Contribution: Experimental design, writing. 
 
Appendix 4: Pfeiffer C, Serino A, and Blanke O. (2014) The vestibular system: a 
spatial reference for bodily self-consciousness. Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience. 
8:31.  
Personal Contribution: Literature research, writing. 
 
Appendix 5: Pfeiffer C. (2015) Multisensory spatial mechanisms of the bodily self 
and social cognition - A commentary on Vittorio Gallese and Valentina Cuccio. In T. 
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2.1 Study 1: First-person perspective during visuo-vestibular conflict 
Multisensory Origin of the Subjective First-Person
Perspective: Visual, Tactile, and Vestibular Mechanisms
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Abstract
In three experiments we investigated the effects of visuo-tactile and visuo-vestibular conflict about the direction of gravity
on three aspects of bodily self-consciousness: self-identification, self-location, and the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective. Robotic visuo-tactile stimulation was administered to 78 participants in three experiments. Additionally,
we presented participants with a virtual body as seen from an elevated and downward-directed perspective while they were
lying supine and were therefore receiving vestibular and postural cues about an upward-directed perspective. Under these
conditions, we studied the effects of different degrees of visuo-vestibular conflict, repeated measurements during illusion
induction, and the relationship to a classical measure of visuo-vestibular integration. Extending earlier findings on
experimentally induced changes in bodily self-consciousness, we show that self-identification does not depend on the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective, whereas self-location does. Changes in bodily self-consciousness
depend on visual gravitational signals. Individual differences in the experienced direction of first-person perspective
correlated with individual differences in visuo-vestibular integration. Our data reveal important contributions of visuo-
vestibular gravitational cues to bodily self-consciousness. In particular we show that the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective depends on the integration of visual, vestibular, and tactile signals, as well as on individual differences in
idiosyncratic visuo-vestibular strategies.
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Introduction
Recent research investigated how the processing of bodily
signals modulates bodily self-consciousness and in particular self-
location (i.e. the experience of where ‘I’ am in space) and self-
identification with the body (i.e. the experience of identifying and
owning a body) [1,2,3,4,5]. In these studies participants were
presented with conflicting multisensory stimuli (such as visual,
tactile, and proprioceptive signals) about the location and
appearance of a body part (e.g. rubber hand illusion: [2];
enfacement illusion: [6,7]) or their entire body (e.g. full-body
illusion: [8,9]).
Concerning the full-body illusion several paradigms have been
used to investigate self-identification and self-location and their
underlying brain mechanisms [10,11]. Changes in self-identifica-
tion and self-location towards a virtual body have been induced in
participants who were exposed to visuo-tactile mismatch between
their own body and a filmed or virtual body [1,3,4,9,12] and have
been associated with physiological changes [4,12], changes in
visuo-tactile integration [1,13], and decreases in pain perception
[14].
More recently, the effects of different visuo-spatial viewpoints on
self-identification with a virtual body have been tested [15,16,17].
These studies investigated self-identification with a virtual body
that was seen from a first- or third-person viewpoint and revealed
stronger self-identification for first- than third-person viewpoints.
Other studies have identified distinct behavioural and neural
mechanisms when participants employed first-person as compared
to a third-person viewpoints in perspective taking paradigms (i.e.
[18,19,20]). Although these studies are important for cognitive
mechanisms of perspective taking and highlight the effects of
different visuo-spatial viewpoints on the strength of self-identifica-
tion, they do not allow to induce changes in more subjective
aspects of first-person perspective, that is the experience from where ‘I’
perceive the world [10,11].
This was achieved in a recent study where changes in the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective were
induced in the absence of any overt visual changes that were
present in all previous works on the first-person perspective.
The participants in the study by Ionta et al. [21] were lying
supine on a robotic device with their head oriented upwards
and their arms outstretched next to their body. They wore
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a head-mounted display (HMD) and saw the back of a virtual
body as if seen from an elevated and downward looking
perspective (Fig. 1A left panel and Fig. 1B). Participants were
thus exposed to strong visuo-vestibular conflict. All participants
received robot-controlled visuo-tactile stimulation. Yet, despite
identical visuo-tactile stimulation, there were individual differ-
ences in the direction of the experienced first-person perspec-
tive. Half of the participants experienced looking upwards to the
virtual body (‘Up-group’), whereas the other half experienced
looking downwards to the virtual body (‘Down-group’). These
individual differences in the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective were associated with congruent patterns of
self-location.
Ionta et al. [21] argued that these individual differences in the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective were related
to individual differences in multisensory integration of visual and
vestibular signals related to gravity. Thus, participants in that
study viewed a visual image on the HMD that contained a conflict
between the visual gravitational cues of the seen body and the
gravitational acceleration coded by the participant’s vestibular and
somatosensory receptors [22,23,24,25]. This may have caused
differences in the experienced direction of the first-person
Figure 1. Experimental stimuli, setup, and procedure. (A) Visual stimuli showing a virtual body in prone posture from an elevated downward
perspective used during the strong Visuo-Vestibular Conflict condition (left panel) and the same body standing used during the weak Visuo-
Vestibular Conflict condition (right panel). Visual implied direction of gravity in each panel is indicated by a white arrow and ‘g*’ label. Visual stroking
was presented by red dots (trajectory indicated by black arrows). (B) Participant lying supine, equipped with a ball to facilitate mental imagery during
Mental Ball Dropping task, a button response device, and a head-mounted display. Direction of veridical vertical is indicated by a white arrow and ‘g’
label. (C) Robotic device used for tactile stimulation of the participants’ back. Stroking units (in red color) were actuated by ultrasonic motors. (D)
Sequence of events in an experimental trial.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061751.g001
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perspective, with participants from the Up-group relying more
strongly on vestibular cues (indicating gravitational acceleration
directed towards the participants’ body) than on visual gravita-
tional cues from the seen virtual body (indicating gravitational
acceleration away from the participants’ body), whereas partici-
pants from the Down-group showed the opposite pattern.
However, individual differences in visuo-vestibular integration
and their relevance for first-person perspective and other aspects of
bodily self-consciousness have not yet been tested.
In the present series of experiments, we used a robotic full-body
illusion paradigm and studied the multisensory mechanisms of self-
identification, self-location and, in particular, of the experienced
direction of the first-person perspective. In Experiment 1, we
investigated whether different degrees of visuo-vestibular conflict
have a distinct impact on self-identification, self-location, and the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective. In Experi-
ment 2, we investigated whether individual differences in the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective that we
observed in Experiment 1 for strong visuo-vestibular conflicts
could also be quantified in repeated judgments of first-person
perspective. In Experiment 3, we investigated whether individual
differences in the experienced direction of the first-person
perspective during the full-body illusion correlated with idiosyn-
cratic differences in visuo-vestibular integration as quantified in
a classical task of visuo-vestibular integration (i.e. visual vertical
judgments).
Ethics Statement
All experimental protocols were approved by the local ethics
committee–La Commission d’Ethique de la Recherche Clinique
de la Faculte´ et de Medicine de l’Universite´ de Lausanne–and
each experiments was conducted in line with the Declaration of
Helsinki. The person on the photographs of Figure 1 has given
written informed consent, as outlined in the PLOS consent form,
to publication of their photograph. Participants gave written
informed consent to participate in the experiment before inclusion
in the experiment.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether and how different
levels of visuo-vestibular conflict during the full-body illusion, and
thus additional visuo-tactile stimulation, influence bodily self-
consciousness, in particular the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective. For this, we used a modified version of the
robotic device, that was used by Ionta et al. [21], and virtual
reality technology to precisely control visuo-tactile stroking. We
manipulated visuo-vestibular conflict by presenting participants
with visual cues about the direction of gravity, which did not
match the direction of veridical vertical (Fig. 1A–B). We
hypothesized, first, that visuo-tactile stroking modulates self-
identification (i.e. [1,4,9,12]) and that visuo-tactile stroking,
together with visuo-vestibular conflict, would modulate self-
location and the experienced direction of the first-person
perspective. Following Ionta et al. [21] we used first-person
perspective ratings to divide the participants sample into two
subgroups that differed in terms of their predominantly experi-
enced direction of the first-person perspective (Up- versus Down-
group participants, see below). Based on findings by Ionta et al.
[21], we hypothesized, second, that self-location but not self-
identification would reflect individual differences between first-
person perspective groups.
Methods
Participants. Twenty-six students from the Ecole Polytech-
nique Fe´de´rale de Lausanne participated participated (12 female;
mean age: 21 years, range: 18–28 years). All participants were
right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
reported no history of neurological or psychiatric impairment.
Each participant was debriefed about the experimental purpose
and received 30 CHF after the experiment.
Experimental setup. The experiment was conducted in
complete darkness. A custom-made robotic device was installed on
a table at 90 cm above the floor. The robotic device had
200 cm690 cm610 cm dimensions (for a detailed description see
[26]). Figure 1B–C illustrates the experimental setup with
a participant lying on the robotic device.
The robotic device stroked the back of the participant with two
stroking units. A stroking unit consisted of an ultrasonic motor
(Shinsei, USR60-E3N, Japan, http://www.shinsei-motor.com)
delivering rotatory motion, a carbon stick that translated rotatory
in linear motion, and a sliding unit with a plastic sphere mounted
that touched the back of the participant. The stroking units stroked
the left and right upper back of participants. Soft foam covered the
robotic device to allow participants to comfortably lie during
prolonged periods. The foam included gaps permitting the plastic
spheres to directly touch the back of the participant. Participants
wore a cotton T-shirt in order to reduce frictions between the
plastic sphere and their back.
Visual stimuli were presented to participants on a head-
mounted display (HMD, Virtual Realities, Virtual Viewer 3D,
www.vrealities.com/virtualviewer3d.html) with a resolution of
8006600 pixels, representing about 35u of visual angle. Head-
phones presented white noise to participants to mask acoustic cues
from robotic stroking. In-house software (ExpyVR, http://lnco.
epfl.ch/expyvr) was used for visual stimulus presentation, real-time
synchronization of visual stroking with robotic stroking, and for
recording responses of the participant. Participants gave their
responses with their right hand on a serial keypad (Targus
Numeric Keypad AKP10US, www.targus.com).
Visual and tactile stimuli. Participants were presented with
conflicting visuo-tactile stroking to induce the full-body illusion.
‘Visual stroking’ consisted of projecting two red dots on the back of
a virtual body seen in the HMD. The red dots moved along pre-
defined stroking paths (illustrated by black arrows in Fig. 1A).
‘Tactile stroking’ consisted of moving two plastic spheres along the
back of a participant lying on the robotic device (Fig. 1C).
The sequences of visual stroking (seen on the HMD) and tactile
stroking (felt on the participant’s back) were either synchronous or
asynchronous. Four stroking profiles were created before the
experiment. Each profile consisted of a random sequence of
positions in 0–20 cm distance range, 2–12 cm/s velocity range,
and 40 s duration. The stroking profiles varied randomly in
length, speed, direction, and inter-stroke-intervals (0–1.5 s), thus
when simultanously executed they were incongruent. During the
experiment, either two times the same profile or two incongruent
profiles were randomly assigned to a stroking unit (touching the
back of the participant) and the corresponding red dot (on the
HMD), which resulted in visuo-tactile synchronous or asynchro-
nous stroking.
Participants saw on the HMD a virtual body filmed from its
back at 2 m distance, who wore a white T-shirt and blue jeans. All
visual information around the virtual body was removed and
replaced by black color in order to exclude visual cues about
absolute distance to the environment. Either a male or female
virtual body was shown to match the participant’s gender. Male
and female virtual body size was matched, as well as overall
Multisensory First-Person Perspective
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luminance in the images. We were careful to match the limb
configuration of participants, who were lying on the robotic
device, to the limb configuration of the virtual body, seen in the
HMD. Participants’ arms were positioned next to their trunk on
the soft foam and their limbs were outstretched on the robotic
device.
In addition to visuo-tactile stroking we manipulated visuo-
vestibular conflicts about the direction of linear gravitational
acceleration. We presented in the HMD images that showed
a virtual body (seen from the back) in different postures with
respect to visual gravity. Visual gravity cues were gravitational pull
on hair, clothes, and the posture of the shoulders of the virtual
body [27,28]. In addition, we chose a distribution of light on the
front and back of the virtual body that was congruent with a light
following the direction of visual gravity.
The first image (Fig. 1A, right panel) showed a virtual body in
prone posture on which linear gravitational acceleration acted
along an axis through the virtual body’s back and chest. This
image gave the impression of looking downwards at the virtual
body. The second image (Fig. 1A, left panel) showed the same
virtual body in standing posture on which linear gravitational
acceleration acted along a vertical axis from the virtual body’s
head and feet. This image gave the impression of looking in front
at the virtual body. The two images (i.e. looking downwards,
looking in front) were respectively in strong and weak visual-
vestibular conflict with the participant posture lying on the back on
the robotic device and looking upwards (Fig. 1B). For the first
image (strong conflict), the conflict was of 180u and for the second
image (weak conflict) it was of 90u.
Experimental procedures and data collection. Each
participant completed 32 trials in 4 experimental runs of 8 trials
each. For each experimental run the 8 trials were from the same
condition, but the stroking profiles were randomly selected for
each trial. Fig. 1D illustrates the organization of each trial. Each
trial began with the presentation of visual stroking on the virtual
body in the HMD while tactile stroking was applied on the back of
the participant for 40 s. After that, participants were shown a blank
screen for a fixed inter-stimulus interval of 1 s. An acoustic beep
was presented for 200 ms that instructed participants to perform
the Mental Ball Dropping task within 6 s.
The Mental Ball Dropping task (adapted from [3,21]) was used
to measure self-location. Before the experiment proper, partici-
pants performed a training session with at least 20 trials to be
familiarized with the experimental procedures and the materials.
Participants were asked to imagine dropping a ball from their
hand to the floor (Fig. 1B). First, they pressed a button with their
right index finger when they imaged dropping a ball from their
hand, which was at the level of their body lying supine.
Participants held the button depressed during the imagined time
of ball dropping and released the button at the moment they
imagined the ball hit the floor. The duration of button press
(response time, RT) was shown to be a sensitive estimate of the
participant’s height, or self-location, above the floor [3]. Partic-
ipants executed three Mental Ball Dropping tasks successively,
then a white fixation cross was presented for 20 s, indicating
a pause before the next experimental trial.
After having completed 8 trials of an experimental run
participants answered a short version of the full-body illusion
questionnaire (adapted from [3,21,29]. Questions were presented
separately on the HMD along with a visual analogue scale, i.e.
a continuous visual scale from left to right with either two or 11
levels, on which participants indicated their response. The
questions measured (1) self-identification, by rating their agree-
ment with the statement ‘‘It felt as if the body I saw was me’’ using a 11-
point visual analogue scale ranging from 1 ( =weak feeling) to 11
( = strong feeling); (2) illusory touch, by rating their agreement with
the statement ‘‘I had the feeling as if the touch I felt was located where I saw
the stroking’’ using a 11-point visual analogue scale ranging from 1
( =weak feeling) to 11 ( = strong feeling); (3) and the experienced
direction of the first-person perspective, by answering the question
‘‘Did you have the impression as if you were looking upwards/downwards at
a body above/below you?’’ with a forced-choice categorical response
format labeled 0 ( = ‘‘upwards’’) and 1 ( = ‘‘downwards’’).
Data analysis. Individual answers to question 3 regarding
the experienced direction of first-person perspective were used to
assign participants to two groups. Following the methods of Ionta
et al. [21], who reported individual differences in first-person
perspective and self-location, participants were assigned to the Up-
group, if less than 2 out of the total 4 ratings were downward
direction of the experienced first-person perspective (N= 15).
Participants were assigned to the Down-group, if at least 2 out of 4
ratings were downward direction of the first-person perspective
(N= 9). The Group (Up-group, Down-group) was used as
a between-participants factor for subsequent statistical analyses.
Questionnaire scores for self-identification (question 1), illusory
touch (question 2), and first-person perspective (question 3) were
analyzed using separate 26262 mixed model ANOVAs with one
between-participants factor Group (levels: Up-group, Down-
group) and two within-participants factors Visuo-Vestibular
Conflict (levels: strong, weak) and Stroking (levels: synchronous,
asynchronous).
For the Mental Ball Dropping task (i.e. self-location measure),
we excluded trials that contained no response and trials with
response times shorter than 200 ms or longer than 4 s. We
excluded the data from two participants from further analysis
because more than 10% of their trials had to be excluded. For the
remaining 24 participants, we removed response times that
exceeded 2 standard deviations of the grand average. We
calculated then, for each participant, trial-wise averages across
three repetitions of the Mental Ball Dropping task and used this
data to calculate condition-wise averages for the four experimental
conditions. Mean response times were analyzed with a 26262
mixed model ANOVA with one between-participant factor Group
(levels: Up-group, Down-group) and two within-participant factors
Visuo-Vestibular Conflict (levels: strong, weak) and Stroking
(levels: synchronous, asynchronous).
Post-hoc comparisons were performed with an a priori alpha
level of.05. As post-hoc comparisons were conducted only the basis
of significant interactions in ANOVAs, there was no correction for
multiple comparisons.
Results
Questionnaire scores. Statistical analysis of self-identifica-
tion ratings (question 1) revealed a main effect of Stroking (F(1,
22) = 24.06, p,.001, g2 = .52). Participants rated on average 5.9
(SE= .5) points for synchronous Stroking and 2.9 (SE= .4) points
for asynchronous Stroking. This main effect reflects that synchro-
nous visuo-tactile Stroking increased self-identification with
a virtual body and shows that we induced the full-body illusion
with a novel robotic device. In addition we found a main effect of
Visuo-Vestibular Conflict on self-identification (F(1, 22) = 16.25,
p = .001, g2 = .43). Participants rated 3.1 (SE= .5) points for
strong Visuo-Vestibular Conflict and 4.7 (SE= .4) points for weak
Visuo-Vestibular Conflict, suggesting that our manipulation of
visuo-vestibular conflict had an influence on self-identification and
that a strong visuo-vestibular conflict decreases self-identification
with the virtual body. Furthermore, we found a significant
interaction of Visuo-Vestibular Conflict6Stroking regarding self-
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identification (F(1,22) = 9.35, p = .006, g2 = .30, Fig. 2A). Self-
identification with the virtual body decreased during strong Visuo-
Vestibular Conflict in the synchronous conditions (post-hoc paired
t-test, t(23) =24.8, p,.001), but not in the asynchronous control
conditions. There were no main effect and interactions involving
the between-participant factor Group (all F values ,1), reflecting
that individual differences in the direction of first-person
perspective had no influence on self-identification.
Statistical analysis of illusory touch ratings (question 2) showed
a main effect of Stroking (F(1,22) = 152.69, p,.001, g2 = .87).
Participants rated illusory touch on average with 9.0 (SE= .2)
points for synchronous Stroking and 2.6 (SE= .5) points for
asynchronous Stroking. This main effect shows that synchronous
Stroking induced stronger illusory touch sensation. No other main
effects and interactions were significant (F ,1).
Response times. Statistical analysis of response times of the
Mental Ball Dropping task revealed an interaction of Stroking6
Group, F(1,22) = 4.85, p = .038, g2 = .18 (Fig. 2B). Up-group
participants’ response times were on average 901 (SE= 149) ms for
synchronous Stroking and 834 (SE= 130) ms for asynchronous
stroking. By contrast, for the Down-group participants, the pattern
of response times was reversed and averaged 1214 (SE=192) ms
for synchronous Stroking and 1260 (SE= 167) ms for asynchro-
nous Stroking. Post-hoc tests revealed a marginally significant
difference between response times of the two Groups for
asynchronous Stroking (independent samples t-test, t(22) = 2.0,
p = .056). These results corroborate data by Ionta et al. [21] and
reveal that those participants who experience mostly an upward
direction of the first-person perspective showed longer response
times in the synchronous versus asynchronous Stroking condition
(indicating a drift in self-location towards the seen virtual body).
This was different in participants experiencing mostly a downward
direction of the first-person perspective who showed the opposite
drift (i.e. a decrease in response times). In both groups, we
observed a drift in self-location towards the seen virtual body. No
other effects were significant.
First-person perspective ratings. Following the methods of
Ionta et al. [21], we used first-person perspective ratings to divide
the total sample of participants into Up-group (N= 15) and Down-
group (N= 9) (see Data analysis section).
Statistical analysis of first-person perspective ratings (question 3)
only revealed a main effect of Group, F(1,10) = 94.3, p,.001,
g2 = .81, which is a direct consequence of our method using
question 3 rating to assign the datasets into two Groups. Up-group
participants rated on average.08 (SE= .04) points and Down-
group participants rated.75 (SE= .05) points. These scores reflect
average frequency of participants rating ‘‘downwards’’ direction of
first-person perspective (i.e. because we assigned the value 0 for an
‘‘upwards’’ rating and the value 1 for a ‘‘downwards’’ rating). The
main effect reflects lower frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ rating for the
Up-group and a higher frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ rating for the
Down-group. No other main effect and no interaction reached
statistical significance (F ,1), reflecting that Stroking and Visuo-
Vestibular Conflict did not influence first-person perspective.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, we investigated how different degrees of
Visuo-Vestibular Conflict modulate self-identification, the experi-
enced direction of first-person perspective, and self-location during
the full-body illusion. To this end, we used a novel robotic device
[26] to administer visuo-tactile stimulation and manipulated the
degree of Visuo-Vestibular Conflict and the synchrony of
Stroking.
Regarding self-identification (question 1), we found, as expected,
an increase in self-identification with the virtual body for
synchronous stroking, supporting several earlier video and virtual
reality studies applying visuo-tactile stroking manually
[1,4,6,9,12,30]. We also confirmed that self-identification does
not depend on the experienced direction of the first-person
perspective [21]. A new finding was that self-identification
additionally depended on the degree of Visuo-Vestibular Conflict,
Figure 2. Results of Experiment 1. (A) Average self-identification ratings for the synchronous (Sync) and asynchronous (Asyn) visual-tactile
stroking and for the strong and weak visual-vestibular conflict (VVC). (B) Self-location results showing average response times in the Mental Ball
Dropping task. Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061751.g002
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with strong conflict decreasing self-identification, an effect found
only for the illusion condition (during synchronous visuo-tactile
stimulation). These data show that under conditions of illusory self-
identification with the virtual body strong Visuo-Vestibular
Conflict decreases illusory self-identification, suggesting that the
visuo-vestibular compatibility between the participant’s body
posture and position and those of the virtual body interfere with
self-identification (see General Discussion).
Concerning the first-person perspective, we asked participants
to rate their experienced direction once at the end of each
experimental condition. Similarly to Ionta et al. [21], we found
individual differences in Up- and Down-group participants. Using
a slightly modified robotic platform, different experimental
conditions, and a different participants sample we also observed
for Up-group (respectively, Down-group) participants that re-
sponse times increased (decreased) during the synchronous versus
asynchronous Stroking condition, indicating a more elevated
(lower) self-location in the illusion condition. These self-location
data corroborate the presence of individual differences in first-
person perspective and demonstrate a directional congruence
between the experienced direction of the first-person perspective
and the direction of the drift in self-location. However, these
subjective ratings did not depend on the tested visuo-vestibular
conflict or on visuo-tactile stroking. Therefore, they did not
support our hypothesis that visuo-vestibular conflict, as manipu-
lated here, is of relevance for the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective.
In conclusion, Experiment 1 revealed that self-identification
depends on visuo-vestibular and visuo-tactile mechanisms, where-
as self-location and first-person perspective were only modulated
by visuo-tactile stimulation. We confirmed the presence of
individual differences in self-location and first-person perspective
and the dependence of self-location on the experienced direction
of the first-person perspective.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, we measured the direction of the first-person
perspective once at the end of multiple repeated trials for the same
condition. Using this procedure we may have not been able to
detect more subtle changes in first-person perspective. Whereas in
Experiment 1 trial order was randomized at the level of
experimental runs (i.e. all trials within an experimental run were
from the same experimental condition), in Experiment 2 trial
order was randomized trial-by-trial. Participants were presented
with the virtual body in strong visuo-vestibular conflict to be
consistent with the study by Ionta et al. [21], and we collected the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective after each
experimental trial. In addition, we measured self-identification and
self-location in a control condition where no body was shown (as in
Ionta et al., [21]).
Methods
Participants. Twenty-three students participated (11 female;
mean age: 22 years, range: 18–30 years). All participants were
right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
reported no history of neurological or psychiatric impairment.
Each participant was debriefed about the experimental purpose
and received 30 CHF after the experiment.
Experimental setup and stimuli. We used an identical
experimental setup and the same visuo-tactile stroking stimuli as in
Experiment 1. Self-identification, self-location, and the experi-
enced direction of the first-person perspective were tested by
presenting in a HMD a virtual body in strong Visuo-Vestibular
Conflict (i.e. body condition) or a control condition in which the
stroking was shown on a black background (i.e. no-body
condition). In contrast to Experiment 1, participants judged their
experienced direction of their first-person perspective repeatedly
during the full-body illusion.
Experimental design and procedures. The full-body
illusion was tested in 4 experimental conditions: 2 Object
conditions (levels: body, no-body)62 Stroking conditions (levels:
synchronous, asynchronous), which were presented in a pseudo-
randomized order. Participants completed 8 trials for each of the 4
experimental conditions. Each trial began with visuo-tactile
Stroking for 40 s. Immediately after, all visual stimuli were
removed from the display, and after 1 s, an acoustic beep was
presented for 200 ms. Participants executed a single Mental Ball
Dropping task within 6 s (identical procedure as for Experiment
1). After the Mental Ball Dropping task, they judged the direction
of their first-person perspective. In the HMD the question
‘‘Orientation?’’ was presented in white color along with a two-choice
response scale showing ‘‘upwards’’ and ‘‘downwards’’. Participants
were instructed to judge after each trial the direction of the first-
person perspective experienced during the preceding stroking
period. They gave their judgment within 6 s by pressing either
a button with their right index finger to indicate an experienced
upward direction of the first-person perspective, or by pressing
a button with their middle finger to indicate an experienced
downward direction of the first-person perspective. A white
fixation cross was presented on the HMD for 20 s, indicating
a pause before the next trial. In contrast with Experiment 1,
participants executed the Mental Ball Dropping task only once
and gave a first-person perspective judgment at the end of each
experimental trial. In this way, we obtained a measure of self-
location and first-person perspective for each experimental trial.
After having completed the experiment, participants answered
a short-version of the full-body illusion questionnaire separately for
synchronous and asynchronous stroking (see Experiment 1).
Data analysis. Individual answers to question 3 regarding
the experienced direction of first-person perspective (collected
once at the end of the experiment) were used to assign participants
to two groups (see Experiment 1 for details). We considered
participants as Up-group participants when they experienced an
upward direction of first-person perspective for both synchronous
and asynchronous stroking (Up-group, N= 12). Down-group
participants were those who experienced a downward direction
of first-person perspective for synchronous and/or asynchronous
stroking (Down-group, N= 11). The rationale for this procedure
was to balance group size by lowering the threshold for
classification. In Experiment 2, the downward direction of the
first-person perspective was less frequently reported than upward
direction.
Scores for self-identification (question 1) and illusory touch
(question 2) were analyzed with separate 262 mixed model
ANOVAs with one between-participant factor Group (levels: Up-
group, Down-group) and one within-participant factor Stroking
(levels: synchronous, asynchronous). No self-identification ratings
were collected for the no-body condition.
Response times for the Mental Ball Dropping task (i.e. self-
location measure) were analyzed as in Experiment 1. Condition-
wise average response times for each participant were analyzed
using a 26262 mixed model ANOVA with the between-
participant factor Group (levels: Up-group, Down-group) and
two within-participant factors Object (levels: body, no-body) and
Stroking (levels: synchronous, asynchronous).
Judgments of the direction of the first-person perspective given
after each trial were analyzed after excluding trials where
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participant did not give a judgment within 6 s (,10%). We coded
‘‘upwards’’ responses as 0 and ‘‘downwards’’ responses as 1.
Individual frequencies of ‘‘downwards’’ rating were calculated for
each condition (i.e. sum of the values across the repetitions of each
condition divided by the total number of valid judgments per
condition). We thus obtained, for each participant and each
condition, a frequency value of ‘‘downwards’’ rating ranging from
0 (i.e. never judged ‘‘downwards’’) to 1 (i.e. always judged
‘‘downwards’’). These frequencies were analyzed with a 26262
mixed model ANOVA with the between-participant factor Group
(levels: Up-group, Down-group) and two within-participant factors
Object (levels: body, no-body) and Stroking (levels: synchronous,
asynchronous).
Results
Questionnaire scores. Statistical analysis of self-identifica-
tion (question 1) revealed a main effect of Stroking (F(1, 21) = 11.9,
p = .002, g2 = .36), reflecting higher self-identification for synchro-
nous stroking (mean6 SE: 4.36.5) than for asynchronous stroking
(2.86.4). There was no difference between the two Groups and no
interaction (all F values ,1). As for Experiment 1, visuo-tactile
synchrony influenced self-identification with a virtual body and
individual differences in the experienced direction of first-person
perspective did not modulate self-identification.
Statistical analysis of illusory touch (question 2) showed a main
effect of Stroking (F(1, 21) = 35.0, p,.001, g2 = .63). Illusory touch
was higher for synchronous stroking (6.26.4) than for asynchro-
nous stroking (4.06.5). There was no difference between the
Groups and no significant interaction (all F values ,1).
Response times. Statistical analysis of response times of the
Mental Ball Dropping task revealed an interaction between
Stroking and Group (F(1,21) = 6.87, p= .016, g2 = .25, Fig. 3C).
For Up-group participants response times were on average 1025
(SE= 104) ms for synchronous Stroking and 1007 (SE= 107) ms
for asynchronous Stroking (paired-sample t-test, p..1), whereas
for Down-group participants response times were 926 (SE= 108)
ms in the synchronous and 996 (SE= 110) ms in the asynchronous
Stroking condition (paired sample t-test, t(10) =22.4, p = .04).
Thus, we confirmed that the pattern of self-location (as measured
through response times) is congruent with individual differences in
the experienced direction of the first-person perspective. Up-group
participants showed an upward drift in self-location (a slight
increase in response times during the illusion) congruent with the
upward direction of the first-person perspective, By contrast,
Down-group participants show a downward drift in self-location (a
decrease in response time during the illusion) congruent with the
experienced downward direction of the first-person perspective.
The analysis also revealed a marginally significant effect of
Object (F(1,21) = 4.1, p = .057, g2 = .16) with longer response
times for the body condition (M=992, SE= 76 ms) when
compared to the no-body control condition (M=974,
SE= 76 ms). This suggests that independently of visuo-tactile
Stroking, self-location tended to be more elevated if a body in
strong Visuo-Vestibular Conflict was presented as compared to
a no-body control condition. There was no significant effect of
Group and no interaction (all F values ,1).
First-person perspective ratings. Statistical analysis of
first-person perspective ratings collected after each trial revealed
a significant main effect of Stroking (F(1,21) = 6.23, p = .021,
g2 = .23, Fig. 3A). The frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ ratings was
higher during asynchronous (M= .48, SE= .03) than synchronous
Stroking (M= .38, SE= .03). Furthermore, the analysis showed
a main effect of Group (F(1,21) = 5.88, p= .024, g2 = .22, Fig. 3B),
with an average ‘‘downwards’’ rating frequency of.35 (SE= .04) for
the Up-group and.48 (SE= .04) for the Down-group. There was
no significant main effect of Object and no significant interactions
(all F values ,1). These results confirm the consistency between
final ratings of first-person perspective in the full-body illusion
questionnaire (i.e. on which grouping was based) and trial-wise
ratings for first-person perspective during the experiment.
However, they also show that trial-wise ratings fluctuated for all
participants and that a downward direction of the first-person
perspective was more likely associated with asynchronous visuo-
tactile stimulation.
Discussion
The data on self-identification and self-location corroborate
those of Experiment 1 and previous work in a different participant
sample. We found that self-identification and illusory touch were
higher in the synchronous Stroking condition and that the degree
of self-identification was not related to individual differences in the
experienced direction of first-person perspective. Self-location was
found to be Stroking- and first-person perspective-dependent and
we again observed a relative elevation in self-location towards the
seen virtual body for Up-group participants and a relative
lowering in self-location for Down-group participants. In Exper-
iment 2, the order of the trials was randomized to control for
habituation and training effects. This differed from previous
studies (Experiment 1, [21]), further underlining the consistency of
these changes in self-location and self-identification.
Self-location results are consistent across three experiments–the
study by Ionta et al. [21] and the present Experiments 1 and 2.
The asynchronous Stroking condition induced significantly higher
self-location for Down-group participants when compared to Up-
group participants. Subjective first-person perspective was most
frequently rated ‘‘downwards’’ in the asynchronous Stroking
condition (Experiment 2), although self-identification was low
([21]; Experiments 1–2). Furthermore, the body condition, where
a virtual body was presented in strong visuo-vestibular conflict,
was associated with higher self-location than the no-body
condition. Together these results suggest that asynchronous
stroking and the presentation of a virtual body in strong visuo-
vestibular conflict induced a response pattern congruent with the
visually-implied direction of gravity: high self-location, downwards
direction of the subjective first-person perspective, and low self-
identification.
In Experiment 2, participants indicated their experienced
direction of the first-person perspective after each 40-second
period of visuo-tactile stimulation. Analysis of trial-wise ratings
confirmed those ratings of the first-person perspective collected at
the end of Experiment 2. Although this reveals consistency of
ratings given in the full-body illusion at different time points, the
first-person perspective data from Experiment 2 also showed that
participants that were classified as Up- or Down-group may also
have experienced quite frequently a direction of the first-person
perspective that was 180u inverted with respect to their most
frequently experienced perspective. This may be compared to
effects found in bistable perception in which identical physical
stimuli evoke two perceptual states that alternate spontaneously
[31,32,33].
Moreover, our analysis revealed an influence of visuo-tactile
Stroking on the frequency of downward direction of the first-
person perspective. We found a higher frequency of downward
direction of the first-person perspective during asynchronous
Stroking conditions as compared to synchronous Stroking
conditions. Ionta et al. [21] found that self-location depended on
both first-person perspective and visuo-tactile stroking. In this
study, Down-group participants showed higher self-location in the
Multisensory First-Person Perspective
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asynchronous than in the synchronous stroking condition,
reflecting that self-location decreased or drifted towards the seen
virtual body (in line with the downwards direction of subjective
first-person perspective). Thus, during asynchronous stroking, an
association of a downwards direction of the subjective first-person
perspective with a high level of self-location was found [21]. The
same participants reported in the same asynchronous condition
floating sensations, sensations of being elevated and of touching
the ceiling, compatible with more elevated self-location. Thus,
first-person perspective ratings, self-location measures, and spon-
taneous verbal reports were strongly related during asynchronous
visuo-tactile stroking. In Experiment 2, we found an association
between asynchronous visuo-tactile Stroking and a downward
direction of the experienced first-person perspective, not only for
Down-group participants, but for all participants.
In conclusion, Experiment 2 shows that within participants the
synchrony of visuo-tactile Stroking affected the first-person
perspective, resulting in the highest frequency of downward
direction of the first-person perspective for asynchronous Stroking.
Furthermore, self-location was elevated above a no-body baseline
condition level when a virtual body was shown in strong visuo-
vestibular conflict from an elevated viewpoint. Finally, we
confirmed the results of individual differences in self-location
and first-person perspective from Experiment 1 and by Ionta et al.
[21]. Together, these results suggest that both visuo-tactile
integration and individual differences can affect the experienced
direction of the first-person perspective.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, we investigated whether individual differences
in first-person perspective are associated with idiosyncratic
strategies for solving visual-vestibular conflicts. Individual differ-
ences and strategies for processing visual-vestibular mismatch have
traditionally been approached by tasks requiring visual vertical
judgments. Visual vertical judgments require the integration of
vestibular signals (informing about the direction of gravity),
somatosensory signals (informing about the position of the body
segments) and visual signals (informing about the orientation of the
visual environment) [34]. Typically, participants are required to
align a visual line with their internal representation of the vertical
[35]. The influence of visual signals on vertical perception has
been investigated by manipulating the orientation of the visual
background relative to the veridical vertical to induce visual-
vestibular conflicts. In the widely used rod and frame test,
participants judge the orientation of a mobile rod that is embedded
in a tilted square frame [35]. The perceived visual vertical is
typically deviated in the direction of the frame tilt. However, the
amplitude of this deviation is strongly variable across subjects and
depends on the degree to which participants rely on visual
references. Two groups of participants have usually been
dissociated [23,24,35,36,37]. Visual Field-Dependent (FD) partic-
ipants present strong deviations of the perceived vertical in the
direction of the frame tilt, indicating that they rely strongly on
visual signals. By contrast, visual Field-Independent (FI) partici-
pants present smaller deviations of the perceived vertical, in-
dicating that they rely more on vestibular and somatosensory
signals. It has been argued that visual field dependence-in-
dependence is a stable trait, which shows a high robustness
throughout life [38,39]. As the rod and frame test is a well-
established way to measure individual differences in visuo-
vestibular integration, the present experiment directly investigates
how visual field dependence-independence relates to the experi-
enced direction of the first-person perspective. We hypothesize
that FD participants, in contrast with FI participants, are more
likely to experience a direction of the first-person perspective that
is congruent with that visually shown in the HMD. Data from
Experiment 1 suggest that these participants should be more prone
to rely on the visually conflicting gravitational information when
exposed to strong Visuo-Vestibular Conflict. Thus, in the present
case, FD participants observing a body lying in a prone position
Figure 3. Results of Experiment 2. Frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ ratings for the experienced direction of the first-person perspective showing the
main effect of Stroking (A) and Group (B). (C) Self-location results showing average response times in the Mental Ball Dropping task. Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061751.g003
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should experience more frequently a downward direction of the
first-person perspective.
Methods
Participants. Twenty-nine students participated (11 female;
mean age: 23 years, range: 18–30 years). All participants were
right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and
reported no history of neurological or psychiatric impairment.
Each participant was debriefed about the experimental purpose
and received 40 CHF after the experiment.
Methods for the rod and frame test. Participants were
comfortably seated in front of a computer screen (Philips 150S6FS,
TFT, 10246768 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate) at 60 cm eye-to-
screen distance. The screen was covered with a black circular
frame in order to restrict the visual field to a circular area (36 cm
in diameter, subtending 34u of the visual field) and to exclude any
vertical and horizontal references from the visual surrounding (for
similar methods see [40]). A chinrest was used to maintain the
participants’ line-of-gaze aligned with the center of the screen.
Participants wore custom-made goggles to occlude any visual cue
surrounding the circular-shaped screen.
A grey dotted line (18 cm long, subtending 17u of the visual
field) was presented on the screen. This line was surrounded by
a square frame (22622 cm, subtending 29u of the visual field),
which was either vertical or tilted by 20u in the clockwise or
counterclockwise direction. This amplitude of the frame tilt has
been shown to evoke large deviations of the perceived visual
vertical towards the frame tilt [24,34,41]. Participants performed
visual vertical judgments by pressing a left or right response button
to rotate the line in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction until
they judged the line vertically oriented. They were instructed to
ignore the surrounding frame and to perform accurate and un-
speeded judgments. The initial position in which the line was
shown was either clockwise (6 trials) or counterclockwise (6 trials)
at pseudo-random offset of 612u, 66u, and 63u from veridical
vertical. We used the same frame orientation for six consecutive
trials before another frame orientation was presented. Each frame
orientation was presented twice, and a total of twelve measure-
ments were obtained per condition. For each participant, we
calculated the average subjective visual vertical for each frame
orientation (20u counterclockwise, 20u clockwise, vertical frame).
Subjective visual vertical was analyzed with repeated-measures
ANOVA with the Frame orientation as a within-participants
factor (levels: clockwise, counterclockwise, and vertical frame).
Methods for the full-body illusion. After having completed
the rod and frame test, participants were tested with the full-body
illusion paradigm. The procedures were identical to that of
Experiment 2, except for one aspect. In order to validate the
robustness of the response times during the Mental Ball Dropping
task, participants performed this task during and after the stroking.
We used a 2 Object (levels: body, no-body control)62 Stroking
(levels: synchronous, asynchronous) design. We measured self-
location by recording response times in the Mental Ball Dropping
task and asked participants to indicate their experienced direction
of first-person perspective after each experimental trial (online
first-person perspective judgment) and after each experimental
block (final first-person perspective judgment). After the experi-
ment, participants filled in a questionnaire about the full-body
illusion separately for the synchronous and asynchronous Stroking
conditions. Self-identification was not rated for the no-body
control condition.
Experimental procedures. Each experimental trial began
with the presentation of visuo-tactile stroking for 40 s. In contrast
to Experiments 1 and 2, participants performed the Mental Ball
Dropping task twice during the stroking and twice after the
stroking period. We modified the timing of the Mental Ball
Dropping task to investigate the possibility to use the Mental Ball
Dropping task as an online measure during stroking. An acoustic
beep was presented for 200 ms, cueing participants to perform the
Mental Ball Dropping task within 6 s, and response times were
recorded as the duration of button press. After the stroking, all
visual stimuli were removed from the display and the stroking
stopped. After the last Mental Ball Dropping task, participants
indicated their experienced direction of first-person perspective by
a button press. The phrase ‘‘Orientation?’’ was presented in the
HMD together with three response categories (category 1: ‘‘As if I
was looking up at a body above me’’; category 2: ‘‘As if I was looking in
front at a standing body’’; category 3: ‘‘As if I was looking down at a body
below me’’). Participants indicated their judgments by button press
with the right index (for ‘‘upwards’’), middle (for ‘‘front’’), or ring
finger (for ‘‘downwards’’). Immediately after, a fixation cross was
presented for 10 s, indicating a resting period.
After the experiment, participants gave a final rating of first-
person perspective, considering the experiment as a whole, and
indicated their most frequently experienced direction of first-
person perspective in a forced-choice two-response format
(category 1: ‘‘As if I was looking up at a body above me’’; category 2:
‘‘As if I was looking down at a body below me’’). Participants answered
the full-body illusion questionnaire separately for the synchronous
and the asynchronous stroking condition (11 items, visual pre-
sentation of the questions together with a 11-point visual analogue
scale, adapted from [3]).
Data analysis. As in Experiments 1 and 2, participants were
asked for a final rating of their overall experienced direction of
first-person perspective. We used this rating to classify participants
into Up-group and Down-group. Each item of the full-body
illusion questionnaire was analyzed separately using a 262 mixed
model ANOVA with a between-participants factor Group (levels:
Up-group, Down-group) and a within-participant factor Stroking
(levels: synchronous, asynchronous).
Response times for the Mental Ball Dropping task were
averaged after excluding trials (less than 10%) with responses
shorter than 200 ms and longer than 4 s as well as response times
that exceeded 2 standard deviations of the grand average. For
each trial, we calculated averages of 4 Mental Ball Dropping tasks.
These data were analyzed using a mixed model ANOVA with the
between-participants factor Group (levels: Up-group, Down-
group) and two within-participant factors: Object (levels: body,
no-body control), and Stroking (levels: synchronous, asynchro-
nous).
Analysis of trial-wise ratings of first-person perspective-direction
included calculation of frequency scores for ‘‘downwards’’ ratings
by summing all non-‘‘upwards’’ ratings (i.e. ‘‘downwards’’ and
‘‘front’’) per condition and dividing this value by the total number
of trials per condition. Because both the ‘‘front’’ and ‘‘downwards’’
response categories were similar in that they indicated deviation
from the participants’ physical body orientation (looking ‘‘up-
wards’’), we decided to collapse the ‘‘front’’ and ‘‘downwards’’
judgments into a single score reflecting deviation from ‘‘upwards’’.
This resulted in a comparable ratio of Up-group versus Down-
group participants as in the previous experiments where no
‘‘front’’ category was used. Thus, frequency scores ranged from
0 (i.e. never ‘‘downwards’’ and never ‘‘front’’) to 1 (i.e. always
‘‘downwards’’ or ‘‘front’’). Individual frequency scores for ‘‘down-
wards’’ first-person perspective were subjected to a mixed model
ANOVA with the between-participant factor Group (levels: Up-
group, Down-group) and the within-participant factors Object
Multisensory First-Person Perspective
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(levels: body, no-body control) and Stroking (levels: synchronous,
asynchronous).
Field dependence-independence classification and
analysis. We analyzed the relationship between field depen-
dence-independence and the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective in two ways. First, across all participants we
conducted a linear correlation analysis between continuous values
for subjective visual vertical bias (average across left and right
frame tilt condition) and the frequency of downward first-person
perspective (average across experimental conditions).
Second, comparing subgroups of participants we performed
a binominal correlation analysis (see below) on classification-based
labels for field dependence-independence (FI-group, FD-group)
and individual difference in first-person perspective (Up-group,
Down-group). Data processing involved calculating baseline-
corrected averages of subjective visual vertical for each participant
by subtracting the perceived vertical measured with the vertical
frame to the perceived vertical for the clockwise and counterclock-
wise frame orientations (see [24] for similar approach). We used an
ascending hierarchical classification, i.e. a standard procedure for
processing rod and frame test data, to classify participants into two
groups of visual field dependent (FD) and field independent (FI)
participants (see [24,42] for similar methods). Ascending hierar-
chical classification was performed on these data with SPSS 13.0
(IBM corporation, New York, US). The clustering method took
into account individual average subjective verticality ratings for
left-, and right-frame conditions. The method evaluated similar-
ities between individual ratings of different participants by
calculating Euclidean distance between participants. Based on
Euclidean distances, the hierarchical clustering algorithm grouped
participants into clusters using the Ward’s aggregation method.
Ward’s aggregation linked pairs of participants, who were close,
into binary clusters forming a hierarchical tree. Finally, separating
the hierarchical tree at the maximum of dissimilarity provided two
distinct clusters of participants with low (cluster 1, FI-group) or
high (cluster 2, FD-group) deviations of perceived vertical induced
by the tilted frame (Fig. 4E).
In order to investigate the relationship between labels for visual
field dependence-independence and labels for first-person per-
spective-direction for each participant, we used the phi coefficient
as a binominal non-parametric test of correlation [43]. The phi
coefficient indicates whether two binominal categorical variables
correlate, and in which direction they are associated.
Results
Rod and frame test. The ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of the frame orientation (F(2,27) = 12.0, p,.001,
g2 = .47, Fig. 4D) with a counterclockwise bias for the frame tilted
counterclockwise (M=21.01u, SE= .39u), a clockwise bias for the
frame tilted clockwise (M= .78u, SE= .38u), and no bias for the
vertical frame (M= .02u, SE= .21u). The analysis of the visual field
dependence by an ascending hierarchical classification revealed
a group of 13 FD participants (subjective vertical: M=1.70u,
SE= .30u) that presented significantly larger deviations of the
visual vertical than a group of 16 FI participants (subjective
vertical: M= .70u, SE= .10) when the frame was tilted by 20u
(Fig. 4E).
Field dependence-independence correlates with first-
person perspective. Linear correlation analysis between con-
tinuous data for subjective visual vertical bias and experienced
direction of the first-person perspective showed no significant
correlation (R= .107, p = .578), suggesting that across the entire
participant sample there was no linear relationship between these
measures.
Binominal correlation analysis between field dependence-in-
dependence and individual differences of the first-person perspec-
tive correlated significantly (N= 29, Phi coefficient = -.442,
p = .017). Fig. 4F shows that there were proportionally more FI
participants in the Up-group (12 out of 16) than in the Down-
group (4 out of 13). Conversely, there were proportionally more
FD participants in the Down-group (9 out of 13) than in the Up-
group (4 out of 16). This result confirms our hypothesis that FD
participants rely more on the visual information about the
direction of gravity that was contained in the videos depicting
a body lying in a prone position. Furthermore, this results shows
a relationship between field dependence-independence and first-
person persepective on the level of individual differences.
Self-identification and self-location. The ANOVA showed
a significant effect of stroking for self-identification (question 1).
Self-identification was higher during synchronous (M=4.9 points,
SE= .6 points) than asynchronous stroking (M=2.9 points,
SE= .4 points) (F(1,28) = 12.3, p = .002, g2 = .31, Fig. 4A). Sim-
ilarly, illusory touch (question 2) was higher for the synchronous
(M=8.0 points, SE= .4 points) as compared to the asynchronous
stroking condition (M=4.3 points, SE= .5 points) (F(1,27) = 40.4,
p,.001, effect size = .60). There were no group differences (i.e.
between Up- and Down-group of first-person perspective) in all
questionnaire items.
Although, the pattern of Mental Ball Dropping response times
was similar to those obtained in Experiment 1 and 2 (Fig. 4C),
statistical analysis of the response times revealed no significant
main effect and interaction. Inspection of the data shows that Up-
group participants showed longer response times in the synchro-
nous (M=850 ms, SE= 65 ms) versus asynchronous Stroking
condition (M=828 ms, SE= 59 ms), whereas Down-group par-
ticipants did not show the expected changes in response times
(synchronous: M=666 ms, SE=72 ms; asynchronous:
M=670 ms, SE= 65 ms).
Regarding online ratings of the first-person perspective, the
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Object (F(1,27) = 8.8,
p = .006, g2 = .25), with higher frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ ratings in
the body condition (M= .43, SE= .04) as compared to the no-
body condition (M= .30, SE= .05) (Fig. 4B). These results show
that ‘‘downwards’’ ratings were more frequent in the condition in
which a body was shown (i.e. in strong visuo-vestibular conflict) as
compared to a no-body control condition, where no visual cues
about the direction of vertical were provided. In addition, the
statistical analysis revealed a main effect of Group with a lower
frequency of ‘‘downwards’’ ratings for the Up-group (M= .14,
SE= .05) as compared to the Down-group (M= .59, SE= .06)
(F(1,27) = 5.7, p,.001, g2 = .55). This result confirms the consis-
tency between online and final ratings of first-person perspective
and is also consistent with data from Experiment 2. There were no
other main effects or interactions.
Discussion
Results of the rod and frame test showed that oriented visual
references resulted in a predicted bias of visual vertical judgment.
Experiment 3 thus replicates with a 2-dimensional computer-
adaptation of the rod and frame test earlier findings obtained with
the classical 3-dimensional rod and frame test [35,44]. As noted
previously, biases of visual vertical judgments that are measured
with a 2-dimentional rod and frame test are weaker, but
nonetheless significant (review in [44]). In the present experiment,
we classified participants into two groups of FD and FI
participants [23,24,36] that differed in term of the perceptual
bias evoked by a tilted frame. This result reveals individual
differences in solving visual-vestibular conflict during the rod and
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frame test. These differences, also referred to as perceptual styles
or sensory strategies, have been related to idiosyncratic selection of
spatial frames of reference for spatial perception and orientation
[45]. According to this view, we predicted that FD participants will
rely mostly on an allocentric (i.e. visual) frame of reference,
whereas FI participants will rely mainly on an egocentric (i.e.
body-centered) frame of reference. The correlation between the
visual field dependence-independence and the experienced di-
Figure 4. Results of Experiment 3. (A) Main effect of synchrony of visual-tactile Stroking on self-identification. (B) Average frequency of
‘‘downwards’’ rating for the experienced direction of the first-person perspective for the virtual body and no-body control condition. (C) Self-location
results showing a similar pattern as Experiment 1 and 2. (D) Average subjective verticality rating for different frame orientations. Negative (positive)
values denote counterclockwise (clockwise) deviations of the subjective verticality. (E) Average subjective verticality error in field independent (FI-
group) and field dependent (FD-group) participants. Error bars denote standard errors of mean. (F) Association between Field dependence-
independence and direction of the first-person perspective.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0061751.g004
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rection of first-person perspective is discussed in the General
Discussion.
As in previous experiments, self-identification with the virtual
body was modulated predictably by visuo-tactile stimulation.
Regarding self-location, we did not find any significant effect
within or between experimental conditions or participant groups,
although the general pattern was similar. For Experiment 3, we
changed the timing of the Mental Ball Dropping task to include
responses during the stroking and this may have affected
responses. Thus, participants performed the Mental Ball Dropping
without knowing exactly when the acoustic cue will be presented,
resulting in shorter preparation time for the mental imagery
procedure than in Experiments 1 and 2. Secondly, participants
performed the Mental Ball Dropping task 6 s earlier as compared
to participants of Experiments 1 and 2, allowing less time for the
illusion to develop. Finally, we note that the effect size of earlier
work and the present Experiments 1 and 2, revealing a modulation
of self-location by first-person perspective and visuo-tactile
stroking were not very large, making it likely that across several
different subjects samples, these effect do not reach significance
(averaging data across all three Experiments, we did observe
a significant interaction of Group6Stroking).
Regarding the first-person perspective, we confirmed the results
of Experiment 2, indicating consistency between online ratings
given during the experiment and the final rating of overall first-
person perspective-direction. In addition, there was a main effect
of Object, with higher frequency of downward direction of the
first-person perspective in the body condition than in the no-body,
control, condition. This suggests that in the no-body condition
participants relied more on vestibular signals, whereas in the body
condition (in strong visuo-vestibular conflict), participants were
more influenced by the visual information indicating a downward
direction of gravity.
General Discussion
We investigated how multisensory stimulation influences three
important aspects of bodily self-consciousness: self-identification (i.e.
how much ‘I’ identify with a virtual body), self-location (i.e. where ‘I’
am located), and first-person perspective (i.e. from where ‘I’ perceive
the environment). We found three main results. First, self-
identification does not depend on the experienced direction of
the first-person perspective, whereas self-location does. Second,
bodily self-consciousness strongly depends on visual gravitational
signals. Third, individual differences in the experienced direction
of first-person perspective correlate with individual differences in
visuo-vestibular integration, i.e. with idiosyncratic sensory strate-
gies.
First-person Perspective, Viewpoint, and Self-
identification
Results of the present three experiments confirm that self-
identification with a virtual body depends on visuo-tactile
stimulation and increases during synchronous stroking as observed
by previous authors [1,4,9,12]. Whereas in these previous full-
body illusion studies the first-person perspective was not altered,
we here show that changes in the experienced direction of the first-
person perspective did not modulate the strength of self-
identification, We thus confirm the data of Ionta et al. [21] in
a different subjects sample, using a different stroking robot, in
three experiments performed outside the MRI scanner. Whereas
our data and those of Ionta et al. [21] suggest that illusory self-
identification does not depend on the experienced direction of the
first-person perspective, previous studies showed that self-identi-
fication depends on the viewpoint from where the environment is
presented to the participants. Thus, Petkova et al. [16] showed
that a first-person (i.e. body-centered) viewpoint, but not a third-
person viewpoint (i.e. displaced 75 cm to the side), induces
stronger illusory self-identification with an artificial body. The data
by Petkova and Ehrsson [4] and Slater et al. [17] are also
compatible with this observation. These data converge in showing
that perceptual changes in the visual direction of the viewpoint
modulate self-identification, whereas subjective changes in the
direction of the first-person perspective do not, a finding
compatible with different brain mechanisms for viewpoint versus
first-person perspective changes.
Next, we found that strong visuo-vestibular mismatch di-
minishes experimentally-induced changes in self-identification.
Thus, in Experiment 1, we found that a strong visuo-vestibular
conflict (i.e. when observing a body lying on the stomach and seen
from an elevated viewpoint) decreases illusory changes in self-
identification compared to that obtained with a weak visuo-
vestibular conflict (i.e. when observing a body in a standing
upright posture seen from a standing viewpoint). These data
demonstrate for the first time that visuo-vestibular conflict
influences self-identification. They also suggest that the central
nervous system extracts visual information about the gravitational
influence on body structure and shape, such as gravitational pull
on hair, clothes, and shoulder, and modulations in light
distribution on the body, suggesting a postural configuration
relative to natural light sources. This visual information modulates
accordingly the way we identify with fake or virtual bodies seen
under the present experimental conditions. Indeed, there is
substantial evidence that the visual system is highly tuned to
interpret postural configurations in relation with gravity [40] and
that the orientation of seen bodies with respect to the apparent
direction gravity strongly influences body configuration and body
motion processing [46,47,48]. This evidence suggests that the
central nervous system has internalized the expected influence of
gravity on body configuration and structure [40,49], most likely
through mostly preconscious internal models of gravity [50].
Several studies have demonstrated that the vestibular nuclei and
the vestibular cortex (such as the temporo-parietal junction) can
detect the congruence of visual orientation and the motion of
objects with respect to the physical laws of gravity [51,52,53].
Thus, in the case of strong visual-vestibular conflict used in the
present experiments, these neural systems could detect that the
apparent gravitational force acting on the virtual body is
incongruent with the physical forces acting on the participant’s
body. Such visuo-vestibular conflict may decrease self-identifica-
tion through a different cortical system than that involved in the
visuo-tactile conflicts classically tested, but may involve the
temporo-parietal cortex (i.e. [21]). In addition, we note that
several related studies demonstrated that pictorial cues about
gravitational orientation in a visual scene (which can be artificially
tilted or reversed) outweigh orientation information from the
physical gravity and the participant’s body [54]. This suggests that
visual information about the orientation and direction of gravity
strongly constraints the participants’ perception of their own body
and the environment.
Common Multisensory Mechanisms Underlying Self-
location and the Experienced Direction of the First-
person Perspective
Another main finding of the present results is the close
association between self-location and the direction of first-person
perspective. Self-location depended both on the synchrony of
visuo-tactile stroking and on individual differences in the
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experienced direction of the first-person perspective. In two out of
three experiments, we found that the drift changes in self-location
were congruent with the experienced direction of first-person
perspective, although visuo-tactile and visuo-vestibular stimulation
parameters were identical. These data suggest that these two
spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness are associated in terms
of function, multisensory, and likely brain mechanisms [11]. Such
a close association between self-location and first-person perspec-
tive has also been reported during paroxysmal full-body illusions of
neurological origin, such as out-of-body experiences, when the
abnormal experience of being located out-of-the body is tightly
associated with the experience of perceiving the environment from
a disembodied and elevated self-location and perspective
[55,56,57,58]. As the commonality between both spatial aspects
has been discussed extensively in a recent review, we will not
discuss it further here [11].
Another important finding of the present experiments is the
influence of visual gravitational signals on the experienced
direction of first-person perspective and self-location. We note
that, to date, almost all previous behavioral and neuroimaging
studies on bodily self-consciousness have used conflicts between
visual, tactile, proprioceptive, and motor signals [2,9,12,15,59,60].
Therefore, most previous studies neglected to study the contribu-
tions of a major sensory system for one’s experience of spatial
location and self-motion perception: the vestibular system [58]. In
the present study, we did not manipulate vestibular signals directly,
but the visual information about the direction of gravity was
manipulated, to be congruent or not with the experienced
direction of gravity coded by the vestibular sensors. The significant
changes in self-location and in the experienced direction of the
first-person perspective that we observed in a situation of strong
visual-vestibular conflict demonstrated the importance of visual
gravitational information for both spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness. These data are in agreement with previous studies
showing that immersion of participants in tilted or inverted visual
environments strongly influences the perceived directions of up
and down and the perception of the vertical [61,62]. The
vestibular and multisensory nature of the first-person perspective
is compatible with data from neurology, vestibular physiology, and
abnormal own body perceptions [11,55,56,58]. First, several
authors have noted that abnormal forms of the first-person
perspective and self-location (such as in out-of-body experiences),
occurring in neurological patients and healthy subjects, depend on
body position and are more frequent in subjects that are lying
supine and still than in subjects sitting or standing upright [63,64].
This could be related to the decreased sensitivity of otolithic
vestibular receptors in the lying position, together with the
decrease in motor and somatosensory signals in this position,
which could relatively enhance the importance of visual
graviceptive signals [65]. Second, observations performed in
environments where gravity is strongly reduced (microgravity) or
temporarily cancelled (parabolic flights) are associated with strong
alterations of self-location. In these conditions, astronauts have
reported striking illusions such as body-inversion illusions and
room-tilt illusions (e.g. [66]). Likely, such gravitational vestibular
manipulations may alter sensory integration in multimodal brain
regions [67], decreasing the impact of vestibular, and increasing
the importance of visual, tactile and proprioceptive signals. Finally,
vestibular brain regions are mostly located at the posterior end of
the Sylvian fissure, in close proximity to the temporo-parietal
junction, inferior parietal lobule and the intraparietal sulcus
[68,69]. Interestingly, these vestibular regions overlap with the
temporo-parietal junction, whose activity has been showed to
reflect the experimentally-induced changes in self-location and the
experienced direction of the first-person perspective in the full-
body illusion [21]. Altogether, these observations indicate that
visual and vestibular signals and their integration play a crucial
role in the experience of self-location and the subjectively
experienced first-person perspective [10].
Visuo-vestibular Integration and the Experienced
Direction of the First-person Perspective
The third main finding of the present experiments regarding the
multisensory mechanisms of bodily self-consciousness is that
visual-field dependence (measured by the rod and frame test)
correlates with the experienced direction of the first-person
perspective during the full-body illusion. We found that signifi-
cantly more visual FD participants experienced a downward (or
front) direction of first-person perspective (Down-group) during
the full-body illusion while lying supine and being presented with
a strong visuo-vestibular conflict. This result suggests an associ-
ation between a visually dominant style (more deviations of the
subjective visual vertical in the rod and frame test) and the
subjectively experienced first-person perspective of our partici-
pants during the full-body illusion. FD participants rely mostly on
an allocentric frame of reference [36,45] and have been shown to
be more unstable than FI participants [22,23]. We found that the
experienced downward direction of the first-person perspective is
a relatively unstable perspective. Down-group participants, who
experienced mostly a downward direction of the first-person
perspective, showed fluctuations of their judgments and only rarely
reported to experience a constant downward direction of first-
person perspective. This was different for the up-looking
participants, who had more stable first-person perspective
judgments. Accordingly, it was proposed that FD participants
use visual references not only for visual vertical perception, but
also to determine their full-body orientation and regulate their
balance [23]. Here, we showed that in the full-body illusion FD
participants relied more strongly on the gravitational information
depicted in the body posture (indicating a dorsal to ventral
gravitational acceleration) and adapted the direction of their first-
person perspective accordingly (i.e. down-looking). Thus, in this
subpopulation, we showed that vision seems to trump vestibular
perception for the spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness,
extending previously utilized perceptual paradigms (e.g. [42,70]) to
the first-person perspective. Conversely, we found that more visual
FI participants experienced an upward direction of first-person
perspective (Up-group) during the full-body illusion under the
same experimental conditions. These participants were thus less
influenced by visual graviceptive cues and experienced (accurately)
that their body was in a supine position and looking upward. FI
participants are generally weakly influenced by visual references
and have a better balance [23,36]. It is assumed that they rely
mainly on an egocentric (i.e. body-centered) frame of reference
and thus presumably rely more strongly on vestibular and
somatosensory signals. Indeed, manipulations of proprioceptive
signals by head tilts induce stronger deviations of the subjective
visual vertical in FI participants [38].
Visuo-vestibular perceptual styles such as visual FD and FI have
been described so far during simple visual tasks such as perception
of line orientation [71]. The present data suggest that visuo-
vestibular styles are also of importance for bodily self-conscious-
ness. Previous studies established connections between visual field
dependence-independence and postural control [23], indicating
that the reliance upon visual signals constrains one’s body
orientation and stabilization. Each individual can refer his body
orientation and stabilization to several references frames and this
referral depends on a continuous selection along life and
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environmental constraints [45,72,73]. However, no previous
studies to date had investigated the contribution of visual field
dependence-independence and perceptual styles to higher-level
phenomena such as the experienced direction of the first-person
perspective. Our data are important because they reveal that the
interpretation of the experienced direction of first-person perspec-
tive that humans experience continuously and that is a cornerstone
of consciousness studies (i.e. [10,74,75] depends on sensory
strategies, or perceptual styles [45]. The neurobiological un-
derstanding of such strategies may allow important insights into
the neural mechanisms of self-consciousness.
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viewpoint had no effect on self-identification, but depended 
on the viewed object and visuotactile synchrony. Self-
location depended on visuospatial viewpoint (first experi-
ment) and visuotactile synchrony (second experiment). Our 
results show that the visuospatial viewpoint from which the 
virtual body is seen during FBIs modulates the subjective 
1PP and that such viewpoint manipulations contribute to 
spatial aspects of BSC. We compare the present data with 
recent data revealing vestibular contributions to the subjec-
tive 1PP and discuss the multisensory nature of BSC and 
the subjective 1PP.
Keywords Bodily self-consciousness · Multisensory 
integration · First-person perspective · Full-body illusion · 
Visuospatial viewpoint
Introduction
Everyday we experience that self and body are bound 
together. In order to explain how our brain generates this 
embodied experience, research on the neural underpin-
ning of bodily self-consciousness (BSC) proposed that 
BSC consists of at least three main aspects: i.e., self-
identification, that is the feeling that a particular body 
is mine, self-location, that is the feeling of where ‘I’ am 
located in space, and first-person perspective (1PP), that 
is the feeling from where ‘I’ experience the world around 
me (Blanke and Metzinger 2009; Blanke 2012; Serino 
et al. 2013).
Research in neurological patients with out-of-body 
experiences (OBE) has shown that these three phenomenal 
aspects may be dissociated from the location of the physi-
cal body. During an OBE, patients typically experience 
ownership for an illusory body in external space (abnormal 
Abstract  Self-consciousness is based on multisensory 
signals from the body. In full-body illusion (FBI) experi-
ments, multisensory conflict was used to induce changes in 
three key aspects of bodily self-consciousness (BSC): self-
identification (which body ‘I’ identify with), self-location 
(where ‘I’ am located), and first-person perspective (from 
where ‘I’ experience the world; 1PP). Here, we adapted a 
previous FBI protocol in which visuotactile stroking was 
administered by a robotic device (tactile stroking) and 
simultaneously rendered on the back of a virtual body (vis-
ual stroking) that participants viewed on a head-mounted 
display as if filmed from a posterior viewpoint of a cam-
era. We compared the effects of two different visuospatial 
viewpoints on the FBI and thereby on these key aspects 
of BSC. During control manipulations, participants saw a 
no-body object instead of a virtual body (first experiment) 
or received asynchronous versus synchronous visuotactile 
stroking (second experiment). Results showed that within-
subjects visuospatial viewpoint manipulations affected the 
subjective 1PP ratings if a virtual body was seen but had no 
effect for viewing a non-body object. However, visuospatial 
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self-identification), they feel their self as elevated above 
their physical body (abnormal self-location) from where 
they experience to perceive the world, including their phys-
ical body (abnormal 1PP; Blanke and Mohr 2005; Blanke 
et al. 2002, 2004; De Ridder et al. 2007). In these studies 
OBEs were linked to the brain’s impaired integration of 
visual, vestibular, tactile, and proprioceptive sensory sig-
nals (Blanke et al. 2002; Ionta et al. 2011), suggesting that 
under normal conditions BSC might be based on multisen-
sory integration mechanisms (Blanke et al. 2004).
Further evidence for this hypothesis came from behav-
ioral experiments in healthy participants that used the so-
called full-body illusion (FBI). During one type of FBI, 
participants received spatially and temporally conflicting 
sensory information about the location, shape, or size of 
their body as seen on a head-mounted display. In these 
studies, participants saw a virtual body from the viewpoint 
of a camera that filmed the participant’s body from behind 
(2 m distance) and simultaneously received tactile strok-
ing at their physical body (unseen by them) and viewed 
stroking applied to the back of the virtual body. When 
stroking was applied in a synchronous fashion partici-
pants typically reported increased self-identification and a 
concomitant bias in self-location toward the virtual body 
(Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Ehrsson 2007; Guterstam and 
Ehrsson 2012). These changes in self-identification and 
self-location were accompanied by changes in visuotac-
tile and audiovisual integration (Aspell et al. 2009, 2010), 
mental imagery (Lenggenhager et al. 2009; Pfeiffer et al. 
2013; Ionta et al. 2011), physiological responses to threat 
(Petkova et al. 2011; Petkova and Ehrsson 2008; Ehrs-
son 2007), body temperature (Salomon et al. 2013), and 
pain responses (Romano et al. 2014; Hänsel et al. 2011). 
This shows that self-identification and self-location can 
be experimentally manipulated and that this manipulation 
modulates cognitive as well as physiological processes 
regarding the own body.
However, considerably less is known about the multi-
sensory mechanisms underlying the 1PP. Moreover, most 
research has defined and investigated the 1PP in terms of 
visual or visuospatial properties, whereas less attention has 
been given to the multisensory properties of the subjective 
1PP, defined as the subjective experience of being directed 
at the world (Blanke and Metzinger 2009; Metzinger 2003; 
Ionta et al. 2011; Blanke 2012; Pfeiffer et al. 2013). The 
former ‘perspective’ has been defined and investigated as 
the visuospatial viewpoint of a given visual scene as seen 
by the participant and thus as centered on the participant’s 
physical body (egocentric viewpoint). This egocentric 
viewpoint was contrasted with a third-person viewpoint or 
‘perspective’ defined by a visuospatial viewpoint centered 
at another spatial position of the same scene, but different 
from the participant’s physical body position (allocentric 
viewpoint; Vogeley and Fink 2003; Vogeley et al. 2004). 
Insights gained from such explicit visual manipulations of 
egocentric versus allocentric viewpoints, by task instruc-
tion and visual stimulation, provided important insights 
into processes underlying human social cognition (Aich-
horn et al. 2006; Baron-Cohen et al. 1985; Frith and Frith 
2003, 2005, 2006), mental spatial transformation (Arzy 
et al. 2006), and autobiographical memory (Freton et al. 
2013). However, it is not known how such viewpoint 
changes relate functionally and neurally to the perspectival 
element of BSC: the subjective 1PP.
Ego- and allocentric visuospatial viewpoint manipu-
lations as described above have also been used to inves-
tigate their effect on self-identification in a virtual body 
transfer illusion and the FBI. In an immersive virtual 
reality experiment, Slater et al. (2010) presented partici-
pants with a virtual body and virtual scene as seen from 
an egocentric (first-person) viewpoint or from a laterally 
shifted allocentric (third-person) viewpoint. Participants’ 
head movements congruently updated the virtual scen-
ery as seen from each viewpoint, thus providing visuo-
motor congruency that enhanced the level of immersion. 
Furthermore, participants received synchronous or asyn-
chronous visuotactile stimulation. Results showed that 
self-identification ratings and physiological responses 
(i.e., heart rate deceleration) were higher in the egocen-
tric than allocentric viewpoint conditions and that in the 
allocentric viewpoint condition stroking additionally 
modulated these dependent measures of self-identifi-
cation. In a different study by Petkova et al. (2011), the 
FBI was induced by presenting to participants either an 
egocentric or allocentric viewpoint of the abdomen of a 
mannequin and through additional application of visuo-
tactile stroking (again in synchronous or asynchronous 
fashion). The authors found that self-identification rat-
ings and physiological responses (here: skin conductance 
response to threat) were generally higher for egocentric 
than allocentric viewpoints and that stroking modulated 
the responses only in the egocentric viewpoint condi-
tion. Both Slater et al. (2010) and Petkova et al. (2011) 
found that self-identification depended on the congru-
ency between the visuospatial viewpoint and the physical 
body and on viewpoint-dependent effects of visuotactile 
stroking synchrony. However, whereas visuotactile strok-
ing affected self-identification in the allocentric but not in 
the egocentric viewpoint condition in the study by Slater 
et al. (2010), the opposite pattern of result was found in 
the study by Petkova et al. (2011). Because viewpoint 
manipulations differed between the studies (e.g., later-
ally shifted vs. front-facing allocentric viewpoints), it is 
still unclear which specific visuospatial parameters ena-
ble multisensory conflicts (e.g., visuotactile stroking) to 
induce changes in BSC (e.g., self-identification).
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How does the subjective 1PP differ from a mere visual 
viewpoint from where a scene is perceived? Can changes 
of the visual viewpoint as tested in these previous stud-
ies modulate not only self-identification, but also spatial 
aspects of BSC such as the subjective 1PP or self-location? 
Evidence for a dissociation between visual viewpoint and 
subjective 1PP comes from neurological patients with OBE 
who reported spatial dissociations between their visual 
and auditory viewpoints and their subjectively experi-
enced 1PP (Blanke et al. 2004) and also from patients with 
heautoscopy who alternatingly experienced their subjec-
tive 1PP at two distinct visuospatial viewpoints (Brugger 
et al. 1994; Heydrich and Blanke 2013). De Ridder et al. 
(2007) for example reported a patient who experienced to 
see the world from one viewpoint, while experiencing his 
subjective 1PP and self-location at a different spatial loca-
tion. This anecdotal clinical evidence about distinct brain 
mechanisms of visual viewpoint versus the subjective 
1PP was corroborated by empirical data in healthy sub-
jects revealing the multisensory mechanisms (tactile, pro-
prioceptive, vestibular, and visual) of the subjective 1PP. 
This was addressed in two FBI studies that quantified the 
subjective 1PP as a dependent variable (Ionta et al. 2011; 
Pfeiffer et al. 2013). In the study by Ionta et al. (2011), 
participants were presented with visuotactile and visuoves-
tibular conflicts during the FBI. Visuovestibular conflicts 
consisted of a difference between participant’s body pos-
ture and the direction of visual gravitational stimuli. Par-
ticipants lay supine, thus vestibular signals from the otolith 
organs signaled that the body was facing upwards rela-
tive to earth vertical. At the same time, participants saw a 
video that showed a virtual body in prone posture that was 
filmed from an elevated location with the camera facing 
downwards. Thus, vestibular signals (upward direction) 
and visual signals (downward direction) were in directional 
conflict. Under these FBI conditions, it was found that half 
of the experimental participants experienced an upward 
direction of their subjective 1PP (congruent with vestibular 
signals), whereas the other half of the participants experi-
enced a downward direction of their subjective 1PP (con-
gruent with visual signals). It was found that participants’ 
judgments of self-location depended on these individual 
differences in subjective 1PP. These results were replicated 
by Pfeiffer et al. (2013) in a different subject sample and 
it was, moreover, found that individual differences in sub-
jective 1PP were congruent with individual differences in 
visuovestibular integration (as investigated through sub-
jective verticality judgments). Participants with an upward 
direction of the subjective 1PP (congruent with vestibu-
lar signals) were less affected by a visual distractor dur-
ing subjective verticality judgments, as compared to par-
ticipants with a downward direction of the subjective 1PP 
(congruent with visual signals), who were more biased by 
the visual distractor. Together these results demonstrate 
that the subjective 1PP was congruent with changes in self-
location during the FBI, could be manipulated as a depend-
ent variable between-subjects, and depended on the weight-
ing of visuovestibular signals.
However, it is not known whether systematic changes in 
the experienced direction of the subjective 1PP can also be 
induced experimentally within and not just between sub-
jects and whether visual viewpoint manipulations impact 
the subjective 1PP. Here, we asked whether additionally 
manipulating visuospatial viewpoints during the FBI could 
induce within-subject changes of the subjective 1PP and 
other aspects of BSC (self-location, self-identification). 
For this, we here repeatedly induced the FBI by robotically 
supported visuotactile stroking (similar to Pfeiffer et al. 
2013) and measured within-subjects the subjective 1PP as 
the dependent variable. We manipulated the visuospatial 
viewpoint from which a virtual body was seen on a head-
mounted display by combining spatial elevation (high vs. 
low) with inclination (downward vs. upward) that resulted 
in two viewpoint conditions: high-downward and low-
upward viewpoints. Importantly, participants’ body posture 
and the virtual body posture were not manipulated but were 
kept constant throughout the experiment. We hypothesized 
that viewpoint inclination would induce congruent changes 
of the subjective 1PP. In order to test whether these changes 
were specific to seeing a human body or would generalize 
also to non-body objects, we introduced the experimental 
manipulation Object (body, object) in the paradigm. We 
hypothesized that during the FBI only seeing a human 
body and not a non-body object would modulate the sub-
jective 1PP. In a follow-up experiment, we manipulated the 
synchrony of visuotactile stroking during these viewpoint 
manipulations in order to link our results from the first 
experiment to the classical manipulation of BSC during the 
FBI.
Methods
Participants
In the first experiment, 25 participants were tested (nine 
females, mean age of 22 years, range of 18–28 years), and 
in the second experiment, 19 participants were tested (eight 
females, mean age of 22 years, range of 18–30 years). Par-
ticipants were students at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale 
de Lausanne, had normal- or corrected-to-normal eyesight, 
and had no history of neurologic or psychiatric disorder. 
Participants verbally indicated that they were strongly 
right-handed. The experimental protocol was approved by 
the local ethics committee—La Commission d’Ethique 
de la Recherche Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de 
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l’Université de Lausanne—and was performed in accord-
ance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Dec-
laration of Helsinki. All participants gave their informed 
consent prior to their inclusion in the experiment and after 
the experiment they were fully debriefed about the experi-
mental purpose and received a monetary compensation of 
30 Swiss Francs.
Experimental setup
In a darkened room, a custom-made robotic device was 
mounted on a table at 90 cm above the floor. Figure 1a, b 
shows the experimental setup and the robotic device which 
had 200 cm × 90 cm × 10 cm dimensions and two sepa-
rate stroking units for tactile stimulation at the back of a 
participant lying supine on the device (Duenas et al. 2011). 
Stroking units had 20 cm movement range along a linear 
trajectory, 2–12 cm/s velocity during stroking and were 
actuated by ultrasonic motors (Shinsei, USR60-E3N, 
Japan, http://www.shinsei-motor.com). A plastic sphere 
was mounted on an elastic blade of the stroking unit, which 
allowed for adaptation of stroking to participant’s back 
curvature. A soft foam cover on the robotic device allowed 
participants to comfortably lie supine during the experi-
ment. The foam had gaps allowing the plastic spheres to 
touch the participant’s back. Participants wore a white cot-
ton shirt to reduce frictions between the plastic sphere and 
their back.
Stroking profiles were programmed in MATLAB soft-
ware (MathWorks, version R13, http://www.mathworks.ch) 
and saved in text files that were used to determine robotic 
stroking paths in LabVIEW software (National Instruments 
Corporation, version 2010b, www.ni.com/labview).
Visual stimuli were presented to participants on a head-
mounted display (HMD, Virtual Realities, Virtual Viewer 3D, 
www.vrealities.com/virtualviewer3d.html) with a resolution of 
800 × 600 pixels, representing about 35° of visual angle. Par-
ticipants wore headphones that presented white noise to cover 
the acoustic cues from the movements of the robotic device. 
In-house software (ExpyVR, http://lnco.epfl.ch/expyvr) was 
used for visual stimulus presentation, real-time synchroniza-
tion of visual stroking with robotic stroking, and response 
recording. Responses were recorded with a serial keypad (Tar-
gus Numeric Keypad AKP10US, www.targus.com) on which 
participants responded with their right hand.
Experimental design
A full-factorial 2 × 2 repeated measures experimental design 
was used in each experiment. In the first experiment, the 
experimental factors were Viewpoint (levels: high, low) and 
Object (levels: body, non-body) resulting in four experimen-
tal conditions: (1) high Viewpoint and body Object; (2) high 
Viewpoint and non-body Object; (3) low Viewpoint and body 
Object; (4) low Viewpoint and non-body Object (Fig. 1c). In 
the second experiment, the experimental factors were View-
point (levels: high, low) and Stroking (levels: synchronous, 
asynchronous) resulting in four experimental conditions: (1) 
high Viewpoint and synchronous Stroking; (2) high Viewpoint 
and asynchronous Stroking; (3) low Viewpoint and synchro-
nous Stroking; (4) low Viewpoint and asynchronous Stroking.
Stimuli
Visual stimuli were photorealistic images showing a 
human body (body Object; first and second experiment) 
Fig. 1  Experimental setup and stimuli. a Participants were lying 
supine on a robotic device that applied tactile stroking and wore a 
head-mounted display in which they saw visual stimuli. Responses 
were given by button press with the right hand and participants were 
holding a ball with the left hand  to facilitate mental imagery in the 
mental ball dropping task. b Robotic device used for tactile stimula-
tion. Two stroking units (white circles) were stroking the back of a 
participant lying comfortably on soft foam. c Visual stimuli showed 
from a high or low visuospatial viewpoint a virtual human body or 
a non-body object. Visuotactile stroking consisted of red dots (rep-
resented here by white circles) that moved along the backside of the 
virtual body or object (black arrows represent movement ranges of 
the dots) and followed the viewpoint-congruent trajectories
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or a non-body object of rectangular shape and compara-
ble height and width (non-body Object; first experiment). 
Both objects were standing upright, i.e., their longitudinal 
axis was aligned with gravitational vertical. Photos for the 
stimuli were taken from a fixed eye-to-object distance of 
2 m, which was centered on the upper part of the object. 
The photos were taken from different camera-centered 
visuospatial viewpoints, as relative to eye level of an aver-
age sized observer. Specifically, the photos were taken from 
1 m above (or below) eye level and were declined (inclined) 
by 30° downward to the ground (or upward to the ceiling 
of the experimental room). All visual cues surrounding 
the object were then masked by black color to not provide 
participants with cues about the spatial environment. This 
resulted in two types of stimuli for the high Viewpoint and 
low Viewpoint experimental conditions.
Differently to previous studies (Petkova et al. 2011; 
Slater et al. 2010), all visuospatial viewpoints in the pre-
sent study were camera-centered and distinct from the 
viewpoint of the virtual body (allocentric viewpoints). 
However, because the images were presented to the par-
ticipant on a head-mounted display and thus the camera 
viewpoint matched participant’s viewpoint, participants 
perceived the virtual body as if located a few meters in 
front of them (egocentric viewpoint). Moreover, visual 
context surrounding the virtual body was removed, such 
that the viewpoint locations with respect to the external 
environment were unknown to participants. Thus, a clear 
definition of our viewpoint manipulations as either ego-
centric or allocentric seems difficult. Instead, in line with 
many previous FBI studies, we used camera-centered 
viewpoints of a virtual body from a distance to induce 
changes in BSC from the camera viewpoint in the direc-
tion of the location and viewpoint of the virtual body 
(Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Aspell et al. 2009; Ionta et al. 
2011; Pfeiffer et al. 2013).
The body object had male gender and was presented to 
all experimental participants, who were males or females. 
In order to assess whether gender-mismatch (i.e., male vir-
tual body presented to female participants) had confounded 
our experimental data, we ran a preliminary analysis of 
our data consisting of including a between-subjects factor 
Gender in all ANOVAs laid out in the ‘Analysis’ section. 
Results showed no gender-related main effects or interac-
tions (all F values <1), suggesting that gender-mismatch 
did not affect our data, and we therefore decided to include 
all data from all participants in subsequent statistical 
analysis.
In addition to visuospatial viewpoint, we manipulated 
the synchrony of visuotactile stroking (second experi-
ment) in order to be able to compare our results to previ-
ous studies on the FBI. Visual stroking consisted of virtu-
ally augmenting two red dots on the back of the virtual 
body/object and moving them along pre-defined stroking 
sequences (Fig. 1c, black arrows indicate the movement 
range of the red dots). Visual stroking was applied along 
a movement range that was centered on the virtual body/
object; the motion of the red dot corresponded to the visu-
ospatial viewpoint manipulation. Specifically, a down-
ward stroke along the virtual body/object was visually 
seen in the high (low) Viewpoint condition as two red dots 
converging (diverging) and decreasing (increasing) in size 
and thus followed congruently the anatomy of the virtual 
body/object (Fig. 1c, see difference in orientation of black 
arrows in high and low viewpoint condition). Tactile 
stroking consisted of moving two plastic spheres along 
the back of the participant lying on the robotic device 
(Fig. 1a, b).
The sequences of visual stroking (seen on the HMD) 
and tactile stroking (felt on participant’s back) were either 
synchronous (first and second experiment) or asynchronous 
(second experiment). Two stroking profiles were created 
before the experiment. Each profile consisted of a random 
sequence of positions in 0–20 cm distance range, 2–12 cm/s 
velocity range, and 40 s duration. The stroking profiles var-
ied randomly in length, speed, direction, and inter-stroke-
intervals (0–1.5 s). Thus, when different profiles were 
simultaneously executed they were spatially incongruent. 
During the experiment, either twice the same profile or 
both incongruent profiles were randomly assigned to the 
red dots (seen on the HMD) and the stroking units (touch-
ing the back of the participant), which resulted in synchro-
nous or asynchronous visuotactile stroking.
Measures of bodily self-consciousness
Subjective 1PP was measured by presenting to participants 
on the HMD the phrase ‘Orientation?’ in white on black 
background along with the words ‘upward’ and ‘down-
ward’ at the left and right bottom of the screen. Participants 
were trained to rate by button press their experienced direc-
tion of the subjective 1PP according to the question ‘Did 
you have the impression as if you were looking upward/
downward at a body/object above/below you?’. Participants 
responded with two alternative forced choices using either 
the right index finger for rating ‘upward’ (coded 0) or the 
right middle finder for rating ‘downward’ (coded 1).
Self-location was measured using the mental ball drop-
ping (MBD) task, which has previously been shown to be 
a sensitive measure of self-location (Lenggenhager et al. 
2009; Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeiffer et al. 2013). The MBD task 
was performed in three sequential steps: First, participants 
imagined to drop a ball from their hand upon which they 
pressed a button with their right index finger; secondly, 
they imagined the ball falling toward the ground during 
which they held the button depressed; finally, participants 
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imagined the ball hitting the ground upon which they 
released the button. The duration of button press (response 
time, RT) was used as a measure of self-location (i.e., 
height) above the ground. Note that participants were 
familiarized with the task procedure before the experi-
ment and performed at least 20 repetitions of the MBD task 
before the experiment.
Self-identification, along with other items on illusory 
touch and other self-related experiences, were rated in 
the FBI questionnaire (Lenggenhager et al. 2009; Pfeiffer 
et al. 2013). Figure 3c lists all items of the questionnaire. 
The questionnaire inquired about the quality of the FBI 
experience and each question was presented separately 
on the screen in white color on black background in the 
center of the screen along with a visual analogue scale, 
i.e., a horizontal and continuous visual scale with 11 
levels. Questions were presented in random order; par-
ticipants had no time limits to answer each question and 
gave their ratings by navigating a mouse curser along 
the visual analogue scale. Questions had an 11-point 
scale that ranged from 1 (‘weak feeling’) to 11 (‘strong 
feeling’).
Procedure
Each of the four experimental conditions was repeated 15 
times in random order. The total of 60 experimental trials 
was presented in three separate runs of 20 trials. Between 
runs participants were allowed pauses in lying posture on 
the robotic device.
An experimental trial began with presenting visuo-
tactile stroking for 40 s. Participants were instructed to 
attend simultaneously to the visual stimulation (seen on the 
HMD) and the tactile stimulation (felt on the participant’s 
back). Immediately after that, tactile stroking stopped and 
all visual stimuli were removed from the HMD and a black 
screen was shown for 1 s. Then, an auditory beep sound 
was presented for 200 ms, cueing participants to perform 
a MBD task within 6 s (adapted from Lenggenhager et al. 
2009; Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeiffer et al. 2013), this procedure 
was repeated three times resulting in three repeated meas-
ures of MBD RTs. After that, participants rated their sub-
jective 1PP by button press within 6 s. Then a fixation cross 
was presented on the screen during a resting phase of 15 s 
before the next trial began.
After having completed the FBI experiment on the 
robotic device, participants were comfortably seated in 
front of a computer screen on which they rated the FBI 
questionnaire separately for each of four experimental 
conditions. Between subjects, the order of condition-wise 
questionnaire administration and the order of question were 
randomized. There was no time limit to complete the ques-
tionnaire ratings.
Analysis
After having recorded raw data from all participants, the 
data were pre-processed and condition-averages were 
calculated.
Subjective 1PP ratings were processed by calculating 
proportion scores by dividing the number of ‘downward’ 
ratings by the number of total ratings for each condition. 
Omitted responses (<5 % per subject) were excluded from 
this analysis. Proportion scores indicated the proportion of 
having rated ‘downward’ in each experimental condition 
and ranged from 0 (never rated ‘downward’) to 1 (always 
rated ‘downward’).
Response times (RTs) from the MBD task (i.e., measure 
of self-location) were processed by removal of omissions 
and RTs shorter than 200 ms (<5 % per subject), which 
is considered too short for this type of mental imagery 
(Pfeiffer et al. 2013; Lenggenhager et al. 2009). First, we 
calculated trial-average RTs across three subsequent repeti-
tions of the MBD task and then calculated condition-aver-
age RTs for each participant.
FBI questionnaire ratings were recorded separately for 
four experimental conditions with each 10 questions. In 
order to account for response tendencies of participants, 
e.g., general (dis-)agreement to all questions or gener-
ally using extreme ends of the scale, that might have con-
founded the interpretation of questionnaire data, we trans-
formed the data to ipsative scores (Broughton and Wasel 
1990; Cattell 1944). Ipsative normalization was performed 
within-subjects and consisted of calculating across all 
questions the average score and the standard deviation of 
scores. Then, each rating was centered (i.e., subtracting the 
average score) and normalized (i.e., divided by the standard 
deviation). Ipsative scores reflect agreement (i.e., positive 
values) or disagreement (i.e., negative values) relative to 
the average response of the participant across all questions 
(i.e., zero value), where each unit reflects a standard devia-
tion agreement (+1) or disagreement (−1) with question-
naire item. This procedure resulted in condition-wise ipsa-
tive scores for each question.
Condition-average subjective 1PP ratings and RTs from 
the MBD task were statistically analyzed using separate 
2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVAs. For proportion scores 
of 1PP and RTs for self-location, we applied an a priori 
alpha level threshold of .05. Post hoc comparisons were 
performed for significant interactions from the ANOVA 
and thus an alpha level threshold of .05 was used—uncor-
rected for multiple comparisons. Questionnaire data of 10 
questions were analyzed using separate 2 × 2 repeated 
measures ANOVAs for each of the questions. We cor-
rected for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correc-
tion (Bonferroni 1935), which resulted in an alpha level 
threshold of .005.
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Results
Experiment 1
Subjective 1PP
Statistical analysis revealed a main effect of Viewpoint 
(F(1, 24) = 10.80, p = .003, η2 = .31; Fig. 2a), reflect-
ing more frequent ‘downward’ 1PP for high Viewpoint 
(M = .64, SE = .06) than for low Viewpoint (M = .32, 
SE = .05), which shows congruency between 1PP ratings 
and visual viewpoint inclination (see ‘Stimuli’ section). 
Critically, we also found a significant Viewpoint × Object 
interaction (F(1, 24) = 8.22, p = .008, η2 = .26; Fig. 2a), 
reflecting that when participants were presented with a 
virtual body they rated to have experienced a ‘downward’ 
direction of the 1PP more frequently in the high Viewpoint 
condition (M = .75, SE = .07) compared to low Viewpoint 
condition (M = .21, SE = .05) (post hoc paired-samples t 
test: t(24) = 5.16, p < .001). Instead, when presented with 
a non-body object, participants rated the subjective 1PP not 
differently between high Viewpoint (M = .53, SE = .07) 
and low Viewpoint (M = .44, SE = .08; post hoc paired-
samples t test: t value < 1). These results suggest that the 
effects of the visuospatial viewpoint on the subjective 1PP 
are body-specific.
Self-location
Statistical analysis of MBD RTs showed a marginally sig-
nificant main effect of Viewpoint (F(1, 24) = 4.17, p = .052, 
η2 = .15; Fig. 2b) with slightly higher self-location for 
high Viewpoint (M = 926 ms, SE = 41 ms) than for low 
Viewpoint (M = 914 ms, SE = 41 ms). Thus, self-location 
showed a difference in height estimation congruent with 
the viewpoint elevation manipulation. There was no main 
effect of Object and no Viewpoint × Object interaction (all 
F values <1). Together these results suggest that visuospa-
tial viewpoint tended to affect self-location independently 
of whether a body or non-body object was shown. Note that 
all experimental conditions were presented in synchronous 
visuotactile stroking, which typically induces self-location 
changes in the direction of the seen virtual body during the 
FBI (Ionta et al. 2011; Lenggenhager et al. 2009).
Fig. 2  Results from Experi-
ment 1 (a–c) and Experiment 2 
(d–f) for subjective 1PP ratings 
(a, d), RTs of the MBD task, 
our measure of self-location,  
(b, e) and questionnaire ratings 
for self-identification (c, f). 
Error bars in all plots show 
95 % confidence intervals of 
within-subjects interaction 
variance from the repeated 
measures ANOVA (Loftus  
and Masson 1994)
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FBI questionnaire
Figure 3a summarizes the questionnaire results. FBI ques-
tionnaire score analysis revealed a significant main effect of 
Object for self-identification (Q1: F(1, 24) = 19.39, p < .001, 
η2 = .45; Fig. 2c), reflecting higher scores for the body Object 
condition (M = −.34, SE = .14) than the non-body Object 
condition (M = −1.05, SE = .09). We also found a main 
effect of Object for illusory touch (Q3: F(1, 24) = 31.90, 
p < .001, η2 = .57) showing higher scores for the body Object 
condition (M = 1.17, SE = .16) than the non-body Object 
condition (M = .07, SE = .17). No further questions showed 
a significant main effect of Object, and there were no main 
effects of Viewpoint and no viewpoint × object interac-
tion. Together these results suggest that during synchronous 
visuotactile stimulation, self-identification and illusory touch 
increased when stroking was visually presented on a virtual 
human body as compared to a non-body object. These results 
likely reflect effects of top-down knowledge about body-iden-
tity on self-identification and illusory touch.
Summary of results
Our results showed that manipulating participants’ visu-
ospatial viewpoint and the identity of the visual stimulus 
during the FBI affected three components of BSC. In par-
ticular, visuospatial viewpoint had a specific effect on self-
location, but not on self-identification as measured through 
questionnaire scores: Participants localized themselves 
toward a higher location in the high Viewpoint conditions. 
Conversely, object identity selectively affected self-identi-
fication and, in line with previous studies, self-identifica-
tion was rated higher when a virtual body was presented as 
compared to a non-body object (Lenggenhager et al. 2007; 
Aspell et al. 2009). Finally, only the experienced direction 
of the 1PP was affected by the combination of the two fac-
tors and visuospatial viewpoint effects on subjective 1PP 
were specific to seeing a virtual body, but absent for the 
non-body object.
Experiment 2
Subjective 1PP
Statistical analysis revealed a main effect of Viewpoint 
(F(1, 18) = 5.91, p = .026, η2 = .25; Fig. 2d), reflect-
ing more frequent ‘downward’ 1PP for high Viewpoint 
(M = .59, SE = .08) than for low Viewpoint (M = .31, 
SE = .06). These results are consistent with results from 
experiment 1. The analysis showed no main effect of 
Fig. 3  Questionnaire results 
summarized. a–b Ipsative 
scores for all questions (y-axis) 
as a function of experimental 
conditions (shades of gray) 
indicate participants average 
responses by a value of zero and 
agreement (+) and disagree-
ment (−) in standard deviation 
units. Error bars show 95 % 
confidences intervals. c Ques-
tions of the FBI questionnaire
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Stroking and no Viewpoint × Stroking interaction (all F 
values <1).
Self-location
Statistical analysis of MBD RTs showed a main effect of 
Stroking (F(1, 18) = 6.44, p = .021, η2 = .26; Fig. 2e) 
with higher self-location for the synchronous Stroking 
(M = 866 ms, SE = 51 ms) than for the asynchronous 
Stroking conditions (M = 855 ms, SE = 50 ms). These 
results show that the self-location drifted upwards toward 
the image of the virtual body (shown in the HMD) and was 
thus corresponding to the direction of participants’ body 
posture lying on the back. However, there was no main 
effect of Viewpoint and no viewpoint × stroking interac-
tion (all F values <1). These results suggest that visuospa-
tial viewpoint had no effect on self-location, but that self-
location drifted independently of viewpoint in an upward 
direction congruently with participants’ body orientation on 
the robotic device.
FBI questionnaire
Figure 3b summarizes the questionnaire results. Ques-
tionnaire score analysis revealed a significant main 
effects of Stroking for questions inquiring about self-
identification (Q1: F(1, 18) = 32.61, p < .001, η2 = .64; 
Q2: F(1, 18) = 12.87, p = .002, η2 = .42; Fig. 2f) 
and illusory touch (Q3: F(1, 18) = 112.10, p < .001, 
η2 = .86; Q4: F(1, 18) = 29.21, p < .001, η2 = .62). 
The two questions concerning self-identification showed 
a consistent result: Self-identification with the virtual 
body (Q1) was rated higher for synchronous (M = .09, 
SE = .18) than asynchronous Stroking (M = −.94, 
SE = .14), and identifying the virtual body as being 
somebody else (Q2) was rated higher for asynchro-
nous (M = 1.00, SE = .22) than synchronous stroking 
(M = .39, SE = .23). Both questions on illusory touch 
were rated higher for synchronous (Q3: M = 1.11, 
SE = .11; Q4: M = .49, SE = .23) than asynchronous 
Stroking (Q3: M = −.87, SE = .17; Q4: M = −.83, 
SE = .15). These results are consistent with previous 
FBI studies using a variety of different stimulation and 
virtual reality protocols (Ehrsson 2007; Lenggenha-
ger et al. 2007, 2009; Petkova et al. 2011). None of the 
questions that are generally given as control questions 
in the FBI (Q5−Q10) showed significant main effects 
or interactions. Subjective 1PP, in addition to trial-wise 
ratings, was also rated in the FBI questionnaire. Nota-
bly, no question showed a main effect or interaction with 
Viewpoint, thus neither self-identification ratings (Q1, 
Q2), nor illusory touch ratings (Q3, Q4) were affected 
by visuospatial viewpoint (all p values >.5).
Discussion
Within-subject manipulation of subjective 1PP
We found that within-subjects subjective 1PP changed con-
gruently with our visuospatial viewpoint manipulations, 
although the physical body of our participants was upward-
directed in supine posture throughout all experiments. Par-
ticipants experienced a downward-directed 1PP more often 
when they saw a virtual body from a downward-directed 
viewpoint than from an upward-directed viewpoint. Nota-
bly, these changes were obtained by repeated measure-
ments within-subjects and agree with the phenomenology 
of OBEs of neurological origin. Patients often experience 
disembodied downward-directed 1PP while their physical 
body is upward-directed in supine posture (Blanke et al. 
2002, 2004; De Ridder et al. 2007). Our results also extend 
previous FBI studies in healthy individuals (Pfeiffer et al. 
2013; Ionta et al. 2011) where downward-directed view-
points were used to induce visuovestibular conflict about 
the direction of constant gravitational acceleration. These 
manipulations induced between-subjects changes of the 
subjective 1PP (i.e., in terms of the experienced direction 
of the 1PP). In the present study, downward- and upward-
directed visuospatial viewpoint manipulation induced con-
gruent changes of the subjective 1PP within-subjects. Our 
data indicate that visuospatial viewpoint manipulations are 
more powerful in altering the subjective 1PP across sub-
jects when compared to visuovestibular conflicts used in 
previous studies (Pfeiffer et al. 2013; Ionta et al. 2011).
Body-specific manipulation of subjective 1PP
In the present study, subjective 1PP was modulated by 
viewpoint only when a virtual human body was presented, 
but not for a non-body object. This body-specific effect was 
found during ongoing synchronous stroking that is known 
to induce self-identification with the virtual body, but not a 
non-body object as in previous FBI studies (Lenggenhager 
et al. 2007; Aspell et al. 2010; Petkova and Ehrsson 2008).
Similar body-specific effects have previously been 
described in related studies on BSC. For example, the rubber 
hand illusion is abolished when a non-body object instead 
of a fake hand is shown (Tsakiris and Haggard 2005). Simi-
larly, a body-shaped object, such as a mannequin, but not 
a non-body object, allows inducing the FBI (Aspell et al. 
2009; Lenggenhager et al. 2007). Brain imaging work has 
shown that a network of posterior brain regions is highly 
tuned to extract the visual shape of body parts or whole bod-
ies, for example in the extrastriate body area in the lateral 
occipital cortex (Kanwisher et al. 1997; Astafiev et al. 2004; 
Gentile et al. 2013). This literature also provides evidence 
that visual processing of the body (or face) depends on the 
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spatial orientation of the image (de Gelder et al. 2010; Min-
nebusch and Daum 2009 for reviews). This has been tested 
by the body/face inversion effect, consisting in RT or neu-
ral activation differences for visual processing upright ver-
sus inverted body or face (but not object) stimuli. The body 
inversion effect gradually depends on the angular deviation 
magnitude between upright and rotated image (Minnebusch 
et al. 2010). Accordingly, our visual body stimuli differed 
in the rotational tilt of the body stimulus with respect to 
the camera viewpoint (Fig. 1c). Based on the previous lit-
erature, it seems plausible that the body processing brain 
network encoded orientation differences of the virtual body 
(but not the non-body object) and that therefore subjective 
1PP ratings depended on information encoded in the body 
processing network.
Other studies have shown that vision of bodily shapes is 
relevant to multisensory integration and seeing one’s own 
body enhances touch processing (Kennett et al. 2001) and 
reduces tactile pain (Longo et al. 2012) as compared to see-
ing a non-body object. In addition to that, these body-spe-
cific effects on the subjective 1PP show that global visual 
features alone cannot induce these changes, but that more 
detailed visuospatial information is required. Specifically, 
in both body and object conditions, global visual features 
were identical. Thus, the location where the visual perspec-
tival lines converged on the display was identical, i.e., for 
high viewpoint the lines converged in the lower part of the 
screen, whereas for low viewpoints the lines converged in 
the upper part of the screen. Yet subjective 1PP was modu-
lated differently by the visual viewpoint only in the body 
condition.
Subjective 1PP and visuospatial viewpoint
Our results showed that subjective 1PP ratings (i.e., 
upward, downward) depended on the visuospatial view-
point inclination angle (i.e., upward for low viewpoint, 
downward for high viewpoint) when a virtual body was 
seen. This suggests that visuospatial viewpoint information 
is highly relevant to subjective 1PP experience.
Are subjective 1PP ratings more than judgments of visual 
features of the experimental stimuli? This is indeed sug-
gested by the absence of viewpoint effects on subjective 
1PP ratings when a non-body object was seen, i.e., subjec-
tive 1PP ratings were at chance level for both viewpoint 
conditions when a non-body object was shown (see Fig. 2a). 
Furthermore, visual judgments would have led to extreme 
values for subjective 1PP ratings (i.e., 0 or 1 proportion of 
downward 1PP rating). This was not observed, rather, for 
each participant subjective 1PP ratings ranged between .2 
and .9 proportion per experimental condition, which is also 
reflected in the group average proportions ranging in Exper-
iment 1 from .2 to .75 proportion downward rating (Fig. 2a) 
and in Experiment 2 from .3 to .6 proportion downward 
rating (Fig. 2d). Furthermore, in a previous FBI study, we 
presented the same downward-directed visuospatial view-
point to all participants but observed individual differences 
in subjective 1PP ratings depending on visuovestibular inte-
gration and furthermore found within-subjects modulation 
of subjective 1PP ratings by visuotactile stroking (Pfeiffer 
et al. 2013). We note that two perceptual interpretations 
of our visual stimuli were possible. Participants may have 
either experienced viewing the scene from a fixed camera 
viewpoint and a virtual body in front of them at different 
rotational tilt angles or they may have experienced view-
ing a virtual body at a fixed spatial orientation from differ-
ently tilted camera viewpoints. Whereas the former experi-
ence (i.e., fixed viewpoint) should have decreased variance 
in 1PP ratings across conditions, the latter experience (i.e., 
fixed virtual body) could have been associated in viewpoint-
dependent changes of 1PP ratings as observed in our experi-
ments. However, our study did not directly address this 
issue and further studies should directly address this issue. 
Together, the present and the previous results show that 
in healthy subjects during the FBI subjective 1PP ratings 
depend on visual, vestibular, and tactile signals. Further-
more, visuospatial viewpoint information is highly relevant 
to subjective 1PP ratings, but only if a virtual body is seen.
Subjective 1PP: no modulation by visuotactile stroking
Results from the second experiment showed no effects of 
visuotactile stimulation on the subjective 1PP. This obser-
vation differs from previous data showing that asynchro-
nous stroking induced more frequent ‘downward’ 1PP 
ratings than synchronous stroking (Pfeiffer et al. 2013). 
However, different degrees of visuovestibular conflict were 
used in these studies, i.e., 180° directional conflicts were 
used in the study by Pfeiffer et al. (2013) and 90° direc-
tional conflicts were used in the present study. Thus, mul-
tisensory—visual, tactile, and vestibular—signals seem to 
determine the subjective 1PP. Moreover, we note that visu-
otactile stimuli related to the stroking manipulation were 
uninformative about the spatial configuration of the virtual 
body and the participant’s body with respect to the external 
environment. That is, in all experimental conditions, visual 
stroking (i.e., red dots) and tactile stroking (i.e., touch at 
the back) were applied to the back of the virtual body and 
participant’s body and were seen from 2-m distance. The 
observation that visuotactile stroking in the present condi-
tions does not modulate the subjective 1PP raises the ques-
tion which combinations of multisensory visual-tactile-
vestibular stimulus combinations most strongly affect the 
subjective 1PP. Previous behavioral and psychophysics 
studies have provided evidence that the perception of the 
spatial orientation of the own body in space is affected, 
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for instance, by footsole pressure (Lackner 1992; Lack-
ner and DiZio 2000), neck-muscle vibration (Lackner and 
DiZio 2005), large-field optokinetic stimulation (De Saed-
eleer et al. 2013), or static tilts of the visual environments 
(Tiliket et al. 1996). These multisensory effects on spa-
tial perception suggest that similar stimulations may also 
impact spatial aspects of BSC, in particular the subjective 
1PP.
Subjective 1PP relationship to self-location
In addition to the effects on 1PP, our results showed that 
self-location was affected by viewpoint. In the first experi-
ment in the elevated viewpoint condition, subjects judged 
themselves to be higher above the ground, whereas the low-
ered viewpoint was associated with self-location that was 
closer to the ground. Thus, self-location and 1PP were sim-
ilarly affected by viewpoint. Associations between 1PP and 
self-location were also found previously between-subjects 
during visuovestibular conflict (Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeiffer 
et al. 2013). The present study shows congruency between 
subjective 1PP and self-location only in these conditions 
and not related to stroking or for the non-body object.
We argue that the absence of an association between 
1PP and self-location in the present study may be explained 
by the fact that weak and constant visuovestibular con-
flicts were employed and thus the present study differed 
from the results of previous studies where strong visuoves-
tibular conflicts were presented (Pfeiffer et al. 2013; Ionta 
et al. 2011). More precisely, in the present experiment the 
visuovestibular conflict (between the visual gravity cues of 
the virtual body and the vestibular cues of the participant’s 
body) were less strong. There was only a 90° visuovestib-
ular angle difference in the present study, whereas (Ionta 
et al. 2011) employed a conflict of 180°. Here, we manipu-
lated the visual viewpoint, thus the visuospatial represen-
tation showed less consistent effects on self-location, but 
more consistent effects on 1PP.
Self-identification: no modulation by visuospatial 
viewpoint
Self-identification with a virtual body depended on the syn-
chrony between stroking felt on one’s own body and seen 
on the avatar’s body, self-identification was stronger when 
seeing a virtual body, and independent of the participant’s 
visuospatial viewpoint manipulation. We found in the first 
experiment higher self-identification with a virtual body 
than a non-body object when stroked synchronously, and 
in the second experiment, higher self-identification ratings 
for synchronous than asynchronous stroking. Our results 
confirm previous bodily illusion studies that manipulated 
the synchrony of visuotactile stroking or tapping on virtual 
or fake hands (Botvinick and Cohen 1998), faces (Sforza 
et al. 2010; Tsakiris 2008), or whole bodies (Ehrsson 2007; 
Lenggenhager et al. 2007). Our results also agree with the 
previous studies showing body-specific effects of strok-
ing for fake hands (Tsakiris and Haggard 2005) and whole 
bodies (Lenggenhager et al. 2007; Aspell et al. 2009). 
Together, the present results confirm that low-level cues in 
multisensory stimuli, such as temporal synchrony, as well 
as high-level body shape information, are processed by the 
central nervous system to generate self-identification with 
the whole body. Furthermore, our results show that our 
manipulations of viewpoint did not prevent or modulate the 
induction of the FBI and that using well-controlled robotic 
stroking and virtual reality can be used to manipulate self-
identification with a virtual body.
However, viewpoint manipulation did not affect self-
identification in both our experiments and this seems to 
contradict viewpoint effects reported in the study by Slater 
et al. (2010) for virtual body transfer and by Petkova et al. 
(2011) for the FBI. These studies did find that different 
visuospatial viewpoints affected subjective ratings of self-
identification and objective measures, such as heart beat 
and skin conductance response. However, these authors 
manipulated egocentric versus allocentric visuospatial 
viewpoints and thus compared the effects of extracorporal 
(third-person) and body-centered (first-person) viewpoints. 
On the contrary, in the present study, we compared two 
allocentric, i.e., two extracorporeal, viewpoints, and then 
we measured their effects on different aspects of BSC.
In other words, the studies by Slater et al. (2010) and 
Petkova et al. (2011) compared a visuospatial viewpoint 
that was embodied within a virtual body with a disem-
bodied viewpoint (as seen from a distance) from a virtual 
body, reporting stronger self-identification for embodied 
versus disembodied viewpoints. In our study, we com-
pared two disembodied viewpoints that differed in terms of 
the elevation along the vertical axis. Using the same dis-
tance between both disembodied viewpoints from the vir-
tual body, our viewpoints were either elevated-downward 
directed or lowered-upward directed. Therefore, our results 
do not contradict, but rather extend the results by Slater 
et al. (2010) and Petkova et al. (2011) by showing that self-
identification with a virtual body from a distance does not 
depend on elevation or direction of viewpoint, but can be 
achieved under different visuospatial conditions.
Conclusion
Manipulating the visuospatial viewpoint elevation level 
above the ground from which healthy participants observed 
a humanoid virtual body induced congruent changes of 
the experienced direction of the subjective 1PP. Similar 
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manipulation of visuospatial viewpoints for observing a 
non-body object did not modulate subjective 1PP experi-
ence, indicating that visuospatial viewpoints affected the 
subjective experience at what ‘I’ am directed (i.e., subjec-
tive 1PP) only if a humanoid body shape was seen. Visu-
ospatial viewpoint manipulations had no effects on self-
identification with a virtual body, which rather depended on 
visuotactile stroking synchrony. Thus, subjective 1PP and 
self-identification depended on different sensory stimula-
tion parameters, suggesting potentially distinct underlying 
neural representation. Together, our results provide evi-
dence for a close relationship between visual processing 
of body shape and visuospatial viewpoints contributing 
to spatial aspects of BSC. Furthermore, our results extend 
previous studies by demonstrating for the first time that 
within-subjects manipulation of subjective 1PP is mal-
leable. More generally, our study showed that combining 
virtual reality, robotics technology, and cognitive neurosci-
ence experimental approaches can further our understand-
ing of the neurobiological basis of self-consciousness.
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Abstract 
Bodily self-consciousness, the sense of being a subject in a body, involves a first-
person perspective (1PP), i.e. the experience that ‘I’ am directed at the world. Here we 
asked whether 1PP depends on multisensory conflicts about the direction of gravity. 
Sixteen healthy subjects received visuo-tactile synchronous or asynchronous stroking 
to induce a full-body illusion. The critical manipulation was presenting gravitational 
virtual object motion directed toward (congruent with veridical gravity) or away from 
the participant (incongruent with veridical gravity). Analysis showed that these visual 
gravitational cues induced direction-congruent changes of 1PP, reflected in more 
frequent downward 1PP ratings for away than toward virtual object motion. Also, a 
clear association between downward 1PP experience and elevated self-location 
measures was found. Together, these results suggest a major contribution of visual 
motion cues to a gravitational reference frame for 1PP experience. We discuss these 
subjective and behavioral results regarding current knowledge on multisensory and 
neural mechanisms of bodily self-consciousness. 
 
Keywords 
Full-body illusion; multisensory integration; first-person perspective; gravity; virtual 
reality; self-consciousness; 
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Introduction 
Bodily self-consciousness (BSC) is the sense of being a subject in a body and is 
thought to involve self-identification (the experience of owning a body), self-location 
(the experience of where ‘I’ am in space), and first-person perspective (1PP; the 
experience that ‘I’ am directed at the world; (Blanke & Metzinger, 2009)). A 
prominent model proposes that BSC is based on brain mechanisms integrating 
multisensory bodily signals (Blanke, 2012; Ehrsson, 2012; Haggard, Taylor-Clarke, & 
Kennett, 2003; Jeannerod, 2003). Experimental studies support this proposal, showing 
that multisensory conflict about the appearance or location of one’s own body can 
induce systematic changes of self-identification and self-location (Adler, Herbelin, 
Similowski, & Blanke, 2014; Aspell et al., 2013; Lenggenhager, Tadi, Metzinger, & 
Blanke, 2007; Macauda et al., 2014; Palluel, Aspell, & Blanke, 2011; Petkova & 
Ehrsson, 2008; Salomon, Lim, Pfeiffer, Gassert, & Blanke, 2013). Consistently, visual 
information often dominates concurrent somatosensory, vestibular, or interoceptive 
signals—referred to as visual capture (Aspell et al., 2013; Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; 
Ehrsson, 2007; Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Suzuki, Garfinkel, Critchley, & Seth, 
2013). For instance, during the rubber hand illusion (RHI) a seen fake/virtual hand, 
within peripersonal space, is touched in synchrony with the participant’s own hidden 
hand, which induces increased hand ownership and proprioceptive drift toward the 
seen fake/virtual hand (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Tsakiris & Haggard, 2005). During 
the full body illusion (FBI) similar visuo-tactile synchronous stroking of the trunk of a 
virtual body, in peripersonal or extrapersonal space, and the participant’s body leads to 
increased self-identification and self-location changes toward the seen virtual body 
(Ehrsson, 2007; Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Petkova & Ehrsson, 2008). Collectively, 
these data suggest that the brain strongly relies on visual cues for assign assigning self-
identification and self-location to a physical object, the body. 
 
However, much less is known about the multisensory mechanisms of 1PP. This is 
surprising because, at the phenomenal level, the 1PP relates the self as the 
experiencing subject to the object or content of experience (Blanke & Metzinger, 
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2009; Heidegger, 1962; Metzinger, 2003, 2013). Arguably, conscious experience of 
the world involves the spatial dimension (i.e. weak 1PP; Blanke & Metzinger, 2009; 
Metzinger, 2013; see also Discussion), reflected in a spatially directed 1PP anchored 
to a point of reference in the head or trunk—also referred to as self- or ego-center 
(Alsmith & Longo, 2014; Limanowski & Hecht, 2011)—and directed at events or 
objects, including one’s own body, in the external world (Metzinger, 2013). Of note, 
1PP is not necessarily limited to visuo-spatial representations of the brain, but also 
includes auditory, somatosensory, and vestibular frames of reference (Blanke, 2012; 
Pfeiffer, Schmutz, & Blanke, 2014; Schwabe & Blanke, 2008). Indeed, it has been 
argued that 1PP is more than a mere visual stimulus, because it is an integrated 
multisensory experience by subject (i.e. the self; Metzinger, 2013; Pfeiffer, Schmutz, 
et al., 2014). Given the evidence for a primacy of visual capture during multisensory 
spatial conflict related to self-identification and self-location (Botvinick & Cohen, 
1998; Ehrsson, 2007; Lenggenhager et al., 2007), the question arises whether a similar 
mechanism applies for 1PP? In this study, we particularly focus on the role of visual 
cues during multisensory conflict about gravity. 
 
Gravity, i.e. the constant linear attraction force by the earth’s mass, is an absolute 
reference of the earth-vertical direction and has framed the evolution of the primate 
species, including the emergence of consciousness (Deroualle & Lopez, 2014; 
Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015). Neuroimaging and experimental results suggest that 
the brain stores internal models of gravity for accounting for the effects of gravity in 
perception and motor control (McIntyre, Zago, Berthoz, & Lacquaniti, 2001; Sciutti et 
al., 2012). These representations depend on gravitational cues from vestibular, 
somatosensory, and visual signals, optimizing inherent sensory ambiguities with a 
single sense modality, e.g. equivalence of linear head motion and gravitational 
acceleration for the vestibular otolith organs (Angelaki & Cullen, 2008). Recent works 
emphasize the relevance of visual cues in perception of spatial orientation and motion 
of the body or of objects under the influence of gravity (Berthoz, 1991; De Saedeleer 
et al., 2013; Indovina et al., 2005; Indovina et al., 2013). Interestingly, in microgravity 
(i.e. absence of gravity during spaceflight) complex bodily illusions are very frequent 
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(Lopez, Halje, & Blanke, 2008). Although functionally meaningless, astronauts in 
microgravity persist in seeing a single upright direction as being aligned with the 
visual layout of the spacecraft. This latter perception, however, may frequently and 
instantly flip in steps of 90 or 180 degree angles (i.e. room-tilt illusion; Tiliket, Ventre-
Dominey, Vighetto, & Grochowicki, 1996), resembling thus altered 1PP experiences 
in out-of-body experiences (OBEs) of neurological origin (for discussion see Lopez et 
al., 2008) and those induced experimentally in healthy subjects (Ionta et al., 2011; 
Pfeiffer et al., 2013; Pfeiffer, Schmutz, et al., 2014). 
 
In order to reveal the role of multisensory gravitational cues for 1PP in healthy 
subjects, in a series of previous FBI studies we studied the effect of directional conflict 
between visual, vestibular and somatosensory gravitational cues on repeated inquiries 
about participant’s experienced direction of 1PP (Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 
2013; Pfeiffer, Schmutz, et al., 2014). Specifically, supine participants (gravity 
directed toward them) concurrently viewed a prone virtual body as if seen from an 
elevated downward-directed visual viewpoint (visual gravity directed away from 
participants). Inducing the FBI under these conditions, about half of the tested 
participants experienced mostly an upward direction of 1PP (up-group) whereas the 
remainder experienced mostly a downward direction of 1PP (down-group). These 
individual differences of 1PP were further associated to different patterns of self-
location change, related to visuo-tactile stroking during FBI, and to individual 
differences in subjective visual vertical ratings (Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). 
In a different FBI study (gravity-unrelated) visuo-spatial viewpoint manipulations 
related to a human-shaped virtual body induced within-subject changes of 1PP 
(Pfeiffer, Schmutz, et al., 2014). However, day-to-day conscious experience is not 
always related to human bodies, and it remains unclear whether visual gravitational 
cues induce more pronounced and reliable changes of 1PP than previously observed 
(Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). 
 
In order to address these issues, we adapted a previous FBI protocol (Pfeiffer et al., 
2013) to the concurrent presentation of dynamic visual gravitational motion of a 
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virtual object (adapted from Senot, Zago, Lacquaniti, & McIntyre, 2005). Similar 
visual stimuli were previously used to study the role of gravity in visual perception, 
showing that gravitational dynamic motion engages processing by the brain’s internal 
models of gravity (Indovina et al., 2005; Indovina et al., 2013; McIntyre et al., 2001). 
Here we tested whether the direction of gravitational visual object motion would affect 
subjective 1PP during FBI, reflected in within-subject changes of 1PP ratings on a 
trial-by-trial basis. We induced the FBI in supine participants (gravity directed towards 
them) who viewed on a HMD a virtual spherical object accelerating with gravity 
constant (9.81 ms/s2) which moved either toward the participant (congruent with 
veridical gravity) or away from the participant (incongruent with veridical gravity), 
independent of the applied visuo-tactile stroking manipulations. We hypothesized that 
these salient dynamic visual gravitational cues surrounding the virtual body might 
interfere with changes in 1PP induced by concurrent static visuo-vestibular conflicts 
and visuo-tactile stimulation (Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013; Pfeiffer, Schmutz, 
et al., 2014) inducing changes of the subjective 1PP in the direction of the visual 
gravitational motion. We also recorded self-location measures and questionnaires 
ratings to quantify the FBI experience. 
 
Materials and methods 
Participants 
Sixteen undergraduate students (6 females, mean age ± SD: 22.3 ± 2.5 years) of the 
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne participated. All were right-handed, had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and no history of neurological or psychiatric 
disease. The study was conducted in accord with the Declaration of Helsinki and 
experimental protocol was approved by the local ethical committee—La Commission 
d’Ethique de la Recherche Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de l’Université de 
Lausanne. Participants gave their informed consent before inclusion to the study and 
received 30 Swiss Francs for compensation after having participated. 
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Experimental Setup 
Figure 1a-b schematically shows the experimental setup, which was identical to 
previous experimental setups (Pfeiffer et al., 2013; Pfeiffer, Schmutz, et al., 2014; 
Romano, Pfeiffer, Maravita, & Blanke, 2014; Salomon et al., 2013). In a darkened 
room, a custom-made robotic device (stroking robot) was horizontally placed on a 
table with 90 cm distance to the floor. Participants lay in supine posture on the 
stroking robot, which consisted of a soft-foam mattress and of two independent 
stroking units touching the participant at the upper back through holes in the mattress 
(Duenas et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). The participant was equipped with a head-
mounted display (HMD, Virtual Realities, Virtual Viewer 3D, 
http://www.vrealities.com, field-of-view 35°, resolution 800 x 600, refresh rate 60 Hz) 
for visual stimulus presentation and in-ear headphones for acoustic pink noise 
presentation masking mechanical noise of the stroking robot. A serial keypad (Targus 
Numeric Keypad AKP10US, http://www.targus.com) was placed under the 
participant’s right hand for button press responses with the right hand index and 
middle fingers. A regular juggling ball (Astrix Flames-N-Games, 
http://flamesngames.co.uk) with 100 g weight was held by the participant in the left 
hand to facilitate the Mental Ball Dropping task (see below). Labview software 
(National Instruments, Austin Texas, http://www.ni.com/) was used to control of the 
stroking robot and ExpyVR software (http://lnco.epfl.ch/expyvr) was used for visual 
and acoustic stimuli presentation and timing. 
 
Stimuli 
The experimental stimuli were adapted from Pfeiffer et al. (Pfeiffer et al., 2013). The 
participant lay supine (gravity directed toward the participant) and viewed in the HMD 
a photorealistic back-view image of a male human body (virtual body) at 
approximately 2 meters in front of the participant. The clothing (i.e. white shirt) and 
the limb posture of the virtual body matched to clothing and posture of the participant  
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Figure 1 Full-body illusion (FBI) experimental setup and procedure. (a) Schematic side-view 
of the experimental setup showing a participant lying supine on a robotic device (stroking 
robot), used for tactile stroking, and wearing a head-mounted display (HMD) in which the 
participant saw visual stroking of a virtual body (white circles; illustrating both visual and 
tactile stroking). Visual gravitational cues consisted of a virtual ball falling (gray circle and 
black arrow) that was congruent or incongruent with the direction of gravity (gray arrow). An 
exemplar toward ball falling trial is shown. Note that during each experimental trial virtual 
balls repeatedly fell at random at the right side (shown here) or left side of the display. (b-c) 
Toward (congruent with gravitational direction) and away (incongruent with gravitational 
direction) visual ball falling stimuli are shown (black arrows) and gravitational direction is 
shown in gray. (d) Sequence of events for a single trial showing an initial full-body illusion 
(FBI) induction phase with continuous visuo-tactile (synchronous or asynchronous) stroking 
and occasional (toward or away) virtual ball falling stimuli. This was followed by the 
dependent measures of self-location (MBD task) and subjective first-person perspective 
(1PP judgment). (e) Randomized trial order during exemplar experimental run of 24 min 
duration. 
during the experiment. A black colored background surrounded the virtual body such 
that no information about the surrounding space was visible to the participant. 
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Based on previous observations that static directional conflict of visual (away 
direction) and veridical gravity induced changes of subjective 1PP in some participants 
(Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013), we here presented the similar static visual 
gravitational cues. They consisted of showing the virtual body in prone posture seen 
from an elevated downward-directed viewpoint directly above the virtual body (visual 
gravity directed away from the observer), showing gravitational pull on the virtual 
body’s shoulders and clothing and of daylight directed to the virtual body’s back (see 
Pfeiffer et al., 2013).  
 
However, the main manipulation of the present study was presenting different 
dynamic visual gravitational cues, based on previous works showing gravitational 
effects on visual motion perception (Indovina et al., 2005; McIntyre et al., 2001; Senot 
et al., 2005; Zago, McIntyre, Senot, & Lacquaniti, 2008). In the HMD a three-
dimensional white spherical object (virtual ball) was shown. The virtual ball initially 
appeared at a dedicated position in virtual space (see below) where it remained static 
for 1 sec and subsequently accelerated for 2 sec with a gravity-matching acceleration 
(9.81 cm/s2) along a linear trajectory in parallel to the line of sight of the participant, 
without colliding with the virtual object or the participant’s point of view. This 
procedure gave the impression that the virtual ball was falling under the influence of 
gravity (i.e. for similar stimulus see Senot et al., 2005). Critically, we manipulated the 
direction of virtual ball falling (Figure 1a-c). In one condition, the virtual ball appeared 
at a location far behind the virtual body and then accelerated towards the participant 
until it disappeared outside the field of view (toward Visual Gravity condition). In 
another condition, the virtual ball appeared at a location close to the participant and 
then accelerated away into depth until occluded by the virtual body (away Visual 
Gravity condition). Note that, whereas toward ball falling was congruent with the 
effects of veridical gravity on physical objects viewed by the participant in supine 
posture, away ball falling was incongruent with veridical gravity. The virtual ball 
falling stimuli thus served as dynamic visual cues simulating different visual gravity 
directions. We hypothesized that these dynamic visual gravitational cues might induce 
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stronger changes of 1PP than previously observed for static visual gravitational cues 
only (Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). 
 
In the context of these multisensory gravitational conflicts we induced the FBI with a 
classic visuo-tactile stroking manipulation (see Lenggenhager et al., 2007). Visual 
stroking was shown in the HMD as two red dots on the upper back of the virtual body 
with a diameter, position and movement range corresponding to the tactile stroking of 
the participant’s back (Figure 1a). Tactile stroking consisted of random linear strokes 
by two independent stroking units along the upper back, i.e. on the left and right side 
of the back moving in parallel to the spinal cord. On each trial and for each of the 
stroking units, a different pseudo-random stroking sequence was used (strokes in a 0-
20 cm distance range, 2-12 cm/s velocity range, variable 0-1.5 s inter-stroke intervals). 
During the experiment, visual and tactile stroking was simultaneously presented either 
in perfect synchrony (synchronous Stroking condition) or asynchronously in terms of 
moment-by-moment stroking position, movement direction, and velocity. The overall 
amount of stroking was matched between the asynchronous sequences (asynchronous 
Stroking condition). As shown by many previous studies, such synchronous stroking 
induces increased self-identification and self-location changes towards the virtual body 
when compared to the asynchronous stroking control condition (Ehrsson, 2007; 
Lenggenhager et al., 2007). 
 
Experimental design and procedure 
A 2 (Visual Gravity: towards, away) by 2 (Stroking: synchronous, asynchronous) 
within-subjects full-factorial experimental design was used. The four experimental 
conditions were presented 15 times in random order. The 60 experimental trials were 
presented in three runs of 20 trials. Figure 1c-d show the sequence of events of an 
experimental trial and an experimental run. First, the FBI was induced by presenting in 
the HMD the virtual body and by (synchronous or asynchronous) visuo-tactile stroking 
during 40 sec. During this period, repeated virtual ball falling stimuli were presented at 
6, 12, 18, 24, 30, and 36 sec post-stimulus onset. All stimuli presented during this 
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showed virtual ball falling in the same direction (away or towards) but were randomly 
presented at the left side (three times) or the right side (three times) of the screen in 
order to avoid anticipation. Immediately after that, the robotic stroking was stopped 
and all visual stimuli were removed from the screen upon which two dependent 
measures of the FBI were recorded during 30 sec (see below). This was followed by a 
fixed inter-trial-interval of 5 sec. 
 
Dependent measures of the Full-Body Illusion 
The 1PP judgment served as a repeated measure of the experienced direction of 
participant’s 1PP (as initially introduced by Ionta et al., 2011). Participants viewed at 
the center of the display the word ‘Orientation?’, at the bottom left side the word 
‘Upwards’ and at the bottom right side the word ‘downward’. Participants were 
instructed that, upon viewing this display, they should answer the question ‘Did you 
have the impression as if you were looking upwards at a body above you or as if you 
were looking downward at a body below you?’ using a two-alternative forced-choice 
response format, i.e. rating ‘Upwards’ by pressing the right index finger button or by 
rating ‘downward’ by pressing the right middle finger button. They were asked to rate 
their 1PP experience they had most of the time during the previous 40-sec stroking 
period. The judgment was given unspeeded within 10 sec after onset of the display. 
 
The Mental Ball Dropping task (MBD; adapted from Lenggenhager et al., 2009) 
served as our measure of self-location. The MBD task began with the presentation of a 
white fixation cross on black background in the HMD for 1 sec. This was followed by 
a brief acoustic beep for 500 ms, which served as a go signal for initiating mental 
imagery. Participants imagined releasing the juggling ball (held in the left hand) and 
estimated the duration of ball falling to the ground. With the right index finger, the 
participant pressed a button at the moment of imagined ball release from the hand, 
held it pressed during imagined ball falling, and released the button at the moment of 
imagined ball impact on the ground. Thus, the duration of button press served as 
response time (RT) measure, i.e. a proxy of estimated self-location above the floor. 
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Before the experiment, the participant performed 20 practice trials including actual 
juggling ball drops from different heights. During an experimental trial, participants 
performed three subsequent repetitions of the MBD task and they had 6 sec to 
complete each repetition of the task. 
 
The FBI Questionnaire (adapted from Lenggenhager et al., 2009) was administered 
after completion of the experiment on the robotic device. A total of ten questions 
(Figure 3b) inquired about different aspects of the illusion experience. Of those ten 
items, three were sensitive to the FBI experience (Experimental questions: Q1-Q3) and 
seven items served as control (Control questions: Q4-Q10). The questions were 
presented in random order at the center of a computer screen where seated participants 
gave their ratings along an 11-point horizontal visual analogue scaled labeled at the 
left side ‘weak feeling’ and at the right side ‘strong feeling’. Ratings were given in an 
unspeeded fashion by button presses. Because this study primarily focused on the 
effects of visual gravitational cues on repeated measures of the subjective 1PP and for 
time-keeping reasons, we administered the FBI questionnaire twice in random order 
between participants: once regarding the overall synchronous Stroking trials and once 
regarding the asynchronous Stroking trials. The FBI questionnaire served mainly to 
assess that a basic FBI was induced during the experiment. 
 
Analysis 
Inspection of raw data showed for two participants a large number of MBD RT 
outliers (> 20 percent) and missing 1PP judgments, suggesting low task compliance. 
We excluded the data of these participants from further statistical analysis. 
 
Subjective 1PP ratings were quantified as proportion scores by dividing the number of 
‘downward’ ratings by the total number of 1PP judgments per condition. The 1PP 
proportion score ranged from 0 (i.e. never rated ‘downward’) to 1 (i.e. always rated 
‘downward’). Condition-wise scores from all participants were submitted to statistical 
analysis using a 2 (Visual Gravity: toward, away) x 2 (Stroking: synchronous, 
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asynchronous) repeated measures ANOVA. We used Matlab (version R13, The 
MathWorks, Massachusetts, http://www.mathworks.ch/) and SPSS (version 17.0, 
IBM, http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss) software for data analysis. 
 
MBD RTs (self-location) were processed by removing outlier values exceeding 3.5 
standard deviations about the individual average (i.e. on average 4.5% of the RTs were 
removed). Condition-averages were then calculated and subjected to statistical 
analysis using a 2 (Visual Gravity: toward, away) x 2 (Stroking: synchronous, 
asynchronous) repeated measures ANOVA. 
 
Correlation analysis between the repeated measures for the subjective 1PP ratings and 
MBD RTs was conducted to investigate whether associations between these spatial 
aspects of bodily self-consciousness were present during our experimental 
manipulations. This required z-standardization of MBD RTs (average = 0, SD = 1) 
immediately after outlier removal and before calculating condition-averages. Thereby 
the variance ranges of the resulting condition-average RTs and the 1PP proportion 
scores where homogenized. We then subjected the paired condition-wise RTs and 1PP 
scores from all participants to linear regression analysis to investigate systematic 
relationships between self-location and subjective 1PP irrespective of the specific 
experimental condition. 
 
The FBI questionnaire scores were analyzed by calculating for each participant the 
average scores across Experimental questions (Q1-Q3) and the average scores across 
Control questions (Q1-Q7) separately for the synchronous and asynchronous Stroking 
condition. The resulting scores were then subjected to statistical analysis using a 2 
(Question: experimental, control) x 2 (Stroking: synchronous, asynchronous) repeated 
measures ANOVA. For all statistical analyses, an alpha threshold of .05 was used. 
Because paired t-tests for post-hoc comparisons were calculated only based on 
significant interactions, no correction for multiple comparisons was applied. 
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Predicted outcomes 
Based on the idea that subjective 1PP depends on integrated spatial information from 
the body and the external world (Blanke, 2012; Blanke, Landis, Spinelli, & Seeck, 
2004; Pfeiffer et al., 2013), we hypothesized that salient dynamic visual gravitational 
cues will induce changes of subjective 1PP and dominate over static visual, vestibular, 
and somatosensory gravitational cues. Thus, more upward 1PP ratings should be 
observed for virtual balls falling toward the participant (congruent with veridical 
gravity) and more ‘downward’ 1PP ratings for virtual balls falling away from the 
participant (incongruent with veridical gravity).  
 
Given the open question whether or not 1PP and self-location depend on similar or 
distinct functional mechanisms (Pfeiffer, 2015; Pfeiffer, Serino, & Blanke, 2014; 
Serino et al., 2013), we hypothesized that the relationship between 1PP and self-
location should be positive. Specifically, we hypothesized an association between 
away visual gravity, ‘downward’ 1PP ratings, and long MBD RTs (i.e. higher self-
location) as found previously individual differences of subjective 1PP during static 
multisensory gravitational conflict (Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). 
 
Regarding the overall experience of the FBI, we hypothesized in line with numerous 
previous studies that visuo-tactile stroking will induce a basic FBI experience, as 
reflected in higher questionnaire ratings for synchronous than asynchronous stroking 
for critical questionnaire items (Q1-Q3). 
 
Results 
Statistical analysis of 1PP proportion scores revealed a main effect of Visual Gravity 
(F(1, 13) = 15.20, p = .002, η2 = .54; Figure 2a), reflecting more frequent ‘downward’ 
1PP ratings for away Visual Gravity (M = .60, SE = .07) than for toward Visual 
Gravity (M = .26, SE = .04), which suggests that 1PP experience during the FBI  
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Figure 2 Results from the FBI. (a) Results for subjective 1PP showed a higher proportion 
‘downward’ ratings for away than for toward Visual Gravity. Error bars show 95 % confidence 
intervals of within-subjects interaction variance from the repeated measures ANOVA (Loftus 
& Masson, 1994) (b) Correlation between 1PP ‘downward’ ratings and response times of the 
MBD task (self-location). (c) Results for subjective 1PP and self-location summarized, 
showing that for toward and away Visual Gravity conditions the participant’s body posture, 
the ball falling direction and the experienced direction of 1PP. 
 
depends on the direction of dynamic visual gravitational motion. No main effect of 
Stroking (F(1, 13) = .13, p = .72, η2 = .01) and no Visual Gravity x Stroking 
interaction were observed (F(1, 13) = 3.80, p = .07, η2 = .23). 
 
Analysis of MBD RTs showed no significant main effects nor interaction (Visual 
Gravity main effect: F(1, 13) = 2.19, p = .16, η2 = .14; Stroking main effect: F(1, 13) = 
3.19, p = .10, η2 = .20; Visual Gravity x Stroking interaction: F(1, 13) = .52, p = .46, 
η2 = .04;), suggesting that overall self-location as measured by the MBD task was not 
modulated under the present experimental conditions.  
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Correlation analysis between 1PP proportion scores and MBD RTs across 
experimental conditions showed a significant positive correlation (R = .27, p = .047; 
Figure 2b), reflecting that more frequent ‘downward’ 1PP ratings were associated with 
prolonged MBD RTs, i.e. higher self-location.  
 
Statistical analysis of combined FBI questionnaire scores revealed a main effect of 
Question (F(1, 13) = 6.34, p = .03, η2 = .33), a main effect of Stroking (F(1, 13) = 
46.82, p < .001, η2 = .78) and a critical Question x Stroking interaction (F(1, 13) = 
32.59, p < .001, η2 = .71; Figure 3a).  
 
 
Figure 3 Questionnaire results. (a) Combined analysis comparing critical (Q1-Q3) and 
control (Q4-Q10) question average scores. Results show visuo-tactile stroking dependent 
modulation of questionnaire scores for critical questions and no modulation for control 
questions. (b) Questions of the FBI questionnaire and group-average scores for each 
questionnaire item for the synchronous and asynchronous Stroking conditions. Error bars 
represent 95 % confidence intervals. 
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In order to uncover the meaning of the interaction, post-hoc comparisons using paired-
samples t-tests were conducted between the synchronous and asynchronous Stroking 
conditions separately for the experimental (average score of Q1-Q3) and control 
questions (average score of Q4-Q10). Post-hoc comparisons revealed a significant 
difference for experimental questions (t(13) = 8.32, p < .001), reflected an overall 
higher score for synchronous Stroking (M = 6.45, SE = .50) than for asynchronous 
Stroking (M = 2.64, SE = .40). By contrast, no difference between synchronous and 
asynchronous Stroking conditions was found for control questions (t(13) = 1.55, p = 
.15). Figure 3b shows question-wise average ratings to the FBI questionnaire. Thus, 
despite the presentation of different visual gravitational cues, the manipulation of 
visuo-tactile stroking synchrony reproduced the FBI of previous studies (e.g. 
Lenggenhager et al., 2007). 
 
Discussion 
We initially asked whether dynamic visual gravitational cues could induce changes of 
subjective 1PP in a more reliable fashion than previously observed in FBI studies. This 
was confirmed by our results, showing a strong modulation of 1PP ratings by visual 
gravitational object motion. Furthermore, a positive correlation between ‘downward’ 
1PP experience and elevated self-location was found. Finally, our manipulation of the 
synchronicity of visuo-tactile stroking induced the FBI but not further modulated 
subjective 1PP and self-location. In the following we discuss these results in separate 
sections for subjective 1PP, self-location, and self-identification. 
 
Subjective 1PP: Dependence on visual gravitational motion 
Supine participants (gravity directed toward the participant) more frequently 
experienced a downward direction of 1PP for away (incongruent with veridical 
gravity) than for toward (congruent with veridical gravity) virtual ball falling (see 
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Figure 2c). Thus, subjective 1PP changed trial-by-trial according to the direction of 
dynamic visual gravitational cues and was not limited to static gravitational cues 
constantly present during the experiment, i.e. the prone virtual body (visual gravity 
directed away from the participant) or the vestibular/somatosensory cues signaled by 
the participant’s supine posture (gravity directed toward the participant). 
 
These results are in line with previous FBI studies about visual contributions to 
subjective 1PP. For instance, static directional conflict between visual (i.e. visual 
gravity directed away from the participant) and vestibular/somatosensory cues (i.e. 
veridical gravity directed toward the participant) induced in 30-50 percent of the 
experimental subjects an experienced downward direction of the 1PP (i.e. congruent 
with the visual stimulus; Ionta et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). These individual 
differences were systematically related to visual biases during visual verticality 
judgments, i.e. down-group participants (i.e. 1PP congruent with the visual stimulus 
during FBI) showed larger deviations from vertical than up-group participants (i.e. 
1PP congruent with vestibular/somatosensory signals) when a visual distractor was 
presented during subjective visual vertical ratings (Pfeiffer et al., 2013). Another study 
found that visuo-spatial viewpoint manipulations modulated subjective 1PP (Pfeiffer, 
Schmutz, et al., 2014). Thus, during constant directional conflict of multisensory 
gravitational cues, visual signals often determined the experienced direction of 1PP. 
 
Our results extended these observations by showing that dynamic visual gravitational 
cues induced more pronounced within-subject changes of subjective 1PP (i.e. ~ .4 
proportion score difference between away versus toward Visual Gravity) than 
previously observed (i.e. ~.15 proportion score difference between up-group versus 
down-group participants; experiment 2 in Pfeiffer et al., 2013). Analogous to visual 
capture observed in many RHI and FBI studies (Botvinick & Cohen, 1998; Ehrsson, 
2007; Lenggenhager et al., 2007), our results provide further evidence for visual 
capture underlying 1PP experience, reflected in dynamic visual gravitational cues 
dominating over concurrent static visual, vestibular, and somatosensory gravitational 
cues. This might seem surprising at first sight, because static multisensory 
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gravitational cues were constantly present throughout the experiment, whereas visual 
gravitational object motion was presented occasionally during single trials. Likewise, 
the participants received no specific instructions about the significance of contextual 
virtual object motion or the relationship to 1PP ratings. Thus, cognitive biases unlikely 
explain the results observed.  
 
There is solid evidence that gravity contributes to visual perception. For instance, 
manipulation of gravitational virtual object motion (similar to our study) affected ball-
catching task performance and further modulated neural activations in accord with the 
idea that internal models of gravity automatically and routinely engage in visual 
motion perception (Indovina et al., 2005; McIntyre et al., 2001; Senot et al., 2005). 
Similar results were found for visual stimulation-induced self-motion perception (De 
Saedeleer et al., 2013; Indovina et al., 2013) and the processing of emotional faces 
(Thompson, 1980). Our results extend these observations to BSC, showing that the 
visual experience of what ‘I’ am directed at depends on visual information about 
gravity, resembling altered own-body and verticality perception during room-tilt 
illusions in microgravity (Lopez et al., 2008; Tiliket et al., 1996).  
 
What functional mechanisms might explain the visual dominance observed in the 
present and in previous FBI studies? We speculate that sensory weighting might 
underlie the perceptual effects observed (for a related idea on vestibular contributions 
to hand ownership see Ferre, Berlot, & Haggard, 2015). Specifically, in supine posture 
visual cues might be more relevant than vestibular and somatosensory cues, because 
vision signals desired or harmful objects in the surrounding environment that might be 
relevant for survival. In line with this proposal is the fact that OBEs, which are marked 
by changes of the visual 1PP, most often occur in supine posture (Green, 1968; 
Kovacs, Raabe, & Greenlee, 2008), where the body does not engaged in postural 
stabilization. Also, somatosensory and vestibular signals might receive less novel 
information as compared to upright body position or in motion, thus during 
multisensory integration visual signals might receive more weight for determining the 
current spatial model of conscious experience. 
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More generally, our study focused on visuo-spatial aspects of 1PP. The philosopher 
Metzinger distinguishes between a ‘weak 1PP’, i.e. a visuo-spatial, geometric, 
perceptual model, which is necessary but insufficient to explain a minimal sense of 
selfhood. Further, he defines a ‘strong 1PP’ as the experience of being directed at a 
goal state via agency, being directed at a perceptual object via attention and being 
directed at cognitive content, which is both necessary and sufficient for minimal 
phenomenal selfhood (Blanke & Metzinger, 2009; Metzinger, 2003, 2009, 2013). 
Clearly, this conceptual distinction is useful and can guide future empirical research on 
1PP in the context of motor and cognitive control. Our results however, suggest that a 
basic sense of self, of being located in and directed at the world is shaped by 
multisensory input from the body, and more precisely by visual gravitational cues. 
This, we observed in the absence of goal-directed action, without explicit attention 
manipulation, during passive observations. Thus, our data more generally support the 
idea of multisensory contributions of bodily signals to BSC. 
 
Self-location: Association with subjective 1PP 
Analysis of self-location data (MBD RTs) revealed no effect of our experimental 
manipulations as reported previously for comparable conditions. This seems surprising 
at first, considering that both the OBE of neurological origin and previous FBI studies 
are marked by changes in self-location (Blanke, Ortigue, Landis, & Seeck, 2002; De 
Ridder, Van Laere, Dupont, Menovsky, & Van de Heyning, 2007; Lenggenhager et 
al., 2007). Considering however that the specific measure of self-location used here, 
i.e. the MBD task, requires a representation of distance to the ground floor, but that the 
visual stimuli that we used suggested a virtual space reaching far into depth, it is 
possible that the mental representation of ground floor was affected. In previous 
studies, which observed a modulation of MBD RTs (Ionta et al., 2011; Lenggenhager 
et al., 2009), a surface supporting the virtual body was shown and their absence in the 
present study may have affected the present self-location data. Alternatively, the 
dynamic visual stimuli may have affected self-location judgments based on the MBD 
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task. More work is required to develop measures of self-location with direct reference 
to the virtual body and allowing quantifying the effects of gravity on self-location. 
 
However, correlation analysis between self-location and 1PP revealed a positive 
association between both measures with higher levels of self-location being associated 
with more frequent ‘downward’ 1PP experience. This pattern is very similar to the 
phenomenology of OBEs, during which subjects typically experience a downward-
directed 1PP anchored to an elevated location. This has also been observed during 
related experimentally-induced states by the FBI in healthy subjects; thus, the 
experience of ‘downward’ 1PP included self-location changes from an elevated 
location in downward direction, whereas an experienced ‘upward’ direction of 1PP 
showed self-location changes from lowered location in upward direction (Ionta et al., 
2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). These changes of self-location depended on visuo-tactile 
stroking synchrony, which induced self-location change toward the seen virtual body 
location as compared to asynchronous stroking (Lenggenhager et al., 2009; 
Lenggenhager et al., 2007). Thus self-location depends on multisensory signals and 
can be experimentally manipulated by visual signals presented in synchrony, but at a 
spatial distinct location. Thus, also self-location generally depended on visual capture 
during multisensory conflict, similar to subjective 1PP changes in this study. The 
association observed between self-location and 1PP in previous studies has stimulated 
discussion on whether these spatial aspects of BSC might be functionally and neutrally 
dissociable, or whether they rely on common mechanisms (Serino et al., 2013). 
Whereas in experimental studies self-location and 1PP often coincide, in neurological 
patients with OBE, there are instances where auditory self-location and visual 1PP 
were experienced at distinct spatial locations (De Ridder et al., 2007). Our study 
design did not directly address the question of whether self-location and 1PP can be 
separated, however the fact that dynamic visual gravity manipulations strongly 
affected 1PP and that ‘downward’ 1PP ratings correlated with elevated self-location 
suggest that self-location and 1PP share functional mechanisms.  
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Self-identification: Dependence on visuo-tactile stroking 
Questionnaire results showed that the FBI was overall induced, as reflected in higher 
average scores for critical questionnaire items (Q1-Q3) for synchronous than for 
asynchronous visuo-tactile stroking, while control questions (Q4-Q10) were not 
modulated. These results are in line with numerous previous studies using different 
variants of the FBI or the RHI (Blanke, 2012; Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015). Our 
study extends these results by showing that the presentation of dynamic visual 
gravitational motion did not abolish the induction of the FBI, suggesting robustness of 
the stimulation protocol across studies. This further is in line with the observation that 
the manipulations affecting 1PP, such as visuo-vestibular gravitational conflict or 
visuo-spatial viewpoint manipulations, did not modulate self-identification, suggesting 
thus distinct functional mechanisms (for discussion of different functional and neural 
mechanisms of self-identification and self-location see Blanke, 2012; Serino et al., 
2013).  
 
Indeed, one might have anticipated that virtual object motion captures attention away 
from the virtual body, and when approaching the body represents a potential threat 
(see e.g. Ehrsson, 2007; Ehrsson, Wiech, Weiskopf, Dolan, & Passingham, 2007) that 
might have affected the induction of the FBI. Our experimental procedure might have 
avoided this by having the virtual objects not colliding with the observer’s viewpoint 
or the virtual body, and by presenting the virtual ball falling during relatively short 
periods relative to the ongoing visuo-tactile stimulation. 
 
By our experimental design, that involved administering the FBI questionnaire after 
the experiment, we choose to inquire about synchronous and asynchronous stroking 
conditions irrespectively of the visual gravity condition. This was done both for time-
keeping reasons, and because this study aimed at investigating visual gravitational 
effects on 1PP and self-location. This was based on behavioral and neuroimaging data 
suggesting functional dissociations of self-identification. Arguably, self-identification 
is a global feeling of ‘mineness’ or ownership for a whole body independent of the 
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specific size and spatial dimensions, whereas self-location and 1PP specifically depend 
on spatial representations of the self an the external world (see also Blanke & 
Metzinger, 2009; Metzinger, 2013; Pfeiffer, Serino, et al., 2014). 
 
Outlook 
Our study showed that that multisensory gravitational cues contribute to 1PP 
experience. The direction of visual gravitational motion determined the experienced 
direction of 1PP, despite conflicting vestibular and somatosensory gravitational 
signals. One limitation of the present study was that only visual cues, but no vestibular 
cues, were manipulated. Indeed, a recent study by Macauda et al. (Macauda et al., 
2014) found that manipulating visual and vestibular signals about yaw self-motion on 
a whole-body motion platform affected self-identification with a virtual body 
(measured by body temperature cooling). With respect to our study on multisensory 
gravitational contributions of 1PP it would be interesting to simultaneously manipulate 
the visual and vestibular direction cues to study their relative contributions to 1PP 
experience. Future studies should also combine the measurement of subjective 1PP 
ratings, behavioral measures during neuromodulation (e.g. by transcranial magnetic 
stimulation) in order to establish causal relationships between neural activity and 
phenomenological aspects of BSC. 
 
Conclusion 
Dynamic visual gravitational cues induced congruent changes of the direction of the 
experienced 1PP during the FBI. Mimicking OBEs of neurological origin, elevated 
self-location experience was associated to an illusory downward direction of the 1PP. 
These results suggest that the experience from where ‘I’ perceive the world depends 
on visual information about the effect of gravity on environmental objects, which are 
known to rely on processing of the multisensory vestibular cortex. These results 
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contribute to building an evidence-based theory of how the sense of self relates to 
neural representations of the body and space. 
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Abstract 
In non-human primates, several brain areas have been identified where individual 
neurons respond to both vestibular and somatosensory stimulation. Behavioral studies 
in humans found that vestibular stimulation can improve tactile perception. However, 
little is known about the neural mechanisms of such vestibular-somatosensory 
interaction in the human brain. To address this issue, we recorded from 16 healthy 
participants high-density electroencephalography during median nerve electrical 
stimulations to obtain Somatosensory Evoked Potentials (SEPs). We analyzed SEPs 
during vestibular stimulation following sudden decelerations from constant-velocity 
(90°/s and 60°/s) earth-vertical axis yaw rotations and SEPs during a non-vestibular 
control period. Electrical neuroimaging analysis of the SEPs revealed two distinct 
temporal effects of vestibular stimulation: An early effect (24-35ms post-stimulus 
onset) characterized by vestibular suppression of SEP amplitude that depended on 
rotation velocity and a later effect (97-112ms post-stimulus) that was rotation velocity-
independent and characterized by distinct topographical SEP patterns for the vestibular 
and control condition. Source estimations localized brain activation for the early effect 
in the right pre- and postcentral gyrus (including primary somatosensory cortex, S1) 
and for the late effect in bilateral middle temporal gyrus (MTG), further confirmed by 
region-of-interest analysis. We discuss these distinct spatial and temporal vestibular 
effects on somatosensory cortical processing related to the functional neuroanatomy of 
the primate and human vestibular cortex. 
 
Keywords 
EEG; somatosensory evoked potentials; vestibular system; multisensory processing; 
electrical neuroimaging; somatosensory cortex 
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Introduction 
The vestibular system encodes rotational and linear accelerations of the head in space. 
The subcortical and cortical structures that process vestibular signals contribute to 
numerous functions including gaze control (Bertolini, Bockisch, Straumann, Zee, & 
Ramat, 2008), balance (Alsmith & Longo, 2014; Lacour et al., 1997), self- motion 
perception (Longo, Schuur, Kammers, Tsakiris, & Haggard, 2008; MacNeilage, 
Turner, & Angelaki, 2010), spatial cognition (Berthoz, 1991) and bodily aspects of 
self-consciousness (Blanke, Ortigue, Landis, & Seeck, 2002; Lopez, Lenggenhager, & 
Blanke, 2010). The vestibular system is unique among all sensory systems because no 
primary vestibular cortical region has been identified. Instead, several distinct, 
distributed and interconnected cortical regions receive direct and indirect vestibular 
inputs from the thalamus. Those are in particular the parieto-insular vestibular cortex 
(PIVC; Chen, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2010; Grüsser, Pause, & Schreiter, 1990a, 
1990b), the somatosensory cortical regions Brodmann Area 2v (Buttner & Buettner, 
1978; Fredrickson, Scheid, Figge, & Kornhuber, 1966), area 3a (Odkvist, Schwarz, 
Fredrickson, & Hassler, 1974), the ventral intra-parietal area (VIP; Bremmer, Klam, 
Duhamel, Ben Hamed, & Graf, 2002; Schlack, Hoffmann, & Bremmer, 2002), the 
middle superior temporal area (MST; Duffy, 1998), as well as other regions (for 
reviews see Guldin & Grüsser, 1998; Lopez & Blanke, 2011). It has been proposed 
that the brain regions PIVC, 2v, 3a from an “inner vestibular circuit” because they 
receive direct vestibular input from the thalamus, process vestibular signals, are 
reciprocally connected, and have descending connections to brainstem nuclei (Guldin, 
Akbarian, and Grüsser, 1992; see also Akbarian, Grüsser, & Guldin, 1993, 1994; 
Guldin et al., 1992; Vogt & Pandya, 1978). Notably, no neuron of this vestibular 
cortical network responds exclusively to vestibular stimulation. Instead, vestibular 
cortical neurons respond also to visual, somatosensory, and auditory signals (for 
review see Lopez & Blanke, 2011). 
 
Vestibular-somatosensory interactions are particularly prominent as revealed by 
electrophysiological studies in animals as well as by neuroimaging, clinical, and 
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behavioral studies in humans. For instance, electrophysiological studies in animals 
revealed that regions receiving direct thalamo-cortical vestibular input (i.e. PIVC, 2v, 
3a) also process proprioceptive and cutaneous somatosensory signals. For instance, in 
a single-cell study in monkeys Fredrickson et al. (Fredrickson et al., 1966) described 
evoked responses from area 2v not only in response to electrical stimulation of the 
vestibular nerve, but also to electrical stimulation of the median nerve, or simultaneous 
stimulation of both nerves. In a different study in humans undergoing pre-surgical 
epilepsy evaluation, direct electro-cortical stimulation of Brodmann area 2v induced 
vestibular sensations and somatosensory responses at immediately adjacent sites 
(Blanke, Perrig, Thut, Landis, & Seeck, 2000; Penfield & Jaspers, 1954). Other 
evidence for vestibular interactions with somatosensory (i.e., including proprioceptive) 
processing was provided by studies identifying in subdivisions of area 3a neurons 
responding to both vestibular input and proprioceptive and deep muscle stimulation at 
the neck or the limbs (Odkvist et al., 1974).  
 
In humans, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission 
tomography (PET) studies using caloric (CVS) or galvanic vestibular stimulation 
(GVS) observed vestibular-somatosensory interactions. An overlap in brain areas 
responding to both somatosensory and vestibular stimulation was found at the 
temporo-parietal junction including the medial and posterior insula and the parietal 
operculum, generally considered to be the human homologue of PIVC (for discussion 
see Lopez, Blanke, & Mast, 2012; Mazzola et al., 2014; zu Eulenburg, Caspers, Roski, 
& Eickhoff, 2012). GVS and CVS have also been shown to modulate activity in S1 
and secondary somatosensory cortex (S2; Bense, Stephan, Yousry, Brandt, & 
Dieterich, 2001; Fasold et al., 2002; Lobel, Kleine, Bihan, Leroy-Willig, & Berthoz, 
1998). Reversely, somatosensory (i.e. proprioceptive) stimulation by neck-muscle 
vibration has been shown to activate the posterior insula (i.e. PIVC) and the 
somatosensory cortex (i.e. putative area 3a and S2; Fasold, Heinau, Trenner, 
Villringer, & Wenzel, 2008).  
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Further support for vestibular-somatosensory interactions came from psychophysical 
and behavioral studies in humans. In patients with hemianaesthesia and tactile 
extinction, who show somatosensory perception deficits due to damage to the parietal 
cortex, CVS or GVS can temporarily ameliorate tactile perception (Bottini et al., 2005; 
Bottini et al., 1995; Kerkhoff et al., 2011; Vallar, Sterzi, Bottini, Cappa, & Rusconi, 
1990). A similar improvement of tactile detection thresholds at the hands was found in 
healthy subjects during passive whole-body rotation, GVS, or CVS (Ferre, Bottini, & 
Haggard, 2011; Ferre, Day, Bottini, & Haggard, 2013; Ferre, Kaliuzhna, Herbelin, 
Haggard, & Blanke, 2014), extending human neuroimaging and animal 
electrophysiology data on vestibular-somatosensory interactions.  
 
Despite the importance of these studies, these human data are difficult to compare with 
animal electrophysiology, because entirely different stimulations have been used. 
Moreover, the underlying brain mechanisms of vestibular-somatosensory interactions 
in humans remain elusive, because artificial vestibular stimulation techniques such as 
CVS or GVS not only activate vestibular receptors, but also stimulate tactile, 
nociceptive, thermal, and gustatory receptors and thus result in activation of many 
other sensory systems and associated cortical regions (Lopez et al., 2012). This 
methodological limitation renders the interpretation of vestibular-somatosensory 
interactions observed based on these methods difficult.  
 
Here we aimed to overcome these methodological limitations by using short sequences 
of constant-velocity passive whole-body yaw rotations about the earth vertical axis 
through the head that selectively activate the horizontal semicircular canals of the 
vestibular system (Bertolini et al., 2011; Prsa, Gale, & Blanke, 2012; van Elk & 
Blanke, 2013). Based on an earlier study on vestibular effects (using CVS) on 
somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs; Ferre, Bottini, & Haggard, 2012), we 
measured SEPs (see below) during the post-rotational period. SEPs were measured 
during this period because the vestibular system is activated in this post-rotational 
period for sustained time periods, although the body does not move (Bertolini et al., 
2011; Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971). Because vestibular stimulation was ongoing 
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while the body did not move, we were able to exclude effects of somatosensory co-
activation that could accompany the onset of vestibular yaw rotation (Lopez et al., 
2012). In addition, we recorded SEPs during vestibular stimulation immediately 
following decelerations from fast (90 °/s) or slow (60 °/s) constant-velocity yaw 
rotations and during a later control period without any vestibular stimulation leading to 
a 2 x 2 factorial design with the factors Condition (vestibular stimulation, control) and 
Rotation Velocity (fast, slow). We performed electrical neuroimaging analysis 
(Murray, Brunet, & Michel, 2008) and analyzed whether early (Fredrickson et al., 
1966; Odkvist et al., 1974) and/or late SEP components (Ferre et al., 2012) were 
modulated by vestibular stimulation.  
 
Materials and methods 
Participants 
Sixteen students from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne participated (4 
females; mean age = 23.8 years, SD = 4.2 years, range = 19-32 years). All participants 
were right-handed, had normal balance and unimpaired somatosensation, and no 
history of psychiatric or neurologic disease. Before inclusion in the study each 
participant gave informed consent and after having participated each participant 
received a monetary compensation of 60 Swiss Francs. The experimental protocol was 
approved by the local ethics committee—La Commission d’Ethique de la Recherche 
Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de l’Université de Lausanne—and was 
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 
 
Experimental setup 
Figure 1a shows a top view of the experimental setup modified from a similar 
experimental setup used by us in Prsa et al. (Prsa et al., 2012) and van Elk and Blanke 
(van Elk and Blanke, 2013). Inside of a faraday cage (Industrial Acoustics Company, 
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Niederkrüchten, Germany), used to shield the experimental setup from external 
electromagnetic, visual, and auditory signals, a motion platform was installed. A 
racing car seat was firmly mounted at the axial center of a beam platform (2 m 
diameter) that was fixated on an electrical engine (PCI-7352 servo control). Platform 
rotations were controlled with 0.1 angular degree precision at 100 Hz sampling rate 
using Labview software (version 8.6, National Instruments, Austin, TX, US).  
 
The participant sat comfortably in upright posture with safety belts attached. The 
participant’s head was centered above the trunk and the rotation axis. The participant’s 
head was tilted by 30° forward, which because of the anatomical configuration of the 
semicircular canals aligned participant’s horizontal canals with the yaw rotation plane 
(Day & Fitzpatrick, 2005). A chin- and forehead-rest were used to stabilize 
participant’s head posture during platform rotation. This setup allowed to apply 
passive whole-body yaw rotations about an earth-vertical axis through the participant’s 
head center and thus of their horizontal canals. Indeed, we cannot exclude inter-subject 
variability of head position with respect to the rotation axis that may have also led to 
additional otolith vestibular stimulation. However, these variations were small and 
random between subjects and can, therefore, be considered negligible. 
 
A screen (Samsung Syncmaster 2233RZ, Seoul, Korea) with 120 Hz refresh rate and 
22-inch diameter was positioned at eye-level in front of the participant and was firmly 
attached to the motion platform. The screen had 29 cm eye-to-screen distance giving 
rise to 56° vertical and 80° horizontal visual angles. A white fixation cross was 
presented at the center of the screen on a black background. Apart from the fixation 
cross the experiment was conducted in complete darkness, such that no visual signal 
informed participants whether the platform rotated or not. Furthermore, the participant 
wore earphones (Sennheiser CX 400, Hannover, Germany) on which white noise 
(individually adjusted between 40-70 dB loudness) was presented to mask auditory 
cues from platform rotations. A computer was laterally mounted on the platform that 
was used to control the visual display (i.e. presenting instructions and a fixation cross) 
and for scheduling median nerve stimulations. 
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An electrical stimulator (Grass S48, Astor-Med Inc., West Warwick, RI, US) was 
installed laterally on the beam platform and was used to generate electrical currents for 
median nerve stimulation. The electrical stimulator was connected to an isolation unit 
(Grass SIU5), a constant current stimulus unit (Grass CCU1), and to two disk 
electrodes (GRASS F-E5GH) attached to the skin at participant’s the left wrist above 
the median nerve. Before the experiment participant’s skin at the left wrist was 
cleaned with alcohol and the electrodes were attached with conducting gel in order to 
reduce skin resistance. Electrode placement was individually adjusted, such that 
electrical stimulations induced clearly visible thumb abductions.  
 
Experimental design, procedure and stimuli 
The experiment was conducted using a 2 x 2 x 2 full-factorial experimental design 
with the within-subjects factors Condition (vestibular stimulation, control), Rotation 
Velocity (fast, slow), and Rotation Direction (clockwise, counterclockwise). Note that 
with this study we aimed to investigate effects of vestibular stimulation and rotation 
velocity on somatosensory cortical processing (using a 2 x 2 experimental design). 
Therefore, we randomized the rotation direction from trial to trial in order to reduce 
anticipation effects (Bertolini et al., 2008; Prsa et al., 2012; van Elk & Blanke, 2013). 
After all experimental data was recorded and processed (see below) we conducted 
initial statistical analysis to evaluate effects of Rotation Direction on our data. We thus 
performed all analyses mentioned in the Analysis section using the three-factorial 
design. Because the results of these analyses showed no main effects or interactions 
with the Rotation Direction factor, it assured us that our experimental results were 
unlikely to be affected by having used different rotation directions. Therefore, in the 
following we present the experimental setup and analysis for a pooled experimental 
design with 2 (Condition: vestibular stimulation, control) x 2 (Rotation Velocity: fast, 
slow) experimental factors. 
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Figure 1 Experimental setup and procedures. (a) Experimental setup viewed from the top 
showing the participant (image center) equipped with electroencephalography (EEG) 
recording electrodes (black dots) and median nerve stimulation electrodes (white flash). The 
participant was seated at the center of an angular motion platform (white rectangle) on which 
an electrical stimulator, EEG amplifiers (amps), stimulation computer (PC) and a computer 
screen (black trapezoid) were firmly attached. The participant fixated a central cross (white) 
presented on the computer screen throughout the experiment. (b-c). Platform motion 
kinematics during a rotation trial over time began with a 30-sec step of 90°/s (fast rotation; in 
black) or 60°/s (slow rotation; in gray) constant-velocity rotation followed by 72 sec of no 
rotation (no rotation; in black). (d). Hypothetical vestibular activation over time following 
sudden platform accelerations (0 sec) and decelerations (32 sec) related to fast (black) and 
slow (gray) constant-velocity rotation. Critical EEG data recording periods for the vestibular 
stimulation condition (in red) and a later non-vestibular control condition (in gray).  
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Figure 1 (continued) (e) Median nerve stimulations (black vertical lines) over time were 
presented in trains of 20-sec stimulation at 4 Hz (fixed 250-ms inter-stimulus interval) 
following platform decelerations during vestibular stimulation (in red) and later during the 
control period (in gray). 
 
Figure 1b-e show the general sequence of events of an experimental rotation trial. 
Steps of same-duration (30 sec) constant-velocity rotation were used in order to induce 
post-rotational vestibular stimulation, i.e. that is vestibular stimulation while the body 
(and the motion platform) did not move (Bertolini et al., 2011). Initially, the motion 
platform was static (0°/s velocity) and accelerated during 1 sec to maximum velocity 
(90°/s in the fast condition, 60°/s in the slow condition) with a cosine-smoothed 
acceleration profile (Gaussian shape) reaching at 0.5 sec after rotation onset the 
maximum acceleration (180°/s2 in the fast condition, 120°/s2 in the slow condition). 
This was followed by constant rotation at maximum velocity (i.e. 90°/s or 60°/s 
according to the experimental condition) during 30 sec. It is known that during 
constant-velocity rotation, horizontal canal activity habituates over time following an 
approximately exponential decay (see Figure 1d; a more detailed model can be found 
in (Bertolini et al., 2011; Raphan, Matsuo, & Cohen, 1979)). Thus, at the end of the 
constant-velocity rotation there was a minimal amount of vestibular stimulation. This 
was followed by rapid platform deceleration from maximum velocity to no-motion 
(0°/s) during 1 sec by means of a cosine-smoothed profile that was the reverse of the 
profile used for platform accelerations. Such rapid changes in velocity (i.e. 
accelerations) are known to induce vestibular stimulation in the absence of body 
motion. In fact, electrophysiological recordings and mathematical models of the 
vestibular system strongly suggest that using such angular rotation profiles, peri-
rotational (following platform acceleration) and post-rotational (following platform 
deceleration) vestibular stimulation are almost identical and have a time constant of 
approximately 15 sec with total durations between 10-50 sec (Bertolini et al., 2011; 
Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971; Laurens & Angelaki, 2011). 
 
SEPs were acquired during two time intervals following a rotation. First, immediately 
following the sudden platform decelerations, i.e. during post-rotational vestibular 
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stimulation, 80 subsequent median nerve stimulations were presented at 4-Hz 
frequency with a fixed 250-ms inter-stimulus interval for 20 s (vestibular stimulation 
condition). Triggers associated with the onset of median nerve stimulation were sent in 
parallel to the EEG computer for post-hoc analysis of SEPs. Electrical median nerve 
stimulations were transcutaneous constant-current square wave pulses of 0.15 ms 
duration and 8-12 mA intensity (i.e. 110% of motor threshold). This was followed by a 
resting period during which no stimulus was presented and vestibular stimulation 
habituated. Immediately after that, i.e. during no vestibular stimulation, another series 
of 80 median nerve stimulations with identical parameters from the first stimulation 
interval was presented during 20 s (control condition). The total duration of a rotation 
trial was thus 104 s. Each participant was presented with 12 rotation trials in 2 separate 
sessions of 6 subsequent rotation trials. A total of 1,920 median nerve stimulations 
were presented to each participant with 480 stimulations per experimental condition.  
 
In addition to SEP recordings following constant-velocity rotation reported in this 
manuscript, participants also volunteered for another recording session of SEPs during 
transient (2 sec) rotations in yaw. Unfortunately, these other data could not further be 
reported, because SEPs were too strongly contaminated by artifacts from rotational 
accelerations and decelerations. 
 
EEG acquisition and preprocessing 
Continuous EEG was acquired at 2048 Hz with a 64-channel Biosemi ActiveTwo 
system (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands, www.biosemi.nl) referenced to a vertex 
CMS-DRL ground, which serves as a feedback loop driving the average potential 
across all channels as close as possible to the amplifier zero. Bipolar horizontal EOG 
was recorded from electrodes attached to the outer canthi and bipolar vertical EOG 
was recorded from electrodes above and below the right eye. During EEG preparation 
for each participant the experimenters took care to keep DC offsets below 50 mV for 
all channels (i.e. for active EEG recording systems DC offset serves as evaluation 
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criterion similar to channel impedances for passive montages). All data was recorded 
with an online 0.2 - 100 Hz band-pass filter 
 
Offline data pre-processing was conducted using EEGLAB software 
(http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/), the FASTER toolbox 
(http://www.mee.tcd.ie/neuraleng/Research/Faster) implemented in MATLAB 
software (MathWorks, version R13, http://www.mathworks.ch) and customized 
MATLAB scripts. In order to correct for slight temporal imprecisions (i.e. on average 
<5 ms) between computer-scheduled triggers and actual median nerve stimulus onsets, 
which might have affected the interpretation of early short-latency SEP components, 
we initially identified in the continuous EEG data for each scheduled event (i.e. 
stimulation trigger) the related electrical stimulation artifact onset, which became 
clearly apparent as a short-latency (<5 ms) and high amplitude (>50 mV) electrical 
artifact in all scalp channels (e.g. see brief waveform deflection by the electrical 
artifact immediately after stimulus onset in Figure 2b-c and in Figure 5). After having 
in this way identified stimulation artifact onset latencies we assigned those empirically 
identified latencies to the stimulus onset triggers further used for evoked potential 
analysis. Then, continuous raw data was high-pass filtered (1 Hz cut-off, ripple: 0.05 
dB, attenuation: 80 dB, transition bandwidth: 0.5 Hz) and notch filtered (48-52 Hz, 
bandwidth: 3 dB, ripple: 0.05 dB, attenuation: 80 dB, transition bandwidth: 1 Hz) 
using second-order Butterworth filters. The data was recalculated against the average 
reference. Artifact electrodes from each participant were identified using a signal 
variance criterion (3 z-score Hurst exponent). On average, 6 (SD = 3) electrodes were 
interpolated for each participant using spherical splines (Nolan, Whelan, & Reilly, 
2010).  
 
EEG epochs from -50 to 200 ms relative to stimulus onset (i.e., median nerve 
stimulation) were extracted for each participant and each condition. A pre-stimulus 
baseline correction from -50 to 0 ms pre-stimulus onset was applied. Physiological 
artifacts (e.g. muscular artifacts, eye blinks) were removed by semi-automated 
procedures including independent component analysis (ICA; 63 components, k-value: 
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25, kurtosis rejection criterion: 3 z-scores), application of a ±100 µV bipolar vertical 
EOG signal rejection criterion, and by visual inspection. The average number (and 
standard deviation) of accepted epochs per experimental condition was 415 (63) 
epochs for vestibular stimulation-fast rotation velocity, 365 (55) epochs for vestibular 
stimulation-slow rotation velocity, 414 (65) epochs for control-fast rotation velocity 
and 364 (58) epochs for control-slow rotation velocity. Statistical analysis using a 
repeated-measures ANOVA on the accepted number of epochs per condition for the 
participant sample showed no significant main effects or interactions related to the 
Condition and Rotation Velocity factors (all p-values > 0.1). Thus, we can exclude that 
our results were due to differences in signal to noise ratio across conditions. For each 
subject condition-wise averages were calculated (i.e. SEPs) and subjected to further 
statistical analysis. 
 
EEG analyses and source estimation 
Global electric field analyses and source estimation of the SEPs were conducted using 
CARTOOL software (Functional Brain Mapping Laboratory, Geneva, Switzerland 
http://www.brainmapping.unige.ch/cartool.htm), STEN software (Laboratory of 
Investigative Neurophysiology, Lausanne, Switzerland, http://www.unil.ch/line/Sten), 
RAGU software (http://www.thomaskoenig.ch/Ragu_pkg.exe), and customized scripts 
in MATLAB software.   
 
Global electrical field analyses. Two reference electrode-independent analyses of the 
global electrical field strength (global field power, GFP; Murray et al., 2008) and 
topographical changes (global map dissimilarity, GMD; König and Melie-Garcia, 
2010) were conducted. GFP is calculated as the square root of the mean of the squared 
values recorded at each electrode (versus average reference) and represents the spatial 
standard deviation of the potentials at all electrodes and at each time point (Lehmann 
& Skrandies, 1980). This measure indicates the global strength of the response, 
regardless of its topographic distribution. Changes in GFP were statistically analyzed 
at each time point from -50 to 200 ms relative to stimulus onset using repeated-
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measures ANOVAs with the within-subjects factors Condition (vestibular stimulation, 
control) and Rotation Velocity (fast, slow) with an alpha threshold of p < 0.05. 
Because it is well documented that median nerve SEPs consist of early short-latency 
potentials (<50 ms post-stimulus) and later long-latency potentials (Allison, 
McCarthy, Wood, Darcey, et al., 1989; Allison, McCarthy, Wood, Williamson, & 
Spencer, 1989) we applied a two-step procedure to control for temporal 
autocorrelation of our statistical effects. First, we applied a 20 contiguous time-point 
(>10 ms) temporal criterion for the persistence of differential statistical effects for the 
entire -50 ms to 200 ms peri-stimulus interval (Guthrie & Buchwald, 1991). In order to 
further increase sensitivity to detect statistical difference for short-latency potentials 
we applied in a second step a more liberal 8 contiguous time-point (> 4 ms) criterion 
for the 0-50 ms post-stimulus interval. 
 
Topographic modulations across conditions were identified using global map 
dissimilarity (GMD; König & Melie-Garcia, 2010), which is calculated as the root 
mean square of the differences between two strength-normalized vectors (i.e. 
instantaneous voltage potentials across the electrode montage). The GMD values 
between four experimental conditions (i.e. factorial combinations of Condition and 
Rotation Velocity experimental factors) were then compared at each time point with 
an empirical distribution derived from a bootstrapping procedure (5000 permutations 
per data point) based on randomly reassigning each participant’s data to either one of 
the four experimental conditions. GMD is independent of the chosen reference 
electrode and is insensitive to pure amplitude modulations across conditions, i.e. that is 
GMD modulations are orthogonal to GFP modulations. This analysis is useful in terms 
of the neurophysiologic interpretability, following the assumption that topographic 
changes necessarily reflect differences in the configuration of the brain’s underlying 
active generators (Lehmann & Skrandies, 1980). Correction for temporal 
autocorrelation was performed according to the same procedure used for the GFP 
analysis, i.e. using first a 20 contiguous time-point criterion for the -50 ms to 200 ms 
peri-stimulus interval and a more liberal 8 contiguous time-point temporal criterion for 
the 0-50 ms post-stimulus interval.  
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Topographical pattern differences, as revealed by GMD analysis, were further 
evaluated by topographical segmentation and individual subject fitting analyses. 
Topographical segmentation analysis is based on hierarchical clustering using an 
atomize and agglomerate approach and was performed over contiguous time periods 
where significant GMD differences were observed to identify the pattern of 
predominating topographies (template maps) in the cumulative group averaged data 
(Murray et al., 2008). This serves as hypothesis generation tool that is subsequently 
statistically evaluated using single-subject data. Thus, differences in the pattern of 
maps observed during topographical segmentation between conditions in the group-
average data were tested by calculating the spatial correlation between these maps 
from the group-average data and each time-point of single-subject (referred to as 
individual subject fitting). This allows extracting for each topographical map the 
duration of presence (in ms) in the time interval of interest (i.e. 16 subjects x 2 factor 
levels for Condition x 2 factor levels for Rotation Velocity). Statistical analysis of map 
presence was performed using a 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA for each 
topographical map. 
 
Source estimations. To identify the intracranial sources generating the GFP and GMD 
effects, over distinct time periods, we estimated the electrical activity in the brain 
using a distributed linear inverse solution applying the local autoregressive average 
regularization approach (LAURA), comprising biophysical laws as constraints (Grave 
de Peralta Menendez, Gonzalez Andino, Lantz, Michel, & Landis, 2001; Michel et al., 
2004). For the lead field matrix calculation, we applied the spherical model with 
anatomical constraints (SMAC) method (Spinelli, Andino, Lantz, Seeck, & Michel, 
2000), which transforms a standard anatomical MRI to the best-fitting sphere using 
homogeneous transformation operators. It then determines a regular grid of 3005 
solution points in the gray matter of this spherical MRI and computes the lead filed 
matrix using the known analytical solution for a spherical head model with three shells 
of different conductivities as defined by (Ary, Klein, & Fender, 1981). The results of 
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the global electrical field analysis described above provide an estimation of the two 
distinct time intervals for conducting separate source estimations.  
 
Statistical analyses of source estimations were performed by first averaging separately 
for each of the distinct time intervals the SEP data across the period of interest to 
generate a single data point for each participant and condition. The inverse solutions 
(16 subjects x 2 factor levels for Condition x 2 factor levels for Rotation Velocity) 
were then estimated. Regions-of-interest (ROIs) were defined by first averaging 
condition-wise across subjects the inverse solutions and identifying the peak-activation 
solution points. Then, the direct neighbors (non-diagonal) were added resulting in 7 
contiguous solution points ROI for each experimental condition. Then, for each 
experimental condition and each subject and activity was extracted from the ROI and 
averaged across solution points. Statistical analysis on ROI activity data (16 subjects x 
2 factor levels for Condition x 2 factor levels for Rotation Velocity) using 2 x 2 
repeated measures ANOVAs was performed. The results of the source estimations 
were rendered on the Montreal Neurologic Institute’s average brain with the Talairach 
and Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) coordinates. 
 
Results 
In order to allow comparison to previous SEP studies, classical single-electrode 
waveform analysis of SEPs was performed that showed typical SEP waveforms for all 
four experimental conditions (see Figure 2a, Figure 5 and Appendix). However, all 
interpretations of experimental results in this study are based on global electrical field 
analysis and source estimation based on the waveforms recorded in all scalp 
electrodes. 
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Global electrical field analysis 
GFP analysis revealed a significant Condition x Rotation Velocity interaction in the 
24-35 ms post-stimulus interval (F(1,15) = 9.03, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.38). Figure 2f shows 
the average GFP amplitude for the 24-35 ms post-stimulus interval as a function of 
experimental condition. Over the 24-35 ms post-stimulus period the GFP amplitude 
was lower during vestibular stimulation following fast Rotation Velocity as compared 
to slow Rotation Velocity (paired-samples t-test: t(15) = -2.07, p < 0.05) and the 
control condition (vestibular stimulation-fast versus control-fast: t(15) = -2.05, p < 
0.05). There was no difference in GFP between the two control conditions (control-
fast versus control-slow: t(15) = 0.68, p = 0.52). These results reveal a vestibular 
modulation of the SEP global electrical field strength that was rotation velocity-
dependent and only followed our fast constant-velocity rotation. The GFP analysis in 
the same time period showed no main effect of Condition (F(1,15) = 0.34, p = 0.57, η2 
= 0.02), no main effect of Rotation Velocity (F(1,15) = 0.94, p = 0.35, η2 = 0.06). No 
main effects of Condition or Rotation Velocity were observed in the remaining time 
periods. 
 
Next we performed time-wise topographical pattern analysis. This GMD analysis 
revealed no statistically significant main effects or interactions in the early periods 
(<50 ms; p-values > 0.1), including the 24-35 ms post-stimulus period that had 
revealed vestibular effects on GFP. This suggests that early stages of somatosensory 
cortical processing show no changes in topographical pattern (i.e. no changes in 
underlying neural generators) related to our experimental manipulations. For later time 
periods (>50 ms), the same GMD analysis revealed a Condition main effect in the 97-
112 ms post-stimulus interval (p-values < 0.05). To further analyze this topographical 
difference we performed a topographical segmentation analysis of the group average 
SEPs for this period in each condition. This analysis revealed two different SEP maps 
in the 97-112 ms post-stimulus interval (Figure 2g) that were confirmed by statistical 
analysis of these two topographical maps (individual subject fitting) in the 97-112 ms 
period. This analysis revealed that MapV accounted more for the vestibular stimulation  
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Figure 2 Electrical neuroimaging results. (a) Group averaged (n=16) somatosensory evoked 
potentials (SEPs) to left median nerve stimulations for exemplar electrodes (Fz, CP3, CP4, 
Pz) in the vestibular stimulation (in red) and non-vestibular control (in black) conditions. (b) 
Superimposed SEP waveforms across all electrodes per experimental condition and periods 
of significant global field power (GFP, green) and topographical pattern modulations (GMD, 
purple). (c) Global field power waveforms across time in the vestibular stimulation (red) and  
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Figure 2 (continued) control (black) conditions. (d) Time-wise repeated measures ANOVA 
results on the GFP (1 - p-value shown) are shown for time periods meeting at least 8 
contiguous data points. This analysis revealed a significant Condition x Rotation Velocity 
interaction (p<0.05; in green) at 24-35 ms. (e) The Global Map Dissimilarity (GMD) analysis 
revealed a significant Condition main effect (p<0.05 and >20 contiguous data points; in 
purple) at 97-112 ms. (f) Barplot shows global field power average over the 24-35 ms period 
as a function of experimental condition and post-hoc t-test significant differences marked (*, 
p< 0.05). Group-average topography (nasion upward) of the potential field across conditions 
over the 24-35 ms period with positive (black circle) and negative (white circle) peak 
electrodes. (g) Segmentation analysis over the 97-112 ms period revealed two topographical 
maps (nasion upward, peak electrodes highlighted by circles) that differentially accounted for 
the vestibular stimulation (MapV; in red) and the non-vestibular control (MapC; in black) 
conditions. This was revealed by individual subject fitting analysis consisting of individual 
condition-wise extraction of map presence during the 97-112 ms period and subsequent 
repeated measures ANOVAs showing for each map significant main effects of Condition (* 
p<0.05). 
 
conditions (p < 0.05) and MapC accounted more for the control conditions (p < 0.05; 
Figure 2g). Apart from this Condition main effect in the 97-112 ms post-stimulus 
period, the GMD analysis revealed no Rotation Velocity main effect and no Condition 
x Rotation interaction (p-values > 0.05; results not shown). 
 
To summarize, the electrical neuroimaging analysis revealed two distinct time periods 
during which vestibular stimulation modulated SEPs. We found a rotation velocity-
dependent vestibular modulation of SEPs during an early period (i.e. 24-35 ms) 
without any changes in the underlying neural generators and a rotation velocity-
independent vestibular modulation of SEPs during a later period (i.e. 97-112 ms) that 
revealed the presence of different neural generators for vestibular stimulation versus 
control conditions (i.e. without any significant global electrical field strength 
modulations). 
 
Source estimation analysis 
LAURA distributed source estimations of SEPs were calculated over the 24-35 ms 
post-stimulus period where GFP analysis revealed modulations of the global electrical 
field strength (i.e. Condition x Rotation Velocity interaction) and over the 97-112 ms  
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Figure 3 Source estimation results in the 24-35 ms period. (a) Group-average source 
estimation shows a prominent right hemisphere activation cluster in the precentral, 
postcentral, and posterior parietal regions including the primary somatosensory cortex (S1). 
(b) Region-of-interest analysis of right S1 activity with a repeated measures ANOVA showed 
a significant Condition x Rotation Velocity interaction (p<0.05; post-hoc t-test significant 
results highlighted: * p<0.05). 
 
post-stimulus period where GMD analysis revealed topographical pattern differences 
(i.e. Condition main effect). 
 
Source estimation for the early 24-35 ms post-stimulus showed, on the group average 
and consistently across conditions, a prominent activation cluster in the right 
hemisphere including the precentral gyrus, the postcentral gyrus and the inferior 
parietal lobe (Figure 3a). In line with intracranially recorded median nerve SEPs 
(Allison, McCarthy, Wood, Darcey, et al., 1989; Allison, McCarthy, Wood, 
Williamson, et al., 1989) the inverse solution showed the same condition-wise 
activation maxima in the postcentral gyrus [45; -33; 50 mm, BA40] using the 
coordinate system of Talairach and Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). 
Additional analysis of ROI activity (i.e. centered on the group-average activation 
maxima) revealed a Condition x Rotation Velocity interaction (F(1,15) = 5.37, p < 
0.05, η2 = 0.26; Figure 3b), reflecting weaker ROI activity during vestibular 
stimulation following fast rotation as compared to the control condition following fast 
rotation (paired-samples t-test: t(15) = -1.95, p < 0.05) or vestibular stimulation 
following slow constant-velocity rotation (vestibular stimulation-fast versus vestibular 
stimulation-slow: t(15) = -1.95, p < 0.05). No statistical difference of ROI activity was  
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Figure 4 Source estimation results in the 97-112 ms period. (a) Source estimation for the 
vestibular stimulation (in red) and non-vestibular control (in black) conditions show prominent 
activations in bilateral middle temporal gyrus (MTG), moreover right precentral, postcentral 
and posterior parietal and frontal activation. (b) Region-of-interest analysis of right MTG 
activity in the 97-112 ms period with repeated measures ANOVA revealed a Condition main 
effect (* p<0.05). 
observed between the control conditions (control-fast versus control-slow: t(15) = 
0.71, p = 0.49). 
 
Source estimations over the later 97-112 ms post-stimulus interval showed three 
prominent activation clusters across conditions, i.e. consisting of a cluster in the right 
hemisphere pre- and postcentral gyrus, and two clusters in the right- and left middle 
temporal gyrus (MTG) expanding to the superior temporal gyrus (Figure 4a). Common 
global activation maxima in all experimental conditions were centered in the right 
MTG [58; -7; -8 mm, BA21; Talairach coordinates). ROI analysis of the right MTG 
activity confirmed a Condition main effect (F(1,15) = 6.66, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.31) 
reflecting higher activity during vestibular stimulation than during control conditions 
(paired samples t-test: t(15) = 2.16, p < 0.05; Figure 4b). Compatible with the results 
of topographical pattern analysis, no main effect of Rotation Velocity and no 
Condition x Rotation Velocity interaction were found (F-values < 1). 
 
In sum, source estimation and ROI analysis results were consistent with results from 
the global electrical field analyses, showing in the early period (i.e. 24-35 ms post-
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stimulus) a rotation-velocity dependent decrease of activity in the postcentral gyrus 
and in the later period (i.e. 97-112 ms post-stimulus) an increase of right MTG activity 
that was found in all vestibular stimulation conditions. Together, these results reveal 
temporally, functionally, and topographically distinct vestibular modulations of SEPs. 
 
Discussion 
Using physiological vestibular stimulation and concurrent median nerve SEP 
recordings we observed two distinct vestibular effects on somatosensory cortical 
processing, one early effect (i.e. 24-35 ms post-stimulus period) and a later effect (i.e. 
97-112 ms post-stimulus period). In the following we will discuss both effects 
separately with respect to previous data from animal electrophysiology and human 
neuroimaging data. 
 
Early rotation velocity-dependent vestibular modulation of SEPs 
The early vestibular effect on SEPs was rotation velocity-dependent and consisted of a 
suppression of the SEP global electrical field strength (GFP) following fast (90°/s), but 
not slow (60°/s) constant-velocity rotation. This early suppression of SEP amplitude 
was not associated with topographical pattern difference (GMD) of the SEP reflecting 
the presence of statistically indistinguishable neural generators in all conditions 
(Bernasconi et al., 2011). In line with these findings, our source estimations for the 
brain activity in the early period revealed consistently across all conditions a single 
right-hemispheric activation cluster with a peak activation in the postcentral gyrus 
expanding to adjacent precentral and more posterior parietal regions, likely reflecting 
activation of S1. This postcentral activation with this timing was expected based 
numerous previous SEP studies using surface EEG recordings in humans (Aspell, 
Palluel, & Blanke, 2012; Schubert, Blankenburg, Lemm, Villringer, & Curio, 2006; 
Waberski, Gobbele, Darvas, Schmitz, & Buchner, 2002). The postcentral location of 
this source estimation is also compatible with intracranial recordings in humans 
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revealing the first cortical response to median nerve stimulation in the 20-35 ms post-
stimulus period in S1, likely Brodmann areas 3b and 1 (Allison, McCarthy, Wood, 
Darcey, et al., 1989). Tracer studies in monkeys showed that both regions are 
reciprocally connected with area 2v and area 3a (i.e. both are subregions of S1), which 
are both part of the inner circuit of the vestibular cortex (Guldin et al., 1992). 
Moreover, area 2v and area 3a receive rotational vestibular input and respond to 
median nerve somatosensory signals similar to those applied in our study (Fredrickson 
et al., 1966; Odkvist et al., 1974). Given the spatial resolution of EEG we cannot 
distinguish whether vestibular stimulation during the early effect modulated activation 
only in areas 3b/1, only areas 3a/2v, or in all areas jointly (Michel et al., 2004). 
However, comparing our data with those obtained by electrophysiological recordings 
from monkey area 2v (Fredrickson et al., 1966) we speculate that the present 
vestibular-somatosensory interaction during the early period originates from activation 
of the human homologue of area 2v (Blanke et al., 2000). This is suggested by results 
observed by Fredrickson et al. (Fredrickson et al., 1966) who found in monkeys that 
concurrent electrical stimulation of the vestibular and the median nerve suppressed 
activity in area 2v (compared to the sum of both unimodal stimulations). Moreover, 
repeated or delayed stimulation drastically decreased the response of vestibular 
neurons in area 2v. In line with these data we found a vestibular suppression of SEPs 
when median nerve stimulation immediately followed sudden platform decelerations, 
but not during later non-vestibular control period. The present SEP suppression in 
humans is further substantiated by findings in fMRI showing a decreased BOLD 
signal in S1 following GVS stimulation (Bense et al., 2001). However, because GVS 
also induces nociceptive somatosensory activation, our results extend the findings by 
Bense et al. (Bense et al., 2001), because the vestibular effects observed in our study 
were not confounded by the unavoidable somatosensory co-activations when using 
GVS (Lopez et al., 2012).  
 
What neural mechanisms cause vestibular suppression of somatosensory activity 
evoked by electrical median nerve stimulation? Considering earlier observations in 
animals that bimodal vestibular-somatosensory neurons are activated by vestibular 
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stimulation (Bremmer et al., 2002; Fredrickson et al., 1966; Grüsser et al., 1990a), it is 
likely that in our experiment the vestibular stimulation following constant-velocity 
rotation induced ongoing activation of vestibular-somatosensory neurons in S1 
including the human homologues of area 2v (and area 3a) and thereby caused a 
relatively weaker S1 response to intermittent median nerve stimulations, resembling 
S1 monkey data that showed that median nerve stimulation when associated with 
vestibular nerve stimulation resulted in smaller response amplitude when compared to 
median nerve stimulation without vestibular nerve stimulation (Fredrickson et al., 
1966). Findings from other human S1 studies are compatible with such S1 activity 
decreases. For instance, Katayama and Rothwell (Katayama and Rothwell, 2007) 
found that theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over S1 and concurrent 
or delayed median nerve stimulation induced an SEP amplitude decrease in the 25-35 
ms post-stimulus period. Similar results were found by Legon et al. (2014) who used 
transcranial ultrasound stimulation of S1 and found a decrease of concurrently 
recorded median nerve SEPs in the 27-35 ms and a later 50-70 ms post-stimulus 
period. Thus, stimulation of S1 can result in an SEP amplitude decrease in a time 
period that is highly similar to the present early SEP effect. Such modulations of S1 
activity by TMS (for review see Thut and Pascual-Leone, 2010) and ultrasound 
stimulation (Legon et al., 2014) were also shown to improve tactile detection, 
resembling behavioral data showing that passive whole-body yaw rotation, as used in 
our experiment, improved tactile detection (Ferre et al., 2014). Although more work is 
necessary requiring combined electrophysiological and perceptual studies, we suggest 
that - based on these data - yaw rotation suppresses S1 activation (most likely area 2v) 
and that this decreased activation facilitates the processing of ascending 
somatosensory signals. We further speculate that vestibular suppression of S1 
activation might functionally serve to suppress processing of (predicted) 
somatosensory inputs arising from self-generated movements of head and body, 
compatible with S1 suppression during self-generated hand movements (i.e. Blanke et 
al., 2002; Chalmers, 1996; see Blanke & Mohr, 2005 for review). Alternatively, the 
present early SEP effects may relate to intersensory inhibition during vestibular 
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stimulation that permits shifting the weight from one modality to another (Brandt et 
al., 2002; Brandt, Strupp, & Dieterich, 2014; Deutschlander et al., 2002). 
 
Another result of our study was that the early SEP modulation was rotation velocity-
dependent. SEP amplitudes were significantly decreased following fast (90°/s) but not 
slow (60 °/s) constant-velocity rotation. Although the slow and fast rotation velocities 
used in our study are known to both activate the semicircular canals (Goldberg & 
Fernandez, 1971) and to induce self-motion perception above perceptual threshold 
(Grabherr, Nicoucar, Mast, & Merfeld, 2008), vestibular stimulation differs in 
intensity and duration between both rotation profiles. Thus, by increasing head motion 
velocity the firing rates of neurons in the vestibular nucleus and the vestibular cortex 
has been reported to increase (Cheyne & Girard, 2009; Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971; 
Grüsser et al., 1990a) and post-rotational nystagmus as well as self-motion sensations 
are more pronounced during higher rotation speeds (Bertolini et al., 2011). 
Accordingly, the fast yaw rotations used in our study likely induced stronger post-
rotational vestibular stimulation than the slow yaw rotations, associated with stronger 
suppression of the SEPs. Second, is known that the duration of post-rotational 
vestibular stimulation is variable (Laurens & Angelaki, 2011; Laurens, Meng, & 
Angelaki, 2013; Raphan et al., 1979) and may have been shorter during slow 
vestibular constant-velocity rotation, and thus leading to weaker SEP suppression. 
Notably, our experimental design focused on well-controlled timing of SEP recordings 
that allowed for the same number of median nerve stimulations between conditions in 
order to obtain comparable signal-to-noise ratios (for discussion see Cruccu et al., 
2008). As such, we cannot distinguish whether vestibular intensity or duration or both 
contributed to our results, which will be an important issue to address in future studies.  
 
Late rotation velocity-independent vestibular modulation of SEPs 
Our results also showed that vestibular stimulation modulated SEPs during a later 97-
112 ms post-stimulus period. However, this finding differed from the early effect. In 
fact, we observed differences in the topographical pattern (i.e. GMD) between 
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vestibular stimulation versus a control condition but found that the global electrical 
field (i.e. GFP) had similar strength across conditions (Bernasconi et al., 2011). This 
suggests that different neural generators were activated in vestibular stimulation 
conditions versus control conditions, independent of whether subjects received fast 
(90°/s) or slow (60°/s) constant-velocity rotations. We found two distinct 
topographical maps, one accounting more for SEPs during vestibular stimulation and 
another accounting more for the non-vestibular control condition. Source estimations 
over this time period localized the likely neural generators in the bilateral middle 
temporal gyri (MTG) and in the right postcentral gyrus (likely S1). Across the whole 
brain, peak activation for this time period was located in the right MTG region where 
further region of interest analysis showed increased activation when the SEP followed 
vestibular stimulation. 
 
The latency of this later effect (97-112 ms) suggests involvement of the S2 (i.e. in 
association or separately from S1) as previously reported by surface (Cullen, 2012; 
Waberski et al., 2002) and intracranial recordings (Allison, McCarthy, Wood, 
Williamson, et al., 1989; Cullen, 2012; Garcia-Larrea, Lukaszewicz, & Mauguiere, 
1995). The human S2 region is located in the upper wall of the sylvian sulcus, thus 
somewhat more superior to the MTG region as revealed by our source estimation. 
However, bearing in mind the limited spatial resolution of EEG, the limited number of 
electrodes (i.e. 64 electrodes) and the fact that a previous SEP study often attributed 
MTG sources in this time period to functional processing in S2 (Waberski et al., 
2002), and intracranial human data (Allison, McCarthy, Wood, Williamson, et al., 
1989), it is likely that the late effect also relates to neural generators in S2. Compatible 
with such a proposal we note further that S2 processes cutaneous and proprioceptive 
somatosensory signals (Burton & Sinclair, 1991; Disbrow, Litinas, Recanzone, 
Padberg, & Krubitzer, 2003) and has reciprocal connections with both S1 and PIVC 
(Guldin et al., 1992; Guldin & Grüsser, 1998). Although S2 does not belong to the 
vestibular cortex (Guldin & Grüsser, 1998), in humans neck-muscle vibration may 
activate S2 and the medial-posterior insula, i.e. the human homologue of PIVC 
(Bottini et al., 2001; Fasold et al., 2008). Our data also extend recent observations by 
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Ferre et al. (Ferre et al., 2012) who reported vestibular modulation (CVS) of SEPs and 
linked these effects to putative S2. These authors found that SEPs recorded several 
minutes after CVS showed increased amplitudes of a slowly rising SEP component at 
about 80 ms when compared to SEPs recorded before CVS. Ferre et al. (Ferre et al. 
2012) have argued that such activity changes in the somatosensory cortex may 
underlie the perceptual effects of vestibular stimulation on tactile processing in 
neurological patients and healthy subjects (Bottini et al., 2005; Bottini et al., 1995; 
Ferre, Bottini, et al., 2011; Ferre et al., 2013; Ferre et al., 2014; Kerkhoff et al., 2011; 
Vallar et al., 1990). The present SEP data suggest that such effects may be caused by 
vestibular-somatosensory mechanisms in S1, S2, or both that may also be effective at 
different time periods.  
 
In addition, the fact that our source estimations showed activation in the MTG may 
indicate vestibular effects on multisensory stimulus attention. Previously, fMRI and 
EEG studies related processing in area MTG to attention capture (bottom-up) due to 
changing patterns of somatosensory, visual, or auditory stimulation (Downar, Crawley, 
Mikulis, & Davis, 2000) or due to sudden visual stimulation during ongoing auditory 
processing (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). MTG processing was also related to selective 
spatial attention (top-down) to body parts to which somatosensory stimulation was 
subsequently applied (Waberski et al., 2002). Thus, the MTG activation in our study 
may be related to anticipatory attention modulation by the ongoing vestibular 
stimulation regarding upcoming somatosensory stimulation, similar to visual 
modulation of ongoing auditory processing in MTG observed by Desimone and 
Duncan (Desimone and Duncan, 1995). This is in line with previous behavioral studies 
showing that ongoing vestibular stimulation can improve tactile detection (Ferre et al., 
2013; Ferre et al., 2014; Ferre, Sedda, Gandola, & Bottini, 2011). 
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Conclusion 
Whereas in earlier studies in humans, vestibular-somatosensory effects were based on 
artificial vestibular stimulations co-activating thermal, nociceptive, or acoustic 
receptors (Lopez et al., 2012) and using low temporal resolution neuroimaging 
techniques (Bense et al., 2001; Bottini et al., 1994), our combination of a motion 
platform with high-density EEG allowed us to measure brain responses to yaw 
rotations. We observed two distinct vestibular effects on somatosensory cortical 
processing induced in humans by yaw rotations. One early process in S1 (including 
vestibular areas 2v and 3a) was susceptible to rotation velocity differences and 
associated with suppression of SEP global electrical field amplitude; and one late 
process showed topographical differences of the evoked brain activation that involved 
enhanced activation in the right MTG/S2 region by vestibular stimulation independent 
of the rotation velocity. These results show that vestibular signals differently affect 
multiple processing stages of the hierarchically organized somatosensory cortical 
processing. For instance by modulating somatosensory input due to self-motion during 
the early period (Downar et al., 2000; Ehrsson, 2007) and later by enhancing the 
processing of higher-level somatosensory stimulus features (Ferre, Bottini, et al., 
2011; Legon et al., 2014). We speculate that the first process serves to rapidly 
integrate vestibular signals with concurrent somatosensory inputs in S1 and that the 
second process reflects higher-level aspects of vestibular-somatosensory perception in 
MTG and/or S2. These electrophysiological results in humans are highly similar to 
observations in animal studies that several distinct and interconnected cortical areas 
host neurons that respond to vestibular and somatosensory simulation (Fredrickson et 
al., 1966; Grüsser et al., 1990b; Odkvist et al., 1974).  
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Appendix 
Complementary SEP waveform analysis. A positive peak-activation channel was 
identified by calculating the group-average condition-average SEP over the 20-35 ms 
post-stimulus period, i.e. when the first cortical response to median nerve stimulation 
was expected (Allison, McCarthy, Wood, Darcey, et al., 1989). As expected, this 
revealed the CP4 channel in a posterior location on the right hemisphere 
approximately above the primary somatosensory cortex (Figure 5). Following the 
method by Schubert et al. (Schubert et al., 2006), positive and negative waveform 
voltage peaks were identified in the group-average time-wise data in the CP4 channel. 
All classical SEP components were observed, which depending on their polarity (i.e. N 
for negative, P for positive) and latency were denoted as N20, P26, N35, P45, N60, 
P80, and N120 components. Condition-wise component peak-latencies and peak-to-
peak amplitudes were extracted by automated search within non-overlapping time-
windows around the group average component peak. Search windows (in brackets) for 
each component were: N20 (18-22 ms), P26 (23-29 ms), N35 (30-40 ms), P45 (40-50 
ms), N60 (50-70 ms), P80 (70-90 ms), N120 (100-140 ms). Statistical analysis using 
separate 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVAs was performed for peak-latencies and 
peak-to-peak amplitudes per SEP component (alpha threshold of 0.05, uncorrected for  
 
 
Figure 5 Group-average SEP waveforms to left median nerve stimulations (Stimulus onset) 
shown for the contralateral right-hemispheric CP4 (black trace) and the ipsilateral left-
hemispheric CP3 (gray trace) electrodes. Vertical bars represent latencies of CP4 waveform 
peaks and troughs used for complementary SEP component analysis. 
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multiple comparisons). As expected, the group-average SEPs showed highest 
amplitudes for the N20 component in fronto-parietal EEG channels that were placed 
contralateral to the stimulated median nerve (Figure 2a). Figure 5 illustrates typical 
SEP components that were observed at electrode CP4 over the contralateral 
somatosensory cortex (Cruccu et al., 2008). For comparison, the same SEP at 
electrode CP3 (over ipsilateral somatosensory cortex) showed no such SEP 
components. Table 1 summarizes the latencies and amplitudes for the different SEP 
components recorded at scalp electrode CP4. Visual inspection of component-wise 
group-average latencies and peak-to-peak amplitudes showed that standard median 
nerve SEPs were evoked during vestibular stimulation and control conditions. 
Component-wise statistical analysis by separate 2 x 2 ANOVAs for these SEP 
component latencies and amplitudes showed not significant differences (all p-values > 
0.05). 
 
Table 1 SEP waveform component summarized (CP4 electrode).  
 
Latency Amplitude 
 
N20 
Lat. 
ms 
P28 
Lat. 
ms 
N35 
Lat. 
ms 
P45 
Lat. 
ms 
N60 
Lat. 
ms 
P80 
Lat. 
ms 
N120 
Lat. 
ms 
N20-
P28 
Amp. 
mV 
P28-
N35 
Amp. 
mV 
N35-
P45 
Amp. 
mV 
P45-
N60 
Amp. 
mV 
N60-
P80 
Amp. 
mV 
P80-
N120 
Amp. 
mV 
Vest. 
Fast 
19.9 
(1.6) 
27.4 
(2.8) 
35.4 
(2.8) 
45.8 
(5.1) 
60.4 
(6.2) 
78.2 
(7.4) 
127.9 
(10.4) 
2.6 
(1.6) 
1.6 
(1.0) 
2.3 
(1.2) 
2.1 
(1.2) 
1.1 
(0.8) 
3.0 
(1.1) 
Vest. 
Slow 
19.7 
(1.7) 
27.3 
(3.0) 
35.6 
(3.3) 
46.3 
(5.5) 
61.0 
(6.1) 
77.0 
(6.5) 
127.3 
(10.9) 
2.7 
(1.7) 
1.6 
(1.0) 
2.2 
(1.2) 
2.1 
(1.2) 
1.1 
(0.9) 
3.2 
(1.2) 
Ctrl. 
Fast 
19.7 
(1.3) 
26.8 
(3.1) 
35.5 
(3.2) 
46.3 
(5.8) 
61.6 
(6.8) 
78.2 
(6.4) 
127.1 
(11.6) 
2.6 
(1.5) 
1.6 
(0.9) 
2.2 
(1.2) 
2.0 
(1.2) 
1.2 
(0.7) 
3.1 
(1.4) 
Ctrl. 
Slow 
19.6 
(1.6) 
27.8 
(2.9) 
36.0 
(3.0) 
45.9 
(5.4) 
59.2 
(5.3) 
76.8 
(6.0) 
127.1 
(11.7) 
2.6 
(1.7) 
1.6 
(0.9) 
2.1 
(1.1) 
2.1 
(1.2) 
1.1 
(0.8) 
3.1 
(1.2) 
Values are means; numbers in brackets are standard deviations; SEP, somatosensory 
evoked potential; Vest., Vestibular Stimulation; Ctrl., Control  
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Abstract 
Visual perception not only depends on visual signals but also on multisensory 
information including vestibular signals about the accelerations of the head in space. 
For instance, visual-vestibular signal integration critically contributes to self-motion 
perception. However, the specific contributions of vestibular signals to visual 
processing remain poorly understood. Here we investigated the spatiotemporal brain 
mechanisms underlying the modulation of visual processing by vestibular stimulation. 
Participants received steps of constant-velocity whole-body yaw rotation eliciting 
natural vestibular stimulation. Electrical neuroimaging analyses were applied to visual 
evoked potentials induced by checkerboard reversals, during vestibular stimulation 
and a non-vestibular control period. Vestibular stimulation modulated the response 
strength (i.e. global field power) and topographical pattern (i.e. global map 
dissimilarity) in the interval 83-119 ms and 178-205 ms after stimulus onset. 
Distributed source estimation over these time intervals revealed that vestibular 
stimulation modulated the neural activity in the right posterior insula cortex (i.e. a core 
region of the vestibular cortical network) and occipital, parietal and temporal regions 
of the visual processing pathway. Analysis of the temporal decay of vestibular effects 
showed longer duration of the vestibular ocular reflex (time constant of 14 s) than for 
the global field power differences (time constants of 8.7 s and 4.6 s) suggesting less 
dependence of visual-vestibular interactions on prior subcortical afferent processing. 
Collectively these results indicate temporal-specific effects of vestibular stimulation 
on visual cortical processing relevant to self-motion processing. 
 
Keywords 
Vestibular system; EEG; VEP; Insula; PIVC; velocity storage 
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Abbreviations 
ANOVA Analysis of variance 
CVS  Caloric vestibular stimulation 
EEG  Electroencephalography 
fMRI  Functional magnetic resonance imaging 
FG  Fusiform gyrus 
FPV  Fast phase velocity 
GFP  Global field power 
GMD  Global map dissimilarity 
GVS  Galvanic vestibular stimulation 
ICA  Independent component analysis 
LAURA Local autoregressive average regularization approach 
MOG  Middle occipital gyrus 
MSTd  Medial superior temporal dorsal region 
PCN  Precuneus 
PET  Positron emission tomography 
PHD  Parahippocampal gyrus 
PIVC  Parieto-insular vestibular cortex 
SCC  Semicircular canal 
SMAC Spherical model with anatomical constraints 
SPV  Slow phase velocity 
TC  Time constant 
VEP  Visual evoked potential 
VIP  Ventral intraparietal region 
VN  Vestibular nucleus 
VOR  Vestibular ocular reflex 
VPS  Visual posterior sylvian region 
VSM  Velocity storage mechanism 
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Introduction 
The vestibular system encodes rotational and linear accelerations of the head. 
Vestibular signals not only contribute to visual perception by gaze stabilization, but 
also by supporting the discrimination between visual inputs from self- and object-
motion, as well as to the perception of the subjective visual vertical. These important 
functions critically depend on visual-vestibular signals integration in the brain. 
However, data is lacking about the spatiotemporal neural mechanisms by which 
vestibular signals contribute to visual processing in humans. 
 
Electrophysiological studies in non-human primates identified visual-vestibular 
convergence zones at the cortical and subcortical level. For instance in monkeys, the 
medial superior temporal dorsal region (MSTd), ventral intraparietal region (VIP), 
visual posterior sylvian area (VPS) host bimodal and trimodal neurons that encode 
visual (mostly optokinetic stimuli) and vestibular signals tuned to motion direction, 
which are thought to underlie self-motion related processing (Avillac, Deneve, Olivier, 
Pouget, & Duhamel, 2005; Bremmer, Klam, Duhamel, Ben Hamed, & Graf, 2002; A. 
Chen, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2011; X. Chen, Deangelis, & Angelaki, 2013a, 2013b; 
Colby, Duhamel, & Goldberg, 1993; Duhamel, Bremmer, Ben Hamed, & Graf, 1997; 
Fetsch, Wang, Gu, Deangelis, & Angelaki, 2007; Graziano & Cooke, 2006). Also the 
core vestibular cortical regions in the parieto-insular vestibular cortex (PIVC; Grüsser, 
Pause, & Schreiter, 1990a, 1990b) and the primary somatosensory cortex, i.e. area 2v 
(Buttner & Buettner, 1978; Fredrickson, Scheid, Figge, & Kornhuber, 1966) and area 
3a (Odkvist, Schwarz, Fredrickson, & Hassler, 1974; Phillips, Powell, & 
Wiesendanger, 1971) respond to visual, vestibular, and multimodal signals related to 
body movement. Visual signals from the cortex further modulate subcortical vestibular 
processing in the vestibular nucleus of the brain stem involved in relaying vestibular 
signals to the cortex and reflexive gaze control (Akbarian, Grüsser, & Guldin, 1993; 
Waespe & Henn, 1978) and in processing of vestibular afferents by a velocity storage 
mechanism (VSM; see Leigh & Zee, 2006, for a review) contributing to self motion 
perception (Bertolini et al., 2011; Cohen, Henn, Raphan, & Dennett, 1981; Laurens & 
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Angelaki, 2011; Raphan, Matsuo, & Cohen, 1979). These data from animal studies 
show considerable contributions of visual signals to central vestibular processing. 
 
Neuroimaging studies in humans using positron emission tomography (PET) and 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) showed that vestibular stimulation 
induced distributed cortical activations comparable to the animal data. Consistently 
across different vestibular stimulation techniques, vestibular stimulation activated an 
area in the posterior insula and the parietal operculum (OP2 region), which is thought 
of being the human homologue of the monkey PIVC (Lopez, Blanke, & Mast, 2012; 
zu Eulenburg, Caspers, Roski, & Eickhoff, 2012). Several studies found that such 
vestibular stimulation not only activated the vestibular cortical network, but also 
deactivated visual cortical regions, i.e. the parietal-occipital cortex and precuneus 
(PCN; Della-Justina et al., 2015; Deutschlander et al., 2002). In the same subjects, in 
turn, optokinetic visual stimulation activated these visual cortical regions and 
simultaneously deactivated the human PIVC (Brandt, Bartenstein, Janek, & Dieterich, 
1998; Brandt et al., 2002; Deutschlander et al., 2004; Wenzel et al., 1996). This pattern 
of reciprocal visual-vestibular inhibition has been proposed to reflect underlying 
multisensory signal weighting serving to optimize self-motion perception (Brandt et 
al., 1998). However, it is currently not clear whether visual-vestibular inhibition 
depend on specific stimulation parameters or neuroimaging method used, because 
other fMRI studies found no modulation or even further activation of the human PIVC 
by visual stimulation (Frank, Baumann, Mattingley, & Greenlee, 2014; Kovacs, 
Raabe, & Greenlee, 2008). Similarly controversial are the data about visual responses 
of PIVC neurons in the monkey (compare Grüsser et al., 1990a, 1990b, to Chen, 
DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2010). 
 
Most of the currently available data about visual-vestibular interaction in the human 
brain was based on fMRI and PET recordings (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 
2012). To our knowledge, only two electroencephalography (EEG) studies addressed 
this issue. Ferre, Bottini, & Haggard (Ferre, Bottini, & Haggard, 2012) recorded visual 
evoked potentials (VEPs) immediately before and several minutes after caloric 
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vestibular stimulation (CVS) and observed no modulation of the evoked responses in a 
single EEG channel above the occipital cortex. A different study by Cheron et al. 
(Cheron et al., 2014) compared VEPs recorded in microgravity and on earth—thus, 
analyzing the contribution of otolithic vestibular signals to visual cortical processing. 
Gravity modulated the neural oscillations in the theta-alpha band when the visual 
stimulus was relevant to a subsequent virtual navigation task.  
 
No study has investigated the spatiotemporal neural dynamics of how visual 
processing depends on vestibular stimulation in humans. This might be attributed to 
the low temporal resolution of fMRI and PET, the fact that the magnetic field of the 
MR scanner constantly innervates the peripheral vestibular organs (Antunes, Glover, 
Li, Mian, & Day, 2012; Roberts et al., 2011), and the fact that PET and fMRI require 
head fixation and the use of artificial vestibular stimulation techniques, i.e. by CVS, 
galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS), and auditory vestibular stimulation, which 
unselectively stimulate the vestibular receptors and induce co-activation of thermal, 
nociceptive, or auditory sensory signals (Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012). 
 
To address these issues, we aimed at identifying the spatiotemporal dynamics of the 
effects vestibular stimulation on visual processing. Passive whole-body yaw rotations 
about an earth-vertical axis through the center of the head selectively stimulated the 
horizontal semicircular canals (SCC; Ferre, Kaliuzhna, Herbelin, Haggard, & Blanke, 
2014; Prsa, Gale, & Blanke, 2012; Michiel van Elk & Blanke, 2012). To isolate 
vestibular stimulation from confounding sensory co-activation, steps of constant-
velocity whole-body rotation were used inducing vestibular stimulation following 
accelerations and decelerations related to constant-velocity rotation. Electrical 
neuroimaging analysis of the VEPs elicited by checkerboard reversals was compared 
between vestibular stimulation to and non-vestibular control periods. Reference-
independent analyses were conducted of response strength (i.e. global field power, 
GFP) and spatial configuration of putative underlying neural sources (i.e. global 
map dissimilarity, GMD; Lehmann & Skrandies, 1980; Murray, Brunet, & Michel, 
2008). We asked: whether, when, and how vestibular stimulation would affect visual 
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cortical processing. In line with previous studies in animals and humans, 
we hypothesized vestibular effects of mid-late processing stages involving extrastriate, 
parietal, and temporal regions. We addressed this hypothesis by additional source 
estimation of the underlying neural generators (Michel et al., 2004). In addition, 
we hypothesized that any visual-vestibular interaction found should follow the 
exponential decay function for post-rotational vestibular stimulation intensity that can 
be estimated by analysis of the vestibular ocular reflex (VOR; Bertolini et al., 2011; 
Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971), and that the temporal decay could serve as a measure 
of the specific contributions of VSM to visual-vestibular interactions. 
 
Materials and methods 
Participants 
Thirteen right-handed students from the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne 
participated (3 females; mean age: 23.7 years, SD: 4.3 years, range: 18-30 years). All 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no known visual, vestibular, or 
neurologic disease. Participants gave their written informed consent before the 
experiment and received a monetary compensation of 60 Swiss Francs after the 
experiment. The experimental protocol was approved by the local ethics committee—
La Commission d’Ethique de la Recherche Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de 
l’Université de Lausanne—and was conducted in accordance the Declaration of 
Helsinki. 
 
Experimental setup 
A motion platform was installed inside of a faraday cage (Industrial Acoustics 
Company, Niederkrüchten, Germany), used to shield the experimental setup from 
external electromagnetic, visual, and auditory signals. Figure 1a shows the  
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Figure 1 Experimental setup and procedures. (a) Experimental setup viewed from the top 
showing the participant (image center) equipped with electroencephalography (EEG) 
recording electrodes (black dots). The participant was seated at the center of an angular 
motion platform (white rectangle) on which a stimulation computer (PC), computer screen 
(black trapezoid) and EEG amplifiers (amps) were firmly attached. The participant fixated the 
central point of large-field checkerboard images presented on the computer screen. (b) 
Platform motion kinematics for an exemplar step of 90 °/s constant-velocity rotation for 90 s. 
(c) Hypothetical vestibular stimulation following sudden platform acceleration or deceleration 
from constant-velocity rotation. Critical EEG data recording periods for the Vestibular 
Stimulation condition (VEST; in red) and the non-vestibular Control condition (CTRL; in gray). 
(d) Checkerboard reversals (black vertical lines) over time were presented within trains of 30-
sec stimulation at 1 Hz (fixed 1-s interstimulus interval) following platform accelerations and 
decelerations during VEST and later CTRL periods. 
 
experimental setup modified from Prsa et al. (Prsa et al., 2012) and van Elk and 
Blanke (van Elk and Blanke, 2013). A beam platform (2 m diameter) was fixated on 
an electrical engine (PCI-7352 servo control) that controlled angular platform rotations 
with 0.1 ° precision at 100 Hz sampling rate using Labview software (version 8.6, 
National Instruments, Austin, TX, US). The participant sat in an upright posture with 
safety belts attached with the head at the axial center of platform rotations. The 
participant’s head was tilted by 30 ° forward to align participant’s horizontal SCCs to 
the yaw rotation plane (Day & Fitzpatrick, 2005). A chin- and forehead-rest fixated the 
participant’s head posture during platform rotation. 
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A screen (Samsung Syncmaster 2233RZ, Seoul, Korea) with 120 Hz refresh rate and 
22-inch diameter was firmly attached to the motion platform and centered at eye-level 
in front of the participant at 29 cm distance from the eyes resulting in 56 ° vertical and 
80 ° horizontal visual angles (Figure 1a). On earphones (Sennheiser CX 400, 
Hannover, Germany) participants were presented with white noise (individually 
adjusted between 40-70 dB loudness) masking any auditory cues from platform 
rotations. Thus, no auditory or visual cues informed the participants whether the 
platform actually rotated. A computer was laterally mounted on the platform used for 
visual stimulus presentation and written task instructions. A photodiode was attached 
to the screen for recording visual stimulus onset via an additional photodiode channel 
of the EEG recording system at 2048 Hz sampling rate. 
 
Experimental design and rotation procedure 
A 2 x 2 x 2 full-factorial experimental design was used with three within-subjects 
factors Stimulation (vestibular, control), Rotation (constant-velocity, post-rotation), 
and Direction (clockwise, counterclockwise). Vestibular Stimulation was the critical 
factor for the aim of the study, i.e. identifying the effects of vestibular stimulation on 
visual processing. The additional factors were included for the following reasons. 
First, in order to maximize the number of trials, we presented visual stimuli both 
during constant-velocity rotation and during the post-rotation period (Rotation factor). 
This was based on previous evidences in animal and human studies (Bertolini et al., 
2011; Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971; Laurens & Angelaki, 2011) showing that 
vestibular signals following sudden accelerations to constant velocity are highly 
similar to those following decelerations from constant-velocity (i.e. given constant-
velocity rotation was sufficiently long, i.e. > 30 s, to induce SCC habituation). Second, 
in order to reduce habituation effects by identical repeated rotation stimuli and because 
of the fact that vestibular signals following accelerations are directed opposite to those 
following decelerations (i.e. endolymph flow inside the SCC, reflexive eye 
movements, and feeling of self-motion) we presented an equal numbers of clockwise 
and counterclockwise rotations in random order to each subject (Rotation factor). 
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Because the Vestibular Stimulation factor was the main manipulation of the present 
study, and because initial data analysis using the three-factorial design showing no 
significant interactions between Vestibular Stimulation and the Rotation or Direction 
factor, we will present analysis and results for the one-factorial design using 
Vestibular Stimulation only, collapsed over Rotation and Direction 
 
Each participant received 24 rotation stimuli presented in 6 runs of 4 rotations (i.e. 2 
clockwise, 2 counterclockwise in random order). Each run had 12 min 13 s duration 
and participants were allowed pauses between runs in which the light was switched on 
and the experimenter got in contact with the participant. Figure 1b shows the sequence 
of events for an exemplar rotation stimulus. Initially, the motion platform accelerated 
from static (0 °/s velocity) to constant-velocity rotation (90 °/s velocity) during 1 s. 
The acceleration had a cosine-smoothed (Gaussian) profile and reach 180 °/s2 peak 
acceleration 500 ms after rotation onset. Constant 90 °/s velocity rotation was 
presented during 90 s, during which initial vestibular stimulation (see below) fully 
habituated. This was followed by platform deceleration from constant-velocity (90 °/s) 
to static (0 °/s velocity) during 1 s. The deceleration profile was the inverse of the 
acceleration profile (i.e. 180 °/s2 peak acceleration). This was followed by no rotation 
during 90 s, during which, similar to constant-velocity rotation, there was initial 
vestibular stimulation (induced by the sudden deceleration) that habituated over time 
before the next rotation stimulus was presented. 
 
Stimuli and sequence of events 
Vestibular stimulation following sudden accelerations to (/decelerations from) 
constant-velocity rotation as used in the present study are approximated by an 
exponential decay function (Cohen et al., 1981; Raphan et al., 1979; see Figure 1c) as 
in Equation 1: 
 ! = !! ∗ !!!!!/!!"                                                       (1) 
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where A is the amplitude, t is time, and and TC the time constant. This has been 
shown for the firing rates from vestibular nerve neurons, for reflexive eye movements 
induced by vestibular stimulation, and for the perception of self-motion in darkness 
(Bertolini et al., 2011; Clement, Tilikete, & Courjon, 2008; Sinha et al., 2008). Yaw 
rotations about an earth-vertical axis as used here induce vestibular processing with a 
time constant (TCVSM between 15-20 s; Cohen et al., 1981; Raphan et al., 1979) that 
exceed the peripheral SCC activation (TCSCC between 4-6 s; Buttner & Waespe, 1981; 
Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971), which is attributed to subcortical vestibular afferent 
processing by the VSM. Given these time constants, during constant-velocity rotation 
vestibular stimulation should have considerably habituated after about 60 s following 
sudden rotational accelerations / decelerations (Figure 1c). 
 
Accordingly, the sequence of events for the visual stimulations was as follows. 
Immediately following platform acceleration (/deceleration) during intense vestibular 
stimulation, a sequence of 30 visual stimuli was presented during 30 s and for each 
visual stimulus onset a trigger was sent to the EEG system for later evoked potential 
analysis. Participants were instructed to suppress reflexive eye movements by fixating 
on a central point. This was followed by the presentation of a black screen and a 
central fixation point for a 30-s resting period allowing full habituation of the 
vestibular stimulation. This was followed by a sequence of 30 visual stimuli during 30 
s (i.e. Control condition; event triggers were sent to the EEG system) that terminated 
before the end of the constant-velocity (/no) rotation period. This allowed us to 
compare the effects of vestibular stimulation (versus no-vestibular control) on visual 
processing and to control for any general effects of rotation on our data, i.e. because an 
equal number of visual stimulations were presented during constant-velocity rotation 
and during the post-rotational period for the Vestibular Stimulation and Control 
conditions.  
 
The visual stimulus was a checkerboard image consisting of five concentric rings with 
equal diameter that were each segmented into 12 patches thus consisted of a total of 60 
patches (30 black and 30 white; Figure 1a). The stimulus subtended 56 ° (w) x 56 ° (h) 
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visual angles and thus stimulated foveal and extrafoveal retinal fields. The stimulus 
contrast was 100% and stimulation consisted of initial presentation of the stimulus and 
subsequent pattern reversals (i.e. contrast change of black and white patches) at 1 Hz 
with a fixed 1 s inter-stimulus interval for 30 s. We did not distinguish between the 
initial stimulus onset and both checkerboard reversal patterns in our analyses, but 
considered them alike as visual stimulus events. Thus, per visual stimulation period 30 
stimuli were presented, and in total each participant received 2,880 visual stimulations 
across experimental conditions. 
 
Data acquisition  
Continuous EEG was acquired at 2048 Hz with a 64-channel Biosemi ActiveTwo 
system (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands, www.biosemi.nl) referenced to the vertex 
common mode sense (active electrode), which serves as a feedback loop driving the 
average potential across all channels as close as possible to the amplifier zero. Bipolar 
horizontal EOG was recorded from electrodes attached to the outer canthi and bipolar 
vertical EOG was recorded from electrodes above and below the right eye. In addition, 
a screen-attached photodiode recorded luminance of the visual stimulus at 2048 Hz in 
register with the EEG data. During EEG preparation for each participant the 
experimenters took care to keep DC offsets below 50 mV for all channels, i.e. for 
active EEG recording systems DC offset serves as evaluation criterion similar to 
channel impedances for passive montages. All data was recorded with an online band-
pass filter (0.2 - 100 Hz). 
 
VOR analysis 
Analysis of eye movement data was conducted offline in MATLAB (version 8.4, The 
Mathworks, Natick, MA, http://www.mathworks.ch). Raw continuous bipolar 
horizontal EOG data was extracted and re-referenced against the Afz channel from 
EEG, located centrally on the forehead (Marmor et al., 2011). The data was then low-
pass filtered (10 Hz cut-off, ripple: 0.05 dB, attenuation: 80 dB, transition bandwidth: 
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0.5 Hz) using the FIR filter implemented in EEGLAB (Bertolini, Bockisch, 
Straumann, Zee, & Ramat, 2008). Then, the difference between the left and right 
horizontal EOG channel was calculated, which approximates horizontal eye position. 
Then, the first derivative of these data was calculated, which approximated eye 
velocity. These data was then segmented in epochs from 0 s to 30 s (Vestibular 
Stimulation) and from 60 s to 90 s (Control) relative to the onset of constant-velocity 
rotation / the post-rotation phases. Note that the epochs comprised the total 30-s visual 
stimulation periods (Figure 1c). Because vestibular stimulation-related eye movements 
depend on the direction of the vestibular stimulus, we multiplied the segmented data 
from counterclockwise Direction trials by -1 to obtain positive values for the slow 
phase velocity (SPV) and negative values for the fast phase velocity (FPV) of eye 
movements. This was followed by semi-automated removal of the FPV (Bertolini et 
al., 2008; Bertolini et al., 2011). No interpolation of FPV was applied because this 
might have affected subsequent exponential fitting. This resulted in continuous SPV 
data for horizontal eye movements. Visual inspection of the data revealed in 2 out of 
11 subjects no characteristic VOR SPV-FPV patterns, suggesting these subjects were 
able to suppress the VOR for all experimental trials. The VOR data from these 
subjects was not further analyzed, but coded as missing data in subsequent analyses. 
For the remaining 11 subjects, we quantified the vestibular stimulation-related decay 
of the SPV by calculating the average of all epochs for the Vestibular Stimulation 
condition and then performed an exponential function fitting (Figure 3a; using 
equation Eq. 1 above) using as free parameters TC (i.e. parameter of interest) and A 
(i.e. parameter of non-interest, which is necessary to account for individual variability 
in signal amplitude but which was not further analyzed). This resulted for each subject 
in a TC estimate for the VOR (i.e. TCVOR)—i.e. a proxy of vestibular stimulus 
intensity—which had longer duration than the time constants from EEG analysis (see 
below). 
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EEG analyses and source estimation 
EEG data was analyzed using the MATLAB toolboxes EEGLAB 
(http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/) and FASTER 
(http://www.mee.tcd.ie/neuraleng/Research/Faster), as well as CARTOOL software 
(Functional Brain Mapping Laboratory, Geneva, Switzerland 
http://www.brainmapping.unige.ch/cartool.htm), STEN software (Laboratory of 
Investigative Neurophysiology, Lausanne, Switzerland, http://www.unil.ch/line/Sten), 
and RAGU software (http://www.thomaskoenig.ch/Ragu_pkg.exe). 
 
EEG data pre-processing included the following steps. First, we corrected for latency 
jitters (on average 10 ms) between computer-generated event triggers and actual 
stimulus presentations on the screen due to the refresh rate of the screen. For this we 
extracted from the continuous recording of the screen-attached photodiode the raw 
signal and calculated the first derivative of the signal reflecting changes in visual 
contrast due to checkerboard reversal. We then moved the scheduled event triggers to 
the latencies identified in the photodiode recording. The continuous raw EEG data was 
band-pass filtered (1 Hz low cut-off, 40 Hz high cut-off, ripple: 0.05 dB, attenuation: 
80 dB, transition bandwidth: 0.5 Hz) and using second-order Butterworth FIR filter 
implemented in EEGLAB. The data was recalculated against the average reference. 
Artifact electrodes from each participant were identified using a signal variance 
criterion (3 z-score Hurst exponent). On average, 8.23 (SD= 1.72) electrodes were 
interpolated for each participant using spherical splines (Nolan, Whelan, & Reilly, 
2010). The EEG data was resampled to 512 Hz. EEG epochs from -100 to 500 ms 
relative to stimulus onset (i.e. checkerboard reversal) were extracted for each 
participant and each condition. A pre-stimulus baseline correction from -100 to 0 ms 
pre-stimulus onset was applied. Physiological artifacts (e.g. muscular artifacts, eye 
blinks) were removed by semi-automated procedures including independent 
component analysis (ICA; 63 components, k-value: 25, kurtosis rejection criterion: 3 
z-scores), application of a ±100 µV bipolar vertical EOG signal rejection criterion, and 
by visual inspection. The average number (and standard deviation) of accepted epochs 
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per experimental condition was 1.312 (160) epochs for the Vestibular Stimulation 
condition and 1.275 (172) epochs for the Control condition. Statistical analysis using a 
paired samples t-test on the accepted number of epochs per condition for the 
participant sample showed no significant effect (t(12) = 2, p > 0.05). Thus, we can 
exclude that our results are due to differences in signal to noise ratio across conditions. 
For each subject condition-wise averages were calculated (i.e. VEPs) and subjected to 
further statistical analysis. 
 
Global electrical field analyses. Two reference electrode-independent analyses of the 
global electrical field strength (i.e. GFP; Murray et al. (2008)) and topographical 
changes (i.e. GMD; Koenig and Melie-Garcia, 2010) were conducted. GFP is 
calculated as the square root of the mean of the squared values recorded at each 
electrode (versus average reference) and represents the spatial standard deviation of 
the potentials at all electrodes and at each time point (Lehmann & Skrandies, 1980). 
This measure indicates the global strength of the response, regardless of its 
topographic distribution. Changes in GFP were statistically analyzed at each time 
point from -100 to 500 ms relative to stimulus onset using repeated-measures analysis-
of-variance (ANOVAs) with the within-subjects factor Condition (Vestibular 
Stimulation, Control) with an alpha threshold of p < 0.01. We controlled for temporal 
autocorrelation of our statistical effects by application of a 10 contiguous time-point (> 
20 ms) temporal criterion for the persistence of differential statistical effects (Guthrie 
& Buchwald, 1991).  
 
Topographic modulations across conditions were identified using GMD (Koenig & 
Melie-Garcia, 2010), which is calculated as the root mean square of the differences 
between two strength-normalized vectors (i.e. instantaneous voltage potentials across 
the electrode montage). The GMD values between two experimental conditions (i.e. 
vestibular activation, control) were then compared at each time point with an empirical 
distribution derived from a bootstrapping procedure (5000 permutations per data 
point) based on randomly reassigning each participant’s data to either one of the two 
experimental conditions. GMD is independent of the chosen reference electrode and is 
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insensitive to pure amplitude modulations across conditions, i.e. that is GMD 
modulations are orthogonal to GFP modulations. This analysis is useful in terms of the 
neurophysiologic interpretability, following the assumption that topographic changes 
necessarily reflect differences in the configuration of the brain’s underlying active 
generators (Lehmann & Skrandies, 1980). Correction for temporal autocorrelation was 
performed according to the same procedure used for the GFP analysis, i.e. using a 10 
contiguous time-point (> 20 ms) criterion for the persistence of differential statistical 
effects.  
 
Source estimations. To identify the intracranial sources generating over distinct time 
periods the GFP and GMD effects we estimated the electrical activity in the brain 
using a distributed linear inverse solution applying the local autoregressive average 
regularization approach (LAURA), comprising biophysical laws as constraints (Grave 
de Peralta Menendez, Gonzalez Andino, Lantz, Michel, & Landis, 2001; Michel et al., 
2004). For the lead field matrix calculation, we applied the spherical model with 
anatomical constraints (SMAC) method (Spinelli, Andino, Lantz, Seeck, & Michel, 
2000), which transforms a standard anatomical MRI to the best-fitting sphere using 
homogeneous transformation operators. It then determines a regular grid of 3005 
solution points in the gray matter of this spherical MRI and computes the lead filed 
matrix using the known analytical solution for a spherical head model with three shells 
of different conductivities as defined by (Ary, Klein, & Fender, 1981). The results of 
the global electrical field analysis described above provide an estimation of the two 
distinct time intervals for conducting separate source estimations.  
 
Statistical analyses of source estimations were performed by first averaging separately 
for each of the distinct time intervals the VEP data across the period of interest to 
generate a single data point for each participant and condition. The inverse solutions 
(13 subjects x 2 factor levels for Condition) were then estimated. Sources calculated 
for the vestibular activation and control conditions were then submitted to repeated 
measures ANOVA with the within-subjects factor Condition (vestibular activation, 
control) with a spatial criterion for at least 9 contiguous solutions points and a 
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significance threshold of p < 0.005 at the single node level. The results of the source 
estimations were rendered on the Montreal Neurologic Institute’s average brain with 
the Talairach and Tournoux (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) coordinates. 
 
Time constant analysis 
Because the vestibular stimulus used in the present study is known to approximately 
follows an exponential decay (see equation Eq. 1 above), we hypothesized that any 
vestibular stimulation-related differences in EEG should follow a similar exponential 
decay. Moreover, no study has estimated the time constants of visual-vestibular 
interactions to identify whether they resemble rather to the SCC time constant (4-6 s) 
or the VSM time constant (15-20 s).  
 
In order for this, we re-calculated VEPs for 15 time bins (2 s duration and 192 stimuli 
per bin) of subsequent of visual stimuli, i.e. including thus both patterns of 
checkerboard reversal into each time bin. We accordingly calculated condition 
averages for 2 (Stimulation: Vestibular, Control) x 15 (Time: 0-30 s in steps of 2 s 
bins). The GFP was calculated and averaged over time periods of interest, revealed by 
the main analysis. We then calculated the difference in GFP between Vestibular 
Stimulation and Control condition for each time bin. These data was then subjected to 
exponential function fitting (Figure 3c) to extract the time constants for GFP 
Vestibular Stimulation versus Control condition differences for each period of interest. 
  
Thus, together with the data from eye movement analysis we time constant estimates 
for the VOR, the early GFP effect (83-119 ms), and the late GFP effect (178-205 ms) 
for each subject. We statistically tested for differences between these time constants 
using separate paired-samples t-test (alpha threshold < 0.05). 
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Results 
VOR analysis 
Visual inspection of EOG data from the Vestibular Stimulation condition showed in 
most of the subjects characteristic VOR slow and fast phases for Vestibular 
Stimulation which were absent for the Control condition. Figure 3a shows the VOR 
SPV of an exemplar representative subject, showing a clearly exponential decay of 
SPV for Vestibular Stimulation, which was absent for the Control condition. 
Exponential fitting on the SPV showed on average a TCVOR = 14 s (SD = 9.3 s; Figure 
3d), indicating that the vestibular stimulus had reached 50% intensity at 14 s following 
motion platform acceleration / deceleration. 
 
Event-related potentials 
The VEP waveforms from four exemplar electrodes and the superimposed VEP 
waveforms from the Vestibular Stimulation and the Control conditions are depicted in 
Figure 2a-b to allow the reader to compare our signal to previous studies using similar 
VEP recordings. Note that interpretations of the data in our study are based on the 
reference-independent analysis of the global electrical field of the VEPs. 
 
Global electrical field analysis 
Analysis of GFP identified two periods of significant differences (p < 0.01 during 
contiguous period > 20 ms) between the Vestibular Stimulation and Control 
conditions. There was a first GFP modulation in the 83-119 ms post-stimulus period 
and a second GFP modulation in the 178-205 ms post-stimulus interval which both 
showed lower GFP in the Vestibular Stimulation than Control condition (Figure 2c-d).  
 
The topographic analysis of GMD identified three time periods of significant 
topographic modulations (p < 0.01 during contiguous period > 20 ms) between 
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Figure 2 Electrical neuroimaging results. (a) Group averaged (n=13) visual evoked potentials 
(VEPs) to checkerboard reversals for exemplar electrodes (Fz, PO3, PO4, Oz) for Vestibular 
Stimulation (VEST, red) and non-vestibular Control (CTRL, black) conditions. (b) 
Superimposed VEP waveforms across all electrodes for the experimental conditions with 
topographies of the potential field (nasion upward) for the two conditions in distinct time 
periods (green and purple) that showed statistical differences of response strength  
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Figure 2 (continued) (i.e. global field power, GFP) and spatial distribution of underlying 
neural generators (i.e. global map dissimilarity, GMD). (c) GFP waveforms across time for 
the VEST (red) and the CTRL (black) conditions. (d) Time-wise repeated measures ANOVA 
on the GFP revealed two intervals where significant differences VEST<CTRL were observed, 
i.e. at 83-119 ms (p < 0.01 for at least 20 ms contiguously; in green) and at 178-205 ms (p < 
0.01, duration > 20 ms; in purple). (e) GMD analysis revealed significant Vestibular Activation 
main effects (p < 0.01, duration > 20 ms ) over the same time periods (in green and purple). 
(f) Results of repeated measures ANOVAs on the source estimations for two distinct time 
periods with significant GFP and GMD modulations (83-119 ms, in green; 178-205 ms, in 
purple). Results of the ANOVAs (significant activation differences: p < 0.005, at least 8 
contiguous solution points) are projected on a template brain for these two time periods 
showing collectively less activity during the VEST condition as compared to the CTRL 
condition. Significant modulations were observed in the right posterior Insula (INS), bilateral 
precuneus (PCN) and cuneus, and in left middle ocipital gyrus (MOG), fusiform gyrus (FG), 
and parahippocampal gyrus (PHG). 
 
Vestibular Stimulation and Control conditions: 82-130 ms and the 148-270 ms, and 
278- 334 ms (Figure 2e).  
 
There were thus two time periods where the analysis revealed vestibular modulations 
of the VEP global electrical field strength (GFP) and topographic pattern (GMD): 83-
119 ms and 178-205 ms post-stimulus onset. 
 
Source estimation analysis 
Source estimations for two distinct time intervals (83-119 ms, 178-205 ms) for which 
modulations of both GFP and GMD were observed revealed significant differences (p 
< 0.005, cluster size k > 8 nodes) between Vestibular Stimulation and Control in 
several distinct cortical regions. The significant solution points are represented on a 
template brain separately for the two distinct time periods. 
 
The significant difference in the 83-119 ms post-stimulus period showed activation 
differences between Vestibular Stimulation and Control condition in the right posterior 
insula cortex (highest significance level), a cluster including bilateral parts of the PCN 
and cuneus, the left fusiform gyrus (FG) and the left middle occipital gyrus (MOG; 
Figure 2f). 
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Figure 3 Time constant analyses. (a) Slow phase velocity from vestibular ocular reflex (VOR) 
recorded in EOG for the VEST and CTRL conditions for an exemplar representative subject. 
Exponential function fit to the data from the VEST condition served for extracting the time 
constant TCVOR. (b) GFP in two temporal intervals of interest, that in our previous analysis 
showed vestibular modulation of visual processing, plotted as a function of time in the 30-sec 
visual stimulation period for the VEST and CTRL conditions.  
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Figure 3 (continued) (c) GFP difference VEST-CTRL over time. Exponential function fit 
(shown here for the group average) was performed for individual subject data to extract 
TCEARLY (i.e. on GFP differences from the 83-119 ms post-stimulus interval) and TCLATE (i.e. 
on GFP differences from the 178-205 ms post-stimulus interval). (d) Time constant estimate 
distribution across the subject sample compared for estimates based on VOR, and the GFP 
effects. Boxplot box whiskers show the upper and lower quartiles, vertical bars the medians, 
black circles the mean. Dashed lines show time constants for the SCC activation and velocity 
storage mechanism (VSM), identified in previous studies, for comparison. 
 
The significant difference in the 178-205 ms post-stimulus period showed differences 
between Vestibular Stimulation and Control condition in the left FG and left 
parahippocampal gyrus (PHG, Figure 2f). 
 
Time constant analysis 
Visual inspection of time-wise GFP data for the distinct periods of interest (i.e. “early” 
interval: 83-119 ms; “late” interval 178-205 ms post-stimulus onset) showed 
Vestibular Stimulation versus Control condition differences during the first half of the 
30-s visual stimulation period, when vestibular stimulation was intense, but no 
differences during the remainder of visual stimulation when vestibular stimulation had 
considerably decayed (Figure 3a).  
 
Statistical analysis of time constants fitted on the SPV (see above) and the early and 
late GFP data by a repeated-measures one-way ANOVA with the within-subjects 
factor Time Constant (levels: VOR, early GFP, late GFP) showed a significant effect 
of Time Constant (F(1,9) = 5.87, p = 0.01, η2 = 0.39; Fig) reflected in a higher TCVOR 
(M = 14 s, SD = 9.3 s) than TCEARLY = 8.7 s (SD = 5.9 s) and TCLATE = 4.6 s (SD = 5.2 
s). Moreover, Figure 3d shows the distribution of time constants across the tested 
subjects. It can be seen that the TCVOR from all subjects was always longer than the 
TCSCC (i.e. 4-6 s) and corresponded on average highly to the TCVSM (i.e. 15-20 s) 
identified in previously. By contrast, the TCLATE was always shorter than the TCVSM 
and resembled more to the TCSCC. The TCEARLY was in between TCVSM and TCSCC. 
This indicates that vestibular effects on GFP elicited by visual stimulation showed a 
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temporal decay more similar to the signals from the SCCs, with little contribution of 
the VSM. 
 
Discussion 
In summary, vestibular stimulation modulated response strength (i.e. GFP) and the 
spatial configuration of the underlying neural generators (i.e. GMD) in the 83-119 ms 
and the 178-205 ms post-stimulus interval. Distributed source estimation over these 
time intervals revealed that vestibular stimulation modulated the brain activity evoked 
by visual stimulation in the occipital, parieto-temporal, and posterior insula cortex. 
Moreover, effects of vestibular stimulation on GFP decayed faster (TCEARLY = 8.7 s, 
TCLATE = 4.6 s) than vestibular processing-related reflexive eye movements (TCVOR = 
14 s), suggesting both processes differently depended on subcortical afferent 
processing by VSM. Together, these results reflect temporal specific effects of 
vestibular modulation of visual cortical processing.  
 
Temporal specificity of vestibular effects on visual processing 
Vestibular stimulation modulated checkerboard VEPs in specific time intervals, later 
than 83 ms post-stimulus onset. If one wants to compare the timing of these effects 
with previous VEP studies, it should be borne in mind that these studies often reported 
data recorded from single electrodes. However, interpretability of such data is 
problematic because of their dependence on the chosen electrode and reference 
montage (Murray et al., 2008) and because such data remains uninformative about the 
underlying neural processes (Michel et al., 2004). Here, we used reference-
independent analysis of the global electrical field and distributed source estimations 
based on data from all scalp electrodes (i.e. with single electrode data in average 
reference (Murray et al., 2008). Using this approach, our electrical neuroimaging 
analysis revealed temporal-specific vestibular effects on VEP that compare to the P1 
(80-100 ms) and the N1 component (170-200 ms) from single electrode analysis in 
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previous studies. In our study, vestibular stimulation did not affect earlier periods, 
such as for the C1 component (60-80 ms) identified in single electrodes and 
presumably reflecting local primary visual cortex activity (Di Russo, Martinez, 
Sereno, Pitzalis, & Hillyard, 2002; Slotnick, Klein, Carney, Sutter, & Dastmalchi, 
1999). Based on the timing of our results, it seems that vestibular stimulation affected 
mainly higher-order visual processing in extrastriate temporal and parietal visual 
cortical centers—further confirmed by inverse solution results (Figure 2f). This is in 
line with single cell recordings in monkeys, that traced the top-down vestibular 
contributions to visual processing from the PIVC, via the VPS, to the VIP, and the 
MSTd region, but not further down to earliest visual cortical regions (A. Chen et al., 
2011; Duffy & Wurtz, 1991; Grüsser et al., 1990a; Gu, DeAngelis, & Angelaki, 2007). 
Likewise, in human fMRI studies vestibular stimulation modulated the activity in the 
extrastriate parieto-occipital but not the primary visual cortex (Bense, Stephan, 
Yousry, Brandt, & Dieterich, 2001; Brandt & Dieterich, 1999; Della-Justina et al., 
2015; Frank et al., 2014). This absence of vestibular effects on primary visual cortical 
processing differs from the very early effects of visual information on vestibular 
processing, i.e. processing in core vestibular cortical input regions (i.e. PIVC, area 2v, 
are 3a) and subcortical vestibular centers (Dieterich & Brandt, 2015; Lopez & Blanke, 
2011) is modulated by visual signals. This difference between visual effects on 
vestibular processing and vice versa, might be related to the different informational 
content in the respective sensory input. Specifically, vestibular input signals are head-
centered and directly inform about the acceleration and tilt of the head in three-
dimensional space, whereas visual input is eye-centered and informs about the 
distribution of light on the retina. Thus, functionally meaningful combination of these 
signals requires preprocessing of vestibular inputs to derive information about, e.g. 
coherent motion of a large field of visual input signaling self-motion, or the tilt of 
parallel lines informing about the visual vertical. Thus, upon initial processing, visual 
information can thus be functionally integrated with vestibular signals—and our 
results show this to happen not earlier than 83 ms after stimulus onset. 
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Neural sources of visual-vestibular convergence 
Distributed source analysis over the significant temporal periods in which vestibular 
stimulation modulated response strength (i.e. GFP) and spatial configuration of 
underlying neural generators (i.e. GMD) localized these differences to activation 
differences in a cortical network including the right posterior insula, the bilateral PCN 
and cuneus, the left MOG, FG, and PHG.  
 
Activation differences by vestibular stimulation had the highest level of significance in 
the right posterior insula. This region corresponds to the human PIVC (i.e. posterior 
insula cortex and parietal operculum; Lopez et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012) 
identified in numerous PET and fMRI studies in humans. There is evidence for pre-
dominantly ipsilateral activation of the posterior insula dependent on the handedness 
of the subjects (Dieterich et al., 2003). This matches to the results observed here: 
because out experimental subjects were right-handed and vestibular stimulation 
affected processing in the right (ipsilateral) posterior insula (Figure 2f). This result 
cannot be attributed to a specific rotation direction or stimulus attention differences, 
because equal amounts of clockwise and counterclockwise rotations were presented 
and the centrally presented visual stimulus extended across the left and right visual 
hemifield and was left-right symmetric (Figure 1a). It is currently not clear why there 
is hemispheric dominance for vestibular cortical processing, because, vestibular 
information already crosses three times before reaching the cortex (Dieterich & 
Brandt, 2015). This might be related to the functional relevance of vestibular 
information to body- and self-related processing, encoded in right-hemispheric 
networks (Astafiev, Stanley, Shulman, & Corbetta, 2004; Blanke, 2012; Limanowski, 
Lutti, & Blankenburg, 2014). In addition, we found activation modulation in the 
posterior part, but not in the medial or anterior part, or the insula, corresponds to the 
results from direct electrocortical insula stimulation showing only for stimulation in 
the posterior part vestibular sensation reported by the patient (Mazzola et al., 2014). In 
fMRI studies, visual stimulation deactivated or activated the posterior insula cortex 
(Bense et al., 2001; Della-Justina et al., 2015; Frank et al., 2014), further suggesting 
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visual-vestibular convergence in this core vestibular cortical region. Our results extend 
previous results by showing that visual-vestibular signals converge in the posterior 
insula in a specific temporal interval (i.e. 83-119 ms post-stimulus interval) but not in 
a later period. 
 
Source estimation analysis also showed vestibular contributions to activation in 
occipital, parietal and temporal regions that correspond to neural generators identified 
in previous checkerboard VEP studies (Di Russo et al., 2002). These significant 
activations largely overlap with the visual patieto-medial temporal pathway in 
monkeys (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011), encoding of different visuo-
spatial frames of references during whole-body motion, involved in distant-space 
perception, and memory-related spatial navigation. 
 
We found visual-vestibular convergence in the bilateral PCN and cuneus. Resting-state 
functional connectivity in fMRI showed that the PCN functionally connects with all 
the regions found activated in the present study (Margulies et al., 2009). Specifically, 
the PCN posterior part is connected with the visual cortex, the anterior part is 
connected with the posterior and medial insula cortex, and the inferior part is 
connected with the PHG (Margulies et al., 2009). The PCN might thus be the hub of 
distributing upstream vestibular signals to distributed visual cortical regions. Previous 
fMRI studies found the PCN activated by optokinetic stimulation, which together with 
vestibular signals are relevant to self-motion processing (Cardin & Smith, 2010). This 
is supported by an fMRI study, that found the PCN and cuneus deactivated by 
combined visual-vestibular stimulation (Della-Justina et al., 2015). Functionally, the 
PCN has been linked to visuo-spatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, and self-
related functions including as visuo-spatial perspective taking and agency (Cavanna & 
Trimble, 2006; Freton et al., 2013). These functions might thus be supported by rapid 
(i.e. > 83 ms post-stimulus onset in our study) visual and vestibular signal integration 
in the PCN. Here we show that even passive motions of the body and simple visual 
stimulation without any specific cognitive task automatically activate the PCN, this 
corresponds to the functional connectivity data from the PCN at rest (Margulies et al., 
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2009). Our result might provide a ground for future experimental studies on the visual-
vestibular contribution to PCN processing-related functions, i.e. perspective taking and 
agency in particular (see Deroualle & Lopez, 2014; Lenggenhager & Lopez, 2015; 
Pfeiffer, 2015, for reviews). 
 
Source estimations also showed vestibular modulation of two neighboring regions: the 
FG and PHG. Both regions are the terminal of the visual parieto-medial temporal 
pathway relevant for visuo-spatial transformations, spatial navigation and episodic 
memory (Kravitz et al., 2011). Previous inverse solution results for static checkerboard 
VEPs of the P1 and N1 found the FG (Di Russo et al., 2002). The FG also encodes 
optokinetic stimulation (de Jong, Shipp, Skidmore, Frackowiak, & Zeki, 1994) and has 
been proposed a self-motion sensitive visual region (Deutschlander et al., 2004). In 
patients with vestibular loss, as compared to individuals with an intact vestibular 
system, the FG shows stronger activation for optokinetic stimuli, suggesting a role of 
the FG in visual substitution of lost vestibular function (Dieterich, Bauermann, Best, 
Stoeter, & Schlindwein, 2007). Similarly, the PHG showed visual-vestibular training-
dependent changes of gray matter volume in slackliners (Hufner et al., 2011). In 
addition, the FG encoding socially relevant stimuli, i.e. the identity of face images, 
depending on the spatial configuration of the image, i.e. body inversion effect, thatcher 
illusion (Minnebusch, Keune, Suchan, & Daum, 2010; Reed, Stone, Bozova, & 
Tanaka, 2003; Thompson, 1980), which might be related to vestibular processing—a 
hypothesis no study has tested so far.  
 
Visual-vestibular interaction: Independence of velocity storage? 
To minimize non-vestibular sensory co-activations and mechanical noise in the 
recording equipment by platform accelerations and decelerations, our design focused 
on the constant-velocity rotation and the post-rotational periods when sensory inputs 
and noise levels were constant. Vestibular stimulation following sudden accelerations 
or decelerations decays exponentially over time and when evaluated in terms of the 
VOR and the perception of self motion has a TCVSM of 15-20 s (Clement et al., 2008; 
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Cohen et al., 1981; Raphan et al., 1979) attributed to subcortical vestibular afferent 
processing (Goldberg & Fernandez, 1971; Meng, May, Dickman, & Angelaki, 2007). 
This duration exceeds the duration of inertial forces activating the peripheral vestibular 
organs (TCSCC = 4-6 s; Buttner & Waespe, 1981; Fernandez & Goldberg, 1971). This 
particular stimulus decay function allowed us to confirm such a progressive decay of 
vestibular stimulation effects on GFP related to visual stimulation, and for estimating 
the time constants of the GFP effects to evaluate the dependence on VSM and SCC 
information processing respectively.  
 
This analysis showed that vestibular effects on GFP decayed faster (TCEARLY = 8.7 s, 
TCLATE = 4.6 s) and thereby resembled the TSCC (i.e. 4-6 s) rather than vestibular 
stimulation induced reflexive eye movements (TCVOR = 14 s)—which resembled more 
to the previous estimates of the VSM time constant (Bertolini et al., 2011). This 
suggests that VSM might make little contributions to visual-vestibular interactions at 
the cortical level. 
 
This is in line with previous evidences for visual inhibition of the feeling of self-
motion related to VSM (Laurens & Angelaki, 2011). Moreover, it has been argued, 
that VSM directly contributes subcortical control of the VOR without the involvement 
of cortical processing (Bertolini et al., 2008). On the other hand, during constant-
velocity rotation in darkness VSM contributes to self-motion perception that strongly 
depends on cortical processing. It is currently unknown what are the exact 
contributions of VSM to higher vestibular functions involving cortical processing. Our 
data suggests, however that basic visual-vestibular interactions seem to be relatively 
independent of prior vestibular afferent processing by VSM. We speculate, because 
two routes relay vestibular signals reach the cortex i.e. a thalamic and a non-thalamic 
projection (Dieterich & Brandt, 2015), our results might be based on vestibular inputs 
along the faster, non-thalamic, projection that might bypasses time-consuming afferent 
computations (i.e. VSM) in order to be rapidly available for multisensory cortical 
processing.  
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Limitations and outlook 
Our study exploited the combination of natural selective stimulation of the horizontal 
SCCs and the high temporal resolution of EEG. However, we did not study visual-
vestibular interactions during head acceleration/deceleration, which activates the 
SCCs, but we focused on the time periods following acceleration/deceleration for 
sensory confound control. The resulting vestibular stimulus consisted of both residual 
SCC activation and VSM, which cannot be fully dissociated in our study. Future work 
should also study visual-vestibular interactions during head accelerations to study the 
selective contribution of SCC signals to visual processing.  
 
Furthermore, although participants were instructed to suppress the VOR by focusing 
on a central fixation point, the strong vestibular stimuli (i.e. 180 °/s2) used here 
induced the VOR in most of the subjects resulting in jitter of the visual input to the 
retina. This might have affected our results. However, it is unlikely that our results 
could be entirely explained by eye movements independent of vestibular effects on 
visual processing. This is the case because the VOR was not time locked to the visual 
stimulation presentation reflected that event-related EOG analysis showed no 
significant differences between the vestibular and control condition. Furthermore, eye 
movement artifacts were removed from the EEG data by ICA and by amplitude 
thresholds. Finally, the fact that the inverse solution found activation in the insula 
cortex, which is a key vestibular region, reassures that our result were based on 
vestibular contributions to visual processing. 
 
Conclusion 
This study combined natural vestibular stimulation with electrical neuroimaging of 
visual cortical processing in humans. Electrical neuroimaging analysis showed that 
vestibular stimulation modulated the response strength (i.e. GFP) and topographical 
pattern (i.e. GMD) of VEPs as early as 83 ms after stimulus onset. Distributed source 
estimations localized these vestibular effects on visual processing to the right posterior 
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insula cortex—a core vestibular input region to the cortex—and several regions of the 
parieto-medial temporal visual pathway involved in self-motion processing and spatial 
navigation. These vestibular effects on visual processing decayed rapidly (TCEARLY = 
8.7 s and TCLATE = 4.6 s) resembling thus the temporal dynamics of afferent vestibular 
input from the SCCs, which was distinct from the prolonged decay of the VOR, 
related to subcortical vestibular processing. Collectively these results indicate 
temporal-specific effects of natural vestibular stimulation on visual cortical processing 
relevant to self-motion processing. 
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3 General discussion 
In this final section I will summarize the main results of my thesis and discuss their 
methodological and theoretical implications.  
 
3.1 Summary of results 
In Part A (Studies 1-3), for studying multisensory mechanisms of 1PP we developed a 
novel experimental platform that allowed for systematic, well-controlled, and 
replicable induction of the FBI in more than 200 participants leading to 5 publications 
(i.e. 3 papers from Studies 1-3, and Appendix 1-2). 
 
Using this virtual reality and robotics platform, we achieved experimental 
manipulations of the 1PP by multisensory conflict between visual, vestibular, and 
somatosensory signals. This showed that subjective 1PP experience is malleable und 
depends on the integration of multisensory signals, in particular on visual and 
vestibular gravity cues. Globally, our studies showed that experimental manipulations 
of 1PP were functionally related to self-location changes (Study 1 and 3), but distinct 
from self-identification changes induced by our experimental manipulations (Studies 
1-3). 
 
In Part B (Studies 4-5), we were the first to combine natural vestibular stimulation 
with non-invasive electrical neuroimaging of multisensory (i.e. somatosensory and 
visual) cortical processing in humans.  
 
Results from the EEG studies of my thesis showed temporal-specific vestibular effects 
on somatosensory and visual cortical processing. Vestibular stimulation modulated 
early somatosensory cortical processing (> 24 ms post-stimulus) related to processing 
in primary somatosensory cortex (Study 4), mid-late visual cortical processing (> 83 
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ms post-stimulus) related to extrastriate but not primary visual cortical processing, and 
higher-tier somatosensory (> 97 ms post-stimulus) and visual (> 178 ms post-stimulus) 
cortical processing steps. The temporal characteristics of these multisensory effects 
(i.e. time constant comparison) were highly similar to the temporal decay of peripheral 
vestibular input from vestibular stimulations, confirming a vestibular origin of the 
effects recorded in EEG. Thus, with our method we were able to identify the temporal 
characteristics of vestibular contribution to multisensory cortical processing. 
 
Inverse solution localized these effects to the posterior insula cortex (Study 5), a core 
vestibular cortical input region in line with previous fMRI studies, and two 
multisensory regions in the middle temporal gyrus (Study 4) and the precuneus (Study 
5), extending previous fMRI studies. 
 
3.2 First-person perspective: Visual-vestibular contributions 
What novel insight have we gained from our studies on 1PP? First of all, we showed 
that visual signals are highly relevant to 1PP experience. In Study 1, visual 
dependence in subjective visual vertical ratings correlated with visual-stimulus 
congruent 1PP experience during the FBI. In Study 2, the combined visuo-spatial 
viewpoint and visual body stimulus information induced viewpoint-congruent changes 
of 1PP experience. Finally, in Study 3 the direction of visual gravity motion 
congruently affected the experienced direction of the 1PP. This suggests that visual-
spatial and in particular visual-gravitational signals strongly contributed 1PP 
experience.  
 
However, it is unlikely that these effects were based only on judgments about the 
visual stimuli, because individual differences of 1PP in Study 1 were found for the 
exact same visual stimulus. Indeed, participants were asked to judge their subjective 
visual experience, however, with respect to an invisible external environment to which 
they had access only by vestibular and somatosensory signals. In addition, blind 
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people or in sighted people in darkness persist experiencing a centered and spatially 
directed 1PP that under these conditions more likely depends on non-visual 
multisensory cues, such as auditory, proprioceptive, and vestibular cues. 
 
Another important result of this thesis is that 1PP depended on vestibular otolithic 
information, i.e. on visual-vestibular integration in particular (Study 1). However, we 
did not manipulate vestibular inputs during these studies, but kept them constant 
throughout our experiments on 1PP. This raises the question whether vestibular 
stimulation might induce changes of 1PP experience similar to those evoked by visual 
 
Figure 8 FBI study in 16 healthy subjects (a) the same virtual reality – robotics based 
experimental platform and experimental procedure of the FBI studies in Studies 1-3 was 
used. Synchronous (Synch) versus asynchronous (Asynch) visuo-tactile stroking were paired 
with (b) left-anodal right-cathodal bipolar GVS or identical stimulation at the neck that does 
not activate the vestibular system (Sham). (c-d) The analysis using repeated measures 
ANOVAs showed no main effects and no significant (p > .05) interactions between Stroking 
and Vestibular Stimulation for 1PP ratings, for self-location, and self-identification (not shown 
here; unpublished study, collaborators: Pfeiffer C, Grivaz P, Blanke O., personal contribution: 
Experimental design, data analysis). 
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manipulations. We tested this prediction in an additional study using GVS (Figure 8). 
We found no effects of GVS on 1PP or self-location. In fact, no basic changes of self-
location or 1PP were induced when comparing the GVS and the Sham condition. We 
think this was related to the fact that GVS primarily induces rotational vestibular 
signals by activation of the semicircular canals, giving rise to the perception of 
rotational roll motion (Day & Fitzpatrick, 2005). This contrasts with our results from 
Studies 1-3 where linear acceleration signals related to gravity, i.e. involving otolith 
organs, affected 1PP. This might indicate, that under the motionless conditions on the 
robotic device, primarily gravitational signals contribute to 1PP, though we cannot rule 
out semicircular canal contributions to other conditions not tested here when the body 
is in motion.  
 
Another explanation for the absence of effects in this study might be related to the fact 
that both the GVS and the Sham stimulation are co-activating the somatosensory 
system. Thus, it is likely that the absence of differential effects of GVS versus Sham 
can be attributed to the somatosensory stimulations that abolished the induction of the 
FBI, i.e. which depend on the visual-somatosensory integration. 
 
Thus, our data provide positive evidence for the contribution of constant gravitational 
vestibular signals to 1PP, but we did not address how rotational vestibular signals or 
changes in vestibular input affect 1PP, which remains open for future studies. 
 
3.3 Vestibular EEG: Spatio-temporal mapping of the human 
vestibular cortex 
Using natural vestibular stimulation during high-density EEG recordings allowed us to 
identify the temporal signatures of vestibular contribution to multisensory processing. 
Vestibular stimulation influenced early somatosensory and visual processing by 
reduction of the evoked response amplitude. This might reflect an inhibition 
mechanism that assigns less weight to unexpected sensory signals during ongoing 
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vestibular inputs in order to improve the perception of self-motion, e.g. by suppressing 
processing of signals related to the own body movements (Brandt et al., 1998). Here 
we support the findings of vestibular inhibition of visual processing from fMRI 
showing when these interactions happen in the brain. 
 
The source estimation analysis of our EEG data provided a satisfying spatial 
resolution, certainly below those of fMRI, but still sufficient to identify a key 
vestibular cortical input region in the posterior insula, underlying the vestibular effects 
on visual evoked responses. We thus extend previous human fMRI approaches, by 
information about the temporal resolution of the multisensory processing in the 
vestibular cortex. Meta analysis in fMRI data showed that the parietal operculum (OP2 
region) and the posterior insula are the main hubs of vestibular input to the human 
cortex (Lopez, Blanke, et al., 2012; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012). My thesis shows in 
addition that posterior insula engages visual-vestibular signals integration as early as 
83 ms post-stimulus onset. 
 
Moreover, source estimations localized vestibular effects to the middle temporal gyrus 
and precuneus, two regions relevant to multisensory processing, and spatial navigation 
(Della-Justina et al., 2015; Freton et al., 2013; Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 
2011; Margulies et al., 2009). We showed that these regions also integrated vestibular 
and multisensory inputs during passive sensory stimulations unrelated to specific 
cognitive tasks. 
 
3.4 Vestibular contribution to first- and second-person perspective 
Our data from healthy subjects shows neural evidence for automatic rapid integration 
of visual, somatosensory, and visual signals, collectively contributing to 1PP, an 
important aspect of consciousness and subjectivity. Recently, several authors have 
proposed that multisensory signal integration also is a fundamental basis of inter-
subjectivity, i.e. the second person perspective or social cognition. 
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For instance, according to the embodied simulation theory (Gallese & Sinigaglia, 
2011) the brain maps the actions and sensations observed in others to the sensorimotor 
system of the observer and thereby infers the action goals, and intentions, of the other. 
This theory capitalizes on mirror neurons, i.e. canonical neurons activated for 
executing or observing actions, in the ventral premotor cortex and intraparietal sulcus 
(Figure 9a). A totally different set of brain regions has been proposed relevant to 
social cognition according to the attention schema theory (see Introduction), according 
to which we understand others by monitoring their states of attention (Graziano & 
Kastner, 2011a, 2011b). This mechanism supposedly draws on superior-temporal and 
temporo-parietal cortical regions (Figure 9a).  
 
Interestingly, both different sets of brain mechanisms involved in embodied simulation 
and the attention schema overlap with the brain networks encoding experimentally 
induced changes of 1PP and self-location (during FBI, Figure 9b) and of self-
identification (during body-swap illusion, i.e. a different type of visuo-tactile stroking-
 
Figure 9 Summary of cortical brain regions involved in social cognition, BSC (bodily self), 
and vestibular processing. (a) Whereas for social cognition there is little overlap between the 
brain regions proposed relevant for the attention schema (in black) and embodied simulation 
(in gray), both sets of brain regions overlap with (b) the brain network of the BSC as 
identified by FBI experiments (full-body illusion) manipulating self-location and 1PP (in black) 
and the body-swap illusion manipulating mainly body ownership (in gray). (c) The human 
vestibular cortical regions (in black) are widely distributed and overlap with several regions 
relevant to both the BSC and social cognition (Pfeiffer, 2015). 
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induced illusion induced without spatial conflict between the virtual body and the 
participant’s body location; Petkova, Bjornsdotter, et al., 2011; Figure 9b). Thus 
social cognition (i.e. the second-person perspective) draws on neural processing 
involved in the first-person experiences of BSC. Importantly, my thesis shows, that the 
vestibular system contributes to BSC (see also overlap between Figure 9b and c). 
Accordingly, given the clear neuroanatomical overlap of BSC and social cognition, I 
predict hat vestibular information not only contributes to BSC, but also strongly 
contributes to social cognition (see Deroualle & Lopez, 2014; Lenggenhager & Lopez, 
2015; Pfeiffer, 2015, for reviews). Vestibular signals might play a particularly potent 
role for decoding and dissociating the whole-body movements observed in others from 
the own body movements. In addition, vestibular processing might strongly contribute 
to routinely perform mental spatial transformations of the visuo-spatial perspective 
that help “putting oneself in the shoes of the other”—in line with work showing 
vestibular signals affect mental own-body transformations (Falconer & Mast, 2012; 
van Elk & Blanke, 2013). Thus, future research should further explore how BSC 
relates to social cognition and vestibular processing. The results of my thesis provide a 
good starting point for such an approach, by revealing the neural signatures of 
vestibular contributions to multisensory processing, and by showing that vestibular 
signals strongly contribute to spatial aspects of BSC  
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• We  experimentally  induced  the  full  body  illusion  through  a robotic  device.
• We  collected  SCRs  and  ratings  following  acute  pain  stimulation  during  bodily  illusion.
• Reduced  arousal  responses  were  detectable  under  illusory  states  of self-consciousness.
• Reduced  SCR  was  related  to the  degree  of ownership  experienced  for the  virtual  body.
• Virtual  body  must  be in anatomical  configuration  to be effective.
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Looking  at one’s  own  body  has been  shown  to induce  analgesia.  In the  present  work  we  investigated
whether  illusory  self-identification  with  an  avatar,  as  induced  experimentally  through  visuo-tactile
stimulation,  modulates  the response  to  painful  stimuli.
In 30  healthy  volunteers,  a robotic  device  was  used  to stroke  the  participants’  back,  while  they  viewed
either  the  body  of  an  avatar,  a  non-body  object  (control  object),  or a body  avatar  with scrambled  body
parts  (control  body).  All  were  visually  stimulated  in  either  congruent  or incongruent  fashion  with  the  par-
ticipant’s  body.  We  collected  physiological  responses  (skin  conductance  response:  SCR)  to  painful  stimuli
delivered  to the  participant’s  hand  and  responses  to  a questionnaire  inquiring  about  self-identification
with the avatar.  We  expected  reduced  physiological  responses  to  pain  during  the observation  of  a  body
avatar  only  during  synchronous  visuo-tactile  stroking  and  no reduction  for the  control  object  and  the
control  body.
Results  showed  a reduced  SCR  to painful  stimuli  when  participants  observed  the  normal  body  avatar
being  stroked  synchronously  that  was  also  associated  with  largest  self-identification  ratings  recordable
already  during  the pain  anticipation.  Moreover,  a  negative  correlation  between  self-identification  and
SCR  was  observed,  suggesting  that  a greater  degree  of  self-identification  with  the  avatar  was  associated
with  larger  decreases  in SCR.  These  results  suggest  that  during  states  of illusory  self-identification  with
the  avatar,  the  vision  of  an  alien  body  (anatomically  compatible  for the  vision  and  congruently  stroked
for the touch)  is effective  in modulating  physiological  responses  to painful  stimuli.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Bodily self-consciousness is not considered anymore a unitary
inviolable concept. Recent experimental evidences suggest that it
∗ Corresponding author at: Corresponding author. Tel.: +41 21 6931822;
fax: +41 21 6931770.
E-mail addresses: d.romano10@campus.unimib.it (D. Romano),
christian.pfeiffer@epfl.ch (C. Pfeiffer), angelo.maravita@unimib.it (A. Maravita),
olaf.blanke@epfl.ch (O. Blanke).
is rather a result of multisensory bodily signal integration in the
brain. Bodily self-consciousness has been proposed to comprise
self-identification (the experience that ‘I’ identify with a body), self-
location (the experience of where ‘I’ am located), and a first-person
perspective (from where ‘I’ experience the world), but also relating
to the sense of agency (the experience that ‘I’ am the agent caus-
ing ‘my’ actions) [1–3]. Since the first experimental induction of
changes in limb-ownership and location in the rubber-hand illu-
sion [4], further studies have demonstrated that it is possible to
extend one’s own  body representation to different external objects
such as a prosthetic hand [4] or different fake body parts [5–8] but
0166-4328/$ – see front matter ©  2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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also to entire bodies [9,10]. In the rubber hand illusion (RHI), the
visuo-tactile congruent stimulation of one’s own hidden hand and a
visible anatomical compatible fake hand induces the sensation that
the prosthetic limb belongs to oneself [4,11]. Similarly, the full body
illusion (FBI) can be induced; thus, congruent visuo-tactile stimu-
lation at the trunk can induce self-identification and self-location
changes with respect to a virtual or fake body [12,13,9,14].
Multisensory body representation has been proposed to be cru-
cial for self-identification with the body and for other aspects of
bodily self-consciousness [4,15,9,16,17,11]; however, it has also
been shown to be critical for any sensory perception including pain.
Recent studies from cognitive neuroscience show that although
pain is highly subjective, it is affected by certain bodily states
and experimentally modulated multisensory signals [18–20]. Thus,
although nociceptive stimuli are processed through specific sen-
sory pathways [18,21], similar to non painful stimuli, pain can be
critically modulated by vision.
Previous work has shown that looking at one’s own body but not
to an object or at another person’s body, while receiving a painful
stimulus, produces analgesic effects [22,20]. Starting from this
observation, we aimed at investigating the relationship between
pain processing and body ownership; here, we sought for evidence
that reduced responses to nociceptive stimuli can be obtained not
only by looking at one’s own body [20] but also when looking at
another person’s body or avatar, especially under conditions of
self-identification with the virtual body. Thus, we  asked whether
changes in illusory self-identification following the induction of an
FBI would be associated with a reduction of pain responses.
In two experiments, we combined robotic stimulation and vir-
tual reality technology in order to induce the FBI [23–25]. We  then
investigated the response to acute noxious stimuli delivered to the
participant’s hand, through the recording of the SCR, corresponding
to the activation of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) [26–28].
Since the response to a noxious stimulus starts before skin con-
tact, as a consequence of anticipatory evaluation of the sensory
consequence to the approaching stimulus [29], we  also studied
the modulation of such an anticipatory response to pain follow-
ing FBI. We  induced the FBI by manipulating the congruency of
visuo-tactile stroking between the virtual body and participants’
own body (stroking factor) and we manipulated whether the partic-
ipants saw a virtual body or a control object on their head-mounted
display (visual feedback configuration factor).
2. Experiment 1
2.1. Materials and methods
2.1.1. Participants
Fourteen right-handed healthy volunteers took part in Exper-
iment 1 (mean age ±standard deviation: 24.87±2.82 years; 3
females). All participants had normal vision and were naive to
the purpose of the experiment. All participants gave their written
informed consent before the inclusion in the study. The study was
approved by the local ethics committee,La Commission d’Ethique
de la Recherche Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de l’Université
de Lausanne,and was conducted in accordance with the ethical
standards of the Declaration of Helsinki [30].
2.1.2. Experimental setup
The experiment was conducted in a light-shielded room where
a robotic device for tactile stroking was installed [23]. The robotic
device had 200 cm × 90 cm × 10 cm dimensions and a soft foam
cover that permitted participants to lie comfortably on their back.
Stroking units were integrated in the robotic device that allowed
to separately stroke the left and right upper back of participants. A
stroking unit consisted of an ultrasonic motor (Shinsei, USR60-E3 N,
Japan, http://www.shinsei-motor.com) that actuated via a pinion-
hole mechanism movable end parts on which a spring blade and a
plastic sphere were mounted. Plastic spheres reached through gaps
in the foam cover of the robotic device to touch the upper back of
a participant and via the spring blades adapted to the curvature of
participants’ back during stroking.
Visual stimuli were presented on a head-mounted dis-
play (Virtual Realities, Virtual Viewer 3D, Houston, Texas,
www.vrealities.com/virtualviewer3d.html) with 800 × 600 pixel
resolution and 35 degrees of visual angle. On headphones white
noise was  presented to participants in order to prevent them from
hearing acoustic cues from the robotic stroking.
A serial keypad (Targus Numeric Keypad AKP10US, Anaheim,
CA, www.targus.com) was  used to record participants’ button press
responses, which were given with participant’s right hand.
In-house software (ExpyVR, Lausanne, Switzerland,
http://lnco.epfl.ch/expyvr) was used for visual and acoustic
stimulus presentation and recording of responses and LABview
software (National Instruments Corporation, version 2010b, Austin
Texas, www.ni.com/labview) was used for robotic device control.
2.1.3. Stimuli
Tactile stroking by the robotic device was  specified by
pre-programmed stroking sequences. A total of four ran-
dom sequences were created before the experiment with
Matlab software (MathWorks, version R13, Massachusetts US,
http://www.mathworks.ch). These sequences specified the posi-
tion of a stroking unit at 100 Hz sampling rate, within 0–20 cm
distance range, and 2–12 cm/s velocity range. Within these lim-
its, the four sequences had respectively random direction, timing,
relative position, and speed.
The head-mounted display showed an image of a human body
(male or female, according to participant’s gender) wearing a white
t-shirt and blue jeans against a gray background (virtual body,
Fig. 1a) or a white rectangle, as a control condition (virtual object,
Fig. 1b). The virtual body held a prone posture and was seen in bird’s
eye view [25].
2.1.4. SCR device
The BioSemi ActiveTwo system (ActiveTwo, BioSemi B.V.,
Amsterdam, Netherlands) was  used as signal amplifier with spe-
cific GSR sensors consisting of 2 passive Nihon Kohden electrodes to
induce an oscillator signal synchronized with the sample-rate. The
sensors were applied on the distal phalanx of the index and middle
finger of the left hand, while the two references electrodes were
applied to the left forearm. A saline conductive paste was  applied
to the electrodes, in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Data were digitalized on a dedicated computer through optic
connection with a sample rate of 2048 Hz and then data were re-
sampled offline at 200 Hz.
2.1.5. Procedure
An experimental run consisted of an FBI-induction phase, fol-
lowed by a pain-stimulation phase, questionnaire ratings, and a
resting period (Fig. 1d)
The FBI-induction phase consisted of 50 s visuo-tactile stroking
in synchronous or asynchronous fashion (stroking factor) seen on
an avatar or object (visual feedback factor).
A total of 8 trials were presented during the pain-stimulation
phase. A trial began with visually presenting a needle that moved
toward the body/object eventually contacting the target (“virtual
puncture”) during 5 s and was followed by a fixed interstimulus
interval of 5 s after which the next trial was presented. During
the pain-stimulation phase, visuo-tactile stroking was continu-
ously presented. The picture of a big static needle was displayed
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Fig. 1. Visual stimuli and procedure. (a) A human body image stimulus seen from the back was  used in both experiments. (b) A control object stimulus was  a white rectangle
and  used in Experiment 1, and (c) a scrambled body stimulus was used as a control for the body stimulus in Experiment 2. (d) Sequence of events for an experimental run of
the  full-body illusion, starting with visuo-tactile stroking for 50 s, followed by 8 painful stimuli with SCR acquisition for 80 s, followed by questionnaire ratings and a resting
period of 50 s.
on the left side of the virtual body/object during either the induc-
tion phase and the stimulation phase (Fig. 1). For half of the trials
a “real contact” condition was presented. The biologic left hand of
the participant was hit with a real needle synchronously with the
contact of the virtual needle with the visual target. The real needle
had a blunt end with 1 mm diameter and the contacting the skin
was not invasive. The real contact stimulation was  administered
always by the same trained experimenter who  was blind to the
actual stroking condition. In the other half of trials, a “simulated
contact” condition was presented. Participants did not receive any
stimulation during the vision of the virtual pinprick. This condi-
tion was used to assess the presence of any SCR response to the
vision of the noxious stimulus hitting the target in the absence of
any somatosensory painful stimulation [27].
This procedure resulted in 8 different conditions: body congru-
ent real, body congruent simulated, body incongruent real, body
incongruent simulated, object congruent real, object congruent
simulated, object incongruent real, and object incongruent sim-
ulated. After the pain-stimulation phase, the questionnaire was
administered; 50 s of rest separated the different condition runs.
2.1.6. Measures
2.1.6.1. Questionnaire ratings. During each condition run and
immediately after the pain-stimulation phase, participants were
asked to complete a questionnaire comprising items adapted from
previous studies on bodily illusions [4,9] and pain [20] (Table 1).
Responses were given through a 7 points visual analogue scale
(VAS) and were automatically coded by the experimental software
with a score ranging from −3 to +3.
Participants were asked to move the cursor along horizontal
axes by pressing buttons with the index and ring fingers (left/right
movement) with their right hand, while they confirmed their
choice pressing the button in the center with the middle finger. The
random sequences of either experimental conditions and question-
naire items were under computer control.
The data from each question underwent an intra-subject stan-
dardization by means of an ipsatization procedure in order to
neutralize the effect in responses set [31,32]. Specifically, each rat-
ing was subtracted by the mean rating of the subject responses
in all questions and conditions and then divided by the standard
deviation of subject’s responses in all questions and conditions.
2.1.6.2. Skin conductance response. The skin conductance level was
recorded at DC level. An off-line digital high pass filter set at 0.05 Hz
was applied to obtain phasic skin conductance responses [33]. This
filter is effective to get back at level 0 the SCR after 1–3 s post-peak
and highlights the event related responses in the skin conductance
signal. The maximum amplitude of the SCR was  used as measure
of autonomous nervous system responses. For each trial, the max-
imum amplitude recorded in the time window of 7 s starting with
the initial movement of the needle was  extracted. The measures
were intra-subject normalized [34–36] in order to obtain compa-
rable measures among the participants, given the well known large
inter-subject variability of SCR [37,38]. In addition, the mean skin
conductance level (SCL) during each condition was calculated to
evaluate the basal sympathetic tone [39].
2.1.7. Data analysis
Data were analyzed with STATISTICA 6.0 (StatSoft, Italy,
http://www.statsoft.it).
A repeated measure ANOVA was run on SCR data in a 2 × 2 × 2
within subject design. The main factors were: visual feedback
configuration (body/object); stroking (congruent/incongruent) and
Table 1
Questionnaire items from Q1 to Q4 are questions inquiring about bodily illusory sen-
sations and Q6 and Q7 are questions asking for explicit pain experience while Q5 is
a  control question. Questions sequence were fully randomized and under computer
control.
Question
Q1 How strong was the feeling that the visual image of the
body/object you saw was really you? (self identification)
Q2 How strong was the feeling that you were drifting downwards or
upwards?
(self location).
Q3 How Strong was the feeling that you could control the movement
of  the body you saw? (agency over the visual object)
Q4 How strong was the feeling that you cannot move your own body?
(loss of agency)
Q5 How strong was the feeling that you had more than two bodies?
(control question)
Q6 How much intense was the pain inflicted by the needle?
(pain intensity)
Q7 How much unpleasant was  the needle stimulation?
(pain unpleasantness)
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stimulus contact (real/simulated). When a significant effect was
found, the !2 effect size and power were computed.
Ipsatization transformed questionnaire ratings in Z-scores with
a normal distribution allowing a proper use of parametric tests on
questionnaire data [31,32]. Separated repeated measures ANOVAs
were conducted for each different question on ipsatized values
and on SCL measures. Each one of these ANOVAs resulted in a
2 × 2 within subject design factoring visual feedback configuration
(body/object) and stroking (congruent/incongruent).
Significant level was set at p < .05, when a significant interaction
was detected; post-hoc analysis were conducted with Fisher LSD
test.
In addition, the Pearson’s r correlation was calculated between
questionnaire responses and SCR.
2.2. Results
2.2.1. Skin conductance
The ANOVA on SCR data showed a main effect of contact
(F(1,13) = 20.589; p < .001, !2 = .613; power = .987) and an interac-
tion between visual feedback and stroking (F(1,13) = 6.111; p < .05;
!2 = .320; power = .942). The other main factors (visual feedback:
F(1,13) = 2.221; p = .16; stroking: F(1,13) = .561; p = .47) and interac-
tions were not significant (visual feedback × contact: F(1,13) = .232;
p = .64; congruency × contact: F(1,13) = 4.133; p = .063; visual feed-
backcongruency × contact: F(1,13) = .084; p = .77). Fisher’s post-hoc
tests showed that the real contact (Z = .3 ± .08) induced a greater
SCR than the simulated contact (Z = −.4 ± .08). The interaction
between visual feedback and stroking notably showed that, during
the visual feedback of the body, the SCR was lower for congruent
versus incongruent stroking while for the object visual feedback
the trend was in the opposite direction. Post-hoc testing revealed
that the body congruent condition (Z = −.28 ± .05) had different
responses from body incongruent (Z = .03 ± .09; p = .026) and object
congruent conditions (Z = .08 ± .13; p = .013). At the same time the
other three conditions did not show statistically significant differ-
ences in any direct comparison (Fig. 2a)
The ANOVA on SCL did not show any significant effect nor
for the main effects (visual feedback: F(1,13) = 1.288; p = .277;
stroking: F(1,13) = 3.049; p = .104), neither for the interaction
(F(1,13) = 1.765; p = .207).
2.2.2. Questionnaire
The analysis of self-identification ratings (Q1) showed the
main effect of visual feedback (F(1,13) = 15.81; p ≤ .001, !2 = .549;
power = .956) but no main effect of stroking and no visual feedback
x stroking interaction. Thus, self-identification was  rated signifi-
cantly higher in the body (Z = .91 ± .26) conditions than in the object
conditions (Z = −.22 ± .23).
The ANOVA for self-location ratings (Q2) showed a visual
feedback x stroking interaction (F(1,13) = 5.29; p < .05; !2 = .29;
power = .904). Post hoc comparisons showed that values were
lower in the object incongruent condition (Z = −1.79 ± .39) than
in the other three conditions (body congruent = −1.28 ± .54; body
incongruent = −1.28 ± .49; object congruent = −.86 ± .51), which
were at the same level (all p ≤ .05). There was no main effect of
visual feedback and no main effect of stroking for self-location
ratings (Q2).
Questions about agency (Q3 and Q4), the control question (Q5),
and questions about pain experience (Q6 and Q7) revealed no sig-
nificant main effects and no interactions. The absence of significant
differences for the questions about pain experience (Q6 and Q7)
suggests that our experimental manipulation did not result in con-
sciously reportable effects on pain experience (Fig. 2b).
Fig. 2. Experiment 1 results. (a) Columns represent the mean SCR response for the
significant interaction between visual feedback (body/object) and stroking (congru-
ent/incongruent). The SCR has been transformed in z-scores. The panel (b) shows
mean questionnaire ratings. The thin bars indicate standard errors.
2.2.3. Correlation analysis
Correlation analysis showed a significant negative correla-
tion between self-identification ratings (Q1) and real contact SCR
(r = −.27; p < .05), that is, a high degree of self-identification was
associated with low SCR. None of the other questions showed sig-
nificant correlations with the implicit measures.
3. Experiment 2
3.1. Materials and methods
3.1.1. Participants
Sixteen right-handed healthy volunteers participated (Age±SD:
23.56±2.50 years, 4 females), who had not participated in Exper-
iment 1 and were thus naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
All participants had normal vision and gave their written informed
consent before the inclusion in the study. The study was approved
by the local ethics committee, La Commission d’Ethique de la
Recherche Clinique de la Faculté et de Medicine de l’Université
de Lausanne, and was conducted in accordance with the ethical
standards of the Declaration of Helsinki [30].
3.1.2. Materials, methods, and procedures
The materials, methods, procedures, and analysis were the same
as in Experiment 1, except for the following differences.
In Experiment 2, we investigated whether any visual effect
of self-identification on SCR needed the visual observation of
a realistic and anatomically intact body. For this purpose, we
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presented participants with either a virtual human body (simi-
lar to Experiment 1), or with a scrambled version of the same
body, shaped with anatomically impossible limb configuration
(Fig. 1c). More precisely, the trunk of the virtual body was pre-
sented at the center of the image and similarly to the original
image, and the other body segments were presented at incon-
gruent positions (Fig. 1c). The scrambled body image was created
with GIMP software (GIMP 2.6.10; www.gimp.org) and was  a
modification of the avatar image in such a way that we  pro-
vided a unitary picture that could be processed also as a whole
and not just as a fragmented summation of smaller figures. We
named this condition “scrambled body”. The experimental design
resulted in a 2 × 2 × 2 within subjects design factoring: visual
body configuration (anatomical/scrambled body), stroking (con-
gruent/incongruent) and stimulus contact (real/simulated) for the
SCR analysis, and a series of 2 × 2 within subjects design factoring:
visual body configuration (anatomical/scrambled body), stroking
(congruent/incongruent) for questionnaire and SCL analysis.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Skin conductance
The ANOVA on SCR data showed a main effect of contact
(F(1,15) = 68.148; p < .001, !2 = .819; power > .999) and a main effect
of visual feedback (F(1,15) = 34.909, p < .001; !2 = .699 power > .999)
moreover the interaction between visual feedback and stroking fac-
tors was significant (F(1,15) = 6.46; p < .05; !2 = .301; power = .95)
as well as the interaction between visual feedback and contact
(F(1,15) = 11.221; p < .01, !2 = .428; power = .997). The main factor
stroking (F(1,15) = .417; p = .528) and the other interactions were
not significant (stroking × contact: F(1,15) = .056; p = .817; visual
feedback × stroking × contact: (F(1,15) = .024; p = .879).
The real contact (Z = .37 ± .04) induced a greater SCR than the
simulated contact (Z = −.38 ± .04). The visual feedback main effect
showed that independently from the stroking main effect, see-
ing a virtual body in anatomical configuration (Z = −.19 ± .03)
induced lower SCR to painful stimuli than seeing a scrambled
body (Z = .18 ± .03). The interaction between visual feedback and
stroking factors, congruently with Experiment 1 and our predic-
tion, showed that, using the anatomical configuration as a visual
feedback, the SCR was lower for congruent than for incongru-
ent stroking while for the scrambled body there was an opposite
trend. Post hoc comparisons showed that the body congruent
condition (Z = −.33 ± .05) differed significantly from scrambled con-
gruent condition (Z = .31 ± .09; p < .001) and scrambled incongruent
(Z = .05 ± .09; p < .05), moreover a difference close to significance
was found between anatomical body congruent and anatomical
body incongruent (Z = −.05 ± .06; p = .08) contrast (Fig. 3a).
The post hoc analysis for the visual body configuration by
contact interaction showed that the main effect of visual body con-
figuration was driven by differences in the real contact conditions
as the real touch during anatomical body conditions (Z = .06 ± .07)
differed significantly from the real touch during scrambled
body configurations (Z = .68 ± .08; p < .001). Moreover, both were
stronger than the simulated contact conditions (all p < .001), which
did not show significant difference for the two visual body con-
figurations (simulated anatomical body = −.45 ± .05, simulated
scrambled body = −.31 ± .06; p = .178).
Consistently with Experiment 1, the ANOVA on SCL did not
show significant results nor for the main effects (visual feedback:
F(1,15) = .647; p = .434; stroking: F(1,15) = .067; p = .798), neither for
the interaction (F(1,15) = .096; p = .761).
3.2.2. Questionnaire data
The ANOVA for self-identification ratings (Q1) showed sig-
nificant main effects of visual body configuration (F(1,13) = 5.99;
Fig. 3. Experiment 2 results. (a) Columns represent the mean SCR response for the
significant interaction between visual feedback (body/object) and stroking (congru-
ent/incongruent). The SCR has been transformed in z-scores. The panel (b) shows
mean questionnaire ratings. The thin bars indicate standard errors.
p < .05; !2 = .285; power = .629) and stroking (F(1,13) = 5.04; p < .05;
!2 = .251; power = .556). There was  no visual body configuration
by stroking interaction. The anatomical body (Z = .55 ± .18) condi-
tions induced higher self-identification ratings than the scrambled
body conditions (Z = −.11 ± .26). Moreover, the congruent stroking
(Z = .56 ± .24) induced higher ratings compared to the incongru-
ent (Z = −.12 ± .22) suggesting an additive but not interactive effect
which identified the anatomical body congruent stroking condi-
tion as the one with the stronger effect of self-identification with
the human picture.
Questions about self-location (Q2) and agency (Q3 and Q4) did
not reveal any significant main effect and no interaction.
The control question (Q5) showed a significant main effect of
the visual feedback (F(1,13) = 10.23; p < .01; !2 = .406; power = .997;
body = −.05 ± .19; scrambled = −.63 ± .18). Consistent with Experi-
ment 1, none of the questions about pain experience (Q6 and Q7)
showed significant main effects or interactions.
3.2.3. Correlation
Correlation analysis showed a significant negative correla-
tion between self-identification ratings (Q1) and real contact SCR
(r = −.31; p < .05). No other questionnaire items showed a significant
correlation with the SCR.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we found that changes in self-identification
with a virtual body modulate arousal responses to acute painful
stimulations, as reflected by a decreased SCR. Although, exter-
nal stimuli that evoke nociceptive afferent signals are the main
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contributor to pain experience, other internal factors contribute
to the genesis and the modulation of the pain experience, such
as generically defined cognitive or affective components. Among
these factors, it has been possible to differentiate affective-
motivational components, such as emotions or meditation-induced
states [40,34], from more cognitive factors, such as attention and
expectations related to incoming stimuli features [41,42,29]. More-
over, perceptual factors, such as proprioception [43] and the visual
size of a body part play a role [44].
Looking at one’s own body but not looking at a neutral object
or at another person’s body has been reported to induce analgesia
for acute painful stimulation [22,20]. Here, we sought for a similar
modulation of pain responses induced by the vision of a virtual body
that also depended upon the level of illusory self-identification
with that body during a full-body illusion [9] induced by controlled
robotic stimulations [23–25].
In the first experiment, we compared automatic responses to
acute painful stimulations, while a virtual body was  shown in
back-view on an HMD. These responses were compared with those
obtained when seeing a control neutral object [26,45,46,9,8]. Our
results revealed that the SCR to painful stimuli decreased for real
and simulated noxious stimuli, specifically under congruent visuo-
tactile stimulation and when the body, but not the object, was seen.
This result was further qualified by the second experiment,
where another control condition was added, consisting of a scram-
bled human figure, typically used in studies testing body and face
perception [47–49]. The specific aim of Experiment 2 was to assess
the importance of a realistic body configuration [48] for induc-
ing the FBI and the reduction in the SCR to painful stimuli. The
arousal responses to the applied pinpricks, both real and simulated,
showed, consistently with Experiment 1, a selectively decreased
SCR, only when the body was shown in the anatomical configu-
ration and under congruent visuo-tactile stimulation. Moreover,
negative results from SCL analysis suggested that the changes in
arousal responses that we observed were related more to the tran-
sient event related response than to a modification of an altered
basal sympathetic tone [39].
The present results add to previous findings on the modula-
tion of pain experience by vision. Vision of noxious stimuli seen
as approaching another person’s body induces arousal responses
in healthy humans [27]. It has been argued that such responses
are mainly based on the cognitive evaluation of the approaching
stimulus which would produce an automatic anticipatory response
[29,50] that has been hypothesized to be mediated by emphatic
sharing of the affective component of pain [51,52]. Furthermore,
previous works reported that the vision of one’s own stimulated
body parts can modulate pain thresholds [20,44] or the rating of
pain intensity [22], suggesting an analgesic effect when looking
at one’s own body. The present study goes beyond such previous
results by linking the visual response to an incoming threat directed
towards another person’s body, to illusory self-identification expe-
rienced towards an observed virtual body.
We hypothesized that the increased self-identification, when
seeing the virtual body stroked in a congruent fashion, would
be reflected in changes in the processing of painful stimuli
akin to those described during the direct observation of one’s
own body typically consisting of a reduced response to painful
stimuli [22,20,44]. Questionnaire data showed that higher self-
identification was recorded with the avatar only when presented
with an anatomically correct body configuration and when stroked
congruently, according to the literature [4,53,28,9,8].
Investigating the relationship between the self-identification
and reduced SCR further, we found that the overall correlation
between the magnitude of illusory self-identification and the mag-
nitude of SCR was significant. The correlation was negative in both
experiments, sustaining that the more self-identification with the
avatar our participants reported, the stronger was the reduction
of the SCR for painful stimuli. Although, in the correlation anal-
ysis all conditions were considered together with the potential
risk of an autocorrelation bias, it is noteworthy that illusory self-
identification was  the only item from a total of 7 items that showed
the same negative correlation with SCR in experiments 1 and 2.
Our findings of a reduced arousal response are in line with
earlier studies reporting elevated pain thresholds when seeing a
body part or when self-identifying with a virtual body [45,20],
but also extend these data on visual analgesia described earlier.
In particular, we show here that such decreased arousal response
to painful stimuli is tuned by bodily self-consciousness and also
modulates anticipatory levels of painful stimuli processing and thus
is not strictly dependant on the somatosensory nociceptive input.
However whereas these pain thresholds data have recently been
extended with explicit ratings of pain experience [22], we did not
observe similar effects in explicit pain ratings in experiment 1 and
2. Consistently with our results, a recent study (conducted in two
different laboratories) showed that explicit pain ratings for stimuli
delivered to the biological hand did not change during the RHI [54].
It is worth noting that we  assessed pain ratings only once for each
condition during the questionnaire phase, and not on a trial by trial
basis after each stimulation, in order to reduce possible interference
with the induced illusory state and skin conductance recording.
However, this procedure of measuring pain ratings only once might
weaken the confidence with pain ratings as several external con-
founding effects, like memory or other post-perceptual processes,
might have interfered with the judgment of stimulations which was
delayed.
It has also been proposed that the body is processed as a whole,
as suggested by the reported advantage for a global processing of
body pictures shown in an upright posture as compared to upside-
down or non-anatomical postures [55,48]. In the current study,
we showed that in order to induce the FBI, the picture of the
avatar needs to be presented in its correct anatomical configura-
tion. Although, modulation of pain experience for an isolated body
part was  found when looking at the body part [20,44], the present
data, comparing the observed effects for the full normal versus
scrambled body, suggest that global bodily processing of a seen
human body impacts self-identification and arousal responses to
painful stimuli. Interestingly, although we  presented avatars that
matched the gender of our participants, the avatars appearances
were different with respect to the specific hair style, or the skin
colour of participants. However, our results indicate that primarily
the anatomical configuration of the avatar defined the possibility
to increase the self-identification with it, and not its actual sim-
ilarity with participant’s body, congruently with the finding that
even an opposite gender avatar could induce embodiment effects
[56,57].
In conclusion, we found that it is possible to reduce the implicit
arousal response to acute painful stimuli throughout the full
body illusion. This effect is already available during the anticipa-
tory response to the incoming expected painful stimulation; it is
related to the degree of self-identification with the stroked pic-
ture and would be achieved only for pictures of human bodies
presented with a normal anatomical configuration. However, this
implicit arousal reduced response is not transferred in an aware
reduced experience of pain. Our data suggests that pain processing
shares functional mechanism with self-identification and extends
previous research towards a fundamental understanding of self-
consciousness.
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A central feature of our consciousness is the experience of the self as a unified entity
residing in a physical body, termed bodily self-consciousness. This phenomenon includes
aspects such as the sense of owning a body (also known as body ownership) and
has been suggested to arise from the integration of sensory signals from the body.
Several studies have shown that temporally synchronous tactile stimulation of the real
body and visual stimulation of a fake or virtual body can induce changes in bodily
self-consciousness, typically resulting in a sense of illusory ownership over the fake
body. The present study assessed the effect of anatomical congruency of visuo-tactile
stimulation on bodily self-consciousness. A virtual body was presented and temporally
synchronous visuo-tactile stroking was applied simultaneously to the participants’ body
and to the virtual body. We manipulated the anatomical locations of the visuo-tactile
stroking (i.e., on the back, on the leg), resulting in congruent stroking (stroking was
felt and seen on the back or the leg) or incongruent stroking (i.e., stroking was felt
on the leg and seen on the back). We measured self-identification with the virtual
body and self-location as well as skin temperature. Illusory self-identification with the
avatar as well as changes in self-location were experienced in the congruent stroking
conditions. Participants showed a decrease in skin temperature across several body
locations during congruent stimulation. These data establish that the full-body illusion (FBI)
alters bodily self-consciousness and instigates widespread physiological changes in the
participant’s body.
Keywords: bodily self-consciousness, body representation, body illusion, self-representation, body-ownership,
neuroscience robotics
INTRODUCTION
Since William James’s characterization of self-consciousness in
the 19th century (James, 1890/1950), the psychological “self” has
been the subject of much intrigue in the world of psychology, phi-
losophy, and more recently, neuroscience. It has been proposed
that the processing and integration of body-related information is
important to develop a comprehensive neurobiological model of
self-consciousness (Damasio, 2000; Jeannerod, 2006; Craig, 2009;
Blanke, 2012). Recent advances in virtual reality (VR) technolo-
gies have enabled the investigation of bodily self-consciousness
by providing subjects with ambiguous multisensory information
about the location and appearance of their own body (Serino
et al., 2008; Salomon et al., 2009, 2012). This has made it possi-
ble to study three important aspects of bodily self-consciousness
and how they relate to the processing of bodily signals: self-
identification with the body (the experience of owning a body),
self-location (the experience of where I am in space), and first-
person perspective (the experience of from where I perceive)
(Blanke, 2012; Pfeiffer et al., 2013).
Although the sense of owning a body is often taken for granted,
there are many cases of impaired sense of body ownership.
For example, neurological patients with damage in the parietal
lobe or insula will often neglect or deny ownership for body
parts, one side of the body, or the entire body (e.g., Karnath
et al., 2005; Vallar and Ronchi, 2009; Heydrich et al., 2010).
Recent research has shown that hand ownership can also be
manipulated in healthy individuals. Botvinick and Cohen’s dis-
covery of the rubber hand illusion (RHI) revealed that an illusory
ownership for a rubber hand arises when synchronous visuo-
tactile stimulation is administered to a person’s occluded hand
and that of a viewed rubber hand. This illusion is abolished
when the tactile stimulation on the person’s real hand is asyn-
chronous to the stimulation seen on the rubber hand (Botvinick
and Cohen, 1998) and can also be induced using VR tech-
nology (e.g., Slater et al., 2008; Evans and Blanke, 2013). As
in other multisensory illusions, where specific combinations of
multisensory information give rise to an erroneous subjective
perception (e.g., McGurk and Macdonald, 1976), bodily illu-
sions indicate states in which people report strong sensations
of erroneous bodily self-consciousness due to an experimental
manipulation of multisensory conflict between visual, propri-
oceptive, and tactile cues. The multisensory conflict between
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the visuo-tactile stimulation induces bodily illusions, reflecting
alterations of bodily self-consciousness (Ehrsson, 2007; Blanke,
2012).
The RHI allows to investigate the integration of visual, tac-
tile and proprioceptive signals and its importance for central
body representation. However, more recent studies have shown
that visuo-tactile mismatch may modify not only ownership
of a body part, but may also induce ownership for a fake or
virtual body (self-identification with a filmed or virtual body;
Ehrsson, 2007; Petkova and Ehrsson, 2008), changes in self-
location (Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Aspell et al., 2009), and
changes in subjective first-person perspective (Ionta et al., 2011;
Pfeiffer et al., 2013). The latter paradigm (i.e., full-body illu-
sion, FBI) consists of participants viewing a video image on a
head mounted display (HMD) that was linked to a video cam-
era (placed 2m behind the person) filming the participant’s
back from behind. Participants thus viewed the video image
of their body while an experimenter stroked their back with a
stick (the stroking was perceived by the participants on their
back and also seen on the back of the virtual body). The HMD
displayed the stroking of the virtual body either in real time
or not (using an online video-delay or offline pre-recorded
data), generating synchronous and asynchronous visuo-tactile
stimulation.
The RHI and the FBI are most often quantified based on
participants’ responses to questionnaires and responses in dif-
ferent behavioral tasks. Several studies have shown that illusion
conditions can elicit a change in the perceived location of the
body or hand (Botvinick and Cohen, 1998; Tsakiris and Haggard,
2005; Lenggenhager et al., 2007), as well as changes in tactile
processing (Pavani et al., 2000; Aspell et al., 2009; Zopf et al.,
2010). Likewise, physiological measures have been employed and
revealed heightened skin conductance responses (SCR) in reac-
tion to threats to an illusorily embodied rubber hand (Armel
and Ramachandran, 2003) or body (e.g., Ehrsson, 2007; Petkova
and Ehrsson, 2008; Slater et al., 2008). The FBI has also been
shown to affect pain perception by increasing pain thresholds
(Hänsel et al., 2011). Additionally, differences in histamine reac-
tivity (Barnsley et al., 2011) and the cooling of the participant’s
hand during the RHI (Moseley et al., 2008) have been found
to accompany changes in illusory hand ownership. In summary,
both the RHI and the FBI have been associated with physiologi-
cal, behavioral, and tactile perceptual changes, whereas only the
RHI has been linked to physiological changes in temperature and
immune regulatory processes. These physiological changes have
been suggested to reflect parasympathetic changes related to the
modulations in body ownership. Such changes of temperature
regulation can be found in several clinical conditions associated
with disturbances in body ownership such as complex regional
pain syndrome (Jänig and Baron, 2003; Moseley, 2005), anorexia
(Lautenbacher et al., 1991), self-injurious behavior (Symons et al.,
2001) as well as others (for more details of such clinical condi-
tions see Table S1 in Moseley et al., 2008). It has been proposed
that these modulations of temperature related to body ownership
may bemediated though the insular cortex which has been shown
to be involved in illusions of body ownership (e.g., Tsakiris, 2010;
Blanke, 2012; Heydrich and Blanke, 2013) as well as coding of
introspective information (Craig et al., 2000; Damasio et al., 2000;
Craig, 2009).
While the FBI and the RHI are both induced by tempo-
rally synchronous visuo-tactile stroking of a seen body or hand
with the participant’s body or hand, the induced state of bod-
ily self-consciousness differs in several aspects. For example, the
RHI shows high sensitivity to both postural and anatomical con-
gruence (Tsakiris and Haggard, 2005; Costantini and Haggard,
2007) as well as to the spatial distance between the seen and the
touched hand. Thus, one study tested the effects of varying dis-
tance between the viewed rubber hand and the real hand and
found that the illusion was strongest when the hands were near
to each other and decayed rapidly when they were moved apart
(Lloyd, 2007). Differently, FBIs can be induced when seeing a vir-
tual body from a body-centered viewpoint (Petkova et al., 2011),
but also from a distance (Ehrsson, 2007; Lenggenhager et al.,
2007). Furthermore, classical FBI and RHI paradigms compare
conditions in which a temporal conflict (and hence an anatomi-
cal conflict) exists (asynchronous visuo-tactile condition) to those
with neither temporal nor anatomical conflicts (synchronous
visuo-tactile conditions). However, to the best of our knowl-
edge no experiment has compared the effects of an anatomical
mismatch without any temporal conflict in the FBI.
Another difference between FBI and RHI relates to the
anatomical specificity of the illusion. Studies have shown that
during the RHI the proprioceptive drift may be constrained to
the specific being finger stroked (Tsakiris and Haggard, 2005).
However, the FBI, in which participants are typically stroked
on their back, induces a change in self-location relating to the
full body and its position in space rather than only the stroked
region (Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Ionta et al., 2011). Recent find-
ings from skin temperature measurements in the RHI have also
shown a certain degree of specificity with decreased temperature
in the illusion condition only in the stroked hand, but not for
the contralateral hand nor for other non-stroked control sites
[i.e., the ipsilateral ankle; (Moseley et al., 2008)]. This provides
additional, physiological evidence that the RHI illusion induces a
local and anatomically specific change in embodiment. The FBI,
however, may induce a more widespread change in the body rep-
resentation (at the trunk and potentially beyond), although no
direct physiological evidence of such widespread changes has been
provided.
Here, a novel robotic device for tactile stimulation (Duenas
et al., 2011) is combined with VR to perform precise and repro-
ducible visuo-tactile manipulations of the FBI. The robotic device
was capable of independently stroking both the back (as in previ-
ous FBI studies) but also the legs, allowing us to explore if the
FBI can be evoked by stroking of the legs. We investigated the
following questions: Is anatomically congruent visuo-tactile stim-
ulation necessary for the induction of the FBI (as has been shown
previously for the RHI, but not yet tested for the FBI)? Would
the induction of the FBI be accompanied with skin tempera-
ture reduction and will the temperature reduction be widespread
or locally confined to the location of congruent visuo-tactile
stroking as has been shown for the RHI (Moseley et al., 2008)?
Participants were stroked by the robotic device on their back or
leg while seeing anatomically congruent or incongruent visual
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feedback. Skin temperature, self-identification, self-location and
tactile perception were measured. We hypothesized that (1) self-
identification will be stronger during spatially-congruent versus
incongruent conditions, and that (2) these illusion-inducing con-
ditions will be associated with a reduction of skin temperature,
which unlike in the RHI (Moseley et al., 2008) will not be
specific to the location of visual tactile stimulation but rather
widespread throughout all four recording sites. Following the
results of Moseley et al. (2008) we expected that (3) response
times (RTs) in the speeded tactile reaction would be longer in
the congruent stroking conditions. Finally in line with previous
experiments (e.g., Lenggenhager et al., 2009) we expected (4) a
modulation of the RTs in the mental ball drop task as a function
of visual-tactile stroking congruency.
METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-two volunteers (14 male, 8 female, mean age = 22.1
years, SD = 2.3) participated in the study. Participants had nor-
mal or corrected to normal vision and gave written informed
consent. All participants were right handed. The study was per-
formed in accordance to the ethical standards of the Declaration
of Helsinki. The experimental protocol was approved by the
local ethics committee: La Commission d’ethique de la recherche
Clinique de la Faculte de Biologie et de Medecine—at the
University of Lausanne, Switzerland.
MATERIALS AND STIMULI
We used a robotic stroking device, which allows for the precise
application of tactile stimuli to ensure reproducibility and con-
sistency across the experimental conditions and participants. The
device used in this study is detailed in Duenas et al. (2011). In
brief, the stroking mechanism consists of four individual stim-
ulation modules—two at the back and two at the legs—driven
by four ultrasonic motors (Shinsei Corp., Japan) over a rack and
pinion gear. The stimulation modules move a polymer sphere
that contacts the body, held by a polymer spring blade which
ensures constant contact pressure (Figure 1C). Stroking move-
ment is position controlled with a sampling rate of 200Hz and
can be controlled at velocities of 2–12 cm/s. The four stroking
modules followed a sawtooth trajectory with a range of 20 cm for
back-stroking modules and 16 cm for leg-stroking modules (left
and right) at 0.4Hz. LabVIEW software (National Instruments
Corporation, version 2010b, www.ni.com/labview) was used to
control the robotic stroking device.
EXpyVR (Custom in house software, http://lnco.epfl.ch/
expyvr) was used for the programming and executing of the
experiment, and recording of RTs. Responses were collected using
a keypad (Targus Numeric Keypad AKP10US, www.targus.com).
Participants wore a V-Real Viewer 3D SVGAHMD (800× 600
resolution, 35◦ field of view, www.vrealities.com/virtualviewer3d.
html). On the HMD, participants viewed the virtual avatar from
behind, with an overlay of the position and range of stroking
FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup. (A) Picture of experimental setup.
Participant lying on robotic stroking device. (B) Robotic stoking device shown
from feet perspective. Top: padding removed for motor view. Bottom: robot
with padding as used in the experiment. (C) Schematic representation of
stroking regions (dashed red line), tactile vibrators (blue triangles), and
thermocouple placement (green x).
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corresponding to that of the robotic stroking modules (Duenas
et al., 2011; Ionta et al., 2011).
The participants were outfitted with four tactile vibrators at
the left back, right back, left leg, right leg. Each vibrator con-
sisted of a small vibrating motor (Precision MicroDrives shaftless
vibration motors, model 312).
Participants’ skin temperature was measured with a HH309A
Data Logger Thermometer (Omega, Stamford, USA) with four
type K thermocouples and a real-time clock. The skin tempera-
ture of participants were measured at four locations, 4 cm below
the tactile vibrators on the left back, right back, left leg, and right
leg. The temperature at each location was recorded every 2 s over
the entire course of each experimental block, with the start of
the experiment coinciding with the beginning of the temperature
recording. We tested the variance of the thermometer in seven
participants using the same locations and durations as used in the
experiment. The participants were lying in a relaxed supine posi-
tion without and visual or tactile stimulation. The mean variance
of skin temperature change was 0.0005◦C.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We used full-factorial design with a 2 (Visual Stroking: back, leg)
×2 (Tactile Stroking: back, leg) within-participant manipulation.
PROCEDURE
At the start of the experiment, participants were briefed about the
stimuli they were going to experience and observe, and instructed
on the different tasks they were to perform. All participants wore
a white t-shirt and black socks which allowed for the placement
of tactile vibrators and thermocouples on the skin. Participants
were placed in a supine position on the robotic stroking device
and wore a HMD covered by a black cloth to occlude peripheral
vision. Participants held a ball (12 cm diameter) in their left hand
and a response button device in their right hand.
A training session was carried out before the experiment,
where participants saw a moving red dot against a black back-
ground and experienced the stroking first on their left back (15 s).
This was followed by an auditory cue for a Mental Ball Dropping
(MBD) Task (adapted from Lenggenhager et al., 2009; Ionta et al.,
2011). The MBD task was used to measure self-location, by mea-
suring the modulation of the experimental conditions on the
judged time for an imaginary ball dropping from the participants’
hand to reach the floor. First, participants pressed a button to
indicate that they imagined releasing the ball from their hand
(which was positioned close to the body at level with partici-
pants lying on the back). Secondly, participants held the button
depressed during imagined ball dropping, and released the but-
ton to indicate that they imagined the ball hitting the floor. Button
press duration (i.e., RT) were shown to be a sensitive measure of
participants self-location in previous work (Lenggenhager et al.,
2009).
Participants then performed a Speeded Tactile Reaction task.
Tactile processing at different locations of the body was mea-
sured by a novel approach modified from the Temporal Order
Judgments (TOJ) task, which showed that the RHI slowed tactile
processing (Moseley et al., 2008). For the task in this experiment,
participants’ reaction times to vibration stimuli on four locations
(left and right back and left and right leg) were tested. Each tactile
vibrator was placed 5 cm laterally from themidpoint of the robot’s
stroking range. Participants felt four tactile vibrations (100ms
duration) at four different locations in random order during
each trial, with random inter-stimulus intervals (0.5, 1, and 1.5 s)
between vibrations. Participants were told to respond immedi-
ately each time they felt a vibration. Their RTs at the different
locations were compared to a baseline measured in 40 practice
trials (10 times at each location) before the actual experiment to
correct for differences in tactile processing at different regions of
the body. This procedure was repeated twice during the training
session, with participants experiencing the stroking on their left
leg during the second trial. Participants indicated their under-
standing of the tasks after the training session before proceeding
on to the main experiment.
In each trial, participants were subjected to 40 s of stroking by
the robotic device and observed a synchronous stroking pattern
on a virtual body through the HMD. The stroking was applied on
either their left back or left leg in each trial and participants were
presented a synchronous movement of a red dot on either the left
back or left leg of the virtual body (Figure 1). They were imme-
diately prompted by an audio cue for a mental ball-drop and
given 5 s to respond, followed by a Speeded Tactile Reaction task
lasting 7 s. Each of the four experimental conditions (observed
congruent back and leg stroking, observed incongruent back, and
leg stroking) was presented five times in a single block, over two
blocks (Figure 2).
The four conditions presented were spatially congruent back-
stroking, spatially congruent leg-stroking, spatially incongruent
back-stroking and spatially incongruent leg-stroking. The order
of conditions was randomized for every block.
After having completed the experiment on the robotic device
participants completed a questionnaire at the end of the exper-
iment on a visual analogue scale (VAS) with scores ranging
from −3 (absolutely NOT applicable) to +3 (absolutely applica-
ble) pertaining to the two conditions, congruent, and incongru-
ent stroking. All participants were aware of the difference between
the two conditions. Questions weremodified from (Lenggenhager
et al., 2009; Ionta et al., 2011) and inquired about illu-
sory touch, self-identification, and also contained control items
(Figure 3).
Finally, participants were asked to give free verbal responses
related to their sensations during the experiment. For each
response they gave they were then prompted by the experi-
menter to reveal if this sensation was different for the congruent
and incongruent conditions and if it differed for the locations
of visuo-tactile stroking during the congruent condition (i.e.,
back-back vs. leg-leg). Responses were written down by the
experimenter.
ANALYSIS
Self-identification questionnaire ratings were analyzed with
2× 2 repeated measures ANOVA with Congruence (congru-
ent/incongruent) and Question (Q1–5) as factors. Fisher’s Least
Significant Difference (LSD) analysis with threshold at p < 0.05
was used for all post-hoc comparisons. For presentation purposes
the scale was then transformed into positive units resulting in a
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FIGURE 2 | Experimental paradigm and factorial design. (A) Experimental
procedure of each trial (top), each block (20 trials-middle), and full experiment
(two blocks-bottom). (B) Factorial design of the experiment: The four panels
show different visuo-tactile stroking conditions. Participants lay supine and
received tactile stroking on the back or leg (red dot and arrow represent
tactile stroking range). Participants observed a virtual body (vertical body) and
viewed visual stroking on the back or the leg as a movement of a red dot
(vertical line marks the extent of visual stimulation and was not presented to
participants). Note that the viewed virtual body was aligned in the same plane
as the participants’ body and is rotated for presentation purposes only.
scale of 1–7 corresponding to the−3 (absolutely NOT applicable)
to +3 (absolutely applicable) originally measured.
Processing of RTs from the MBD task included removing
dataset outlier values exceeding two standard deviations from
the participant’s mean for each individual. Condition average
RTs for four experimental conditions were calculated and statisti-
cally analyzed with a 2× 2 repeated measures ANOVA with fac-
tors Visual stimulation location (back/leg) and Stroking location
(back/leg).
Processing of RTs for the Speeded Tactile Reaction Task con-
sisted of removing for each individual dataset outlier values
exceeding two standard deviations from the participant’s mean.
These were analyzed with 2× 2× 4 repeated measures ANOVA
with factors tactile stimulation location (left and right back, left
and right leg), Visual stimulation location (back/leg), Stroking
location (back/leg).
Temperature data during the 40 s (20 time points) of stroking
were analyzed by means of independent repeated measures 2×
2× 4 ANOVA for each time point (1-20), with Visual stim-
ulation location (back/leg), Stroking location (back/leg), and
Thermometer location (left and right back, left and right leg)
as factors. Changes in temperature (!T) were calculated by
subtracting the skin temperature at the start of stroking (time
point 1) from all subsequent time points (time point 2–20) for
each trial. Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was
used for statistical analysis of temperature.
Overall changes in temperature were analyzed using a
repeated measures 2× 2 ANOVA with Visual stimulation loca-
tion (back/leg) and Stroking location (back/leg) as factors.
This was done once for the time period corresponding to the
onset of the illusion as well as for the overall experimental
epoch.
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FIGURE 3 | Questionnaire ratings for Q1-5 (mean ± standard error). N = 22. ∗ Indicates p < 0.002, and ∗∗ indicates p < 0.0001.
For the analysis of temperature data, five participants were
excluded from the analysis due to movements during the exper-
iment which displaced the thermocouples. For the MBD task,
outliers were discarded (total loss, 1.4% of trials, out of which
1 participant, whose mean reaction times were over 3 s, was
excluded from analysis). For the analysis of RTs for the Speeded
Tactile Reaction Task Trials outliers were removed (total loss,
<1% of trials).
RESULTS
SELF-IDENTIFICATION
Subjective responses are shown in Figure 3 and revealed stronger
self-identification with the virtual body for congruent ver-
sus incongruent conditions [Q2: It felt as though the body
I saw was as if it were my body; congruent trials M =
3.36, SE = 0.39; than incongruent trials: M = 2.36, SE = 0.33;
F(1, 21) = 7.21, p = 0.013]. There was also a significant congru-
ence effect for Q4 (The stroking felt as though it was located
on the body I saw) [F(1, 21) = 34.22, p < 0.001], indicating
illusory touch for the viewed body for the congruent condi-
tion (M = 4.7, SE = 0.36) that was larger than in the case
of the incongruent condition (M = 2.7, SE = 0.35). The ques-
tions related to changes in self-location (Q1 and Q3) as well as
the control question (Q5) showed no differences between the
conditions.
SELF-LOCATION
Statistical analysis of RTs from the MBD task showed a trend for
an interaction between visual and tactile input locations on par-
ticipants’ perception of self-location [F(1, 20) = 3.65, p = 0.07].
Post-hoc comparisons revealed that participants had shorter RTs
during the congruent condition (M = 872ms, SE = 5ms) than
in the incongruent condition (M = 884ms, SE = 5ms, p =
0.03). When examining all visual and tactile stroking locations
the back-congruent condition (M = 860ms, SE = 5ms) showed
faster reaction times as compared to the incongruent leg-stroking
condition (M = 890ms, SE = 5ms) (p < 0.01). This result indi-
cates a change in self-location between congruent and incongru-
ent conditions. No other effect was found for visual and tactile
interaction (all p > 0.2).
TEMPERATURE CHANGES
No significant differences in temperature were found for the dif-
ferent measurement locations (left/right leg, left/right back p =
0.8 n.s.). There were no significant interactions between tempera-
ture measurement location and the other factors (all p > 0.25)
at any of the 20 time points. This indicated that the cooling
effect (see below) was not linked to any specific location of mea-
surement. Hence, the measurements from all four locations were
averaged.
Analysis of the temperature changes showed a strong effect of
visual-tactile congruency on skin temperature [F(1, 18) = 70.115,
p < 0.001] with lower skin temperature in the congruent condi-
tion (M = −0.0066, SE = 0.00064) than in the incongruent con-
dition (M = −0.00007, SE = 0.0002). The effect of location of
stroking showed a trend [F(1, 18) = 3.7881, p = 0.06] with lower
temperature when the back was stroked (M = −0.0037, SE =
0.0004) than when the leg was stroked (M = −0.0029, SE =
0.0002). Finally the interaction between congruency and stroking
location was also significant [F(1, 18) = 55.268, p < 0.001]. Post-
hoc Bonferroni tests indicated that this interaction was driven
primarily by a large temperature difference between the back
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FIGURE 4 | Temperature data in all conditions. Temperature changes across four locations and across all time points (mean ± standard error). N = 17.
congruent (back-back) and back incongruent (back-leg) condi-
tions (see Figure 4).
We then analyzed the evolution of the temperature changes
over time. A separate ANOVA was conducted for each of the
measured time points of the temperature data (see methods),
hence removing any autocorrelations between timepoints. This
revealed a significant effect of the interaction for visual and tac-
tile stimulation location (e.g., back-back) starting from the 12th
time point to the 20th time point (24–40 s of stroking) on the
temperature [F(1, 16) = 4.89, p = 0.042] (Figure 5 and Table S2A,
for individual statistics at each time point). Post-hoc tests indi-
cated that this interaction was driven by a significant reduction
of skin temperature in congruent versus incongruent conditions
for all measurement locations [F(1, 16) = 70.11, p < 0.001]. We
performed a permutation test on a binary vector containing 12
zeros and 8 ones (see Methods) to determine the probability of
obtaining 8 consecutive significant time points within a 20 time
point set. Within the simulated distribution of 1,000,000 permu-
tations, only 94 occurrences of 8 consecutive time points occurred
by chance, suggesting a p-value of 0.000094. There was no main
effect of visual stimulation location, nor tactile stimulation loca-
tion or skin temperature measurement location on changes in
temperature throughout the 20 time points [F(1, 16) = 0.26, p =
0.84] (see Table S2B, for individual statistics at each time point).
As the time course analysis indicated that the temperature
change evolved over time we repeated the analysis for the overall
temperature change and restricted it to the later epoch (24–40 s)
of the trial. The results for the temperature change during this
epoch showed larger differences and can be viewed in Figure S1.
SPEEDED TACTILE REACTION TASK
Results from the speeded tactile reaction task revealed no effects
or interactions for visual stimulation, stroking, and location of
vibration stimuli (left and right back, left and right leg) (all
p > 0.1).
FREE RESPONSES
Free responses from subjects who reported bodily sensations
(12/22) were collected and revealed that the congruent back stim-
ulation was more pleasant than the congruent leg stimulation.
DISCUSSION
The present data revealed a continuous widespread decrease in
skin temperature during the time course of the FBI.We found that
the temperature decrease was not specific to the site of measure-
ment, showing similar effects in all locations despite the consider-
able distance between the measurement locations. Furthermore,
the present results show that anatomically congruent and tem-
porally synchronous stimulation of the legs can induce a FBI.
Additionally, we show that temporal synchrony between the visual
and the tactile cue is not sufficient for inducing the FBI but an
anatomical congruence of the visual and tactile stimulations is
also required.
Subjective responses recorded via questionnaires and free
responses are in accord with previous works using temporal syn-
chrony manipulation (Lenggenhager et al., 2009; Ionta et al.,
2011). These revealed that illusory self-identification with the
visual virtual body (Q2) and illusory touch of the visuo-tactile
event (Q4) were stronger in the congruent conditions. In their
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FIGURE 5 | Temperature time course data. Temperature changes across
four locations during 40 s of stroking for all conditions. Blue and Red lines
represent temperature changes between congruent and both incongruent
conditions, respectively. ∗ indicate locations of significant differences
between congruent and incongruent conditions (individual ANOVA, p < 0.05,
Bonferoni corrected). N = 17.
free responses most participants reported a stronger effect of
illusory self-identification during congruent back-stroking trials
as compared to congruent leg-stroking trials. Some responses
include: “Back stroking led to a more effective way of think-
ing of the virtual body as a real body” and “Back-congruent
condition was more pleasant and the feeling of my body being
the virtual body was stronger for the back stroking than for leg
stroking.”
Previous findings of participant’s subjective feeling of own-
ership for a rubber hand or virtual body (as determined from
responses to questionnaires) have shown differences between syn-
chronous and asynchronous visual-tactile stimulations. These
typically show stronger ownership for the fake body or body
part in temporally synchronous conditions than temporally
asynchronous conditions. However, it has been argued that
these effects may be driven by a strong sensation of dis-
ownership for the body in the asynchronous condition. For
instance, a study with 131 participants showed an ownership
rating at +0.4 for synchronous conditions, but a larger neg-
ative magnitude of −1.2 for asynchronous conditions (Longo
et al., 2008). As such, de Vignemont (2010), posits that the
sense of ownership experienced by participants during syn-
chronous stroking could possibly reflect participants’ confidence
in their judgment instead, with participants being more certain
that the rubber hand did not belong to them in the asyn-
chronous condition. The current study carefully controlled the
synchrony of stroking—by means of a robotic system com-
bined with VR—ensuring visual and tactile synchrony through-
out all conditions and across different distant stimulation sites;
hence the effects shown here are not related to a sense of
disownership caused by temporally asynchronous stimulation.
This extends the previous findings to suggest that anatomi-
cal congruence even in the absence of temporal conflicts is
an important factor for illusory self-identification (as tested
here), and potentially also for hand ownership as tested in
the RHI.
Objective physiological measurements of participants’ skin
temperature indicated a cooling of the skin which was significant
after 24 s of congruent visuo-tactile stimulation. Importantly,
these changes (illusory self-identification, and cooling) were
absent or weaker during incongruent stimulation. The present
findings extend previous findings of cooling of skin temperature
during illusory hand ownership (Moseley et al., 2008; Kammers
et al., 2011). It has been suggested that the cooling of skin
temperature during bodily illusions relates to a modulation of
homeostatic activity due to a change in body representation.
The alteration of the normal body representation by the illu-
sion has been suggested to induce a “disownership” of the true
body part, leading to a modulation of skin temperature, tac-
tile processing (Moseley et al., 2008), pain thresholds (Hänsel
et al., 2011), and even histamine reactivity (Barnsley et al., 2011).
However, these previous studies have shown anatomically spe-
cific changes in line with the localized effects of the RHI. In
the current study, and contrary to previous results the induc-
tion of the FBI resulted in a widespread temperature change in
all four measured locations (legs and back). This is in accord
with previous findings showing that despite localized visuo-tactile
stimulation (on the back), the induced self-identification and
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self-location effects indicate changes encompassing the full body.
The FBI has also demonstrated more flexible parameters than
the RHI for self-identification with a false body. For instance,
both male and female participants experience the same degree
of illusion with the use of a male virtual avatar (Ionta et al.,
2011) or male mannequin (Petkova and Ehrsson, 2008); fur-
thermore the FBI can be induced for different viewpoints and
different spatial distances between stroked and seen body (Ionta
et al., 2011; Petkova et al., 2011). The RHI has been shown to
be more restricted to specific spatial configurations (Costantini
and Haggard, 2007; Lloyd, 2007). Our results build on these find-
ings to suggest that the body representation is malleable enough
to experience an illusion of the whole body, even when stroking
is applied to the back or to the legs. While not measured in
the current experiment, we speculate that this difference may
be related to the difference in the size (or somatosensory recep-
tor density) of the tactile receptive fields on the back/leg versus
the hand (Gardner, 1988; Nakamura et al., 1998; Kurth et al.,
2000). The larger receptive fields on the back and leg regions allow
only a much coarser somatosensory resolution which may in turn
lead to a less spatially specific and hence more global illusion
resolution.
While not tested in this experiment, a possible mechanism
for the effects of illusory self-identification on body tempera-
ture, brought about by visuo-tactile manipulation, could involve
the insula, which is known to be one of the centers of activation
during cross-modal visual and somatosensory activation (Bottini
et al., 1995; Hadjikhani and Roland, 1998). The insula has also
been found to be the main cortical substrate involved in dis-
criminating innocuous thermal sensation (Craig et al., 2000),
thermal regulation (Maihöfner et al., 2002) and is also found
to play a critical role in the sense of limb ownership (Baier
and Karnath, 2008; Karnath and Baier, 2010). It has thus been
postulated to be the key neural substrate that mediates the influ-
ence of temperature on interoceptive processes (Kang et al.,
2011).
It is noteworthy to mention that changes in body tempera-
ture found in the present study were highly significant, but very
small (i.e., in the range of 0.006–0.014◦C); those reported in the
original experiment by Moseley [and as measured by a hand-
held thermometer device (Rayek)] were larger and around 0.24◦C
(Moseley et al., 2008 Exp. 1–3). There are several methodolog-
ical differences between both experiments which may account
for the discrepancies. First, the experiment by Moseley used the
RHI as opposed to a FBI which may be associated with different
temperature effects. In the previous RHI experiment the cool-
ing effects were found for the hand which may have different
thermal variation than the back and thigh that were measured
in the present experiment. Also, in Moseley’s experiment, tem-
perature was recorded by means of a hand-held thermometer
with readings every 30 s for 7–8min, giving five readings for
each location (stimulated hand, unstimulated hand, and ipsilat-
eral ankle) in each trial. Here, we used a 4-channel thermometer
with thermocouples as temperature sensors to record tempera-
ture every 2 s for 40 s, giving 20 readings for each location in
each trial. The constant recording of temperature throughout
the experiment allowed for the collection of a more continuous
and well-controlled dataset, enabling a rigorous analysis of the
temperature changes induced by the illusion. Finally, the shorter
trial durations may also have affected the magnitude of the
temperature change, as the trials in our experiment were con-
siderably shorter than those used by Moseley et al. (40 s vs.
7–8min). In Moseley et al. (2008) the temperature changes after
24 s (Figure 1B) are of a similar magnitude to those reported
here, and the peak temperature change is found after about
4min of stroking. Thus, the temperature change observed in our
experiment may not have reached its asymptote in our shorter
trails.
With a continuous temperature measurement at a high sam-
pling rate, this study offers novel evidence, based on objective
measurements, of the onset of physiological changes associated
with illusory self-identification with a virtual body. Differences
in skin temperature during the four conditions occurred from
the start of stroking, with the gradual temperature change of
the skin during both congruent trials, and minor fluctuations
of temperature during incongruent trials. However, the differ-
ences among the conditions only became significant after 24 s
of stroking. Previous research has shown that bodily illusions
require time for their induction [i.e., ∼11 s for the RHI (Ehrsson
et al., 2004; Kammers et al., 2009)]. Therefore, we predicted
that the temperature change would show similar dynamics and
would require some time for induction. This is also in line
with the findings of the Moseley et al. (2008) paper showing
that the temperature change evolved over several minutes in the
RHI (Moseley et al., 2008) (Figure 1B). These findings suggest
that the psychological feeling of illusory self-identification dur-
ing the FBI may be linked to the increasing magnitude of a
widespread cooling of the body (at least with respect to those
body parts sampled in the present study). We have argued ear-
lier (Blanke, 2012) that differences in bodily self-consciousness
between RHI and FBI might be related to the relevance of
the stroked body regions for a global representation of the
bodily self. Specifically, peripheral body regions might be less
crucial than trunk regions for global aspects of the bodily
self.
The measurement of self-location using the MBD task showed
that participants had shorter RTs during congruent visuo-tactile
stroking conditions. This result indicates a change in perceived
self-location between the same conditions that were associated
with changes in body temperature and self-identification with
the virtual body. Neuroimaging experiments directly compar-
ing visuo-tactile conflicts with and without temporal mismatch
are necessary to investigate how changes in self-location map
to changes in illusory self-identification and temperature change
(Lenggenhager et al., 2009; Ionta et al., 2011).
CONCLUSIONS
The findings of the current study have important implica-
tions for the understanding of bodily self-consciousness. They
demonstrate for the first time that changes in full body self-
consciousness induced by synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation
relate to systematic and successive changes in skin temperature.
Contrary to results from the RHI, these temperature changes are
widespread and involve a cooling which spreads to both sides of
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the body as well as to regions anatomically distant from the
stimulated region. These findings are compatible with the the-
sis that the FBI alters more global aspects of bodily self-
consciousness as compared to the more local and limb-specific
changes induced by the RHI (Blanke and Metzinger, 2009). This
extends previous findings regarding differences in the behav-
ioral and neural mechanisms of the FBI and RHI (Ehrsson
et al., 2004; Ionta et al., 2011) suggesting that the sense of
ownership over a limb and the full body may be quite dif-
ferent. Additionally, our results show that temporally syn-
chronous stimulation between a seen body part and a differ-
ent, touched body part is not sufficient for the induction of
illusory self-identification with a virtual body and cooling of
one’s own body; temporally synchronous stimulation needs to
be applied with an anatomical congruency. Our results high-
light that the sense of ownership is a spatially multifaceted
experience affecting both explicit as well as implicit bodily
measures.
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Abstract  
 
Bodily self-consciousness (BSC) refers to experience of our self as located within an 
owned body (self-identification) and as occupying a specific location in space (self-
location). BSC can be altered through multisensory stimulation, as in the Full Body 
Illusion (FBI). If participants view a virtual body from a distance being stroked, while 
receiving synchronous tactile stroking on their physical body, they feel such as the 
virtual body were their own and their perceived self location shifts towards the virtual 
body. Here we hypothesized that - while normally the experience of the body in space 
depends on the integration of multisensory body-related signals within a limited space 
surrounding the body (i.e. peripersonal space, PPS) - during the FBI the boundaries of 
PPS would shift towards the virtual body, that is towards the position of self-location. To 
test this hypothesis, we used synchronous visuo-tactile stroking to induce the FBI, as 
contrasted with a control condition of asynchronous stroking. Concurrently, we applied 
an audio-tactile interaction paradigm to estimate the boundaries of PPS. PPS was 
measured in front of and behind the participants’ body as the distance where tactile 
information interacted with auditory stimuli looming in space toward the participant’s 
physical body. We found that during synchronous stroking, i.e. when participants 
experienced the FBI, PPS boundaries extended in the front-space, towards the avatar, 
and concurrently shrunk in the back-space, as compared to the asynchronous stroking 
control condition, where no FBI was induced. These findings support the view that 
during the FBI, PPS boundaries translate toward the virtual body, such that the PPS 
representation shifts from being centered at the location of the physical body to being 
now centered at the subjectively experienced location of the self.   
 
 
Keywords: Peripersonal Space, Full Body Illusion, Self-Location, Self, Multisensory 
Integration. 
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1. Introduction 
A fundamental aspect of our sense of self as subject of conscious experience is the 
experience of the bodily self, that is, the feeling of being located within a body we own 
and control (Blanke & Metzinger, 2009; Gallagher, 2005; Jeannerod, 2006). Empirical 
data demonstrate that the feeling of owning a body (self-identification), as well as the 
sense of being located within the boundaries of that body (self-location), are 
fundamentally rooted in the congruent and cohesive integration of multiple sensory 
modalities within the spatio-temporal dimensions of the physical body (Blanke, 2012). In 
fact, manipulating the spatio-temporal congruency of different sensory modalities can 
induce different bodily illusions, such as the Rubber Hand Illusion (RHI: Botvinick & 
Cohen, 1998) and the Full Body Illusion (FBI: Lenggenhager, Tadi, Metzinger, & Blanke, 
2007) and out-of-body illusions (Ehrsson, 2007). During the FBI subjects see a virtual 
body (avatar), placed 2 meters in front them, being stroked, while synchronously 
receiving a congruent tactile stimulation on their physical body. Under such 
circumstances participants report to identify with the virtual body (change in self-
identification), and feel displaced toward the virtual body (change in self-location). 
These effects are absent, or reduced, when tactile and visual stimulation are 
asynchronously administered. Bodily illusions such as the RHI and the FBI reveal that 
both body-part and full-body representations are malleable in that a sense of ownership 
can be induced for physical or virtual replacements of our body and that the spatial 
limits of self-experience can go beyond those of our physical body.   
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While similar findings have been repetitively reported for different multisensory 
manipulations (see Blanke, 2012; Ehrsson, 2012; Serino et al., 2013 for reviews), the 
brain mechanisms underlying these effects are not yet known. It has been proposed that, 
during the FBI, synchronous tactile stimulation on the participants’ body and visual 
stimulation from the avatar seen at an extracorporeal location might enlarge the visual 
and/or auditory receptive fields of neurons coding for peripersonal space (PPS) (Blanke, 
2012; Makin, Holmes, & Ehrsson, 2008). Normally, multisensory PPS neurons integrate 
tactile, visual, and auditory stimuli when presented at a limited distance from the body 
(Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Gallese, 1997; Graziano & Cooke, 2006; Bremmer at al, 
2002; Makin et al., 2007; Gentile et al., 2011), but not when further away. This limit 
defines the boundary of PPS, that have also been reported to be plastic in that the 
space where multisensory stimuli are integrated extends when individuals interact with 
far locations, for instance, by using tools (Maravita & Iriki, 2004; Làdavas & Serino, 
2008). It is possible that feeling touch on one’s own body, while viewing tactile 
stimulation administered on a virtual body at a distance may also alter the boundaries of 
the PPS representation. Accordingly, previous studies have shown that the spatial 
constraints of multisensory integration between vision and touch vary during the FBI 
(Aspell, Lenggenhager, & Blanke, 2009) or the RHI (Pavani, Spence, & Driver, 2000; 
Zopf, Savage, & Williams, 2010). Here we describe how the boundaries of PPS shape 
during the FBI. In particular, we test the hypothesis that, while normally the PPS 
representation is bound to the physical body, during the FBI PPS becomes referenced 
at the illusory perceived self-location. 
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 To test that hypothesis, we induced the FBI (Lenggenhager et al., 2007), while 
we concurrently measured the spatial extent of PPS representation by means of a 
dynamic audio-tactile interaction task (Canzoneri et al., 2012). We administered tactile 
stimulation on the participant’s physical body and synchronous spatially conflicting 
visual stimulation of a virtual body to experimentally induce a change in BSC, as 
reported by participants through a questionnaire. In a control condition, tactile and visual 
stimulation were administered asynchronously. Concurrently, in order to define the 
boundary of PPS representation, participants were asked to respond as fast as possible 
to vibro-tactile stimuli administered on their trunk, while task-irrelevant sounds loomed 
toward their trunk. Based on previous findings (Canzoneri et al., 2012; 2013a; 2013b; 
Teneggi et al., 2013), we predicted that reaction times to tactile stimuli would decrease 
once the sound overcame a particular distance from the body, which can be taken as a 
proxy for the boundary of PPS. In Experiment 1, dynamic sounds were presented in the 
participants’ front space. In this way, we tested whether during synchronous visuo-
tactile stroking inducing the FBI, the PPS boundary extends in the front, toward the 
virtual body, as compared to the asynchronous control condition. In Experiment 2, 
moving sounds were presented in the participants’ back-space, to test whether the 
extension of PPS toward the virtual body in the front-space (as predicted in Experiment 
1) was associated with a concurrent shrinkage of PPS in the back-space (or whether it 
was rather associated with no change). Such findings would indicate a shift of PPS 
representation from the physical body to the illusory perceived location of the self. We 
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predicted no changes in PPS boundaries (either in the front or in the back) during the 
asynchronous stroking condition, where no FBI was induced.  
 
2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Participants  
Nineteen and fifteen students from the Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne 
participated in Experiment 1 (9 females, mean age = 23.0 years, range 18-29) and in 
Experiment 2 (4 females, mean age 24.2 years, range 19 – 31), respectively. All 
participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight, normal 
hearing, and no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. The study was approved 
by Brain Mind Institute Ethics Committee for Human Behavioral Research of the EPFL 
and conducted in line with the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave informed 
consent prior to participation and were remunerated with 20 Swiss Francs for their time.  
 
2.2. Stimuli and Apparatus 
Figure 1A shows the experimental setup. In order to measure the boundaries of 
PPS representation, participants stood in the middle of two arrays of 8 speakers each, 
placed besides their chest, one on the right and one on the left, at 50 cm distance from 
their midline. Four speakers on each side were placed in the participant’s front space, 
and were utilized in Experiment 1 to map the front PPS, and 4 speakers on each side 
were placed in the participant’s backspace and were utilized in Experiment 2 to map 
their back space PPS. The loudspeakers extended from 100 cm in front of the subjects 
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to 100 cm in the back. In addition, participants were outfitted with a vibro-tactile device 
(Precision MicroDrives shaftless vibration motors, model 312–101), which was placed 
on the participant’s chest in Experiment 1 and on his/her back in Experiment 2, at stern 
level. Participants were handed a wireless gamepad (XBOX 360 controller, Microsoft, 
Redmond, WA), which they held in their right hand and used to respond to vibro-tactile 
stimulation. 
In order to induce the FBI, two video cameras (Logitech HD Webcam C270, 
1280x720 pixels, Logitech Fluid Crystal Technology) recorded the participant from a 
distance of 200 cm (in the back), and this signal was relayed stereoscopically to a Head 
Mounted Display (HMD, Oculus Rift SDK, Oculus VR, 100° field of view, 60Hz) worn by 
the subject. Synchronous visuo-tactile stroking was achieved by direct real-time (<50 ms 
delay) display of visual signals from the cameras to the HMD. During asynchronous 
visuo-tactile stimulation the camera signal was delayed by 500 ms before feeding it to 
the HMD.  
 Virtual Body Physical Body 
Experiment 1 (frontspace) 
Experiment 2 (backspace) 
A - Setup! B - !
C -!
Synchronous 
Asynchronous 
Physical Body Virtual Body 
Head Mounted 
 Display 
Tactile Stroking  
(FBI) 
Vibro-Tactile 
 Stimulation 
(PPS) 
Loudspeakers 
array 
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup and hypothesis. (A). In order to induce the Full Body Illusion (FBI), 
the participant viewed on a head-mounted display a virtual body in front. Tactile stroking was 
administered to the participant’s back while synchronous or asynchronous visual stroking was 
seen on the back of the virtual body. Peripersonal Space (PPS) representation was measured 
by recording response times to vibrotactile stimuli applied to the participant’s chest while 
concurrent task-irrelevant looming sounds were administered from a loudspeaker array placed 
beside the participant. We hypothesized that during synchronous stroking, i.e., when the FBI is 
induced, PPS representation extends toward the virtual body in the front-space (B, red line), and 
concurrently shrinks in the back-space (C, red line), as compared to the asynchronous stroking 
control condition (B and C, black lines).  
 
 
 
2.3 Experimental Manipulations and Outcome Measures 
 
2. 3. 1 Full Body Illusion Manipulations.  
For each experiment, two conditions of synchronous and asynchronous visuo-tactile 
stroking were presented in separate blocks, whose order was counterbalanced between 
participants. These conditions differed in the temporal synchronicity between felt and 
seen touch (synchronous: <50 ms delay; asynchronous: 500 ms delay, where tactile 
stimulus preceded the visual stimulus). Participants stood straight and, through a video 
feed relayed to the HMD, passively watched a virtual body, i.e. a video recording of their 
own body from 200 cm behind their actual location. The experimenter randomly stroked 
the participants’ upper back at approximately 2Hz. At the end of each condition, the FBI 
questionnaire (adapted from Lenggenhager et al., 2007)) was administered to quantify 
the subjective experience associated with the FBI. Questions were: Q1. It seemed as if I 
was feeling the touch of the stick in the location where I saw the virtual body being 
touched. Q2. It seemed as if the touch I felt was caused by the stick touching the virtual 
body. Q3. I felt as if the virtual body was my body Q4. I felt as if my body was drifting 
towards the virtual body Q5. It seemed as if I might have more than one body. Q6. It 
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seemed as if the touch I was feeling came from somewhere between my own body and 
the virtual body. Q7. It appeared (visually) as if the virtual body was drifting backwards 
(towards my body). Q8. It seemed as if I was in two places at the same time. Questions 
were computerized and presented in random order. Participants responded on a visual 
horizontal 11-point scale ranging from 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest).  
 
2. 3. 2 Peripersonal Space Measurement.  
In order to measure changes in PPS during the FBI, visuo-tactile stimulation was 
intermingled with audio-tactile trials. In those PPS trials, a looming sound approached 
the participant (in the front, for Experiment 1, and in the back, for Experiment 2) at a 
velocity of 75 cm/sec. On each trial, after one out of six possible delays from sound 
onset (SOA; T1 = 190 ms to T6 = 1.14 seconds in increments of 190 ms), a tactile 
vibration (100 ms duration) was delivered. Participants were instructed to respond by 
button press as fast as possible upon perceiving the vibro-tactile stimulus on their chest 
(for Experiment 1) or back (for Experiment 2) and their reaction times (RT) were 
measured. As sounds loomed from far to close, the sooner a tactile vibration was given 
(e.g. at T1), the further away was the sound located in space (e.g. D6) when 
participants received tactile stimulation. We define, hence, T1 through T6 as 
corresponding in the spatial dimension to D6 (far from the participant) through D1 (close 
to the participant). In addition to experimental trials, baseline and catch trials were 
included. Baseline trials were unimodal tactile trials in which participants responded to 
touch (at the temporal equivalent to either D1 or D6), but no auditory stimulus was 
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delivered. Catch trials were unimodal auditory trials in which participants had to withhold 
response (as there was no tactile stimuli).  
 
2. 4 Procedure.  
After an initial 60 second visuo-tactile stroking induction-phase to the FBI, three trials of 
the PPS task were administered. Interstimulus interval between these consecutive PPS 
trials was set to 0.5 seconds. Then, 10 seconds of merely FBI inducement followed, 
before the next round of three PPS trials. The FBI stroking continued throughout the 
experiment, and this pattern (three PPS trials followed by 10 seconds of solely FBI 
stroking) was repeated until the end of the block. Each block (and therefore, each 
stroking condition) consisted of 72 PPS experimental trials (12 repetitions X 6 Sound 
Distances), 24 baseline trials (12 repetitions X 2 baseline Sound Distances, D1 and D6), 
and 12 catch trials.  
 
3. Results 
 3. 1 Experiment 1 (front-space) 
3. 1.1 Full Body Illusion: Questionnaire 
 In order to confirm that visuo-tactile stroking in the synchronous condition 
induced the FBI, we compared participants’ rating to Experimental questions, assessing 
changes in BSC (averaging responses to questions 1, 2, 3, and 6), and Control 
questions (averaging responses to questions 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11), collected after 
the Synchronous and Asynchronous conditions (see Palluel, Aspell, & Blanke, 2011, for 
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a similar approach). A 2 (Question Type; Experimental vs. Control) X 2 (Condition: 
Synchronous vs. Asynchronous) within-subjects ANOVA performed on those 
questionnaire scores showed a significant Question Type X Condition interaction (F(1, 
18) = 6.066, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.355). Subsequent Paired-Samples t-test showed that 
participants rated higher Experimental questions after the Synchronous as compared to 
the Asynchronous visuo-tacle condition (t(18) = 2.980, p < 0.05), whereas no difference 
was found for the Control questions (t(18) = 1.580, p = 0.20; see Fig. 2A).  
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Figure 2. Body Illusion questionnaire results from Experiment 1 (A) and Experiment 2 (B). 
Results for Experimental questions, assessing changes in BSC (averaging responses to 
questions 1, 2, 3, and 6) are shown on the left side and results for Control questions (averaging 
responses to questions 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11) on the right side. Average responses (Error 
bars represent S.E.M.) are plotted as a function of visuo-tactile stroking condition (synchronous 
in red; asynchronous in black).  
 
 
3.1.2 Peripersonal Space: audio-tactile interaction task. 
 Subsequently we analyzed whether the visuo-tactile synchrony manipulation, 
inducing the FBI, also altered audio-tactile interaction in PPS. A Paired-Samples t-test 
ran on the catch trials showed that both when participants received Synchronous (M = 
98.2%, S.E.M = 3%) and Asynchronous (M = 97.2%, S.E.M = 4%) stroking conditions 
they were very accurate at the task at hand (t(18) = .741, p > 0.05).  
  Mean reaction times (RT) to tactile stimuli at the different sound distances were 
computed, after trimming responses exceeding 2.5 the RT standard deviation (< 3% of 
total trials).  A 2 (Condition: Synchronous vs. Asynchronous) x 6 (Sound Distance: D1 
through D6) within-subjects ANOVA was performed on participants’ RT to vibro-tactile 
stimulation. Results, shown in Figure 3, highlighted a significant main effect both for 
Synchronicity (F(1, 18) = 12.24, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.40) and for Sound Distance (F(5, 90) = 
22.88, p < 0.001, η2 = .56). More interestingly for the purpose of the present study, the 
two-way Condition X Sound Distance interaction was also significant (F(5, 90) = 2.51, p 
< 0.05, η2 = 0.12). To study the source of the significant two-way interaction, we ran two 
separate ANOVAs, one per synchronicity condition, with Sound Distance as main factor. 
The aim of these analyses was to identify, for the Synchronous and the Asynchronous 
conditions, the critical distance at which looming sounds speeded up tactile RT, which 
can be considered as a proxy of the boundary of PPS, and to test whether this distance 
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varied between the two conditions. The main effect of distance in the Synchronous 
condition was significant (F(5, 90) = 21.65, p < 0.001, η2 = .54) and post-hoc 
comparisons showed that RT at D1 through D5 were equivalent to each other, and 
significantly faster than RT at D6 (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). In the case of the 
Asynchronous condition the main effect of Sound Distance (F(5, 90) = 12.68, p < 0.001, 
η2 = .41) was also significant; however as expected and differently to the Synchronous 
condition, results revealed that now only D1 through D4 exhibited similar reaction times, 
while these were significantly different from D5 and D6 (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). 
These results imply that the PPS boundary under Asynchronous visuo-tactile stimulation 
was placed between D4 and D5, whereas it enlarged to be placed between D5 and D6, 
i.e. at a farther location of space, toward the virtual body, under Synchronous visuo-
tactile stimulation. Indeed, multiple comparisons at each sound distance between 
Synchronous and Asynchronous conditions showed that RT was statistically significant 
only at D5 (t(18) = -3.64, p < 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected), with faster RTs in the 
Synchronous (M = 343 ms; S.E.M= 12 ms) than in the Asynchronous condition (M = 387 
ms; S.E.M =16 ms). 
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Figure 3. PPS representation in the front-space (Experiment 1) for the synchronous and the 
asynchronous Stroking condition. Upper Panel: Reaction times (RT) to the tactile stimulus on 
the chest are plotted as a function of Stroking condition and the distance between the auditory 
stimuli and the tactile stimulation. Error bars represent S.E.M and ** indicate difference between 
Synchronous and Asynchronous condition, p < 0.01 (Bonferroni-corrected): The grey horizontal 
line indicates RT in baseline, unimodal tactile trials. Lower Panel: Difference between 
Synchronous and Asynchronous conditions is plotted as a function of Sound Distance to the 
body. Error bars represent S.E.M and ** indicate difference between Synchronous and 
Asynchronous condition p < 0.01 (Bonferroni-corrected).  
 
Finally, in order to assure that the aforementioned results were due to a facilitation of 
tactile processing due to multisensory integration of audio-tactile signals, we compared 
tactile RT when the looming sound was perceived at the different distances with RT in 
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unimodal tactile baseline trials, when no sounds were administered. Faster RT in audio-
tactile conditions as compared to unimodal tactile conditions can be considered a 
facilitation effect due to multisensory integration within the PPS. To this aim. we 
compared RT to audio-tactile trials for each Sound Distance with the average of the 
fastest RT at the baseline. Comparison to baseline demonstrated that in the case of the 
Synchronous stroking stimulation, RT at D1 through D5 were significantly faster from 
baseline (p < 0.05, corrected), but not RT at D6 (p=0.63). For the Asynchronous 
condition, only RT at D1 through D4 were significantly faster from baseline (p < 0.05, 
Bonferroni corrected), but not RT and D5 and D6 (both p-values > 0.41). These 
comparisons confirm that the limit of audio-tactile interaction, i.e. the PPS boundary, 
was located between D4 and D5 in the Asynchronous stroking condition, and between 
D5 and D6, i.e. further away from the physical body and closer to the avatar, during the 
Synchronous condition.  
  
3. 2 Experiment 2 (back-space) 
3. 2.1 Full Body Illusion: Questionnaire 
As for Experiment 1, a 2 (Question Type; Experimental vs. Control) X 2 
(Condition: Synchronous vs. Asynchronous) within-subjects ANOVA performed on the 
scores at the questionnaire revealed a significant Question Type X Condition interaction 
(F(1,14) = 7.494, p < 0.05, η2 = .349). This interaction was driven by significantly higher 
scores in the Synchronous as compared to the Asynchronous condition for 
Experimental questions (t(14) = 3.036, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.534), but not for Control 
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questions (t(14) = 0.182, p = 0.858). These results replicated those from Experiment 1 
and are reported in Figure 2B..    
 
3.2.2 Peripersonal Space: audio-tactile interaction task. 
A Paired-Samples t-test ran on the auditory unimodal trials revealed that, as for 
Experiment 1, participants were generally very accurate at withholding response when it 
was demanded from them (Synchronous condition: M = 96.4%, S.E.M = 1.5%; 
Asynchronous condition: M = 93.5%, S.E.M = 2.6%), and this did not differ between 
stroking conditions (t(14) < 1, ns). 
 Mean RT to vibro-tactile stimulation (trimmed for 2.5 standard deviations, < 2% 
total trials) was entered into a 2 (Condition) x 6 (Sound Distance) within-subjects 
ANOVA. Results, shown in Figure 3, demonstrated a significant main effect of Sound 
Distance (F(5,70) = 12.54, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.47), as well as a Sound Distance X 
Condition interaction (F(5, 70) = 5.97, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.29). In order to interpret the 
source of the two-way interaction, we ran two separate ANOVAs, one per synchronicity 
condition. The main effect of Sound Distance in the Synchronous condition was 
significant (F(5, 70) = 9.57, p < 0.001, η2 = .40) and post-hoc comparisons showed that 
RT at D1 through D4 were equivalent to each other, and significantly faster than RT at 
D5 and D6 (p < 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected). In the case of the Asynchronous condition 
the main effect of Sound Distance (F(5, 70) = 11.82, p < 0.001, η2 = .45) was again 
significant; however, post-hoc comparisons revealed that D1 through D5 exhibited 
similar reaction times, while these were significantly different from D6 (p < 0.05, 
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Bonferroni-corrected). These results imply that the PPS boundary under Asynchronous 
visuo-tactile stimulation was placed between D5 and D6, whereas it shrank to be placed 
between D4 and D5, i.e. at a closer location of space, under Synchronous visuo-tactile 
stimulation.  
Multiple comparisons at each sound distance revealed that only the comparison 
between Synchronous and Asynchronous conditions at D5 was statistically significant 
(t(14) = 4.12, p < 0.01, Bonferroni-corrected), with slower RTs in the Synchronous 
condition (Mean RT= 352 ms; S.E.M =15 ms) than in the Asynchronous condition (Mean 
RT = 310 ms; S.E.M= 17ms). Note that the location at which audio-tactile RT differed in 
space (namely, D5) was the same as in Experiment 1, however, the direction of the 
effect is inversed here. While in Experiment 1, at D5 participants were faster in the 
Synchronous condition, now they are faster in the Asynchronous condition. 
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Figure 3. PPS representation in the back-space (Experiment 2) during Synchronous and 
Asynchronous stroking. Upper Panel: RT to the tactile stimulus on the back is plotted as a 
function of synchronicity during the Full Body Illusion and the distance between the auditory 
stimuli and the tactile stimulation. Error bars represent S.E.M and ** indicate difference between 
Synchronous and Asynchronous condition, p < 0.01 (Bonferroni-corrected): The grey horizontal 
line indicates RT in baseline, unimodal tactile trials. Lower Panel: Difference between 
Synchronous and Asynchronous conditions is plotted as a function of sound distance to the 
body. Error bars indicate +/- 1 S.E.M, and ** indicate difference between Synchronous and 
Asynchronous condition p < 0.01 (Bonferroni-corrected).  
 
 
Lastly, we compared tactile RT when the looming sounds were perceived at the 
different distances with RT in unimodal tactile baseline trials in order to assure that the 
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above-mentioned distance effects were in fact a space-dependent multisensory 
facilitation effect. To this aim, as in experiment 1, we compared RT to audio-tactile trials 
for each Sound Distance with the average of the fastest RT at the baseline. Comparison 
to baseline demonstrated that in the case of the Synchronous stroking stimulation, RT at 
D1 through D4 were significantly faster from baseline (p < 0.05, corrected), but not RT 
at D5 and D6. For the Asynchronous condition RT at D1 through D5 were significantly 
faster from baseline (p < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). These comparisons confirm that 
the limits of audio-tactile interaction, i.e. the PPS boundary, was located between D5 
and D6 in the Asynchronous stroking condition, and between D4 and D5 in the 
Synchronous one. 
 
3.3. Comparison between front-space and back-space PPS during 
synchronous and asynchronous visuo-tactile stroking.  
In order to compare the effect of synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation, inducing 
the FBI, on PPS representation in the front and back space, we ran a final analysis 
using a mixed-model ANOVA with Condition (Synchronous or Asynchronous) and 
Sound Distance (D1 through D6) as within-subjects variables, and with Experiment (Exp 
1, front-space; Exp 2, back-space) as the between-subjects variable. As expected from 
the aforementioned results, findings revealed a significant three way interaction (F(5, 
160) = 6.97, p < 0.001, η2 = 17). This results is explained by the significant enlargement 
of PPS in the front-space in the Synchronous condition as opposed to the 
Asynchronous condition (section 3.1.2), and to a significant reduction of PPS in the 
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backspace in the Synchronous condition as opposed to the Asynchronous one (section 
3.2.2). For illustration purposes, this result is displayed in Figure 4 as the absolute value 
of the difference between multimodal audio-tactile trials at each spatial distance (B6 
corresponding to the furthest distance in the back, and F6 corresponding to the furthest 
distance in the front) and the fastest unimodal tactile baseline condition. Thus, positive 
values represent a multisensory facilitation effect induced by sounds within the PPS on 
tactile processing.  
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 Figure 4. PPS representation in the front- and back-space during Synchronous and 
Asynchronous stroking. RT difference between unimodal tactile stimulus on the trunk and 
multimodal audio-tactile stimuli is plotted as a function of synchronicity of visuo-tactile 
stimulation during the Full Body Illusion and the distance between the auditory stimuli and the 
body. Error bars represent S.E.M. Higher values imply higher facilitation on tactile processing 
due to audio-tactile interaction. 
 
 
 
4. Discussion  
 
In the present study we induced the Full-Body Illusion (FBI) in order to 
manipulate the experience of one’s own bodily self in space. When participants received 
a tactile stimulation on their physical body while viewing a synchronous stimulation 
administered to a virtual body seen at a distance, they reported a greater feeling of 
being directly touched by the stimulus touching the virtual body, of feeling touch at the 
location of the virtual body and, and of feeling to drift forward toward the virtual body, 
indicating a shift in the experienced location of the self from one’s own physical body 
towards a virtual replacement of it. In line with previous findings, these effects were 
more weakly induced during asynchronous visuo-tactile stimulation (see Lenggenhager 
et al., 2007; Blanke et al., 2012; Serino et al., 2013). The focus and main new finding 
from the present study is that the FBI was associated with a shift in the representation 
of the PPS. We used an audio-tactile interaction task to identify the point in space where 
a looming sound speeded up tactile processing as a proxy of the boundaries of 
multisensory PPS (see Canzoneri et al., 2012; Canzoneri et al., 2013a; Canzoneri et al., 
2013b; Teneggi et al., 2013). In Experiment 1, when we measured the extension of PPS 
in the front-space, between the participant’s physical body and the avatar, we found, as 
predicted, that the PPS boundary enlarged toward the location of the avatar in the 
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synchronous visuo-tactile stroking condition inducing the FBI, as compared to the 
asynchronous control condition. In Experiment 2, mapping PPS on the participant’s 
back, we found that the PPS boundary shrunk in the synchronous as compared to the 
asynchronous condition. Taken together, these two new findings support the view that 
during the FBI, PPS boundaries translate toward the virtual body, such that the PPS 
representation shifts from being centered at the location of the physical body to being 
now centered at the subjectively experienced location of the self.  
Previous studies suggest that multisensory receptive fields of PPS neurons can 
react to artificial copies of the body. In patients with cross-modal extinction, Farnè and 
colleagues (2000) showed that visual stimuli presented close to a prosthetic hand 
interacted with tactile stimuli at the patient’s contralesional hand as much as visual 
stimuli presented close to the patient’s real hand did. In close analogy, in monkeys, 
stimuli applied to a fake arm triggered responses from PPS neurons, suggesting that 
PPS receptive fields can incorporate a fake limb (Graziano, Cooke, & Taylor, 2000). 
More recently, Brozzoli et al. (2012) showed in humans that brain areas likely 
representing PPS around the hand, such as the ventral premotor cortex and the 
posterior parietal cortex, which normally process visual stimuli presented in a limited 
peri-hand space, responded to visual stimuli presented close to a rubber hand after 
synchronous visuo-tactile stimulation of the participants’ and of the rubber hand. These 
findings generally show that some response properties, which normally apply to one’s 
own real hand, transfer to an artificial replacement of the hand. Similar effects have also 
been shown after individuals use a tool to extend the physical limits of their own body 
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(see e.g., Iriki et al., 1996; Farne & Ladavas, 2000; Canzoneri et al., 2013a), and those 
findings have been advocated to suggest that tools can be included into one’s own body 
representation (Iriki & Maravita, 2004; Maravita, Spence, Kennett, & Driver, 2002). 
Results from our study are different from those previous ones at least in one critical 
respect. Contrarily to the cases of rubber hand and tool-use, during the FBI, we did not 
find only an extension of PPS in the direction of the avatar’s location, but also a 
concurrent contraction of the back PPS. The combination of these effects suggest a 
genuine spatial shift of PPS receptive fields, centered on the location of the physical 
body prior to the FBI, towards the center of self-location during the FBI. While normally 
integration of tactile stimuli at the body and of external stimuli in the environment (in this 
case sounds) is maximal around the location of the physical body, when participants 
experienced a shift of their perceived self location, due to the FBI, the spatial gradient of 
multisensory integration congruently shifted in the direction of self-location as induced 
by the FBI. These findings confirm that the center of the PPS representation is not 
bound to the physical body and shows that not only arm-related PPS representations 
are  malleable. Importantly, we show that the PPS is centered at the experienced 
location of the self. Normally self-location and body location coincide, and so does PPS. 
However, if body location and self-location are dissociated, for instance by means of 
conflicting multisensory stimulation, PPS representation shapes congruently with the 
change in self experience. More generally, the present findings suggest that PPS can 
be considered as a representation of the self in space, which may mediate interactions 
between the individual and the environment. This proposal fits with previous results 
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showing that the size of PPS varies across individuals not only depending on the 
dimension of their bodies (Lourenco & Longo, 2007), but also, more interestingly, 
depending on individual personality traits (e.g., claustrophobia; anxiety; Longo et al., 
2011; Sambo & Iannetti, 2013). Our data also corroborate recent reports showing that 
PPS shapes not only during physical body-objects interactions, such as those mediated 
by tool-use, but also during virtual interactions with far objects, mediated by a computer 
mouse (Bassolino et al., 2010) or surgical robots (Rognini et al., 2013;& Sengül et al., 
2012), and even after social interactions with other persons, depending on the positive 
or negative value of those interactions (Teneggi et al., 2013).  
To conclude, the present study supports a neurophysiological explanation for the 
effects of conflicting multisensory stimulation on BSC during the FBI: viewing a tactile 
simulation on a another body at a distance, while receiving synchronous tactile 
stimulation on one’s own body, changes PPS boundaries, likely based on changes in 
the properties of multisensory receptive fields of PPS neurons (Blanke, 2012; Ehrsson 
et al., 2012; Serino et al., 2013). Such change is characterized not simply by an 
extension of PPS receptive fields towards the location of seen touch, but rather by a 
shift or translation of PPS receptive fields from the location of the physical body to the 
experienced location of the self.  
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Self-consciousness is the remarkable human experience of being a subject: the “I”. Self-
consciousness is typically bound to a body, and particularly to the spatial dimensions
of the body, as well as to its location and displacement in the gravitational field.
Because the vestibular system encodes head position and movement in three-dimensional
space, vestibular cortical processing likely contributes to spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness. We review here recent data showing vestibular effects on first-person
perspective (the feeling from where “I” experience the world) and self-location (the
feeling where “I” am located in space). We compare these findings to data showing
vestibular effects on mental spatial transformation, self-motion perception, and body
representation showing vestibular contributions to various spatial representations of the
body with respect to the external world. Finally, we discuss the role for four posterior
brain regions that process vestibular and other multisensory signals to encode spatial
aspects of bodily self-consciousness: temporoparietal junction, parietoinsular vestibular
cortex, ventral intraparietal region, and medial superior temporal region. We propose that
vestibular processing in these cortical regions is critical in linking multisensory signals from
the body (personal and peripersonal space) with external (extrapersonal) space. Therefore,
the vestibular system plays a critical role for neural representations of spatial aspects of
bodily self-consciousness.
Keywords: bodily self-consciousness, multisensory integration, first-person perspective, self-location, self-motion,
mental spatial transformation, body representation, vestibular cortex
INTRODUCTION
Humans’ experience as subject (“I”, the self) is typically bound to
the spatial dimensions of the physical body. This is expressed by
the concept of bodily self-consciousness, which consists of several
aspects including the experience that “I” am localized at a specific
place and spatial volume (self-location), the experience that “I”
take an experiential and visuospatial perspective of the world
(first-person perspective), the experience that “I” identify with the
body as a whole (self-identification) as opposed to feeling own-
ership for a body part, and that “I” am causing actions through
the body (sense of agency) (Haggard et al., 2003; Jeannerod,
2003; Blanke andMetzinger, 2009; Blanke, 2012; Metzinger, 2013;
Serino et al., 2013). This review will mainly focus on what we
call spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness, i.e., self-location
and first-person perspective. These phenomenal experiences are
defined by spatial parameters, such as the location and volumetric
expansion of the self and the origin and direction of perspective
(Blanke and Metzinger, 2009). In contrast, we will be less con-
cerned with non-spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness, i.e.,
self-identification and agency. These phenomenal experiences are
invariant to changes in spatial parameters (seeMetzinger, 2013 for
a discussion on self-identification without a body in lucid dreams
and during out-of-body experiences).
Experimental research shows that both spatial and non-spatial
aspects of bodily self-consciousness emerge from pre-reflective
and non-conceptual representations of bodily signals in the
brain (Metzinger, 2003; Gallagher, 2005; Blanke and Metzinger,
2009; Ehrsson, 2012). Those are sensory signals from exterocep-
tion, such as visual and auditory signals (e.g., Ehrsson, 2007;
Lenggenhager et al., 2007; Tajadura-Jiménez et al., 2009), from
somatosensation, such as tactile and proprioceptive signals (e.g.,
Seizova-Cajic et al., 2007; Palluel et al., 2011; for reviews see
Haggard et al., 2003; Serino and Haggard, 2010) and from intero-
ception, such as cardiac, nociceptive, and thermal signals (Hänsel
et al., 2011; Aspell et al., 2013; for an interoception-based account
on consciousness see Craig, 2002, 2009). Altogether, these exper-
imental studies imply that by integrating multisensory signals the
brain generates a coherent spatial representation of body parts,
the body as a whole, and the body as related to the external
world.
However, much less is known about the role of the vestibu-
lar system for bodily self-consciousness. Because the vestibular
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system encodes the position and movement of the head in three-
dimensional space, and because in the central nervous system
vestibular signals are strongly integrated with motor, visual,
somatosensory and proprioceptive signals (Grüsser et al., 1990a,b;
Gu et al., 2007; Prsa et al., 2012), central vestibular processing
may be an important contributor to the neural computations
underlying spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness. Specifi-
cally, vestibular signals might contribute in generating a spatial
representation of the body as a whole with respect to the external
world, i.e., in the gravitational field in particular. These vestibular
signals might be critical for updating whole body representation
while this one moves in external space. Accordingly, the vestibular
system would encode spatial references for self-location and first-
person perspective.
This review summarizes and critically discusses both direct
and indirect evidence for this proposal. While topics in the fields
of bodily self-consciousness and central vestibular processing have
been mostly studied in isolation, with this review article we hope
to motivate a converging approach from these exciting research
fields.
The review is divided in three parts. In the first part, we briefly
introduce the vestibular system and then summarize current
knowledge about the role of vestibular processing for spatial
aspects of bodily self-consciousness. We conclude the first part
by several questions that remain open to experimental research.
In the second part, we review experimental data about vestibular
contributions to cognitive and perceptual processes that involve
spatial representations of the bodily self with respect to the
external world. We think that these self-related processes draw
on similar functional mechanisms as spatial aspects of bodily
self-consciousness, and we discuss these experimental data as
indirect evidence for vestibular contributions to spatial aspects of
bodily self-consciousness. The third and final part of this review
is concerned with the neural correlates of vestibular processing
underlying self-location and first-person perspective. We propose
that self-location and first-person perspective are encoded by
a posterior cortical network consisting of the temporoparietal
junction (TPJ), i.e., a region that has been causally linked to bodily
self-consciousness, and three vestibular cortex regions, i.e., the
parietoinsular vestibular cortex (PIVC), the medial superior tem-
poral region (MST), and the ventral intraparietal region (VIP),
which together perform the necessary computation subserving a
multisensory spatial reference for bodily self-consciousness. We
discuss the known functional properties of these regions and their
putative role in bodily self-consciousness. Together we provide
an argument supporting our hypothesis and present a testable
outlook for future research for the study of vestibular processing
in spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness.
PART ONE: THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM AND BODILY
SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS: CURRENT KNOWLEDGE AND OPEN
QUESTIONS
THE VESTIBULAR SYSTEM
The vestibular system encodes linear and rotatory acceleration of
the head. It senses constant linear acceleration by earth gravity
and thus signals to the brain head movement and position with
respect to a constant gravitational acceleration. The vestibu-
lar system contributes to a variety of central nervous system
functions including motor control, e.g., stabilizing gaze by the
vestibular-ocular reflex (Schwarz, 1976), body posture (Pozzo
et al., 1990), perception, e.g., of verticality (Lopez et al., 2007),
and of self-motion (Brandt et al., 1998). Moreover, it also
contributes to cognition, e.g., spatial navigation and memory
(Arthur et al., 2009), and bodily self-consciousness (Blanke et al.,
2002; Pfeiffer et al., 2013), which is the main topic of this
review.
Peripheral system
The peripheral vestibular organs are located bilaterally in the head
and are part of the inner ear (Figure 1A). They consist of two
otolith organs (utricle and saccule) that sense linear acceleration,
e.g., by head motion or gravitational force, and three semicircular
canals (anterior, posterior and horizontal canal) that sense rota-
tional acceleration around three cardinal axes (yaw, roll, pitch,
Figure 1B). Thus, the vestibular sensory organs encode head
position and movement in three-dimensional space.
Experimental research on the vestibular system has mainly
used two approaches in order to stimulate the vestibular system,
i.e., by natural and artificial stimulation. Natural vestibular stim-
ulation can be experimentally induced by head accelerations, e.g.,
by passive whole-body rotation or translation (e.g., Prsa et al.,
2012; van Elk and Blanke, 2014) that are sensed by the semi-
circular canals or otolith organs respectively. Natural vestibular
stimulation may be given under terrestrial conditions by constant
gravitational forces due to the attraction exerted by the earth on
mass. Because the otolith organs sense constantly the vector of
constant acceleration by gravity, static body or head tilts with
respect to gravity can be used to naturally stimulate the otolith
organs. The effects of weightlessness on vestibular processing
have been studied in spacecrafts in orbit or in aircrafts during
prolonged free fall (i.e., up to several months duration) or during
parabolic flight (i.e., less than a minute duration).
Artificial peripheral vestibular stimulation techniques are:
monopolar or bipolar electrical stimulation at the mastoids
(Galvanic Vestibular Stimulation, GVS), thermal irrigation of
one or both ear canals (Caloric Vestibular Stimulation, CVS),
and auditory stimulation on headphones (clicks and short-tone
bursts). These stimulation techniques activate the semicircular
canals, otolith organs, the vestibular nerve, or a combination
of the previous. Notably, these artificial stimulations co-activate
nociceptive, thermal, and auditory sensory receptors—for com-
parison of these techniques and cortical processing see Lopez et al.
(2012b).
Vestibular cortex
The central nervous system vestibular pathway consists of: (i)
vestibular nerve projections from the vestibular organs to the
vestibular nucleus in the brainstem; (ii) projections from the
brainstem to thalamic nuclei, cerebellum, and spinal cord; and
(iii) projections from the thalamus to the cerebral cortex. The
interested reader can find comprehensive reviews on the periph-
eral and central vestibular system in Goldberg et al. (2012) and
Lopez and Blanke (2011).
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Peripheral vestibular organs in the inner ear consist of
otoliths, i.e., utricle and saccule, which sense linear acceleration, and
semicircular canals, i.e., anterior, posterior, and horizontal canal, which sense
rotational acceleration. The vestibular nerve projects signals from otoliths and
semicircular canals to the central nervous system. (B) The vestibular system
encodes movement in three-dimensional space denoted as linear
movements, i.e., in front, back, left, right, up, and down direction (by otolith
organs) and rotational movements, i.e., yaw (by the horizontal canal) and pitch
and roll (by both anterior and posterior canal). (Images are derivatives of
works by NASA, licensed under creative commons.)
While for vision, audition, and somatosensation specific
unisensory primary cortices have been identified, no such unisen-
sory vestibular cortex seems to exist in the human brain. Rather,
vestibular cortex is considered as any cortical region receiving
vestibular input from the thalamus and is a distributed cortical
network that overlaps with multisensory and motor representa-
tions from vision, somatosensation, proprioception, and action
(Lopez and Blanke, 2011).
Electrophysiological recordings in non-human primates have
identified vestibular inputs in several cortical regions including
the somatosensory cortex (area 3aN, area 3aH, area 2v), PIVC,
dorsal MST, medial temporal cortex, frontal cortex (frontal eye
field and supplementary eye field), and cingulate cortex (Grüsser
et al., 1990b; Guldin et al., 1992; Bremmer et al., 2002; Gu
et al., 2007). These recordings revealed therefore thalamocortical
projections to all major cortical lobes except the occipital lobe.
In order to measure human vestibular cortical processing,
many studies have used functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). While fMRI has the advantage of high spatial resolution
and non-invasiveness, it is worth noting that studying vestibular
processing in fMRI has several limitations. First, participants are
required to lie supine and must avoid head movements, which
differs from conditions of vestibular stimulation in natural con-
text, typically involving different head postures and movements.
Secondly, in order to stimulate the peripheral vestibular organs
artificial stimulation techniques (GVS, CVS, clicks) are used.
These co-activate other sensory modalities and complicate the
interpretation of observed brain activation as purely vestibular
Lopez et al. (2012b). Finally, the static magnetic field of the MR
scanner induces a constant vestibular stimulus that, depending
on participant’s head position, differently activates the vestibular
sensory organs and can even induce vertigo (Mian et al., 2013).
Thus, there are limitations with current fMRI approaches to
study central vestibular processing. It will be an important future
goal to develop novel approaches allowing more natural and
specific vestibular stimulation during non-invasive neuroimaging
in humans.
VESTIBULAR CONTRIBUTIONS TO BODILY SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
Theory
It has been proposed that bodily self-consciousness is based on the
brain’s multisensory integration of visual, vestibular, somatosen-
sory, proprioceptive and motor signals (Haggard et al., 2003;
Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke and Mohr, 2005). This theory dis-
tinguishes between personal (including also peripersonal) space,
which is a volume of space occupied by the physical body and
the space immediately surrounding the body, and extrapersonal
space, that is the space outside of personal space. The theory
proposes that the vestibular system is critically involved in inte-
grating sensory signals from personal space (e.g., somatosensory,
proprioceptive, visual, and auditory signals) with sensory signals
from extrapersonal space (e.g., visual and auditory signals). It
was proposed that particularly otolithic vestibular signals about
constant gravitational acceleration provide a world-centered ref-
erence for the bodily self. By means of multisensory integration
between personal and extrapersonal space the brain generates a
spatial representation of the body as a whole, with a given location
and orientation with respect to the external world, i.e., bodily self-
consciousness. In line with this theory, Lopez et al. (2008) argued
that vestibular otolithic signals are highly relevant for spatial
aspects of bodily self-consciousness, i.e., self-location and first-
person perspective, which depend on signals from both personal
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and extrapersonal space, and that vestibular signals may be less
relevant for non-spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness, e.g.,
self-identification, which depend mainly on signals from personal
space and relate mostly to the body itself, rather than to the body
relative to the external world (see also Blanke, 2012).
Clinical data
The strongest support for the proposal that vestibular processing
contributes to bodily self-consciousness comes from observations
in neurological patients suffering from out-of-body experience
who show a three-way disembodiment of their bodily self-
consciousness (Devinsky et al., 1989; Blanke et al., 2002, 2004;
Brandt et al., 2005; De Ridder et al., 2007; Ionta et al., 2011;
Pfeiffer et al., 2013). During an out-of-body experience patients
typically identify with an illusory body in external space (disem-
bodied self-identification), feel to be elevated above their physical
body (disembodied self-location), and to have an elevated visu-
ospatial perspective directed back downward to the physical body
(disembodied first-person perspective).
Out-of-body experience in some neurological patients were
caused by damage (Ionta et al., 2011), dysfunction (Blanke
et al., 2004), or electrical stimulation (Blanke et al., 2002) at
the TPJ, i.e., a brain region that receives strong vestibular inputs
(Lopez et al., 2008, 2012b; zu Eulenburg et al., 2012). In addi-
tion to out-of-body experiences, electrical stimulation at TPJ
also induced vestibular, visual, and kinesthetic hallucinations
(Blanke et al., 2002). Vestibular processing and out-of-body
experience were linked at the phenomenal level in a different
study on healthy individuals. Cheyne and Girard (2009) found
that humans suffering from sleep paralysis (i.e., a sleep dis-
order that is associated with immobility after awakening from
sleep) often experienced vestibular-motor hallucinations as well
as out-of-body experiences. According to self-report these experi-
ences occurred mostly in supine posture and began mostly with
vestibular-motor hallucinations that were followed by out-of-
body experiences.
Out-of-body experiences most frequently occur in supine
posture when otolithic vestibular signals are altered with respect
to the vertical body axis (Green, 1968), suggesting that otolithic
vestibular processing is critical for these changes in bodily self-
consciousness (Lopez et al., 2008). Together, these reviewed data
suggest that altered vestibular processing at temporoparietal cor-
tex is associated with disturbances in bodily self-consciousness
during out-of-body experiences.
Experimental data
Similar changes in bodily self-consciousness can be studied in
healthy humans using different body illusions, such as the body-
swap illusion (Petkova and Ehrsson, 2008), the out-of-body illu-
sion (Ehrsson, 2007) or the full-body illusion (Lenggenhager
et al., 2007). During a classic version of the full-body illusion
(Lenggenhager et al., 2007) a participant views (from a third-
person viewpoint) a virtual body being stroked at the back,
i.e., visual stroking, and simultaneously feels stroking at his or
her physical body, i.e., tactile stroking. Importantly, the visual
stroking of the virtual body and the tactile stroking at participant’s
physical body are spatially separated. Synchronous visuotactile
stroking typically increases self-identification with the virtual
body and increases self-location in the direction of the virtual
body, when compared with an asynchronous stroking control
condition (comprehensive reviews and comparison to similar
illusions in Blanke, 2012; Serino et al., 2013).
Using such a full-body illusion setup we recently showed that
the subjectively experienced direction of first-person perspective,
together with self-location, was altered by directional conflict
between otolithic vestibular and visual gravitational signals (Ionta
et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). Figure 2 shows the experimental
setup and results. Participants viewed a virtual body from an ele-
vated visuospatial viewpoint, seeing visual gravity in downward
direction, and simultaneously lay in supine body posture, receiv-
ing otolithic vestibular signals about their body being upward
directed relative to gravity. Under these conditions individuals
differed in terms of their experienced first-person perspective: up-
group participants experienced an upward-directed first-person
perspective and an upward-directed change in self-location dur-
ing the full-body illusion. In contrast, down-group participants
experienced a downward-directed first-person perspective and
downward-directed change in self-location. Interestingly, individ-
ual differences in first-person perspective and self-location were
reflected in changes in neural processing, as revealed by fMRI,
in the bilateral TPJ, or more precisely in the posterior superior
temporal gyrus (pSTG), a region close to the lesion overlap found
in a group of patients with out-of-body experiences, i.e., angular
gyrus (Ionta et al., 2011).
Pfeiffer et al. (2013) found at the behavioral level that individ-
ual differences in the subjective first-person perspective depended
on individual differences in the way individuals weight visual
and vestibular information, as assessed by subjective visual ver-
tical judgments (Oltman, 1968). Participants oriented a visual
line with respect their subjective vertical. A tilted frame around
the line induced a small bias in subjective visual vertical judg-
ments in some of the participants (visual independent group),
while inducing larger subjective visual vertical biases in other
subjects (visual dependent group). We found that assignment
of participants to visual field dependent-independent groups,
depending on their performance in the visual vertical judgment
task, was predictive of their subjective first-person perspective
during the full-body illusion. Specifically, participants from the
visual independent group more likely experienced an up-looking
first-person perspective during the full-body illusion, meaning
that their subjective first-person perspective was congruent with
vestibular signals. On the other hand, participants from the visual
dependent group were more likely to experience a down-looking
first-person perspective during the full-body illusion, meaning
that their subjective first-person perspective was in line with visual
signals.
Together, these studies support the hypothesis that the vestibu-
lar system contributes to whole-body spatial representation
underlying bodily self-consciousness (Blanke et al., 2004; Blanke,
2012). One may wonder whether also body-part spatial repre-
sentations depend on vestibular signals. Indeed, body-part rep-
resentations are related to whole-body representations (Petkova
et al., 2011; Ehrsson, 2012) and several studies observed vestibular
effects on touch localization and shape perception of the hand
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FIGURE 2 | Experimental setup and results of full-body illusion
experiments using visuovestibular and visuotactile conflict (Ionta
et al., 2011; Pfeiffer et al., 2013). (Image center shows) A participant in
supine posture views a virtual body on a head-mounted display.
Vestibular otolithic signals about gravity (g) are in opposite direction
with respect to visual gravitational signals (g*)—thus in visuovestibular
conflict. Results showed individual difference in first-person perspective
experience. Virtual bodies at the left side of the figure represent
subjective experiences made by up-group participants. These
participants experienced an upward first-person perspective and
showed congruent upward change in self-location during synchronous
(synch) as compared to asynchronous (asynch) stroking condition. The
opposite pattern was observed for down-group participants (shown at
the right side of the figure).
(Lopez et al., 2010, 2012a,c; Ferre et al., 2011, 2013). How-
ever, these studies did not test whether vestibular stimulation
also affected spatially integrated whole-body representations that
underlie spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness.
PART ONE: CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS
Multisensory conflicts, i.e., between vestibular otolithic and visual
gravitational signals in healthy subjects, as well as vestibular
hallucinations, i.e., due to functional interference at TPJ in neu-
rological patients, have been associated with changes in bodily
self-consciousness, most consistently regarding it’s spatial aspects:
first-person perspective and self-location. Phenomenal experi-
ences during these illusions included vestibular hallucinations,
i.e., illusory reversals of the visuospatial first-person perspective
with respect to gravity. Furthermore, ambiguous visual gravita-
tional and vestibular otolithic signals induced changes of both
first-person perspective and self-location. These observations sug-
gest a critical role of vestibular cortical processing underlying
spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness.
Yet, very little is known about the functional and neural
mechanisms underlying these effects. For instance, the vestibular
peripheral system was never been directly stimulated during an
out-of-body experience and a full-body illusion. It is thus not
well studied how otolithic, semicircular, or both signals together
affect spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness. Furthermore,
little is known about how vestibular processing contributes to
a volumetric representation of the body, and how this spatial
volume is related to representations of the external world. Finally,
the vestibular system signals movement of the head and of the
body. However, most studies on spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness have used static body conditions. We think that
these are important research questions for the future.
PART TWO: VESTIBULAR CONTRIBUTIONS TO BODILY
SELF-RELATED COGNITIVE AND PERCEPTUAL FUNCTION
The second part of the review summarizes empirical research
showing vestibular effects on mental spatial transformation, self-
motion perception, and body representation. These cognitive
processes involve spatial representations of the body, the external
world, and the relationship between body and external world. We
argue therefore that bodily self-related processes closely resemble
spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness, which require volu-
metric representation of the body with respect to the external
world and spatial reference frames.
MENTAL SPATIAL TRANSFORMATION
Mental spatial representations are an important aspect of self-
conscious experience. For example, the capacity to take the visual
perspective of other humans is important for spatial cognition
(Maguire et al., 1998), theory-of-mind (Baron-Cohen et al., 1985;
Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003; Frith and Frith, 2006) and bodily self-
consciousness (Newen and Vogeley, 2003).
Mental spatial representations have been extensively studied
by mental imagery tasks involving objects, body parts, or entire
bodies at different locations and orientations in external space
(Shepard and Metzler, 1971). Mental imagery of these objects
involves mental spatial transformation without participants actu-
ally moving their body or the perceived object. Performance
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in these tasks, i.e., reaction times and error rates, generally
depend on the object rotation angle and the shortest path of
rotation (Shepard andMetzler, 1971; Parsons, 1987a;Wexler et al.,
1998). Mental imagery of body parts or entire bodies additionally
depends on anatomical constraints of the physical body (Parsons,
1987b, 1994) and on participant’s body posture while performing
the mental imagery task (Ionta and Blanke, 2009; Ionta et al.,
2013).
A long tradition in cognitive neuroscience has studied ego-
centric imagery, which is self-centered mental spatial transfor-
mation of the own whole body or visuospatial perspective. In
egocentric imagery tasks participants judge spatial attributes of
objects in their environment from a location or perspective that
differs from their actual location or perspective. For example,
participants may judge whether a marker is at the left or right
side of their imagined body location. Some researchers referred
to egocentric imagery in the context of body-part imagery
(Zacks and Michelon, 2005) which we argue does not neces-
sarily draw on global representations of the whole body, but
rather depends on body-part centered reference frames (Klatzky,
1997; Blanke, 2012). Therefore, we choose to refer to egocentric
imagery for imagined own whole-body or perspective transfor-
mations. Egocentric imagery is typically compared to allocen-
tric imagery, which is imagining transformations of objects in
external space in order to judge their spatial attributes. Sev-
eral studies have shown that egocentric vs. allocentric imagery
depend on distinct functional neural activations (Mast et al., 1999;
Wraga et al., 2005). For instance, egocentric, but not allocentric,
imagery exhibits brain activity at the TPJ (Arzy et al., 2006)—
the same brain region involved in spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness, in out-of-body experience (Blanke et al., 2002,
2004; Blanke and Mohr, 2005) and in full-body illusions (Ionta
et al., 2011).
While most previous research comparing egocentric with
allocentric imagery focused on visual, motor, and propriocep-
tive contributions, more recent studies have shown very specific
contributions of vestibular signals to egocentric mental spatial
transformation. For instance, Grabherr et al. (2011) compared
mental imagery in patients with vestibular loss (i.e., peripheral
vestibular damage) with performance of healthy individuals (i.e.,
intact peripheral vestibular system). These authors found that
bilateral vestibular impairment affected egocentric imagery when
compared with unilateral loss or intact vestibular processing.
Vestibular damage vs. intact vestibular processing did not affect
allocentric imagery, thus highlighting the relevance of peripheral
vestibular signals (intact or semi-intact) in egocentric imagery.
Notably, egocentric imagery is known to rely on cortical activation
of the TPJ (see above).
Likewise, highly specific effects of vestibular processing on
egocentric imagery were found by Lenggenhager et al. (2008).
Healthy participants received vestibular stimulation by left/right
anodal GVS while viewing left/right rotated bodily or non-
body object. Egocentric imagery was facilitated by side-congruent
vestibular-visual stimulation, but only if participants viewed bod-
ily objects. GVS had no effect on allocentric imagery and did not
influence mental imagery of non-body objects. These results not
only show vestibular modulation of egocentric imagery, but also
vestibular processing specifically affecting body-related mental
transformations for multisensory congruent directions. These
results are congruent with clinical observations linking vestibular,
visual, and kinesthetic processing at the TPJ and with changes
of spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness during out-of-body
experience (Blanke et al., 2002).
While Grabherr et al. (2011) and Lenggenhager et al. (2008)
studied the effects of vestibular damage and artificial stimulation
on mental imagery, van Elk and Blanke (2014) used natural
vestibular stimulation and found comparable results. Passive
whole-body yaw rotations (activating the horizontal semicircu-
lar canals) facilitated egocentric body-related mental imagery if
actual rotations and shortest paths of mental rotation were side-
congruent. While general bilateral vestibular loss in the study by
Grabherr et al. (2011), and GVS in the study by Lenggenhager
et al. (2008), involved altered vestibular signals from both otoliths
and semicircular canals, the study by van Elk and Blanke (2014)
showed that selective stimulation of the semicircular canal signals
affected egocentric mental imagery.
These data indicate that mental spatial transformation
depends on vestibular signals. Vestibular processing enhances
egocentric imagery when related to a visually seen bodily object.
Vestibular signals from semicircular canals and otolith organs
facilitate mental imagery in a spatial direction specific fashion.
Given that egocentric mental imagery draws on similar spa-
tial representations and neural processing as spatial aspects of
bodily self-consciousness, then it is likely that vestibular signals
from semicircular canals contribute to spatial aspects of bodily
self-consciousness and that they are processed at TPJ. To our
knowledge, this hypothesis has not been studied directly. Instead,
previous work on spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness
studied the effects of otolithic vestibular signals and representa-
tions of the static gravitational field.
Egocentric imagery recruits functional neural activation at the
TPJ, suggesting that egocentric imagery engages similar represen-
tations, as do spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness. Indeed,
the strategy during egocentric imagery involves mental spatial
displacement of one’s own body or perspective to a location
in external space, whose analogous physical movements would
activate otolithic and semicircular canals respectively. The effects
found for rotational-direction specific contributions of vestibular
signals to egocentric imagery suggest that cortical processing
of semicircular canal signals may contribute to spatial aspects
of bodily self-consciousness. Finally, vestibular signals facilitates
egocentric imagery when viewing a human body shape, suggest-
ing that egocentric imagery and spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness are highly tuned to visual representations of the
human body.
SELF-MOTION PERCEPTION
Most everyday activities imply bodily movement in the envi-
ronment. Planning and controlling these actions require accu-
rate self-motion perception with respect to the environment
and for this the brain must be able to monitor body move-
ments based on multisensory signals. Furthermore, self-motion
perception is important for balance, walking, and tracking the
motion of objects under the influence of gravity. Research
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has shown that self-motion perception depends on integrating
redundant sensory signals about body movement from vestibular,
visual, proprioceptive, auditory and kinesthetic signals. Although
vestibular signals alone indicate head posture andmovement with
respect to the environment, they are poor at sensing very slow
movements (Kolev et al., 1996) and prolonged constant-velocity
movements (Brandt et al., 1998). Similarly, the otoliths cannot
distinguish between linear acceleration from head motion and
constant gravitational acceleration (Einstein, 1907). Research on
self-motion perception studied therefore multisensory integra-
tion mechanisms, i.e., most extensively visual-vestibular integra-
tion, in non-human primates (Andersen et al., 2000; Bremmer
et al., 2002; Gu et al., 2007; Bremmer, 2011). These studies found
that in the non-human primate brain the medial temporal region
and dorsal MST region integrate optokinetic stimuli and vestibu-
lar signals about head rotation and heading direction. Another
area integrating vestibular, visual, and somatosensory signals rel-
evant for self-motion perception is VIP (Bremmer et al., 1999;
Chen et al., 2013a). Neuroimaging in humans found compara-
ble activation for visual-vestibular integration for self-motion in
posterior parietal, parietooccipital, and medial temporal regions
(Brandt et al., 1998; Kleinschmidt et al., 2002; Kovács et al., 2008;
Becker-Bense et al., 2012).
While these studies showed that self-motion perception
depends on an optimal comparison of dynamic multisensory
stimuli, including vestibular signals about bodily movement,
more recent studies have shown that also constant gravitational
acceleration signals are important for self-motion perception. For
instance, De Saedeleer et al. (2013) found that under normal ter-
restrial conditions (with constant gravitational acceleration acting
in the downward direction), the velocity of perceived self-motion
depends on the spatial direction of visual implied motion, and
that self-motion velocity perception shows an asymmetric pattern
for upward vs. downward, but not for leftward vs. rightward
motion. Specifically, visual self-motion is experienced as slower
when directed upwards (opposite to the downward direction of
gravitational acceleration) than when directed downward (in the
same direction as gravitational acceleration). In microgravity,
when no otolithic vestibular signals are present, this upward-
downward asymmetry is abolished. Interestingly, the transition
between asymmetric to symmetric perceptual bias is delayed by
several days when astronauts in microgravity are presented with
tactile cues that mimic foot sole pressure, as if they were standing
upright in a gravitational field. These results suggest that constant
gravitational acceleration, but also multisensory cues, affect self-
motion perception.
Neural correlates of self-motion perception as related to the
gravitational field have been studied by Indovina et al. (2013).
During fMRI, these authors presented visual self-motion cues
in a virtual rollercoaster. For motion in the vertical, but not in
the horizontal, direction the PIVC region was activated—a key
region in the cortex receiving vestibular inputs. The activation
depended on motion acceleration constant and showed strongest
activation for direction-acceleration congruent motion at earth-
gravity constant 9.81 m/s2.
Several studies from the same research group have previously
shown that an internal model of gravity is recruited for visual
motion perception. An internal model of gravity during these
tasks recruited activation at of PIVC region, which was similarly
activated by peripheral vestibular stimulation (McIntyre et al.,
2001; Indovina et al., 2005). More recently, Maffei et al. (2010)
found that visual object motion with a gravitational acceleration
profile activated insula cortex and inferior parietal cortex. Both
visually seen motion and unseen apparent motion cues similarly
activated these regions. Activations were stronger when these
signals were behaviorally relevant during an object interception
task as compared to passive observation.
These recent studies in human subjects showed that self-
motion perception is not only based on dynamic signals about
body movement, but also on vestibular signal about the static
gravitational field. Behavioral responses and functional neu-
roimaging suggest that the brain accounts for the effects of
gravity on self- and environmental object motion by using an
internal model of gravity that was found to overlap with cortical
processing of vestibular signals in the PIVC region (Indovina
et al., 2005, 2013)—a key region for vestibular input to the cortex
(see Section Part Three: Vestibular Cortex and Spatial Aspects of
Bodily Self-Consciousness of this review). Together, these findings
suggest that vestibular signals about movement and position of
the head are critical for self-motion perception, which draws on
spatially representing one’s own-body movements with respect to
the external environment.
Experiments on self-motion perception have extensively
inquired about participants’ subjective experience of whether or
not, and in which direction, they experienced to be moving.
These are self-related perceptual judgments that are likely based
on multisensory spatial representations of the bodily self (“I”)
and the external world. Thus, self-motion perception likely draws
on similar neural representations underlying the spatial aspects
of bodily self-consciousness, i.e., self-location and first-person
perspective. It is important for the brain to spatially update self-
location and first-person perspective while the body is in motion,
and to withhold from spatial update when there is motion in
the environment. However, research on bodily self-consciousness
has mostly studied static body conditions and thus to date the
exact relationship between functional and neural representations
of self-motion perception and spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness is not well understood.
BODY REPRESENTATION
Spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness include a volumetric
spatial representation of the body. Yet, no single sensory modal-
ity in isolation encodes such volumetric body representation.
Instead, the brain integrates multisensory, body-related signals
from the somatosensory, proprioceptive, visual, and, as it has been
shown more recently, the vestibular system.
Longo and Haggard (2010) developed a task to assess per-
ception of hand shape. They found that hand shape judgments
were deformed in a manner partially resembling the cortical
representation of the hand in primary somatosensory cortex.
Using a similar task, Lopez et al. (2012c) studied the effect
of vestibular stimulation by CVS on body representation and
found that hand size judgments were generally enlarged by
vestibular stimulation. A different study by Ferre et al. (2013)
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applied vestibular stimulation by GVS during a homologous
task and found that finger representations were enlarged while
hand dorsum was shrunk by vestibular stimulation. The specific
differences between the results in these studies, i.e., enlargement
or shrinkage of hand shape judgments, may reflect differences
in the spatial directionality of the vestibular signals applied.
Specifically, vestibular stimulation by CVS mostly activates the
horizontal canals that encode yaw rotation, whereas GVS acti-
vates mostly the vertical canals (i.e., anterior and posterior
canals) that encode roll and pitch rotation (Lopez et al., 2012b).
Alternatively, these results may be based on additional factors
to the stimulation technique utilized; for instance, sensory co-
activation of thermal and nociceptive sensory signals. Despite
differences between studies, both findings show that vestibular
stimulation deforms hand shape representation. Thus, in addi-
tion to visual, somatosensory and proprioceptive signals (Serino
and Haggard, 2010), the brain also integrates vestibular sig-
nals in order to determine the volumetric representation of the
body.
Vestibular stimulation temporarily altered participant’s per-
ception of the internal spatial configuration of the hand in the
studies by Lopez et al. (2012c) and Ferre et al. (2013). These results
differ from experienced changes of hand location during the
rubber hand illusion (Botvinick and Cohen, 1998). Specifically,
participants experience their own hand at a location different
from their physical hand, but do not experience changes of hand
shape. It seems that vestibular signals differently contribute to
human position sense of implicit hand representations and overall
hand location in external space. Two studies provide indirect sup-
port for this idea by showing that vestibular stimulation during
the rubber hand illusion did not affect proprioceptive drift (Lopez
et al., 2010, 2012a).
Generally, adult physical bodies undergo little change of shape
over time, but vestibular stimulation immediately affected the
internal representation of the hand shape. This suggests that
highly plastic mechanisms underlie volumetric representations of
the body. Such representations may be critical for spatial aspects
of bodily self-consciousness, which can be manipulated rapidly
during full-body illusions.
PART TWO: CONCLUSION
We reviewed data showing that vestibular signals from otolith
organs and semicircular canals, as well as internal models of
gravity, contribute to cognitive, sensorimotor, and perceptual
functions. These self-related functions depend on vestibular pro-
cessing at the TPJ, the intraparietal sulcus, the parietal-occipital
and the medial temporal cortices. Because the TPJ also encodes
spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness, it is likely that vestibu-
lar processing at the TPJ is involved in both self-related processes
and spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness.
Vestibular signals are special sensory signals because the
peripheral vestibular organs are fixed with respect to the head and
therefore signal head movement relative to the external environ-
ment. Vestibular signals are thus likely to contribute in locating
and updating location during movement of the body in the exter-
nal world. However, vestibular signals alone are not sufficient, as
they are signaling head position, but not the position of other
body parts with respect to the external world. A multisensory
integrated global representation of the whole body is necessary for
bodily self-consciousness and thus vestibular signals need to be
integrated with other spatially informative multisensory signals
from the body. A full body representation can be achieved only
by integrating multisensory body-related signals within a unique
body-centered reference frame. Together vestibular world-related
signals, when integrated with multisensory bodily signals, can
provide a representation of the volumetric spatial body and its
momentary position and orientation in space. Such representa-
tion of the whole body in space must be dynamically updated as
the body and its parts continuously move. In this function, the
vestibular signals are important to signal self-motion and thus to
update spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness with respect to
the environment.
We think that for these functions, i.e., the spatial relationship
between external world and a global full-body representation,
and the update of the body-environment relationship in motion,
vestibular processing in posterior brain regions is critical. In
the final part of the present review we will present evidence
supporting this view.
PART THREE: VESTIBULAR CORTEX AND SPATIAL ASPECTS
OF BODILY SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS
What are the neural correlates of vestibular processing con-
tributing to bodily self-consciousness? Empirical data shows that
in the right hemisphere posterior cortical regions process both
vestibular signals and spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness
(Dieterich et al., 2003; Blanke and Mohr, 2005; Ionta et al., 2011).
In the third part of this review we summarize the functional char-
acteristics of three important posterior vestibular cortex regions,
i.e., PIVC, MST, and VIP, and a region causally involved in bodily
self-consciousness, i.e., TPJ, which together may encode self-
location and first-person perspective.
PIVC
It is commonly accepted that PIVC is a key region of vestibular
input into the animal cortex (Grüsser et al., 1990a,b). This area
also receives somatosensory and proprioceptive inputs (Lopez
and Blanke, 2011). There is no consensus about the exact location
and function of the PIVC in the human cortex. Different authors
localized PIVC in the posterior insular and retroinsular cortex
(Fasold et al., 2002; Indovina et al., 2005; Lopez et al., 2012b),
in the parietal operculum (zu Eulenburg et al., 2012) and in
different regions in the TPJ (Bense et al., 2001; Deutschländer
et al., 2002; Lopez et al., 2012b). The available functional neu-
roimaging data in humans show that PIVC encodes vestibular
signals from artificial stimulations by GVS and CVS (Fasold
et al., 2002; Lopez et al., 2012b), proprioceptive signals from the
neck (Fasold et al., 2008), and also visual signals (Brandt et al.,
1998; Bense et al., 2001; Brandt et al., 2002; Deutschländer et al.,
2002; Indovina et al., 2005, 2013). Although from non-human
primate electrophysiology there is evidence for visual processing
in PIVC (Grüsser et al., 1990a) there are also reports of no visual
encoding in this region (Chen et al., 2010). Brandt et al. (1998)
proposed that human PIVC and parietal occipital region encode
visual and vestibular signals related to self-motion by a reciprocal
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visual vestibular inhibition mechanism. Specifically, these authors
proposed that vestibular input activates PIVC and simultaneously
deactivates parietooccipital region. Optokinetic stimulation, on
the other hand, would activate parietooccipital region and simul-
taneously deactivate PIVC. Accordingly, the dynamic interaction
between activation and inhibition from PIVC to parietooccipital
region and vice versa would allow for determining self-motion.
The PIVC projects to all other vestibular cortex regions, which
is why some authors have discussed PIVC as the main vestibu-
lar input region to the human cortex (zu Eulenburg et al.,
2012).
What could be the role of PIVC in encoding the spatial aspects
of bodily self-consciousness? Because PIVC can be considered a
subregion of the TPJ (see Figure 3), on top of the evidence for
PIVC as a major input area of vestibular signals into the cortex, in
addition to PIVC’s strong connection to pSTG region, the PIVC
seems to be critical in encoding vestibular signals contributing to
self-location and first-person perspective. During experimentally
induced changes in self-location and first-person perspective,
vestibular otolithic signals play a critical role (Ionta et al., 2011)
and these otolithic inputs as well as internal models of gravity
have been reported to be encoded by PIVC and immediately
neighboring regions (Indovina et al., 2005). It is thus likely that
PIVC encodes body orientation and motion in the gravitational
field and that these signals interact with neural processing regions
at the TPJ coding for spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness.
Determining a clear functional and anatomical localization of
PIVC in humans and its distinction from other neighboring
regions involved in bodily self-consciousness will be an important
goal for future research.
MST
In non-human primates, the dorsal MST region is located
in the extrastriate cortex. It processes visual optic flow stim-
uli, in addition to vestibular signals from body translation
and rotation (Bremmer et al., 2002; Gu et al., 2007). Recent
models proposed that MST neurons process the perceptual
decision about self-motion by integrating visual and vestibu-
lar cues according to a Bayesian optimal integration model
(Tanaka et al., 1986; Duffy and Wurtz, 1991; Gu et al., 2008;
Fetsch et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013a). While in primates
next to MST also VIP neurons process optic flow, both regions
are different in terms of their reference frame encoding such
vestibular signals. While VIP encodes vestibular signals in body-
and world-centered coordinates, MST encodes vestibular sig-
nals in eye-centered coordinates (Chen et al., 2013a,b). These
data suggest that in primates, MST is a critical region of
visuovestibular integration and self-motion perception. Due to
morphological changes of the cortical structures between non-
human primates and humans, the exact human homologue
FIGURE 3 | Three posterior cortical regions processing vestibular signals
are proposed important for bodily self-consciousness. PIVC encodes
vestibular signals about position and movement of the head; VIP, integrates
multisensory signals and computes reference frames transformation to
common body and world-centered spatial reference frames; MST integrate
vestibular and visual signals necessary for self-motion perception. Area in
gray shows the TPJ, an area causally involved in encoding spatial aspects of
bodily self-consciousness. Within TPJ, the pSTG and angular gyrus are
regions associated to changes in spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness
in out-of-body experience and full-body illusion, and also the vestibular cortex
region PIVC is part of the TPJ. (Image is a derivative of work licensed under
creative commons.)
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of MST (in terms of functional properties) is not precisely
located in the human, however, functional neuroimaging stud-
ies have shown optic flow induced activity in the parietooc-
cipital region (Brandt et al., 1998, 2002; Deutschländer et al.,
2002). It is likely that the human homologue of MST is con-
tributing to spatial aspects of bodily self-consciousness during
self-motion by integrating visuovestibular signals. Therefore,
vestibular processing in MST may play an important role in
updating self-location and first-person while the body is in
motion.
VIP
VIP is a critical region for multisensory spatial coding. First
of all, several findings both in humans and animals show that
VIP processes visual, tactile, proprioceptive, and auditory stimuli
(Duhamel et al., 1997, 1998; Bremmer et al., 2001; Avillac et al.,
2005; Schlack et al., 2005; Sereno and Huang, 2006; Huang et al.,
2012). A main function of VIP neurons is to integrate spatial
information from different sensory modalities, which initially
encode space in peripheral sensory system centered coordinates
(e.g., visual stimuli in retinotopic coordinates; auditory stim-
uli in head coordinates; somatosensory stimuli in somatotopic
coordinates) into common body-centered reference frames. Most
neurons in area VIP respond selectively to visual stimuli pre-
sented close the animal’s body. Indeed, about half of VIP neurons
respond best to visual stimuli within 30 cm of the body, and many
neurons respond only within a few centimeters range (Colby et al.,
1993). However, more distant space is also represented in VIP,
since some neurons have visual receptive fields that are not con-
fined in depth. In most neurons in VIP visual stimuli are encoded
in body-part centered reference frames (typically centered at the
head), some neurons are encoded in visual (retinal) reference
frames, and some neurons have mixed reference frames (Avillac
et al., 2005). Therefore, most VIP neurons preferentially represent
the space near the body, in body-centered reference frames (Colby
et al., 1993; Bremmer et al., 2002; Schlack et al., 2005). Although
some neurons in VIP also encode visual-based representations
of extrapersonal space, these extrapersonal space representations
and the body-centered spatial representations are implemented in
rather distinct neural populations within VIP (Colby et al., 1993),
which supports the idea of distinct representations for near and
far space, rather than a continuous representation from near to
far space.
Interestingly, VIP also receives vestibular input. For instance,
linear translations of the body, that are signaled by the otoliths,
are encoded in VIP in body- or world-centered reference frames
(Chen et al., 2013a). VIP may thus integrate vestibular with
multisensory signals to compute spatial representations of the
whole body—which are an important aspect of self-location
(Blanke and Metzinger, 2009; Blanke, 2012; Metzinger, 2013).
For all these reasons, computational models have proposed that
VIP plays a critical role in coordinates transformation (Pouget
et al., 2002; Avillac et al., 2005) and suggest that this region,
together with other portions of the posterior parietal cortex
plays a key role in remapping multisensory body-related signals
into a common, whole-body centered, reference frames. Such
computation is necessary to build a multisensory representation
of the body in space, which is critical for spatial aspects of bodily
self-consciousness.
TPJ
The TPJ can be defined as a larger region including the pSTG,
angular gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, and the parietal operculum
(Figure 3, gray region). The TPJ receives somatosensory, visual,
and vestibular inputs (zu Eulenburg et al., 2012; Bzdok et al.,
2013). Note that PIVC is a subregion of the TPJ (Lopez and
Blanke, 2011; Lopez et al., 2012b). The TPJ is important for
multisensory signal coding (Downar et al., 2000), theory of
mind (Saxe and Kanwisher, 2003), and bodily self-consciousness
(Blanke, 2012). Several findings presented in the first and second
part of this review show that damage or stimulation at the TPJ
can induce changes in self-location and first-person perspective
(Blanke et al., 2002, 2004; Ionta et al., 2011). In the same vein,
changes in self-location and first-person perspective, induced in
healthy subject by the full-body illusion, are encoded at the TPJ,
and in particular in the pSTG region. Thus, the TPJ seems to
be a critical region for encoding spatial aspects of bodily self-
consciousness. We think that vestibular inputs from PIVC, MST,
and VIP to the TPJ are critical for that function. In partic-
ular, TPJ might integrate inputs from VIP contributing to a
global body representation, fromMST to update body orientation
and direction during movement, from PIVC for the orientation
of the body in the gravitational field. When these vestibular
inputs are absent or in conflict with other sensory signals, e.g.,
visual or somatosensory, the brain may generate an inaccurate
spatial representation of the bodily self, inducing illusions in
healthy participants or disorders of bodily self-consciousness in
patients.
CONCLUSION
The vestibular system processes head posture relative to con-
stant gravitational acceleration and head motion in three-
dimension space, thus providing important information related
to the body with respect to the earth gravitational system,
which is essential for coding the spatial orientation of the
body in the external world. By reviewing recent data about
bodily illusions, mental spatial representations, self-motion
perception, and body representation, we argue that vestibu-
lar information is integrated with other sensory modalities
to underlie bodily self-consciousness. Visual-vestibular inter-
actions and internal models of gravity are processed at the
TPJ, contributing to self-location and first-person perspec-
tive. We propose that this information depends on neural
processing in the posterior cortical areas, which integrates
and computes multisensory signals to build body represen-
tations in global whole-body centered reference frames and
therefore contributes to stable representations of the bodily
self. Integration of vestibular signals in PIVC, MST, and VIP,
and further processing at the TPJ might be critical for the
experience of the self as placed within a body, which occu-
pies a specific location of space and faces the world from the
first-person perspective. Vestibular processing may thus serve
as a spatial reference for these spatial determinants of bodily
self-consciousness.
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This commentary aims to find the right description of the pre-reflective brain
mechanisms underlying our phenomenal experience of being a subject bound to a
physical body (bodily self) and basic cognitive, perceptual, and subjective aspects
related to interaction with other individuals (social cognition). I wil focus on the
proposal by Galese and Cuccio that embodied simulation, in terms of motor res-
onance, is the primary brain mechanism underlying the pre-reflective aspects of
social cognition and the bodily self. I wil argue that this proposal is too narrow
to serve a unified theory of the neurobiological mechanisms of both target phe-
nomena. I support this criticism with theoretical considerations and empirical
evidence suggesting that multisensory spatial processing, which is distinct from
but a pre-requisite of motor resonance, substantialy contributes to the bodily self
and social cognition.
My commentary is structured in three sections. The first section addresses
social cognition and compares embodied simulation to an alternative account,
namely the atention schema theory. According to this theory we pre-reflectively
empathize with others by predicting their current state of atention which involves
predicting the spatial focus of atention. Thereby we derive a representational
model of their state of mind. On this account, spatial coding of atention, rather
than motor resonance, is the primary mechanism underlying social cognition. I
take this as a theoretical alternative complementing motor resonance mechanisms.
The second section focuses on the bodily self. Comparison of the brain net-
works of the bodily self and social cognition reveals strong overlap, suggesting
that both phenomena depend on shared multisensory and sensorimotor mechan-
isms. I wil review recent empirical data about altered states of the bodily self in
terms of self-location and the first-person perspective. These spatial aspects of
the bodily self are encoded in brain regions distinct from the brain network of em-
bodied simulation. I argue that while motor resonance might contribute to body
ownership and agency, it does not account for spatial aspects of the bodily self.
Thus, embodied simulation appears to be a necessary but insuficiently “primary”
brain mechanism of the bodily self and social cognition. 
The third section discusses the contributions of the vestibular system, i.e.,
the sensory system encoding head motion and gravity, to the bodily self and so-
cial cognition. Vestibular cortical processing seems relevant to both processes, be-
cause it directly encodes the world-centered direction of gravity and alows us to
distinguish between motions of the own body and motions of other individuals and
the external world. Furthermore, the vestibular cortical network largely overlaps
with those neural networks relevant to the bodily self and social cognition. Thus,
the vestibular system may play a crucial role in multisensory spatial coding relat-
ing the bodily self to other individuals in the external world.
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1 Introduction
The paper by Galese and Cuccio provides an
integrated theoretical framework explaining how
the brain and body relate to social cognition,
the human self, and language. The authors re-
view empirical evidence from electrophysiolo-
gical and neuroimaging studies supporting em-
bodied simulation (ES) theory (Galese & Cuc-
cio this colection, p. 8). According to ES, the
brain covertly simulates the bodily actions, per-
ceptions, and emotions observed in other indi-
viduals by using parts of our neural architecture
involved in acting, sensing, and feeling emo-
tions. Thereby, we infer the goals, intentions,
and states of mind of others in a pre-reflective
and non-conceptual fashion. But the authors
take this a step further and propose that ES is
the key mechanism underlying, and hence unify-
ing, both social cognition, the human self, and
language. Throughout the paper, the authors
emphasize the tight functional coupling between
the body and the brain, which when taken into
account bears the potential to significantly ad-
vance the scientific study of the hard problem
of consciousness (Chalmers 1996). 
This commentary on Galese and Cuccio
aims to find the right description of the brain
mechanisms underlying pre-reflective aspects of
both the bodily self and social cognition. Spe-
cificaly, I wil focus on Galese and Cuccio’s
central claim that ES, based on motor reson-
ance and neural processing in the motor system,
is the primary brain mechanism underlying
pre-reflective representations of the bodily self
and social cognition (Galese & Cuccio this col-
lection, pp. 8–14). I ask the folowing questions:
Could there be an alternative theory or empir-
ical evidence countering the claim of a primacy
of motor resonance underlying social cognition
and the bodily self? Which brain mechanisms in
addition to motor resonance might contribute
to pre-reflective aspects of social cognition and
the bodily self? I wil defend the folowing three
theses:
(1) Social cognition and the bodily self de-
pend on multisensory spatial coding,
which is distinct from motor resonance.
Thus, motor resonance may be a necessary
but insuficiently “primary” brain mechan-
ism of social cognition and the bodily self
(cf. section Fehler: Referenz nicht gefun-
den, 2). 
(2) The brain networks underlying social
cognition and the bodily self largely over-
lap. Specific functional associations exist
(a) between motor resonance and body
ownership/agency and (b) between multis-
ensory spatial coding and self-location/the
first-person perspective (cf. section 2).
(3) The vestibular system, i.e., the sensory
system encoding head motion and gravity,
might provide unique information used for
multisensory spatial coding that relates
the bodily self to other individuals and the
external world. This is further suggested
by the large overlap existing between the
human vestibular cortex and the brain
networks underlying the bodily self and
social cognition (cf. section 3).
My commentary is structured in three sec-
tions. In the first section I shal compare ES to
an alternative theory of social cognition that as-
signs priority to spatial coding of attention,
rather than to motor resonance. I shal show
that both theories bear the potential that their
proposed brain mechanisms cooperatively work
together in order to support social cognition.
The second section addresses the bodily self. I
shal review data from neurological patients and
ful-body ilusion experiments, which highlight
the importance of two spatial aspects of the
bodily self not mentioned by Galese and Cuc-
cio, i.e., self-location and the first-person per-
spective. These spatial aspects of the bodily self
depend primarily on multisensory integration
and on cortical processing outside regions in-
volved in ES. Furthermore, comparisons
between the brain networks encoding the bodily
self and social cognition show large overlaps,
suggesting shared functional mechanisms. In the
third section I propose that because multisens-
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ory spatial processing appears to be critical for
the bodily self and social cognition, important
contributions may come from the vestibular sys-
tem (Lenggenhager & Lopez this colection). I
shal show that the vestibular cortical network
largely overlaps with the brain networks under-
lying the bodily self and social cognition. I shal
discuss potential contributions of vestibular cor-
tical processing to these target phenomena and
suggest directions for future research.
2 Is social cognition based on motor 
resonance or atention tracking?
Social cognition refers to cognitive processes,
perceptions, and subjective experiences related
to interaction with conspecifics. This section
asks: Which are the brain mechanisms underly-
ing pre-reflective aspects of social cognition?
Could there be alternative theories and empir-
ical evidence countering the primary role of mo-
tor resonance?
Galese and Cuccio propose that social
cognition mainly depends on ES based on motor
resonance and processing of mirror neurons (see
citations in Galese & Cuccio this colection).
Mirror neurons were initialy discovered in fron-
to-parietal networks of the macaque monkey
brain. They are a specific type of canonical
neuron involved in planning and executing hand
actions and were found to be activated both
when the monkey executed a specific grasping
or reaching action and when the monkey pass-
ively observed somebody performing similar ac-
tions (Galese et al. 1996; Rizzolatti et al. 1996).
Neuroimaging studies in humans also showed
mirror neuron-like activation patterns at the
level of populations of neurons in distinct brain
regions—mainly the ventral premotor cortex
(vPM), the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), but also
the insula cortex and the secondary somato-
sensory cortex (Rizzolatti & Sinigaglia 2010; see
also figure 1a gray dots). ES proposes that
based on mirror neurons the brain maps ob-
served actions into an action space, into motor
potentialities, within our hierarchicaly-organ-
ized motor system, and thereby infers and pre-
dicts the action goals of the individual. In this
way it penetrates the state of mind of the other,
and thus links self and other in a pre-reflective
empathical fashion (Galese & Cuccio this col-
lection, p. 7). 
I would like to point out that motor reson-
ance, i.e., the mapping of observed actions into
motor potentialities, necessarily depends on
multisensory spatial coding. I argue that this is
the case because of five points: First, the brain
has access to the physical world only through
the diferent sensory receptors of the body that
bombard it with exteroceptive (e.g., vision, au-
dition), proprioceptive (somatosensory, vestibu-
lar), and interoceptive (somatosensory, visceral)
signals. Second, these multisensory signals must
be integrated according to their spatial and
temporal parameters (Stein & Stanford 2008) to
inform neural representations of the states of
the body and of the world around us—including
the agents whose actions are subject to motor
resonance. Third, the observed movements of
these agents are coded in coordinates distinct
from the egocentric spatial frame of reference
upon which our motor system operates. Fourth,
the brain must necessarily perform spatial
transformations of the observed movements by
the other agent into the egocentric frame of ref-
erence, upon which motor resonance can oper-
ate. In sum, multisensory spatial coding is a
pre-requisite of motor resonance.
According to Galese and Cuccio, the out-
comes of such multisensory spatial coding are
readily available to the brain network of ES
through anatomical connections to the vPM
that are “anatomicaly connected to visual and
somatosensory areas in the posterior parietal
cortex and to frontal motor areas” (Galese &
Cuccio this colection, p. 10). However, it seems
that the multisensory spatial coding required
for a precise description of complex motor acts
might be computationaly costly. Might there
be a computationaly more efective alternative
by which multisensory spatial coding is used to
decode the intentions of observed agents?
The attention schema (AS) theory of
awareness (Graziano 2013; Graziano & Kastner
2011) proposes that brain mechanisms related
to attention and spatial coding, which are dis-
tinct from neural processing relevant to ES,
primarily underlie pre-reflective aspects of social
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cognition. Graziano and Kastner define aten-
tion as an information-handling mechanism of
the brain that serves to give priority to some
information (e.g., representational features) out
of several equaly probable alternatives that are
in constant competition for awareness. Further-
more, awareness is defined as the process of
consciously experiencing something, it is the
process of relating the subject (i.e., a phenom-
enal self, see also Metzinger 2003) to the
object/content of experience. Graziano and
Kastner summarize AS as folows:
[Awareness is information and] depends
on some system in the brain that must
have computed [it] […]; otherwise, the in-
formation would be unavailable for re-
port. […] People routinely compute the
state of awareness of other people [and]
the awareness we attribute to another
person is our reconstruction of that per-
son’s attention. […] The same machinery
that computes socialy relevant informa-
tion […] also computes […] information
about our own awareness. […] Awareness
is […] a perceptual model […] a rich in-
formational model that includes, among
other computed properties, a spatial
structure. […] Through the use of the so-
cial perceptual machinery, we assign the
property of awareness to a location
within ourselves. (Graziano & Kastner
2011, pp. 98–99)
Related to social cognition, AS proposes that by
using a schematic representation of the state of
attention of other individuals—including a pre-
diction of the spatial location of their focus of
attention—we predict the current state of
awareness of the individual, which is informat-
ive about their intentions and potential future
actions. In short: Awareness of others is an at-
tention schema. As compared to ES, AS is a rel-
atively recent theory that requires extensive
empirical studies. Yet the evidence so far shows
that indeed the brain has a neural circuitry for
monitoring the spatial configuration of one’s
own attention independent of the sensory mod-
ality (Downar et al. 2000), including the direc-
tion of gaze (Beck & Kastner 2009; Desimone &
Duncan 1995). These structures are the pro-
posed neural expert system upon which AS is
based and consist of the right-hemispheric tem-
poro-parietal junction (TPJ) and superior tem-
poral sulcus (STS) (see figure 1a in black). Not-
ably, this expert system relevant to AS shows
little anatomical overlap with the neural struc-
tures relevant to ES (figure 1a compare black
with gray).
Because the AS relies on coding of the
spatial relationship between the location of
the observed individual and the likely spatial
location of this individual’s attention (i.e., in-
dependent of a particular sensory modality),
the required spatial computations seem simple
and straightforward. They require two points,
i.e., the individual as a reference point and
the potential spatial location of the attention
of that individual. According to AS, using
such spatial labeling the brain is able to sim-
ultaneously track the aware and attending
minds of several individuals simultaneously.
Thus, spatial coding in the context of AS ap-
pears to be less complex and less computa-
tionaly demanding than spatial transforma-
tions underlying ES (see above). 
Which of these seemingly distinct brain
mechanisms proposed by AS and ES more
plausibly underlies social cognition: the neural
expert system decoding the state of attention
according to AS or the mirror mechanism sys-
tem decoding observed motor plans according
to ES? It has been proposed that AS and ES
may in principle work together. Graziano and
Kastner propose that the expert system of AS
may take a leading role by formulating a hy-
pothesis about the state of awareness of an in-
dividual that is likely to drive further beha-
vior and therefore provide a set of predictions
based upon which motor resonance could more
eficiently perform simulations (Graziano &
Kastner 2011). Motor resonance would thus
add richer detail to the state-of-attention hy-
pothesis made by the expert system.
This combined mechanism is compatible
with the predictive processing principle (Clark
this colection; Hohwy 2013, this colection),
which has been proposed relevant to the bodily
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self (Apps & Tsakiris 2013; Limanowski &
Blankenburg 2013; Seth this colection). Ac-
cording to predictive processing the brain con-
stantly predicts the potential causes of sensory
input by minimizing prediction errors via up-
date of the predicted causes or by action that
changes sensory input (Friston 2005). Applying
the predictive processing principle to Graziano
and Kastner’s proposal that AS is a hypothes-
is-generating tool to which ES adds further de-
tail, one could conceive of both mechanisms as
diferent predictive processing modules aimed at
anticipating the state of awareness and of inten-
tional actions observed in others. Although no
empirical study so far has addressed this spe-
cific hypothesis, a recent functional magnetic
resonance imaging study found that predictive
processing principles accounted for the blood
oxygen-level dependent activity related to the
perception of faces, which is an important per-
ceptual function for social cognition in the hu-
man species (Apps & Tsakiris 2013).
These common and distinct predictions
based on ES, AS, and predictive processing
cal for empirical research aimed at providing
evidence to further refine, integrate, or reject
them.
3 Multisensory and motor mechanisms of
the multifaceted bodily self
The bodily self refers to the phenomenal experi-
ence of being an experiencing subject (i.e., a
phenomenal self) bound to a physical body,
which gives rise to the dual nature of the body
(Husserl 1950; Galese & Cuccio this colection,
p. 2). The unified experience of being a bodily
self can be decomposed into diferent aspects,
including the experience that we identify with a
particular body (self-identification or body own-
ership), the experience that the self is situated
in a specific spatial location (self-location), that
we take a specific experiential perspective at the
world (first-person perspective), and that we
are the authors of our actions, including having
control of attentional focus (agency; (Blanke
2012; Ehrsson 2012; Jeannerod 2003; Metzinger
2003). 
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Figure 1: Summary of cortical brain regions involved in social cognition, the bodily self, and vestibular processing. (a)
Whereas for social cognition there is little overlap between the brain regions proposed relevant for the attention schema
(in black) and embodied simulation (in gray), both sets of brain regions overlap with (b) the brain network of the bod-
ily self as identified by ful-body ilusion experiments manipulating self-location and first-person perspective (in black)
and the body-swap ilusion manipulating mainly body ownership (in gray). (c) The human vestibular cortical regions
(in black) are widely distributed and overlap with several regions relevant to both the bodily self and social cognition.
(The images are derived from images by NASA, licensed under creative commons.)
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In their paper, Galese & Cuccio highlight
the relevance of mirror mechanisms, in particu-
lar related to processing in the cortical motor
system, to the sense of body ownership and the
sense of agency, in particular in the context of
action and action observation:
This minimal notion of the self, namely
the bodily self as power-for-action […], ta-
citly presupposes ownership of an ac-
tion-capable agentive entity; hence, it
primarily rests upon the functionality of
the motor system. (this colection, p. 10) 
However, recent philosophy of mind and cognit-
ive neuroscience research reveals the crucial role
of spatial aspects of the bodily self, consisting of
a first-person perspective and self-location. In
this section I shal compare the brain network
contributing to spatial aspects of the bodily self
with the brain network underlying body owner-
ship and ask: Do these neuroimaging results
support the proposal that motor resonance is a
primary mechanism underlying al aspects of
the bodily self? What is the relationship
between the neural networks of the bodily self
and social cognition? Which functional associ-
ations can be derived from this?
3.1 Brain mechanisms of spatial aspects 
of the bodily self
The phenomenal experience of being a subject is
associated with a spatial location, which typic-
aly is the space of the physical body (see also
Alsmith & Longo 2014; Limanowski & Hecht
2011). However, there are exceptions to these
prototypical states of the bodily self in neurolo-
gical disorders and experimental ilusions point-
ing to a specific set of brain regions involved in
spatialy linking the phenomenal self to the
physical body. 
Which brain mechanisms link the phenom-
enal self to the physical body to give rise to the
dual nature of the body as lived body and as
physical object? Research in neurological pa-
tients who have had out-of-body experiences
(OBE) shows that damage or interference with
the right TPJ can lead to dissociations between
the bodily self and physical body (Blanke et al.
2004; Blanke et al. 2002; De Ridder et al. 2007;
Ionta et al. 2011). During an OBE, patients
typicaly experience a disembodied self-location
in elevation above their physical body, and an
altered first-person perspective that originates
from an elevated location in the room and is
directed downwards at the physical body
(Blanke et al. 2004; Metzinger 2009). These pa-
tients do not identify with their physical body
but with an ilusory double outside of the bor-
ders of the physical body. At the phenomenolo-
gical level, self-location and the first-person per-
spective are often experienced as having their
spatial origin in the same position. However,
during OBE there are instances where self-loca-
tion can be dissociated from the first-person
perspective in diferent sensory modalities (De
Ridder et al. 2007). Further evidence from aso-
matic OBEs and bodiless dreams suggests that
a phenomenal first-person perspective may be
reducible to a single point in space (Windt
2010). In fact, vestibular halucinations system-
aticaly preceded OBEs in patients with sleep
paralysis, i.e., a motor paralysis characterised
by the transient inability to execute bodily ac-
tions when waking up from sleep (Cheyne &
Girard 2009), showing further dissociations of
the spatial location of the bodily self and the
physical body and links to sensory processing.
These studies seem to suggest that the first-per-
son perspective and self-location may depend on
diferent neural mechanisms (Blanke 2012).
OBE in epileptic patients can be induced
by subcortical electrical stimulation of a specific
intensity at the TPJ. However, stimulating the
same brain region with either lower or higher
stimulation intensity induces bodily sensations
(including vestibular, visual, somatosensory,
kinesthetic sensations) without inducing an
OBE (Blanke et al. 2002). These observations
gave rise to the idea that the spatial aspects of
the bodily self are based on the accurate integ-
ration of multisensory signals (i.e., which was
perturbed by electrical stimulation in the pa-
tient in Blanke et al. 2002, which are sensory
signals from personal space to sensory signals
from the external environment Blanke et al.
2004).
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These clinical observations in patients
were corroborated by diferent ful-body ilusion
experiments in healthy subjects, such as the
so-caled “body-swap ilusion” (Petkova &
Ehrsson 2008; Petkova et al. 2011; van der
Hoort et al. 2011), the “ful-body ilusion”
(Ionta et al. 2011; Lenggenhager et al. 2009;
Lenggenhager 2007; Pfeifer et al. 2013; Pfeifer,
Schmutz & Blanke 2014), and the “out-of-body
ilusion” (Ehrsson 2007; Guterstam & Ehrsson
2012). In these experiments, healthy subjects re-
ceive conflicting signals about the spatial loca-
tion of their body and of the temporal syn-
chrony of exteroceptive and interoceptive sig-
nals, including somatosensory, cardiac, and ves-
tibular signals that at the same time are applied
to a virtual or fake body seen by the subject
(Aspel et al. 2013; Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeifer et
al. 2013; Pfeifer et al. 2014). For example, in
the ful-body ilusion, synchronous stroking of a
virtual or fake body seen from a distance can
induce the feeling in participants that they are
more closely located to the position of the vir-
tual or fake body, and that they experience and
increase of ownership for the seen body. The
brain regions involved in these spatial experi-
mental manipulations of the experienced bodily
self most consistently involve the right TPJ re-
gion, but also draw on somatosensory and
visual regions that process the sensory inputs
(Blanke 2012; Ionta et al. 2011; figure 1b in
black). Recently, several studies have manipu-
lated visual and vestibular signals about the
direction of gravity, afecting self-location and
perspective and thus showing that those visual
spatial cues afect our subjective experience of
the first-person perspective (Ionta et al. 2011;
Pfeifer et al. 2013). These authors presented
images on virtual-reality goggles showing visual
gravitational cues, similar to the visual per-
spective during an OBE showing a scene from
an elevated spatial location and a visual view-
point directed downwards into the room. At the
same time the somatosensory and the vestibular
signals received by the participant, who was ly-
ing on the back, suggested that the physical
body was oriented upwards with respect to
veridical gravity. Thus the visual gravity cues
(i.e., downwards) and the vestibular gravity
cues (i.e., upwards) were in directional conflict.
When the ful-body ilusion was induced under
these conflicting conditions, participants repor-
ted subjective changes in their experienced dir-
ection of the first-person perspective (upward or
downward) in line with experimentaly-induced
multisensory conflict (Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeifer
et al. 2013).
3.2 Brain mechanisms of body ownership
A diferent brain network encodes experimental
manipulations of another aspect of the bodily
self: body ownership. This was shown by the
body-swap ilusion (Petkova & Ehrsson 2008;
Petkova et al. 2011), during which the parti-
cipant views from a first-person visual view-
point the body of a mannequin or another per-
son. Thus no conflict between the visual spatial
coordinates of the participant’s physical body
and the visualy-perceived location of the man-
nequin is presented. However, conflicting sens-
ory information about the shape, gender, size,
or overal spatial context surrounding the vir-
tual body were presented that typicaly preven-
ted feeling ownership of the virtual body. If un-
der these conditions visuo-tactile stroking on
the abdomen of the participant and the virtual
body was synchronously administered, an ilu-
sion of ownership for the body emerged, reflec-
ted in increased responses to threatening the
mannequin. In diferent variants of the
body-swap ilusion subjects reported experien-
cing and adopting diferent sizes of both the vir-
tual body and the contextual environment
(Petkova & Ehrsson 2008; Petkova et al. 2011;
van der Hoort et al. 2011). Neuroimaging exper-
iments of the body-swap ilusion show activa-
tion of the vPM and IPS regions, notably
without involving actions made by subjects or
performed by the virtual body (Petkova et al.
2011). These brain regions are key nodes of the
mirror mechanism network of ES (see Serino et
al. 2013). For a recent review see figure 1b.
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3.3 A shared brain network of bodily self 
and social cognition
Although the neuroimaging evidence so far sug-
gests that distinct brain regions encode the spa-
tial aspects of the bodily self and body owner-
ship (Blanke 2012; Serino et al. 2013), the en-
semble of those bodily self-encoding regions
closely matches the brain regions relevant for
social cognition (compare in figure 1a with fig-
ure 1b). These empirical data indeed suggest
that the bodily self and social cognition are en-
coded by at least overlapping neural circuits
supporting the proposal of ES that neural capa-
cities to control and monitor the own body are
used in understanding others.
These neuroimaging data suggest particu-
lar functional associations between diferent as-
pects of social cognition and the bodily self. In
particular, the brain network of ES anatomic-
aly overlaps with regions encoding experiment-
aly-induced changes in body ownership during
the body-swap ilusion (figure 1a‒b in gray),
which involves spatial congruence of the obser-
vational viewpoint and position of the fake
body and the participant’s body. A second asso-
ciation can be observed between the brain net-
work of AS and the brain regions encoding spa-
tial aspects of the bodily self, as manipulated
during the ful-body ilusion (figure 1a‒b in
black). During the latter, the position and ob-
servational viewpoints of the virtual body and
the participant’s body are in spatial conflict,
and thus closely resemble social interaction set-
tings.
Based on these functional and neuroana-
tomical observations, I propose that ES seems
to contribute to the bodily self and social cogni-
tion in a way primarily related to the sense of
body ownership and agency. However, ES does
not account for multisensory spatial representa-
tions that relate the physical body to the bodily
self in space. These spatial aspects of the bodily
self are encoded by brain regions outside of the
brain network of ES, and rather resemble those
brain regions relevant for coding the spatial
configuration of attention (or awareness, ac-
cording to AS).
Because two crucial aspects of the bodily
self, i.e., self-location and the first-person per-
spective, are encoded in the TPJ region, and
ful-body ilusions show that they can be manip-
ulated without action or motor manipulations,
it seems implausible that ES as based on motor
resonance is the primary brain mechanism un-
derlying the bodily self. Instead, the brain net-
works coding self-location and the first-person
perspective, which overlap with brain regions
proposed to encode spatial aspects of an atten-
tion schema (see figure 1), seem to contribute
to at least an equal degree to both the bodily
self and social cognition. Thus, ES seems to be
a necessary but insuficiently “primary” brain
mechanism underlying the bodily self and social
cognition.
I do not mean to imply that these are in-
dependent processes, because it is possible that
they cooperatively work together (Graziano &
Kastner 2011). However, I think that Galese
and Cuccio’s claim of a primacy of motor reson-
ance underlying the multifaceted aspects of the
bodily self and social cognition is questionable
on empirical and theoretical grounds.
4 Vestibular contributions to the bodily 
self and social cognition
In the previous sections I have provided theor-
etical considerations and empirical evidence as-
signing a critical role to multisensory spatial
processing in the neural computations underly-
ing representations of the bodily self and social
cognition. This section wil further examine the
multisensory mechanisms relating the space of
the bodily self to other individuals and the ex-
ternal world. I propose that important contribu-
tions to the brain’s multisensory spatial coding
might come from a particular sensory system,
i.e., the vestibular system, which has often been
neglected in studies of higher brain functions re-
lated to subjectivity and intersubjectivity. I wil
ask: What might be the functional contribution
of the vestibular system to pre-reflective repres-
entations of the bodily self and social cognition?
How does the human vestibular cortex relate to
the neural networks of the bodily self and social
cognition?
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The vestibular system consists of sensory
organs in the inner ear that sense accelerations
of the head in space, including rotational and
linear movement of the head and whole body
and the constant acceleration of gravity on
earth (Day & Fitzpatrick 2005). Vestibular sig-
nals are processed by subcortical and cortical
structures (Angelaki & Culen 2008; Culen
2012; Lopez & Blanke 2011). Research initialy
focused on subcortical processing as related to
gaze control, postural stabilization, and neural
computations of head motion directions
(Fernandez &  Goldberg 1971; Goldberg &
Fernandez 1971). More recently, studies have
revealed the contribution of vestibular cortical
processing to spatial cognition, body perception,
and the bodily self (see Lenggenhager & Lopez
this colection; Lopez & Blanke 2011; Pfeifer et
al. 2014 for reviews). These studies show that
vestibular cortical processing is based on a
neural network of distinct, distributed, and
multisensory cortical regions. In distinction
from any other sensory modality, there is no
primary vestibular cortex that processes purely
vestibular signals. Instead, a core vestibular cor-
tical input region, the human parieto-insular
vestibular cortex (PIVC; Lopez et al. 2012; zu
Eulenburg et al. 2012), processes vestibular, so-
matosensory, and visual signals and is connec-
ted to a number of multisensory brain regions
in the parietal, temporal, cingulate, and frontal
regions (figure 1c).
The vestibular system contributes to spa-
tial aspects of the bodily self. For instance,
OBEs were associated with vestibular sensation,
such as floating in elevation (Blanke et al. 2004;
Blanke & Mohr 2005; Blanke et al. 2002), and
vestibular sensations preceded OBEs in persons
with sleep paralysis (Cheyne & Girard 2009).
Other studies presented conflicting visual and
vestibular signals about earth gravity during
the ful-body ilusion and induced changes in
the subjectively-experienced spatial direction of
the first-person perspective and self-location
(Ionta et al. 2011; Pfeifer et al. 2013). Thus, it
has been argued that vestibular cortical pro-
cessing does not merely signal the motions of
the own body and the external world, but is
also constitutive of spatial aspects of the bodily
self (Lopez et al. 2008; Pfeifer et al. 2014).
Previously, Lopez et al. (2013), Derouale
& Lopez (2014), and Lenggenhager & Lopez
(this colection) have argued that the vestibu-
lar system probably contributes to social cog-
nition. I wil briefly summarize their main ar-
guments and complement them with own
points:
First, because the human species evolved
under the steady influence of the earth’s gravit-
ational field, adaptation to gravity also framed
and afected action, perception, and social inter-
action. More recently, research has shown that
the brain hosts internal models of gravity, rep-
resenting the efects of gravity on the motion of
objects under the influence of gravity, of
self-motion, of bodily actions, and of the direc-
tion of the gravitational acceleration. Those in-
ternal models of gravity strongly overlap with
the vestibular cortex (Indovina et al. 2005; In-
dovina et al. 2013; McIntyre et al. 2001; Sciutti
et al. 2012). More evidence for a vestibular con-
tribution to social perception comes from stud-
ies showing the efects of gravitational signals
on the perception of emotional faces (Thompson
1980) and the perception of the spatial orienta-
tion of bodies (Lopez et al. 2009).
Second, the vestibular system might con-
tribute to social cognition because it detects
head motions in space and hence directly en-
ables us, when compared to other sensory sig-
nals, to discern movements made by our own
body from motions of other individuals and mo-
tions of the external environment (Derouale &
Lopez 2014). 
Third, mental spatial transformation of
the own visual viewpoint to that of another per-
son presents an important underlying cognitive
aspect of social cognition (Furlanetto 2013;
Hamilton 2009; Newen & Vogeley 2003; also
cited by Galese & Cuccio this colection, pp.
9–11). More direct evidence supporting this hy-
pothesis comes from a recent study that showed
that physical whole-body rotations, which stim-
ulate the vestibular sensory organs, afected the
ability of participants to perform mental spatial
transformations (van Elk & Blanke 2013).
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Fourth, I have argued in previous sections
of this commentary that multisensory spatial
coding is a critical prerequisite that underlies
pre-reflective brain mechanisms of the bodily
self and social cognition. Because the vestibular
cortical processing has been strongly associated
with multisensory integration (for review see
Lopez & Blanke 2011), it is likely that vestibu-
lar signals shape multisensory spatial coding rel-
evant to the bodily self and social cognition
(Derouale & Lopez 2014; Pfeifer et al. 2014).
Fifth, the distributed multisensory vesti-
bular cortical network clearly overlaps with the
neural structures involved in social cognition
and the bodily self, which suggests that there is
a functional contribution on the part of vestibu-
lar processing to these phenomena (compare fig-
ure 1c to 1a and 1b; compare also to Derouale
& Lopez 2014). 
Together, these five points suggest that
the vestibular system may be a promising can-
didate for future studies of the sensorimotor
mechanisms of social cognition, which should
motivate research on the intersection of vestibu-
lar cortical processing, mirror mechanisms, and
intersubjectivity. These studies may, for in-
stance, question how vestibular stimulation af-
fects our ability to reconstruct the process of at-
tention of another person, a function critical in
the AS framework. Although the vestibular sys-
tem is related to reflexive motor control, it is
not clear whether it also afects motor reson-
ance (see Derouale & Lopez 2014 for a related
proposal). One might ask whether vestibular
processing facilitates or inhibits motor reson-
ance and our understanding of intentional ac-
tion observed in others. How about vestibular
contributions to theory of mind and reasoning?
On the other hand, does social interaction mod-
ulate vestibular functions, such as self-motion
perception, postural stabilization, and gaze con-
trol? These questions address the role of vesti-
bular processing in functional mechanisms relev-
ant to the AS and ES frameworks. Further-
more, empirical research addressing the causal
relationship between the AS and ES brain
mechanisms and the bodily self and social cog-
nition are needed, for instance by brain lesion
analysis or direct brain stimulation.
5 Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper I asked which
brain mechanisms underlie pre-reflective repres-
entations of the bodily self and social cognition.
ES, based on motor resonance, substantialy
contributes to the representation of the bodily
self and social cognition. However, a unified
theory of the neural basis of these target phe-
nomena cannot assign a primary role to motor
resonance. I have argued that multisensory spa-
tial coding is at least of equal importance and
probably more basic than ES in contributing to
several key aspects of the bodily self and social
cognition. 
Specificaly, I have argued that:
(1) Social cognition and the bodily self de-
pend on multisensory spatial coding,
which is distinct from motor resonance.
Thus, motor resonance may be a necessary
but insuficiently “primary” brain mechan-
ism of social cognition and the bodily self
(cf. section 1, 2). 
(2) The brain networks underlying social
cognition and the bodily self largely over-
lap. Specific functional associations exist
(a) between motor resonance and body
ownership/agency and (b) between multis-
ensory spatial coding and self-location/the
first-person perspective (cf. section 2).
(3) The vestibular system, i.e., the sensory
system encoding head motion and gravity,
might provide unique information used for
multisensory spatial coding that relates
the bodily self to other individuals and the
external world. This is further suggested
by the large overlap existing between the
human vestibular cortex and the brain
networks underlying the bodily self and
social cognition (cf. section 3).
A unifying theory of pre-reflective brain
mechanisms of the bodily self and social cogni-
tion must be able to account for the empirical
evidence reviewed here; and it seems that such
a theory cannot exclusively depend on motor
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resonance. Multisensory spatial coding, motor
mechanisms, but also representations of the
process of attention appear highly relevant to
bodily self and social cognition.
I agree with Galese & Cuccio (this colec-
tion, pp. 3–7) that cognitive neuroscience can-
not fuly explore these exciting topics by limit-
ing itself to a specific neuroimaging method,
such as functional magnetic resonance imaging.
Instead, we should exploit multi-method ap-
proaches in search for correlative and causal
evidence relating brain function and anatomy to
the phenomenology of the bodily self and social
cognition. The body, but also the spatial repres-
entation of the world around us, are relevant to
understanding brain function, and when taken
into account can lead to novel approaches to
phenomenal analysis of subjective experience.
But we should be careful in assigning priority to
a single brain mechanism when aiming to ex-
plain the human self and intersubjectivity.
Scrutiny and dialogue at the intersection of
philosophy of mind and cognitive neuroscience
are necessary in order to advance our under-
standing of the nature of the human mind. 
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1PP  First-person perspective 
BSC  Bodily self-consciousness 
EEG  Electroencephalography 
FBI  Full-body illusion 
fMRI  Functional magnetic resonance imaging 
GVS  Galvanic vestibular stimulation 
OBE  Out-of-body experience  
PIVC  Parieto-insular vestibular cortex 
RHI  Rubber hand illusion 
TPJ  Temporo-parietal junction 
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